































































































The! opportunities! for! social! networking! offered! by! numerous!
online!platforms!were!one!of! the! reasons! for! the!dramatic! rise! in!




can! exchange! information! and! ideas! on! common! interests.! This!
was! a! first! step! to! a! globalised! culture! of! virtual! communication!
that!has!since!then!become!part!of!everyday!life.!Around!the!turn!
of! the! century,! the! term!Web& 2.0! was! introduced! (cf.! inter! alia!
Runkehl!2012)!–!a!reference!to!the!fact!that!a!technical!transformaX
tion!had! taken!place! from! relatively! static!websites! to! interactive!
platforms! that! can! be! edited! and! developed! by! the! users! themX
selves!without!specialist!knowledge.!On!many!of!these!platforms,!
the! focus! is! on! social! interaction! between! the! users,! which! has!
resulted!in!the!establishment!of!a!further!term:!Social&Media.!
The!use! of! these! two! terms! side! by! side!does! not!make! clear! exX
actly!what!they!stand!for!and!how!they!can!be!distinguished!from!




only! since! the! introduction! of! simplified! interaction! possibilities,!
or! that! only! an! extended!possibility! of! participation! by! the!users!
constituted! a! social!medium.! For! that! reason,! in! this! volume!we!
would! like! to!make!a! clear!distinction!between! the! two! terms.! In!
our!view,!Social!Media! include!all!online!platforms! that! focus!on!
interaction! between! the! users! –! regardless! of! the! technical! conX
ditions.!This!also!means!that!we!consider!online!forums,!which!are!
not! included!under! the! term!Web!2.0,!as!Social!Media,!as!well!as!
the!comments!function!of!online!newspapers!–!but!not!the!online!
newspapers! themselves.! Social! Media! also,! of! course,! include!
social! networks! such! as! Facebook! and!Twitter,!which! are!mainly!
used! for!maintaining!personal! contacts!and! for!exchanging! inforX




pants.! As! a! rule,! they! create! a! user! profile! in! which! they! reveal!
information!about!themselves!in!as!much!or!as!little!detail!as!they!
like.!However,! other! users! develop! a! perception! of! their! identity!
not!only!on!the!basis!of! their!profile!but!also!on!every! individual!
contribution,!every!shared!piece!of!content!and!every!comment!on!
contributions! and! contents! provided! by! other! users.! It! becomes!
clear! that! mutual! perception! plays! a! significant! role! in! Social!
Media.!We!believe!that!the!distinction!between!online!and!offline!
worlds!that!is!still!frequently!made!even!today!–!often!also!under!
the! labels! “virtual! world”! and! “real! world”! –! is! not! justified,! as!







encounter! them! in! the! street,! it! is!nevertheless!hardly!possible! to!
separate! themselves! completely! from! the! experiences! they! have!
gained! in! socialisation.!Consequently,! it! is! hardly! surprising! that!
concepts! such! as! face! and! identity& are! also! closely! linked! online,!
and! users! exhibit! similar! faceXrelated! patterns! of! action! as! are!
familiar! from!other! communication! situations.! For! example,! they!
react!sensitively!to!threats!against!their!own!face,!and!the!virtualiX
ty! of! the! communication! space! has! often! little! or! no! mitigating!
influence! on! their! feeling! of! having! been! attacked.! Users! also!
accept! appreciation! in!Social!Media!as! face&work& relating! to! a! real!
part! of! their! identity.! Nevertheless,! some! contradictions! initially!
remain! when! face! theories! are! transferred! to! Social! Media,! and!
these!require!a!more!intensive!theoretical!examination.!!
The! link!between!face!work!and&Social!Media,!which! is! the! focus!
of!this!volume,!leads!to!a!dialectic!field!of!study,!which!represents!
complex! challenges! for! sociopragmatic! research.! Paradoxically,! it!
is!a!matter!of!searching!for!face!or!faces!in!the!different!communiX
cation!forms!that!are!characterised!as!faceless!and!bodiless&media&(cf.!
Herring! 2001:!613).! In! spite! of! the! anonymity! and! virtuality! proX
vided! by! technology,! Social! Media! are! fundamentally! platforms!
for! social! encounters.! Their! elementary! function! is,! therefore,! the!
construction!of!social!presence(s)!(cf.!Bays!1998),!i.e.!they!generate!
exclusively!a!textually!performed!sociality.!In!the!form!of!a!virtual!
marketplace,! structures,! modalities! and! procedures! of! everyday!
interaction!are! reproduced!on! the! screen! in! such!a!way! that! they!
literally!“embody”!social!being!and!social!relations!in!the!ongoing!
communication.! Social! Media! draw! their! selfXconception! by! reX
flecting!and!retracing!personality!simultaneously!on!two!levels:!on!
the! interpersonal! level! of! the!mutual! exchange! in! a! community& of&
practice,!and!on!the!demonstrative!level!of!a!public!communication!
and! its! perception! by! a! broad! unknown! user! audience.! Even!
though! additional! codes! have! been! introduced,! enriching! the!
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moves! with! visual! hints! to! emotions! and! mood,! language! still!
plays! the!most! important! role.! In! these! fundamentally! textXbased!
forms!of!communication,! identities!are! implied!in!the!typed!writX
ten!expression.!It!is!often!even!the!case!that!the!typeface!reXcreates!
outlines! of! certain! social! features,! reXconstructs! projected! selfX
images,!lays!trails!to!the!acting!subject!and!provides!hints!at!typiX
cal! characteristics.! We,! thus,! can! assume! that,! in! Social! Media,&
faces!are!communicated!fundamentally!through!language,!i.e.!that!
all! linguistic! strategies! of! the! user! involved! are! essentially! face!
work!and,!therefore,!make!visible!the!“verbal!face!of!face”!that!is,!
on! the! one! hand,! unconsciously! imported! into! every! social! enX
counter,! but,! on! the! other! hand,! consciously! enacted! and! maniX
pulated!whenever!potential!conflict!situations!are!on.!!
The!difficulty!now! lies! in!making! face!work!empirically! tangible.!
The! fact! that! communicative! conflicts! are! generally! prevented! or!
defused! for! social! reasons,! turns!out! to!be! the!key!area! for! socioX
pragmatic! theories,! viz.!what! is! understood! as! face!work! should!
possibly!be!identified!in!conflictXaware!speech!acts.!The!term!face!
work! is,! therefore,! a! theoretical! bridge! that! enables! analysts! to!
reach!the!faces!involved!through!and!in!certain!forms!of!communiX
cation.! It! is! this! bridge! concept! that! assigns! two! sides! to! the! abX
stract!notion!of!face:!a!nonXmaterial!inner!side!and!a!material!outer!
side.!While!the!first!is!hypothesized!in!terms!of!values!and!claims,!
the! second! should! be! empirically! graspable! and! could! actually!
lead!to!a!phenomenological!categorisation.!!
Hence,!two!different!theoretical!issues!have!developed:!on!the!one!
hand,! there! are! the!worldwide!approved!and!discussed! issues!of!
politeness!theories!based!on!everyday!interaction!moments!where!
personal!claims!are!in!danger.!In!order!to!prevent!conflicts!and!to!










(Watts!2003:!130),!will! soon!be! further!expanded! to! the!necessary!
relational&work!with!a!largely!neutral!status!as!well!as!being!opened!
up! to! form! a! continuum! between! the! evaluative! poles,! politeness!
and! impoliteness.!The!face!negotiation!theories,&on!the!other!hand,!
see! conflicts! as! a! communication! clash!between!different! cultural!
habits!and!determine!face!work!as!necessary!‘enlightened’!rapport&
management! (cf.!SpencerXOatey!2000).!This!would!involve!the!preX






and! which! communicative! categories,! functions,! structures! and!
forms!are!applied,!still!remains!difficult! to!define!and!can!merely!
be!determined!as! tendencies!based!on!certain! thematic!occasions,!
speech!acts!or! communicative!events! that! infringe!on! the!general!
code!of!behaviour!and!the!social!expectations! implied.!As!before,!
the!difficulty! lies! in! converting! the! concepts,!which! in! the!meanX
time! have! been!well! differentiated,! into! real! data.! Even! if! Social!
Media!construct!presences!primarily!socially,!it!still!remains!largeX
ly! unclear!which! frames! and! lines! or! which! symbols! and! devices!
can! be! seen! as! presenceXshaping! and! how! faces! actually! emerge!
from!the!linguistic!data!and!what!type!of!faces!they!are.!!
These! still! unsolved!problems! are!due! above! all! to! the!unbroken!
fuzziness!of! the! face! concept! itself,!which,! in! spite!of! its! concrete!




the!1960s!was! the! first! to!apply! the!notion!of! face! for! the!socially!
acquired! and! internalised! values! of! a! person.! There! are! different!
culturally!specific!levels!of!awareness!and!implications,!similar!to!
terms! as! dignity! or! honour.! Goffman! subsumes! them! in! the!
general! definition! as! the! “public! selfXimage”! and,! ascribing! it!
common! ritual,! theatrical! and! sacral! characteristics,! turns! it! into!
the! normative! centre! of! reference! for! any! social! interaction.!As! a!
result,!the!notion!of!face&changes!from!a!physiologically!anchored!
lay!concept!to!a!modelXtheoretical!construct,!and!becomes!the!key!
concept! of! sociopragmatics.! In! spite! of! its! subsequent! overuse! in!
the! various! disciplines! of! cultural! and! social! sciences,! face& still!
remains!a!multiXlayered!phenomenon!which! is!difficult! to!define,!
continuously! revealing! new! “faces”! because! of! its! nonXmaterial!
and!material!nature!(cf.!“the!many!faces!of!face”,!Tracy!1990:!221).!




“visible”! (lat.! VISUS),! in! their! cognitive! approach! Lakoff/Johnson!
(1980)! assign! it! the! role! of! a! “radial! category”,!which! challenges!
both,! metonymic! extensions! and! metaphorical! reXinterpretations!
(cf.!BogdanowskaXJakubowska!2010:!32f.):!the!semantic!path!leads!
from! the! inner& self& to! the! outer& self&and,! thus,! from!psychology! to!
social!ethics,! i.e.! the!physiological! term! ‘face’!becomes!stylised!as!
the!mirror!of!the!soul,!turns!into!the!expression!of!the!personality!
and!stands!for!the!reputation,!fama!or!aura!that!persons!as!socialX
ised! individuals! automatically! possess! and! which! are! to! be! perX
ceived!as! such!by!others.!As! this! gets!manifest! only! in! social! enX











by! the! treatment! of! face! throughout! academic! history! where! it!
passed! from!the!aestheticXqualitative! representation! in!art!history!
through! the!physiognomic!and!psychological!view!of! the!natural!
sciences! to! the! ethicalXmoral! implications! of!philosophy! and!ultiX
mately!to!the!numerous!ideological!interpretations!of!modern!and!
postXmodern! social! theories.! In! spite! of! the! different! historical!
interpretations,! a! face& term! becomes! established! that! is! generally!
centred!around!the!self.! It,! therefore,!comes!close!to!the!term!selfI
identity,!which,! as! the! conditio& sine& qua&non! of!human!nature,!ultiX
mately! provides! a! wide! range! of! interdisciplinary! research.! But!





acquired! in! socialisation.!New,! however,! is! an! etic! view,! viz.! the!
fact! that! identity! is! communicatively!performed!and!as! such!perX





A!summarising!overview!of! the!dimensions! that! the! face&concept!
has! passed! through! on! its!way! from! a! lay! concept! to! a! scientific!









o face! valence,! viz.! whether! face! is! being! defended,!
maintained,!or!honoured;!








der! two! aspects! –! a! static! and! a! dynamic! one.! See! the! schematic!
representation!in!fig.!1!(next!page).!
Interpreting!the!schema!we!can!assume!that!face!is!at!any!rate!an!
individual! dimension! that! is! related! to! biographical! events.! It! is!
internalised! and! cognitively! anchored! as!personalityXdetermining!
“possessions”! (cf.! Sifianou! 2012).! However,! since! persons! are!
social! individuals,!these!“possessions”,!or!better:!these!features!of!
“character”,!have!at!the!same!time!developed!within!the!persons’!
socialisation! into! a! cultural! context! and! are! repeatedly! being! reX
contoured!by!the!natural!striving!for!collective!recognition!and!the!
growing! affiliation! to! reference!groups! (collective& /& fellowship& face).!
Face,!therefore,!stands!for!selfXconsciousness!and!at!the!same!time!
represents!the!selfXesteem!established!and!acknowledged!in!social!
contacts! (autonomy& face).! The! sort,! extent! and! importance! of! the!
individual! components! (face& domains)! are! exclusively! culturally!
shaped!and!result!in!strongly!differing!face!sensitivities.!These!are!
only!made!aware!and!set! in!motion!by!and!with!others!who!perX




consequently! implies! a! relational! dimension! (cf.! Arundale’s!






The! assumption! that! every! socialised! individual! has! a! face! turns!
social! interaction! in! the! interplay! of! reciprocal! face! maintenance!
and! face! saving! into!a! constant!process!of! impression&management.!
As! such,! face! automatically! appears! in! symbolic! interaction! as!
actionXimmanent! (interactional)& and! is! then! mutually! projected!
during! the! process! (coIconstructed),! jointly! negotiated! and,! thereX
fore,! repeatedly! reXsummarised! and! differentiated.! Haugh! (2009)!
even! goes! as! far! as! to! say! that! face! is! not! only! “constituted! by!











































tive! reality! which,! at! the! same! time,! set! guidelines! for! ‘correct’!
social!behaviour.! In!order! to!characterise! this!setting! in! the!social!
exchange! between! self& and! other,! and! to! allow! analyses! within!
pragmatic! theory,! a! dualistic! set! of! instruments! with! different!
ranges!is!constructed.!
On! the! basis! of! the! heuristic! dualisms,! as! we! have! summarised!
them! from! the! different! theory! approaches! and! schematically!
listed!in!fig.!2!(next!page),!normative,!intentionalXstrategic!and!culX
tureXtypological!categorisation!possibilities!of!faceXrelevant!actions!
become! apparent.! Initially,! they! are! focused! exclusively! on! supX
portive! activities,!which! in! an! ethical! sense! (SpencerXOatey! 2000:!
14!speaks!of!sociality&rights)!are!aimed!at!interpersonal!cooperation!
and! consensus.! However,! they! occur! only! ex& negativo,! in! other!






Heuristic dualisms for the explanation of face and face work 
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Resuming the different research theories we distinguish the following dualistic tools: 
• ritual: positive / negative rites / confirmation – correction 
• sociopsychological: positive / negative face = polar wants / claims 
• strategic: positive / negative politeness = respect to/of face wants 
• ethical: politeness = positive face work = right (positively marked) 
impoliteness = wrong (negatively marked) behaviour 
• intentional: face threatening acts vs. face flattering acts 
• behavioural (regulative): cost / benefit for self and other (reversal process) 
• illocutive / perlocutive: mitigation vs. aggravation 




face gain vs. face loss = enhance / destroy face 
• sociocultural: integration vs. isolation = fellowship / autonomy face 
Fig.!2:!Dualistic!concepts!for!determining!face!and!face!work!
In!a!first!stage,!they!are!equated!with!politeness.!Due!to!the!diffuse!
interpretation! of! this! notion! between! the! culturalXhistorical! folk!
concept! (politeness1)! and! theoretical! abstraction! (politeness2),! the!
identification! with! politeness! does! not! go! far! enough.! The! turn!
from!a!normative!to!an!interpretive!paradigm!expands!the!view!to!
the! communicationXimmanent! side! of! face! work! as! relational!
work:!
Face! work! is! not! a! social! requirement! that! must! always! be!
satisfied,! but! a! means! of! manipulating! a! given! relationship!
and/or!situation.!Face!work,!therefore,!should!be!understood!as!
a! reflection! of! one’s! relational! intention! and! action! goals! (Lim!
1994:!227).!!
In! other!words,! face! is! not! only! ratified! in! discourse,! but! is! also!








ness! and! consequently! have! faceXdestroying,! faceXthreatening,!
faceXaggravating,!faceXlosing,!etc.!effects,!and!are!either!unmarked!
as! “normal”! or! quite! the! opposite! as! impolite! or! overXpolite! (cf.!
Penman’s!conception!of!face!game!1990).!!
We! can! summarise! with! BargielaXChiappini,! who! sees! face! as! a!
“complex! image! of! self”,! “which! is! socially! constructed! and!
shaped!by!culture”:!!
As! a! bridging! concept! between! interpersonal! interaction! and!
social! order! ...! face,! at! the!microXlevel! of! verbal! and!nonXverbal!
behaviour,!encapsulates!and!dynamically!displays! the!manifesX




nication! cultures”,! which! have! developed! certain! standards! and!
rules! to! be! respected! (e.g.! soXcalled! netiquette).! As! Social!Media!
are!primarily!aimed!at!conveying!social!presence!which!is!visualX
ised!on!the!screen,!they!seem!to!be!highly!appropriate!to!provide!
concrete! symbolic! indications! of! the! different! faces,! which! are!
involved! in! the! ongoing! forum! communications.! In! accordance!
with!the!theories,!shared&faces!or!conflictual&faces!are!as!likely!estabX
lished! as! in! everyday! conversation;! moreover,! they! can! be! folX
lowed! in! written! text! chunks! and! are,! thus,! to! be! studied! more!
easily.!What! is! new,! however,! is! the!multiple! addressing! of! this!
media!communication!forms!and,!therefore,!the!multidimensionaX
lity!of!faceXrelevant!actions!between!selfXpresentation!and!the!conX
struction!of! relationships.!On! the!one!hand,! it! involves!selfXdirecX
ted! face!work,!which! attempts! to! optimally! and! demonstratively!
display! the! identity! of! the! producer! (prestige& face),&while! on! the!
Introduction&
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other! hand! –! as! is! usual! in! communication! –! it! is! a! question! of!
otherXdirected! or! relational! face!work,!which! the! communication!
partners! accordingly! ratify,! thus,! expressing! social! awareness!
interactively!(moral!face).!One!might!in!each!case!assume!different!
textual! and! (meta)linguistic! devices,! which! are! constantly! overX
lapping!and!connecting!–!face!and!face!work!of!Social!Media!are,!




kinds!of! communicative!events,! speech!acts!and! formulation!patX
terns,!adds!an!important!component.!
According! to! the! different! contributions! and! their! thematic! and!
methodological!focus,!the!volume!is!divided!into!four!blocks:!










Stimulated! by! a! dispute! in! an! Italian! internet! forum,! Gudrun!
HELD! examines! in! her! paper! a! terminological! problem! between!
the! two! semantically! related! concepts! figura! and! face.! While! face!
has! turned! into! a! universal! scientific! construct! of! modern! socioX
pragmatics,!by!means!of!which!social!and!linguistic!behaviour!can!
be! theoretically!explained,! the!notion!of! figura,!an! Italian! lay!conX




oriented! selfXidentity! that! turns! social! encounters! into!permanent!





sidered! as! a! range! of! visualised! verbal! procedures! of! presence!
shaping.!!
The!specifics!of!face!work!in!online!forum!communication!and!the!
applicability! of! classical! theories! in! this! field! are! examined! by!
Claus!EHRHARDT.!In!his!paper,!he!comes!to! the!conclusion!that!
involvement!in!online!communication!requires!a!“default!face”!for!
everyone,! which! has! to! be! fundamentally! respected! but! which!
each!person!can!individually!switch!off!for!themselves.!
Uta!FRÖHLICH!also!shows!that!selfXpresentation!in!Social!Media!
is! linked!with! the! identity! of! those!who! are! communicating! and!
with! the! individual! face! that! they!want! to! present.!According! to!
her,! this! presentation! is! multicodal,! which! means! that! it! applies!




examine,! besides! other! aspects,! a! special! feature! of! Social!Media!
communication:!the!contexts!are!primarily!dialogic,!but!interaction!
often! occurs! among! larger! groups.! Participants! of! the! platforms!













to! the! outside.! In! their! paper,! Brook! BOLANDER! and! Miriam!




is!expressed! in! the!CouchSurfing!community.!As! this!community!
is!based!on!mutual!trust!and!the!willingness!to!provide!overnight!
accommodation! in! their! own! homes,! user! ratings! that! contain!
criticism!and!negative!judgements!have!to!be!formulated!in!a!way!
to!avoid!further!conflicts!and!to!maintain!a!good!host!image.!This!
is! why! many! negative! evaluations! contain! mitigating! strategies!




measured! for! example! by! the! length! of! membership! and! the!
activity!of!the!users!in!the!communities.!Using!the!example!of!the!
community! The& Student& Room,! she! shows! that! newcomers! first!
have!to!earn!the!right!to!perform!certain!verbal!actions.!!
Block!3! (Face&Threatening& and&Face&Flattering& in&Online&CommunicaI
tion)& is! dedicated! to! examining! linguistic! strategies! that! are! used!
online!with!consequences!for!one’s!own!face!and!that!of!others.!!
Christiane!MAASS! shows,! on! the!basis! of!Watts’!model,! that! onX






a! potential! FTA.! To! counteract! this,! verbal,! paraverbal! and! nonX
verbal! strategies! aim! at! marking! the! post! as! “polite”.! Users! inX
crease! the! situational! embedding! of! their! posts! through!multiple!
codes! by!means! of! their! user!profile!with! their! avatar,! signature,!




open! criticism! and! use! various! diluting! strategies! to! ensure! that!
the! potential! FTA! is!mitigated.! These! include,! for! example,!mesX
sages! formulated! in! the! first! person! to! deflect! the! criticism! from!
the!addressed!person,!and!praise!aimed!at!balancing!and!putting!
the!criticism!into!perspective.!
Uta! HELFRICH! dedicates! her! paper! to! collective! attacks! against!
absent! third! parties.! The! users,! who! do! not! know! each! other,!
construct!a!shared!concept!of!the!enemy!which!they!then!make!fun!
of,!attacking!it!collectively!in!the!form!of!soXcalled!‘flaming’.!Even!
if! the! person! being! attacked! is! unaware! of! it,! this! FTA! has! the!
effect!of!enhancing!the!shared!face!of!the!group!of!attackers.!!
The!construction!of!a!shared!enemy!is!also!the!subject!of!the!paper!
by!Bettina!KLUGE.! She! examines! the!phenomenon!of! the! troll,! a!
user!who!joins!a!constructive!debate!with!the!intention!of!systemaX




Nadine! RENTEL! analyses! messages! on! the! microXblogging! platX
form!Twitter.!She! focuses!on! the!question!of!how!users!construct!
face!for!a!disperse!public.!She!finds!that!users!restrain!themselves!




The! fourth! block! of! the! volume! (Face& in& Experts& and& Laypeople&
Communication& in& Social&Media)! is! dedicated! to! an! area!which! linX
guistics!has!become!increasingly!interested!in:!the!construction!of!
the!roles!of!“expert”!and!“layperson”!in!communication.!Ascribing!
such! roles! to!oneself!or! to!a!discourse!partner! is!of!major! signifiX
cance! for! face.!The!discourse!participants!negotiate! these! roles! in!
their!exchange,!performing!or!preventing!face!threats!or!enhanceX
ments!in!their!communicative!acts.!
Martina! SCHRADERXKNIFFKI! analyses! how! such! status! attribuX
tions!are!developed!in!the!French!forum!Français&notre&belle&langue.!
Users! of! this! community!discuss! languageXrelated! topics,! usually!
on! the! level! of! laypeople! in! linguistics.! However,! the! selfX
presentation!of!the!participants!plays!an!important!role!in!the!disX
cussion,! which! is! often! the! result! of! intentionally! subjectified!
speech! acts.! In! this!way,! the! users! develop! evidentiality! and! coX
constructed!knowledge.!!
A! similar! forum,! Languefrancaise.net,! is! examined! by! Melanie!
KUNKEL.! In! this! case! too,! the! users! debate! on! the! French!
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Immediately! after! the! accident! of! the! cruise! liner!Costa& Concordia!





Among! the! global! reactions,! an! ironic! column! published! in! the!
online!edition!of!the!German!news!magazine!DER!SPIEGEL!gave!
the!worldwide!discourse!a!sharp!turn!by!provoking!(once!again)1!a!










column! –! entitled! “Italienische& Fahrerflucht”! (=! Italian! hitXandXrun!
driving)!–!was!introduced!by!the!following!derisive!remark:!
Bella!figura!machen,!heisst!der!italienische!Volkssport,!bei!dem!
es! darum! geht,! andere! zu! beeindrucken.! Auch! Francesco!
Schettino! wollte! eine! gute! Figur! machen,! leider! war! ihm! ein!
Felsen!im!Weg.!(Spiegel!Online!2012)!
Presenting& a& ‘bella& figura’& (a& ‘beautiful’& =& good& figure)& is& the& Italian&
national&sport,&which&is&all&about&making&a&good&impression&on&others.&
Francesco& Schettino& is& one& of& those& who&wanted& to&make& a& good& imI
pression,&but&unfortunately&a&rock&got&in&his&way.&
This!key!sentence,!which!was!intended!to!be!nothing!other!than!a!
rhetorical! teaser! aimed! at! turning! the! readers’! attention! to! the!
European!crisis,!was!evidently!misunderstood!by!the!Italians:! the!
fact!that!a!German!journalist!compared!the!tragic!shipwreck!to!the!
slump! in! the!European!economy!by!relating!Schettino’s! irresponX
sibility!with! the! cultural! stereotype!of! the! Italian!happyXgoXlucky!
pappagallo!was!too!much!for!the!already!bungaIbunga!shaken!Italy,!
and!was!thus!seen!as!a!collective!offence!to!the!national!pride.! In!




ascriptions,! viz.! ‘lazy’! (but! happy)! Italians! versus! ‘hardXworking’!
(but! unhappy)! Germans,! (cf.! Heitmann! 2003),! through! the! conX
trasting! figures! of! “Schettino”! and! “Merkel”.! Increasingly! rich!
imagery,! exploited! for! all! kinds! of! visual! and! verbal! caricatures,!
was! developed.2! Finally,! newspapers,! mainly! the! reputed! La&
Repubblica,! did! not! shy! away! from!going! back! to! the! situation! in!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2& See,! for! instance,! the! title! in! the!Tagesanzeiger,! Zürich:! “Fauler! Italiener,! überheblicher!





World!War! II.!But! then,!a!coup! took!place!which!changed!everyX
thing! and! pushed! the! whole! affair! into! the! world! press:! “A& noi&
Schettino,&a&voi&Auschwitz”!was!the!headline!of!the!BerlusconiXclose!
tabloid! Il& Giornale,! on! 27th! January! 2012.! All! of! a! sudden,! this!
turned!an!airyXfairy!bufera&in&rete!into!a!tasteless!twisting!of!history:!
the!populist!discussion!about!intercultural!clichés!now!developed!
into! an! evil! discourse! about! race,! which! egged! on! national!
prejudices! long! thought! to!be!dead!and,!presumably,!was!played!
by!both!sides!against!the!other!with!political!calculation.!Abusing!
the! luring! repertoire! of! Nazi! connotations,! Italians! no! longer!
worried! about! attacking! and! offending! the! Germans,! thus!
reflecting!a!frightening!picture!of!the!vitality!of!nationalism!and!its!





of! a! German! journalist;! hence,! figura! –! and! no! longer! the! failing!
captain! Schettino! –! became! the!main! subject! of! the! neverXending!
Italian!forum!outrages!I!am!still!following!with!astonishment!from!
outside.! Thus,! within! the! context! of! this! volume! entitled! “Face!
work!and!Social!Media”,!I!decided!to!look!at!the!notion!of!figura,!
as!mentioned!above!in!the!key!sentence!of!the!online!column,!from!
a! linguistic!perspective.!On! the! one!hand,! it! is! the! key! subject! of!
this!intercultural!dispute,!and,!on!the!other!hand,!it!bears!directly!
upon!the!concept!of!face&work,&including!broadly!based!discussions!
in! pragmatic! research.! Not! only! does! this! term! embody! ItalianX
ness! as! seen! from! the! outside,! but! it! also! represents! a! common!
inner! value! that! is! kept! in! continuous! tension! between! the! two!
ethical! points! of! reference! –! bello! (good)! versus! brutto& (bad).!Fare&
bella& figura& can! therefore! be! considered! the! epitome! of! what! is!
regarded! as! typically! Italian! without! being! really! definable! or!
Gudrun&Held&
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describable! (cf.! the! American! translation! of! Severgnini’s! book!
2006).! Even! though! the! term! is! semantically! and! pragmatically!
fuzzy,! the! manifestation! of! figura! as! a! good! or! bad! image! that!
individuals!constantly!reveal!in!interaction!with!others!is!without!





question!of!why!and!how! ItalianXness! is! constructed!and!defined!
through! the! term! figura.! A! diachronic,! a! synchronic! and! a! comX
parative!view!of!the!term’s!semantic!development,!its!collocations!
and!coXoccurrences!will! soon! shape! it! against! another!key!notion!
of! modern! pragmatics,! the! notion! of! face.! As! we! are! concerned!
with! this! obvious!metonymic! relationship! between! the! two! conX
ceptions,! our! observations! are! automatically! positioned! in! the!
framework! of! the! theories! of! interaction,! viz.! particularly,! the!
paradigm!of!politeness.!Without!doubt,! fare& figura!has! to!do!with!
politeness! and! can! therefore! also! be! connected! to! the! concept! of!
face&work.!However,! how!and!why! these! concepts! are! related!has!
not!been!examined!systematically!as!yet.!Thus,!finer!clarification!in!
both! the! semantic! relationship! between! figura! and! face! and! their!
pragmatic! coverage!might! not! only! throw! some! light! onto! interX
cultural!discourse!and!communication,!but!could!also!lead!to!furX
ther! theoretical! and! methodological! findings! in! modern! socioX
pragmatics! (cf.!Haas!2009;! from!a! linguistic!point!of!view!WierzX
bicka! 1991;! Trosborg! 2010! or! consecutive! issues! of! the! Journal& of&
Intercultural&Pragmatics).!!
In! this! context,! the! question! of! the! role! and! meaning! of! figura!
seems!all! the!more! interesting.!As!mentioned!above,! in! the!SPIEX
GEL!discourse! the! Italians! themselves!get!quickly!caught!up! in!a!




terminology:! face& defence! turned! into! face& loss?! Thus,! if! there! is! a!




istically?!What!will! happen! if! the! confusion! is!made! even!worse!
through! the!usage! of! some!more! competitive! terms! such! as! idenI
tity,&image,&honour,&dignity…?!
The! enormous! number! of! reactions! from! Italians! and! Germans!
caused!by!the!Schettino!problem!in!all!forms!of!Social!Media!thus!
offers! a! neverXending! corpus! for! linguistic! studies! from!different!
points!of!view.!This!paper!will!first!deal!with!the!Italian!reactions!
to! the!column! in!SPIEGEL!online! in!a! selected! Italian!chat! forum!
(cf.! Schettino! corpus).! The! data! are! enlightening! insofar! as! they!
deal!with!the!figura!problem!on!various!levels:!on!a!metaXlinguistic!







ings! thus! coming! out! as! either! bella! or! brutta& figura.! Or! is! it! all!
about!face,&which!becomes!‘visible’!in!the!text!and!which!is!develX
oped!during! the! communication! among! the!different! users?! This!
last! question! leads! us! directly! to! the! area! of! sociopragmatics,!
where!verbal&action!equals!social&action,!which!is!defined!as!aiming!
at! rational! cooperation! in! order! to! sensibly! handle! and! balance!
communicative!conflicts.!Such!verbal!conduct!due!to!be!situationX




pirical! surveillance!of! such!strategies.!Whatever!one! thinks!about!
the!value!of!figura,!whether!it!is!seen!as!positive!or!negative,!there!




a! corresponding!pragmatic!paradigm!developed! to! explain! interX
active!action!in!general.!This!further!condenses!our!considerations!
theoretically.!!
According! to! these! introductory! remarks,! the! study!will! contrast!
the!notions!of!figura!and!face!by!outlining!the!following!points:!!
1) a!brief!comparative!study!of! the! two!notions!concerning! their!
terminological!development!as!a!result!of!the!culturalXsemantic!
implications;!
2) a! draft! of! the! main! sociopragmatic! concepts! of! face! (and! face&
work)& in! order! to! figure! out! continuities! and! differences!with!
the!concept!of!figura;!
3) a!discussion!of!these!findings!within!the!theory!of!(im)politeness!
and! its! different! interpretations! as! layXconcept! or! scientific!
modelling;!




The! awareness! that! human! feelings! are! physiologically! ‘exteriorX
ised’! is! as! old! as!mankind! itself.! The! body,! its! posture,! and,! priX
marily,!the!face,!as!the!physical!part!which!is!permanently!visible!




concept! of! “honour”).!Whereas!physicalness! as! a!whole! is! a!proX
duct! of! collective! rules! and! regulations! which! shape! it! and! repX
resent! both! culture! and! ‘modes’! to! the! outside!world,! the! face! is!
unique;! as! the! visible! epitome! of! singular! traits! of! character! it!
represents! the! key! to! the! subject.! The!Latin!word! FIGURA! and! its!
development! within! European! languages! gives! evidence! of! this!
perceptible! field!of! tension,!which!has!been!carried!forward!from!
antiquity! onwards! through! the!many! antiXcarnal! centuries! in! the!
Middle!Ages,!over!the!Renaissance!to!Modernity.!The!humanistic!
idea! of! man! (Germ.! ‘Menschenbild’)! integrated! physiological! and!
psychological! characteristics! into! an! aesthetic!whole! representing!
power.!During!the!Enlightenment,!this!idea!turned!into!a!rational!
calculation!of! social! climbing,!which! in! the!19th! century! is! further!
charged!with!morality,!manners!and!decency,! finally!spotlighting!




In! the!Renaissance,! figura! referred!exclusively! to!physical!appearX
ance! (apparenza),& as! perceived! by! others.! It! implied! the! aesthetic!
potential! to! elicit! pleasure! (delectare)& as! well! as! ‘pleasing’! others!
(placere).&Contegno,!grazia!and!spezzatura!are!the!demands!which!the!
perfetto&cortegiano!should!radiate!in!his!presence.!According!to!the!
aristocratically! influenced! value! system,! this! should! happen! not!
only!through!the!stature,!but,!more!specifically,! through!outward!
behaviour! ((com)portamento,! cf.! Wandruszka! 1954;! cf.! also! Stagl,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3! This! does! not! go!without! saying! if!we! look! at! the! semantic! development! of! the! term!








Renaissance,!Cortegiano!and!Galateo,! focus!the!term! figura! to!a!colX
lective,!‘polished’!and!thus!‘glossy’!attitude!(pulitezza&>!French!poliI





of! human! qualities! and! advantages! can! also! be! found! in! the! so!
called! “ritratto”! (cf.! also! Christiansen/Weppelmann! 2011).! As! an!
“image”!of!glory!and!wealth,! the!portrait! is! the!preferred!artistic!
instrument! used!with! regard! to! seigniorial!marriage! politics,! but!
shows!at! the!same!time!the!central!role!of! the! face! in! the!demonX
strative! presentation! and! characterisation! of! outstanding! personX






inherent!within! the!notion! of! figura.& It! is! later! on! reflected! in! the!
polysemy!of! the! French! term! figure,!which!developed!during! the!




with! fesses! (‘thighs’),! an! equally! ignoble! term! that!had! to!be! aboX
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




lished.! In! either! case,! it!was! seen!by! the! courteous! society! as!not!
appropriate!to!the!soXcalled!bon&usage.5!
This!example!of!the!French!extension!of!meaning!leads!to!the!secX
ond! point! of! my! arguments,! namely! that! face,! in! contrast! to! the!
figure! or! body,! focuses! on! individuality! and! thus! on! subjective!
uniqueness.! This! view! is! based! on! the! antique! psychological!
knowledge!that!facial!expression!is!the!mirror!of!the!human!soul.6!




unveiled! and! thus! openly! present! it.! The! Romance! languages,!
however,! deal! differently!with! the! two! terms:! in! Italian!we! have!
faccia!and!viso&as!different!varieties!of!usage,!whereas!in!French!we!
have! face! (face& à& face)! and!visage,! the! latter! a!derivation!of! the!old!
French! vis! (visIàIvis),& which,! for! phonological! reasons,! shows!
different!diachronic!stages.!The!IberoXRomance!languages!take!the!
Greek!CARA!and!additionally!differentiate! it! stylistically!with! the!
metonymic!ROSTRUM!(‘beak’)! (Port.!rosto).!German,!however,!preX
fers!various!calques!of!VISUM:!Gesicht,&Angesicht,&Antlitz!(the!IndoX
European!prefix!antX!means! ‘towards’,! ‘in! the! face!of’;!viz.!Antlitz!




nical! term! of! sociopragmatics,! and! as! such! turns! into! an!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!











As! we! have! seen,! figura! reflects! cultural! evolution! standing! for!
collective! physical! presence.! However,! during! the! Renaissance,!
this! ‘visible’! embodiment!was! stylised! into! the! ideal! form! of! the!
perfect!humanistic!personality,!predominantly!manifesting!itself!in!
the!outward!appearance,!the!soXcalled!bella&presenza.!After!the!decX
line! of! the! seigniorial! glory! and! Italy’s! regression! into! foreign!
domination,! the! figura& ideal! remained!as! a!unifying! factor!within!
the! collective! memory.! However,! it! did! not! degenerate! into! the!
pure!illusion!of!a!splendid,!but!unreturnable!past;!on!the!contrary,!
it!becomes!the!daily!pleasure!of!putting!the!proper!self!adequately!
on!stage!by! reviving!and! inventing!ever!more! theatrical! forms!of!
selfXrepresentation:! fare& figura! turned! into! the! basic! principle! of!
postXrinascimental!art&de&vivre;!enriched!with!values!of!the!respecX
tive!societal!context!fare&bella&figura!vs.!fare&brutta&figura!turned!out!






Nevertheless,! outer! form! is! kept! together! with! the! help! of! strict!
inner!rules.!Regardless!of!whether!it!was!the!cultural!group!or!era!
which!decided!what!was!considered!beautiful!and!what!ugly,!(cf.!
Eco! 2004! and! 2010)! the! figura! concept! turned! out! to! be! a! covert!
method! of! judgement! learned! in! the! socialisation! of! those! who!
grew!up!in!Italian!territory.!Its!outer!handling!and!inner!valuating!
in!the!range!of!bello!vs.!brutto!became!the!social!imperative!for!all!
Italians,!unifying! the!experienced! inXgroup!against! an!extraneous!
outXgroup.!Without!doubt,!Italian!language!is!the!most!telling!mirX
ror! of! this!development.!According! to!Lurati! (1997:!310),! particuX
Figura…&or&Face?&
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That! is! why! apparir& bene! becomes! the! leitmotif! of! people! being!
aware! of! constantly!making! a! good! impression.! Hence,! people’s!
art!of!living!is!the!great!art!of!delighting!the!others!by!themselves,!
by! la& bella& presenza,!which! is! not! simply! an! aesthetic!way! of! selfX
presenting,!but!a!general!respectful!kindness,!a!disinterested!openX
ness!that!puts!a!simply!embellishing!masquerade!over!social!realiX




The! brutta& figura! (today!more! frequently! named! as! figuraccia),! on!
the! contrary,! is! considered! a! violation! of! the! norm! and! thus! imX
plies! the! feared! condemnation! by! the! comunità,! including! loss! of!
reputation!and!honour.!This!expression! is!witnessed!a! little! later.!
But! as! language! is! also! the! mirror! of! ongoing! social! processes,!




cameriere,& figura& del& parente& povero,& figura& da& barbone,! procuring! the!
linguistic! proof! that! the! figura& concept! has! steadily! turned! into! a!
tool! for! social! (even! racist)! depreciation.! This! trend! is! still! very!
productive! today,! constituting! a!wide! range! of! common!popular!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7! According!to!Lurati!1997:!311,!this!is!due!to!the!faces!of!the!chocolate!workers!which!are!










Even! though! bella& figura! has! manifested! itself! mainly! through!





tion! insofar! as! it! turns! encounters! into! a! pleasant! but! primarily!
visual!event.!The!concept!of! face,!on!the!contrary,!refers!to!a!comX
pletely!different!aspect!of!social!encounter,!namely!the!one!which!
evolves! through! interaction! and! is! shared! (shared& face)! and! conX
cretely!put! into!practice! at! a! communicative! level.! From! this,!we!
could!deduce! in!advance!that! figura! is!always!connected!with!the!
EGO,! whereas! face! depends!more! on! the! ALTER! and! is! thus! a! reX
flexive! term.! This! assumption! can! also! be! justified! through! the!
consequences!which!ensue!for!the! figura!concept!in!the!respective!
historical! context:! the! tension! between!how!one! is! looked! at! and!
what!one!looks!like!finally!always!focuses!on!the!stylisation!of!the!
self,!not!only!by!making!up!the!physical!appearance!and!the!‘good!
looking’,! but! also! by! cultivating! the!personal! ambiance! of! living,!
environment!and! lifestyle.!This!determines! the!whole!way!of! livX
ing!in!Italian!culture.8!
It!is,!actually,!not!only!the!external!view!that!turns!the!art!of!bella&








which! foreigners,! even! after! a! certain! amount! of! experience! in!
Italy,! cannot! copy! as! being! the! “inimitable! art! of! a! beautiful!
image”! (Severgnini).! No,! it! also! refers! to! the! experience! of! the!
public! sphere! (such! as! the! dramatic! appeal! of! customs! and!
traditions,! public!manifestation! forms,! the! political! show! culture!
and!particularly! the!mediatisation!of! society! itself! peaking! in! the!
Berlusconian! televised! egoXcult)! or! to! certain! kinds! of! sacral! and!
profane! architecture! (thus,! churches! are,! for! instance,! seen! as! a!
“predecessor! of! the! glory! of! heaven”! (Hoffmann! 2010)! and! city!
houses!are!generally!called!palazzo).! It!also!sets! the!rules!and!regX
ulations! for! appropriate! behaviour! within! private! relationships!
(even!within!marriage!)!as!well!as!in!social!networking!and!career!
systems.! It! extends! from! having! advantages! in! groups! to! the!
omertà!principle!of!the!mafia.!To!put!it!into!a!nutshell:!what!seems!
to! be! “normal”! or! even! innate! behaviour! for! Italians! is! striking!
only! for! foreigners.! SoXcalled! strangers! are! speechless!when! they!
are!confronted!with!the!art!of!“perfect!illusion”!(Barzini!1965)!and!
feel!that!they!are!outsiders!who!cannot!be!integrated!either!in!their!
inner!or!outer! state.!They!might! even! feel! like!a!physical! emanaX
tion!of!a!brutta& figura,! torn!between! jealousy!and!admiration.! It! is!
therefore! not! surprising! that! people! travelling! to! Italy! perceive!
figura!either!directly!or!indirectly!as!the!engine!of!this!nonXspecific!
longing! which! makes! this! country! “where! the! lemons! are! in!
bloom”!(Goethe)!so!attractive!but!unattainable.!It!is!not!for!nothing!
that!cultural! studies,! tourist!guides!and!sociological! literature!are!
full!of!attempts!to!describe!the!bella&figura,!explaining!the!secrets!of!





translate! it!as!“a!good!impression”.!Truthfully,! it! is!a! little!of!both!–!and!it’s!singularly!
Italian.!In!order!to!possess!a!bella&figura,!you!must!look!putXtogether.!(...)!But!this!is!just!






ple! that! turned! into!a!marker!of!national! identity,!and! is! thus!exX
ploited! in! today’s! media! discourse,! used! for! consumption! and!
economic!competition,!and!politically!played!off!against!other!culX
tures!and!ideologies.!
This! is! the!cultural!context! in!which!the!discourse!concerning!the!
Schettino!affair!and!the!Italian!provocation!through!the!use!of!the!
figura!stereotype!has!taken!place.!To!reveal!the!multiXlayered!comX
plexity,! further! remarks! on! the! concept! of! figura,! especially!with!
regard!to!language,!are!necessary.!Even!though!figura!is!described!
mainly! from! the!outside!as!“the!good! impression”!deriving! from!
outward!appearance,!an!inner!capacity!which!equally!remains!inX
comprehensible! for! foreigners!needs! to!be!seen!as!connected!to! it!
as!well.!Fare&figura!also!means!having!the!necessary!amount!of!senX






also! becomes! clear! that! the! impossibility! of! arriving! at! a! definition! of! bella& figura! also!
leads! to! stereotypes! and! the! acclaimed! “substantial! principle! of! Italianity”! (Severgnini!
2006:!7)!mutates!to!national!prejudices!and!supports!political! ideologies:!„Fare&una&bella&
figura!is!a!cultural!and!societal!cornerstone!for!Italians.!...!Fare&una&bella&figura!isn’t!simply!




derogatory:! la& figura,! the! figure,! the! shape,! there! is! something!concrete! to! it,! especially!
when!it!is!bella!(…).!But!fare&bella&figura!is!not!all!about!decorum!and!clothes,!it!needs!to!
be! there! for! the!whole! of! Italian! life!…! it! is! this!which! leads! to! having! followers! and!
appeal.”!And!a!conclusion!from!a!historical!point!of!view:!“NonXItalians!don’t!have!the!
Rinascimento,! the! genetic! disposition! for! the! Italian! talent! of! selfXmarketing! without!




consequences! on! Italian! language.! Thus,! in! relation! to! the! figura&
principle,! an! interesting! tension! between! two! antagonistic! sides!
seems! to! be! apparent! in! the! situation! of! Italian! language:! on! the!
one!hand,!there!is!a!really!relaxed!attitude!towards!a!frequent!use!
of!vocabulary!and!idioms!from!the!subXstandard,!including!sexual!
expressions,!which,! to! this!extent,! is!not! to!be! found! in!any!other!
Romance! language.!This!does!not! endanger!bella& figura! and! leads!
by!no!means! to!brutta& figura.!On! the!other!hand,! there! are! rather!
explicit! rules! concerning! verbal! garbo! in! Italian.! This! means! that!
the!Italians!have!“a!collective!consciousness!for!a!good!communiX
cation! style”! (Severgnini! 2006:!173),!which! turns! Italian! speaking!
into!a! subtle!art!of! successfully!enacted! selfXmanagement.!Hence,!
there! is! no! doubt! that! the! principle! of!making! a! bella& figura! also!
concerns! communicative! behaviour,! in! all! its! facets! of! physicalX
ness,!viz.!with!regard!to!kinetics,!gestures,!mimicry!and,!verbally,!
with! regard! to! prosody,! stylistics! and! rhetoric.! This! assumption!
can!be!proven!by!a!rich!repertoire!of!personXbound!routine!formuX
lae! perceived! as! commonly!polite! (viz.!wellXwishing! such! as! abbi&
pazienza,&mi&raccomando,!or!the!amount!of!smoothing!replies!to!acts!
of! thanking! such! as! S’immagini,& Si& figuri& which! pragmatically!
enrich!the!universal!inventory!such!as!prego,!di&niente!or!non&c’è&di&
che).& There! are! the! frequent! direct! allocutions! mentioning! name!
and!title!as!well!as!the!historically!connoted!differentiation!of!adX




by! Spitzer! as! early! as! 1922! in! his! description! of! Italienische&
Umgangssprache!(“Italian!colloquial!language”)!in!association!with!







ing! the!Renaissance.!With! regard! to! language!history,!we! should!
briefly!mention! that! the!major! argument! for! the! Italian! questione&
della&lingua!is!primarily!the!awareness!of!a!supraXregional!adequaX
cy! and! policy! for! all! communicative! situations.! This! emphasises!
the!idea!of!a!common!and!unifying!idioma&gentile!(De!Amicis)!that!




tem! (consider,! for! instance,! the! leitmotif! of! the!CruscaXAcademy).!
As!opposed!to!this,!brutta&figura!is!a!kind!of!social!gaffe,!performed!
by! pragmatically! inappropriate! language! use.!What! is! excusable!
for!outsiders! is!socially!sanctioned!for! insiders!who!are!then!conX





The! discussion! of! the! verbal!manifestations! of! the! figura& concept!
automatically!leads!to!the!area!of!politeness,!especially!in!terms!of!
verbal! politeness.! Thus,! the! culturalXhistorical! excursus! rightly!
draws! our! attention! to! current! pragmaXlinguistic! research,!where!









group! in! the! ongoing! socialisation! process.! This! acquired! knowX
how!conducts!social!interaction!in!order!to!make!participants!feel!
at! ease,! and! consists! in! mutual! strategies! of! appropriate! verbal!
behaviour,!mostly! based!on! a! repertoire! of! formulae! and! routine!
speech! acts.! On! the! other! hand,! politeness! is! understood! from! a!
scientific! point! of! view,!where! it! forms! the! basis! of! a! theorem! to!
help! to! universally! explain! communicative! interaction! in! general!




languages,! communicative! events! and! situations! ever! since! the!
pioneering!work!of!Brown/Levinson!in!1978/87.!Up!until!today,!it!
has! been! both! approved! and! criticised! from! various! points! of!
view.!The!central!question! is! the!empirical!appearance!and,! so! to!
speak,!the!language!concreteness!of!such!strategic!processes!which!




the! basic! and! referential! concept! of! the! theoretical! grasp! to! the!
notion! of! politeness.! Due! to! its! development! within! the! AngloX
phone!context,!face!is!constituted!and!generalised!as!a!rival!term!to!
figura.! In! one! of! his! seminal! publications,! “On! FaceXwork”,!GoffX
man! defines! face& as! “an! image! of! self! delineated! in! terms! of! apX
proved!social!attributes!–!albeit!an!image!that!others!may!share,!as!
when! a! person! makes! (...)! a! good! showing! for! himself! [sic]”!
(1967:!5).! It! remains! to! be! discussed!whether! and! in! how! far! the!




to! be! the! normative! centre! of! every! rational! interaction! and! thus!
determines!the!lines!(in!Goffman’s!own!terminology)!of!actions!in!
order! to!avoid!conflicts!by! respecting!general! cooperation! to!muX
tual! advantage.! Hence,! face! is! a! dynamic! concept! which! is! only!
activated! and! negotiated! in! interpersonal! encounters.! It! is! thus!
inherently! communicative! and!manifests! itself! only! symbolically,!
viz.!mainly!in!language.!As!a!purely!communicative!action!with!a!
socialXharmonizing! effect,! politeness! is! thus! generally! directed! to!
satisfying! the! wants! and! claims! of! face! by! activating! a! range! of!
appropriate!verbal!strategies!and!attitudes.!!
From!his!studies!on! face!and!politeness,!O’Driscoll! (1996!and!2010)!
draws! the! following! interesting! conclusion! concerning! the! term!
face:!“Face!we!have,!politeness!we!do”.!This!means!that!he!differX
rentiates! between! the! two! concepts! according! to! endogenous! vs.!
exogenous!aspects.! If!we!attempt!to!formulate!this!conclusion!usX
ing!the!term!figura,!it!would!read:!“face&we&have,&figura&we&do”!(=!fare&
una& bella& or! brutta& figura!).! In! opposition! to! face! which,! as! an! inX
herent!–!normally!unconscious!–!quality!of!each!socialised!indiviX
dual! is! yielded! only! in! confrontation!with! the! other! and! as! such!





into!account! the! fare…figura!which,! as! a! strategic! interaction!proX
cess!in!which!a!good!or!bad!result!is!achieved,!comes!closer!to!the!
concept!of!(im)politeness.!Both!activities!are!concerned!with!commX
unication.!However,! a! look! at! the! related! concept! of!politeness! ilX
lustrates! more! precisely! the! differences! between! face! and! figura.!
They!will!become!even!more!explicit!when!considering!their!exact!
role!during!the!communicative!process.!In!my!view,!if!we!want!to!
judge! certain! behaviour! forms! as! polite,! face! can! then! be! seen! as!
Figura…&or&Face?&
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their!catalyst,!whereas! figura! is! intended!to!be!their!goal.!But! it! is!
difficult!to!find!evaluation!categories!to!verify!this!assumption.!
Let! us! thus! try! to! grasp! the! relationship! between! face! vs.! figura!
again! from! the!point! of! view!of! semantics.!As! shown! in! the! first!
part!of!this!paper,!both!terms!have!the!same!core!meaning:!it!is!the!




O.Fr.! face/faz,! Span.! faz,! Port.! face,! Rum.! faţã,! Engl.! face).! With!
regard!to!the!‘revelation’!of!the!personality!(persona!‘mask’)!and!its!
uniqueness,! a! concrete! second! term! developed! in! Latin,! namely!
VISUS,! ‘the! seen’! which! was! borrowed! in! German! as! ‘Angesicht’!
(and!later!Gesicht).!It!continues!to!exist!in!the!Romance!languages!
in!It.!viso,!O.Fr.!vis&/&Fr.!visage,!Sp.!visual,&Port.!visão/vista.!Whereas!
in!English!both! everyday!and! technical! terminology!has!been! foX
cused!on!the!neutral!word!face,!the!Romance!languages!developed!
the! two! rival! terms,! differentiating! between! distinct! varieties! of!
usage! and! constituting! a! great! number! of! locutions! which! –! as!
always!in!idiomatics!–!show!the!stages!of!language!development.!!
In!order! to! illustrate! this,! I!would! like! to! focus!on!the!centralXRoX
mance! languages:!within! Italian,! for! instance,! faccia! is! the! semanX
tically!more!extensive!term;!it!is!more!often!used!in!everyday!lanX
guage! denoting! the! optical! side! of! the! facial! expression! (faccia& a&
faccia).!Expressions! like!una&bella! or!brutta& faccia! only! relate! to! the!
look!of! the! face! in! terms!of!an!aesthetic!evaluation!and!are! in!seX
mantic!contrast!to!the!figurative!bella!or!brutta&figura.!Faccia!is!thus!
the!concrete!semantic!unity,!at!the!same!time!also!a!rather!expresX
sive! colloquial! term! (alla& faccia&mia,& faccia& tosta...).! For!a!more!polX
ished!style!or!even!for!technical!terminology!(for!instance,! in!cosX
metics! or! art),! it! is! replaced! by! viso,! which! is! therefore! connotaX






to! avoid! the! rather! frequent! French! homonymie& génante,! vis! was!
replaced!by!the!longer!term!visage,&which!has!the!highest!semantic!
expansion! from!general! to! technical!vocabulary! (and! is!known! in!
German! as! a! foreign,! depreciating!word).11!However,!we! are! not!
dealing!further!with!the!ramification!of!the!semantic!field!of!Latin!







figura! are! treated! in! Italian.!Today,! the! locutions! salvare& la& faccia& /&
perdere&la&faccia&can!be!found!in!every!dictionary.12!Without!taking!
into! account! the! scientific! usage! based! on! Goffman,! where! it!
would!logically!be!a!literal!translation!from!English,!the!idiom!(in!
the!lemma!marked!with!fig.=!figurative)!can!be!considered!as!a!raX
ther! common! and! often! used! expression.! In! fact,! “Espressioni!
come!perdere&o&salvare&la&faccia!sono!presenti!in!misura!significativa!
in!molte!lingue:!ne!risulta!una!sorta!di!mappa!antropoXgeografica”!
(Lurati! 2001:!285).! But! when! paraphrasing! the! two! idiomatic! exX
pressions!Lurati!makes!a!difference:!“salvare&la&faccia”!is!explained!









of! translation! or! a! necessary! distinction?! Further! discussion! is!
needed,!leading!us!into!the!theoretical!discourse!around!face.!
Both! lexicography! and! the! different! branches! of! face! theory13! asX
sume!that!the!term! face&–!as!Lurati!states!in!2001:!285!–!is!a!fitting!
metaphor!for!the!“microcosmo!delle!specificità!individuali”.!AutoX
matically! present! in! every! communicative! encounter,! it! is! perX
formed!and!negotiated.!In!contrast!to!the!more!static!perception!of!
figura,! as! in! the! bodily! appearance! and! impression! of! a! singular!
person,! face! is!a!dynamic!and!complex!term!which!comes!into!beX
ing!as!a!verbal!and!nonXverbal!patrimonio&comunicativo!and!thus!is!
only! realised! in! interaction! with! others.! Whereas! figura! is! a! (soX
cially! learned)! individual! thing!which! can! also! stand! on! its! own!
depending!on!context,! face! is!constituted! in!relation!to!others!and!
is!newly!created!over!and!over!again!in!interactions.!Figura,!nameX
ly!the!‘good!figura’,!is!perceived!by!the!other!as!an!exterior!quality!
and! can! thus! be! evaluated! according! to! esthetical! or! sociological!
criterions.! Face,! on! the! contrary,! is! completely! dependent! on! the!
other;! it! is! created! through! the! other! who! as! well! is! engaged! to!
actively! put! his! proper! face! into! the! ongoing! interaction.! This!





we!are!again!confronted!with!both! the!conception!of! face&and! the!
conception!of!figura.!Research!agrees!that!it!derived!from!the!ChiX
nese!and!was!then!taken!over!by!the!different!languages.!There!is!
no! real! proof! of! this,! but! the! formal! congruency! of! the! idiomatic!
expressions! lose/save& face!which!exist! in!most! languages!gives!reaX








already!existed! in! the!19th!century! in!all!Romance! languages.!The!
positive! counterpart! to& save& face! presumably! came! into! our! conX
sciousness!only!with! the!advent!of! sociopsychological! theories.! It!
seems! to!be! a! fact! that!Goffman!and! the! translation!of!his!works!
enormously! added! to! spreading! the! concept! to! represent! social!
order!in!an!iconically!transparent!way!and!thus!quickly!crept!into!
everyday!life!and!societalXpolitical!discourse.!It!is!certainly!English!




Following! the!anthropologist!Hu!(1944),!who!wrote! the!very! first!
study!on! the! term! face! (and! is! therefore!quoted! in!all! research!on!
face& as,! for! instance,! in! TingXToomey! 1994),! the! line! goes! back! to!
the!Chinese,!where!two!different!face!terms!exist:!lien!and!mienItzu.&
In! Morisaki/Gudykunst,! we! find! the! following! definitions:! Lien&
“refers!to!the!confidence!of!society!in!the!moral!character!of!ego”!
(1994:!49),! this! means,! according! to! Lurati,! “il! prestigio! che! un!
individuo! riesce! ad! acquisire! con! i! propri! sforzi”! (2001:!286);!
“mienItzu”!refers!to!the!social!prestige!which!involves!a!reputation!
achieved! through! getting! on! in! life,! through! success! and! ostenX
tation”;! according! to! Lurati! (ibd.)!mienItzu! “indica! il! rispetto! del!
gruppo!per!un!uomo![sic]! che!ha!una!buona!reputazione!morale,!
che! assolve! a! tutti! gli! obblighi! senza! curarsi! della! fatica! che! ciò!
comporta”.! The! definitions! deliberately! distinguish! a!more! static!
from!a!more!dynamic!concept!and!thus!come!near!to!the!dichotoX





the! collective.! As! we! know,! the! Asian! selfXconcept! is! entirely!
determined! through! the!group!and! the!position!of! the! individual!
within!the!group.!This!position!needs!to!be!constantly!renegotiatX
ed! and! confirmed.! Perhaps! this! explains!why! the! concept! of! face!
developed! accurately!within!Chinese! culture.! It! also! explains! the!




lien! puts! ego! out! of! decent! human! beings! and! security! (...);! it!
entails! not! only! the! condemnation! of! society,! but! the! loss! of! its!
confidence!in!the!integrity!of!ego’s!characters”!(Hu!1944:!61).!Thus,!
this! collective! loss! of! trust! which,! especially! within! the! groupX
oriented! Chinese! culture,! has! the! most! horrible! results! for! the!
development! and! acceptance! of! one’s! personality! must! be! conX
stantly!avoided.!The!fact!that!people!are!careful!to!act!according!to!
the! social! norms! turns! out! to! be! the! principle! of! everyday! interX
action:!worded!as!an!idiomatic!maxim!it!affects!other!cultures!proX
gressively.! Ho! later! states! more! exactly:! “Face! is! never! a! purely!
individual!thing.!It!does!not!make!sense!to!speak!of!the! face!of!an!
individual! as! something! lodged! within! his/her! person;! it! is!
meaningful!only!when!his/her!face!is!considered!in!relation!to!that!






through! the! mutual! system! of! turns! where! it! is! constantly!
negotiated! and! reshaped.!A! bella! or! brutta& figura! can! be! assumed!
without!being!confirmed,!harmed,!destroyed!or!rebuilt,!degraded!
or!even!without!being!realised!at!all.!This!is!completely!different!to!
the! concept! of! face:! its! conditio& sine& qua& non! is! an! ongoing!
Gudrun&Held&
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around! the! concept! of! face! and! try! to!pick!up! its!most! important!





vague! notion! of! figura,& face! is! a! twofold! concept:! it! has! a! hypoX
thetical! inner! side,!which! is! assumed! to!be!oriented! towards! cerX
tain! values,! and! a! concrete! symbolically! manifested! outer! side,!
which!shows!itself!in!the!social!encounter.!Symbolicity,!semioticity!
and! rituality! are! thus! the! basic! qualities! of! face,&which! possibly!
should! be! both! described! and! assessed! with! the! help! of! certain!
parameters.!Language!plays!a!central!role!here.! It! is! the!symbolic!
surface!which!perceivably!reflects!and!transports!both!the!anthroX
pological!conditions!and!the!cultureXspecific!interpretations!of!face.!









symbolically! fulfil! these! claims! are! rightly! called! face& work! in! reX










in! order! to! be! perceived,! accepted! and! applauded! by! spectators.!
With!regard! to! the!basic!social!code,!which!Goffman!divides! into!
the! rules& of& selfIrespect& and! the! rules& of& considerateness! (Goffman!
1967:!9!and!10),!we!are!concerned!with!symbolic!practices!that!are!
staged! above! all! when! a! threat! or! damage! to! face! is! imminent! –!
when!and!how!this!is!the!case!in!the!performance,!depends!on!the!
respective!peripetia.!The!way!in!which!this!can!be!communicativeX
ly! managed! is! cultureXspecific:! “Facework! serves! to! counteract!
“incidents”!–! that! is!events!whose!effective!symbolic! implications!
threaten! face”! (Goffman! 1967:!12);! to! remain! in! the! theatre!metaX







In! the! linguistic! context,! politeness& theory& has! caused! such! waves!
since!the!pragmatic&turn!that!the!connection!between!politeness,!face!
and! face&work! is!beyond!doubt.!Face&work,! however,! is! the! linking!
Gudrun&Held&
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notion.! To! return! to! O’Driscoll! (see! above),! doing& politeness! may!
always! be! understood! as! a! situationally! appropriate! face& work!
which!responds!to!the!respective!faceXneeds!of!the!interactants.!!




nity,! it! manifests! itself! by! a! related! dichotomy! of! interactional!





structivist,! but! highly! explanatory! approach,! can! be! traced! back!






ritual!constraint!of!claims! to!which!a! range!of!verbal! strategies! is!
commonly!responding!–!namely!if!the!execution!of!an!FTA!is!not!
avoidable.!In!order!to!soften!the!“dangerous”!illocutionary!force!of!
these! acts,! redressive& action! has! to!be!put!on! stage.! It! consists! in! a!
clever! and! situationally! appropriate! verbal! modification! by! anX
swering!the!two!faceXwants!respectively!with!correlated!strategies,!
viz.! positive& politeness! vs.!negative& politeness.! This! is! nothing! but! a!
very! short! summary!of! the!model! the! two!pioneers! of! the!GriceX
Goffman!paradigm!have!initiated!in!order!to!explain!the!construcX
tion!of!face!and!its!communicative,!namely!verbal!outcome.!
It! is,! however,! the! criticism!of! the!model!which! leads!us! back! to!







theoretical! category! (Held! 2011;! Thaler! 2010! and! 2011).! What!
makes!the!Italian!behaviour!so!polite!or!impolite!when!defending!
their! figura! concept?! And! can! we! in! this! case! operate! with! (im)I
politeness?!What!kind!of!behaviour!leads!us!to!the!impression!that!





criticism! of! the! politeness&paradigm! (cf.! Held! 2011)!must! be! conX
sidered! in! order! to! separate! the! three! concepts! from!one! another!
and!to!put!them!into!concrete!form,!especially!in!their!application!
to! CMC! and! the! problems! with! which! we! are! concerned! in! the!
Schettino!corpus.!!
On!the!one!hand,!there!is!the!tendency!to!ethnocentric!interpretaX
tion! (in!my!case! the!“German”!view)!of! the! controversy!over! the!
Italian! selfXimage!which! leads! to! a! relative! evaluation! of! the! freX
quent! aggressive! and! offensive! actions! as! effectively! faceXthreatX




haviour! lies! in! between,! that! is! to! say,! a! neutral,! essentially! exX
pected!coXoperational!behaviour,! the!soXcalled!supportive& face&work!
(cf.! Watts! 2003:!117X141).! Keeping! face& work! and! politeness! apart!
(and!thus,!above!all,!apart!from!the!repertoire!of!politeness!formX
ulae,!which! every!historical! language!has! specifically!developed)!




(Locher/Watts! 2005),! no! longer!merely! serving! only! the! “mitigaX
tion!of!faceXthreatening!acts”!(2005:!10),!but!comprising!“the!entire!
continuum!of!verbal!behaviour! from!direct,! impolite,! rude!or!agX
gressive! interaction! through! to! polite! interaction,! encompassing!
both! appropriate! and! inappropriate! forms! of! social! behaviour”!
(Locher! 2004:!51).! Although,! in! this! postmodern! turn,! the! basic!
orientation! is! still! directed! towards! communicative! cooperation!
and!conflict!avoidance;!being!seen!as!current!normality!introduces!
new!perspectives.!!
Firstly,! we! find! out! that! the! existence! of! politeness! is! purely! a!
matter!of!interpretation!by!the!respective!listener!and!thus!–!accorX
ding! to!Watts! –! a!matter! of! intentionally! ‘marked’! supportive& face&
work,!i.e.!“efforts!made!by!the!participants!(...)!to!be!as!considerate!




is! that! politeness,! which! ...! is! equivalent! to! giving! more! than!
required! by! the! expected! politic! behaviour,! may! be! evaluated!
positively! or! negatively.”! (Watts! 2003:!130).! Watts! thus! removes!
the! commonly!practised! forms!out! of! their! “semanticXfunctional”!
meaning! to! successfully! make! the! changeover! to! the! –! listenerX
oriented!–!context!sensitivity!of!the!interpretative!paradigm.!!
Secondly,!Watts’! and!Locher’s! view!brings!with! it! an! opening! to!
the! hardly! considered! area! of! impoliteness,! impoliteness! as! the!
opposite! pole! on! the! broadly! ranging! face& work& scale.! From! this!
moment! on,! research! pays! attention! to! “negatively! marked!
behaviour”!by!studying!various!“situationally!inappropriate”!straX







work! and,! in! particular,! fare& bella& figura! to! politeness! is! thus! no!
longer!valid.!However,!Watts’!argument!is!always!based!on!direct!








to! an! undefined! plurality! of! persons.! Nevertheless,! even! here,!
there!are!certain!rules!of!performance!to!be!respected.!These!lines,!
known! as! netiquette,! are! supposed! to! be! in! relation! with! politic&
behaviour! and!not!with!politeness.!Thus,! in! internet! interaction! the!
point! of! reference! is! no! longer! the! reflexive! “counter! face”! of! a!
specific!recipient,!but!rather!the!hypothesised!judgement!of!many!
anonymous!coXusers,!so!that!there!is!little!loss!of!self!at!stake.!It!is!
more! a!matter! of! acceptance! or! rejection! in! the! community,! and!
thus!we!argue!that,!in!internet!communication,!it!is!more!the!figura&







sible! to! talk! of! an! “impoliteness! turn”! (cf.! Culpeper! 1996! and! 2011;! Bousfield! 2008;!





attribution! of! face! to! the! participants! ...! in! accordance! with! the!
lines! the!participants! can!be! assumed! to!be! taking! in! the! interacX
tions”!(Watts!2003:!131),! is! therefore!preferable! for! the!analysis!of!
an!internet!forum.!Not!only!does!it!lead!us!back!to!Goffman’s!funX
damental! concept!of! face,! but! it! also!provides! the! connection! to!a!
general! socialXanthropological! view!of! face! in! an! interdisciplinary!
context.! Inasmuch!as! face&work! is!no! longer! just! “counteraction! to!







nitive!and!emotional!claims! individuals!have! interiorised!as! their!
proper! personality! –! they! are! automatically! reproduced! in! social!
interaction,!no!matter!when,! in!which!medium!or! in!which!situaX
tion.!Any!communication!is!thus!an!encounter!of!faces!and!thereX
fore!ubiquitous! face&work.! The!questions! are! only!whether! and! in!
which!way! it! comes!out! in! language,!and!under!which!constellaX
tions! of! relationship! it! is!mutually! negotiated,! destroyed! or! conX
firmed.!Face!is!thus!universal!as!an!ideal!conception,!but,!in!reality,!
it!is!coded!as!frameXbased!and!thus!is!expressed!in!different!forms,!
mostly! in! language.! It! is!up! to! linguistics!not!only! to! identify! the!
“tangible”!cues!of!face!in!the!various!communicative!acts,!but!also!





Face! is! an! intoxicating!metaphor! that! connects! communication!
with! social! life.! It! is! a! multifaceted! construct! that! takes! on!
dimensions! of! identity! issues,! social! cognitive! issues,! affective!
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issues! and! communication! issues.! (TingXToomey/Cocroft!
1994:!307)!!
Face! entails! the! presentation! of! a! civilized! front! to! another!
individual!within! the!webs!of! interconnected!relationships! in!a!
particular!culture.!(…)!It!is!a!metaphor!for!the!claimed!sense!of!
selfXrespect! in! an! interactivity! situation.! It! has! been! viewed!
alternatively! as! a! symbolic! resource,! as! social! status,! as! a!
projected! identity! issue,! and! as! a! fundamental! communication!
phenomenon.!(TingXToomey!1994:!1)!
and!therefore:!
Facework! involves! the! enactment! of! face! strategies,! verbal! and!





offensive! it! may! be,! transports! and! constitutes! faces.! As! cultureX
influenced!knowledge!made!up!of!expectations,!wants!and!sensiX
bilities,! face! unconsciously! shapes! and! reflects! the! respective!perX
sonality,!first!appearing!in!the!interaction!with!others!as!mutually!
shared! –! and! strategically! performed! –! ‘work’.! According! to!
O’Driscoll!1996,!we!can!say!that!face&is!the!background&consciousness!
which! is! ‘foregrounded’! only! in! communication,! viz.! self! comes!
out!only! in! front!of! the!other.!And! the!more! so!when! it! is!under!




damaged! mutuality! of! expectations! and! needs! causes! conflict;!












of! this! theory,! anchors! this! ‘culturality’! in! five! thematic& clusters,!
which!have!to!be!mutually!‘understood’!and!symbolically!accountX
ed! in! every! interactive! confrontation,! viz.! in! face& concerns,! face&
moves,! face& work& interaction& strategies,& conflict& communication& styles,!
and! face& content& domains! (TingXToomey!2005:!74).!All! of! these! five!
areas!are!differently!transported!and!realised!according!to!the!culX
ture! type,!whereby! the! following! influences!are! significant:! topic,!
communicative!relationship!and!personal!selfXimage!(identity).!The!
communicative!negotiation!of! these! influences!may!differ!considX
erably! according! to! whether! the! selfXimage! of! a! culture! is! more!
directed! to! the!single! individual!or! to! the!group!or!collective! (i.e.!
independence! cultures! vs.& interdependence& cultures).! The! complex!
taxonomy!of!outcomes!and!the!differentiated!proportional!matrix!
derived! from! that! taxonomy! cannot! be! further! described! here!
(TingXToomey!2005).!!
Nevertheless,! it! is! elementary! to! this! cultureXbased!model! of! face&
work!that!the!content!of!all!its!categories!has!much!to!do!with!conX
flict!solution!(prevention&–&restoration).!We!therefore!find!many!straI
tegies,& content& domains& and& styles& listed! that! were! identified! by!
Brown/Levinson15!as!verbal!politeness;! rightly!going!well!beyond!
the!language!level!and!equally!involving!topic,!function!and!menX
tal! structures.! In! complete! contrast! to! politeness& theory& and! more!
appropriate! for!our!argumentation,! the! focus! is!on! the!concept!of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




identity,! the!Self,!as! the!motor!of!all! communication!and! thus! the!
provider! –! automatically! or! intentionally! –! of! every! kind! of! face&
work.! If! face! is! defined! as! “an! identity! boundary! phenomenon”!
(TingXToomey!1994:!2)!or!directly!as!“selfXidentity! through!which!
communicators! order! their! social! world”! (idem! 1994:!3),! then,! in!
my! opinion,! the! individual! as! formed! by! his! or! her! cultural! and!
social! experience! stands! in! the! foreground.! He! or! she! is! the!




is! the! account! of! self! that! always! has! priority.! Every! interactive!
encounter! therefore! centres! on! priorXranking! selfIconcern;& just! the!
latter! is! open! to! negotiation! –! it! is! to! be! confirmed! or! destroyed!
(viz.!the!identity&claim,!TingXToomey!1994:!326).!!








image! (Selbstbild)! in! the! form!of!dignity,! honour! and! selfXesteem.!
Inasmuch! as! it! takes! on! a! certain! profile! by! being! perceived! by!









Taking! into! account! two! completely! different! dimensions! of! culX
ture!–!the!individualistic!vs.!the!collectivistic!–!two!completely!difX
ferent! identity! claims! develop:! independent& selfIconstruction! vs.! deI
pendent&selfIconstruction.!One!deliberately!supports!“individual&idenI
tity! where! the! recognition! of! self! is! based! on! personal! achieveX
ments!and!the!selfXactualisation!process”,!the!other!is!bound!more!
to!group&identity,!where!“the!recognition!of!self!is!based!on!ascribed!
status,! role! relationships,! family! dependences! and/or!workgroup!
reputation”! (TingXToomey/Cocroft! 1994:!314).! Further,! three! face!
types!result!from!this!cultural!dualism,19!i.e.!the!selfXsatisfying!auI
tonomy& face;! the! groupXdependent! fellowship& face,! and! in! between,!
the!competence& face! relying!on!individual!efforts!successfully!strivX
ing! for! the! recognition! of! a! group! (cf.! Domenici/Littlejohn! 2006:!
14ff.).!According! to! interactive! relationship! and! context,!different!
selfIimages&are!constituted!varying!their!attributes!and!the!degrees!
of!influence.!
How! the! general! concept! of! identity,! finally,! can! be! put! into! an!
analytical! connection!with! face! is! shown!gainfully!by! the!work!of!
SpencerXOatey.! For!her! (cf.! SpencerXOatey! 2007),! face&work! is! conX




always! –! as!we! have! already! stated! –! a! relational,! dynamic! conX
cept.!Hence,& face! analyses! go! considerably! further! than! language!
data!and!can!only!be!done!in!an!interdisciplinary!way!with!special!
reference! to! psychological! and! sociopedagogical! approaches!
(‘theories! of! identity’),! whereby! the! tension! between! individual!







sonal! locating! is! actually! formed! and! is! as! such! symbolically! exX
ternalised!as!the!specific!sensitivity!for!the!approved!social!values:!
there! thus! arises! the! soXcalled! identity& face! as! the! result! of! the!
relational&practices!in!the!ongoing!communication.!In!the!word!forX
mation! identity& face,! a! reflex! for! the! tension! between! personal& face!
and! community& face! can! be! noticed;! it! is! this! tension!which! every!
one! of! us! has! to! overcome! in! the! communication! process,! thus!
forming!his!or!her!current!selfXimage.20!!
In! tying! together! both! face&paradigms! (with! SpencerXOatey! 2007:!








nication.!Within! these! theoretical! remarks,! face! has!been! revealed!
in!its!complex,!even!contradictory!nature!which!makes!any!further!
explanation!impossible.!
The!question! remains!whether! the! concept! of! face! is! interchangeX
able!with! that! of! figura,&e.g.! trying! to! replace! the! term! face! in! the!
above!quotations!with!the!term!figura.!Are!all!the!characteristics!of!
face! SpencerXOatey!mentions! also! true! of! figura?! In! this! case,! the!
ultimate! answer! is! supposed! to! be! ‘yes’.! The! real! differences! are!
more!in!the!details!and!concern!the!effective!interactive!realisation.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20! SpencerXOatey! 2007:!650f.! explains!which! social! values! can! be! communicated!with! the!
selfXimage,!using!the!values!scale!of!the!psychologist!Schwartz,!who!distinguishes!four!









The!attempt! to! trace! face,&or! figura,! in!a!medium!which! is! in! itself!
defined!as! faceless!and!bodyIless! (Herring!2003)!appears!contradicX
tory.! However,! that! this! paradox! is! extremely! challenging! conX
sidering!the!relation!between!figura!and!face,!is!going!to!be!shown!
by!clarifying!the!Schettino!corpus!in!its!mediaXdependent,!discurX
sive! and! social! specifics.! Applying! them! to! virtual! data,! the! two!
concepts! offer! a! more! distinct! functional! profile,! so! that! we! can!
conclude!our!remarks!with!a!schematic!comparison.!
5.1. The!technological,!mediaArelated!dimension!!
The!most! fundamental! –! and,! at! the! same! time,! indeed! the!most!
contradictory! –! reference! point! for! the! analysis! is! the! fact! that!
internet! communication! is! considered! as! a! virtual! and! basically!
anonymous!meeting!of!people,!whose!contributions!appear!on!the!
screen!as!writingXbased!text!chunks! in!an!asynchronous!order.! In!
this!“appearing”! lies! the!opportunity! to!suspend! the!material!deX
personification! by! literally! ‘visualizing’! the! users,! undefined! in!
space!and!time,!by!symbolic!means.!Whatever!reasons!and!topics!
there!are,!virtual!meetings!are!always!primarily!a!matter!of!discurX
sive! reXcreation! of! “personal”! presence! (cf.! Bays! 1998).! This! hapX
pens! exclusively! as! a! text! and! therefore! predominantly! through!
language.!Thus,!we!may!assume! that! identities! are!visually! “emX
bodied”! through! the! purely! languageXbased! performance! on! the!
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screen.! That! is! why! we! pretend! that! the! two! concepts! face! and!
figura!should!be!in!languageXdata!reXtraceable.21!
Internet!forums,!where!users!give!an!opinion!in!diverse!postings!on!





tive! possible:! thus! language! (and! the! special! phonic! and! iconic!





topic! and! the! style! of! the! utterance.! Among! the! likeXminded!
community,! one! is! generally! intent! on! permanent,! reciprocal! imI
pression&management,!reXcreating!“in!written!form”!a!new!ego!idenX
tity! between! inIgroup! and! outIgroup,! which! SpencerXOatey! (see!
above)! describes! as! the! respective! situated! or! frameIbased& identity&
face,!typical!of!the!Social!Media.!I!would!go!so!far!as!to!distinguish!
figura! media! (like! Facebook,! Twitter,! etc.)! from! face! media! (like!
chat,!mail,!etc.)!and!to!link!not!only!certain!formats!and!text!types!
with! them,! but! also! certain! semiotic! and! language! strategies.!
Discussion!platforms!are,!in!my!opinion,!somewhere!in!between!–!
they! have! a! performative! and! interactive! character,! i.e.! they! are!
just! as! intent! on! the! ostentatious! demonstration! of! a! public! selfX
image! as! on! a! smooth!dyadic! communication! among! the! particiX
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!







pants.!According!to!the!anonymity,! face!as!the&mreal& lifem& identity! is!
not!at! stake,!because! less! importance! is!attached! to! the!reciprocal!
turnXtaking!than!to!the!successful!negotiation!of!a!common!matter!
in!front!of!a!public!audience.!The!visible!face&work!is!therefore!to!be!
valued! less! from! the! aspect! of! the! ongoing! interaction! between!
socially!conscious!users!than!from!the!viewpoint!of!a!hypothesised!
“audience”!and!the!“staging!efficiency”.!I!thus!dare!to!state!that!in!
such! forums! figura! plays! a! stronger! role! than! face,&or! rather:! that!




cussion! of! the! conceptual! rivalry! between! figura! and! face,! but! is!
also!intended!to!provide!the!empirical!basis!for!their!performance!








hand,!directly! towards! the! respective!author!of!an!article!and!his!
or! her! opinion! that! is! presented! there,! on! the! other! hand,! as! a!
dialogue!with!clear! references! to! the! coXarguing!partners! in! comX
munication,!and,! finally,! indirectly! towards!the!general!public,!or!
the! silently! “observing”! participants! in! the! forum.22! Forums! thus!









ze! Kanal”),! in! which! the! irresponsible! behaviour! of! the! fugitive!
Captain!Schettino!of!the!sinking!Costa!Concordia!was!supposed!to!
be! connected! metaphorically! to! the! sinking! European! currency.!






the! figura!concept!as!a!symbol!of!national! identity.!For! this!goal! I!
have!chosen! the!platform! Il&Fatto&Quotidiano,!where,!directly!after!
the!publication!of!the!SPIEGEL!column!and!the!subsequent!protest!
letter! from! the! ambassador,! a! commentary! entitled! “Gli& Schettino&
d’Italia& e& la& credibilità& persa”! (=!The! Italian! Schettinos! and! the! lost!
credibility)!appeared,!provoking!298!postings!within!3X4!days! (i.e.!
24X28! Jan.,! 2012).! The! entries! appear! under! pseudonyms!with! no!
picture;!most!are!single!contributions,!others!refer!to!one!another,!
whereby! there! is! no! coherent! sequence! because! of! the! mediumX
typical! asynchronicity! (Herring! talks! of! the! common! “interrupted&
adjacency”! in! internet! forums,! cf.! 2003;! internet! printout! p.6).!
Coherence! is! additionally!made!more! difficult,! because,! in! overX
running! a! certain! length,! the! entries! are! shown! fragmentarily! on!
the!display!and!can!only!be!seen!completely!by!pressing!the!show&
more&button.! The!posters! can!mutually! “like”! one! another! –! as! is!
usual! in! forums! –! or! answer! one! another! spontaneously.! As! the!
discussion!escalated!more!and!more!after! the!use!of! the!equation!
“Schettino!vs.!Auschwitz”!(see!above),!the!reactions!on!the!internet!





able!database! to!work!with! the! construction!of! self! in! contrast! to!




debate! on! the! Italian! national! selfXimage.! It! is! striking! that! the!
controversy!arose!and!has!developed!by!mirroring!their!own!selfX
image!against!how!it!is!seen!by!the!Germans!and!thus!is!a!result!of!




preferred,! mostly,! however,! as! dispreferred! sequences,! whereby!
acceptance!and!refusal!hold!the!balance!–!and!all!that!happens!exX
clusively! by! wording.! Postings! are! writingXbased! text! chunks! of!
different,! in! our! case! certainly,! of! considerable! length! displaying!
syntactic! cohesion!and! complexity.!As!we! can! see! in! a! first! overX
view,! there! is! the!distance! style!predominating,! i.e.! in!opposition!
to!typical!netspeak,!which!is!often!a!rudimentary!written!reflection!
of! spoken! language,! we! find! wellXformulated! sentences,! explicit!
statements! and! performative! elements;! further! thematic! and! diaX
logical! references,! a! wide! variation! of! language! with! striking!
directness! and! an! eschewal! of! the! soXcalled! “compensation! symX
bols”! (as! Köhler! 2003! calls! the! inventory! of! onomatopoeia! and!
emoticons).! In! the!search!for! identity!markers!–!or!better:! for!eviX







One! of! the!most! important! characteristic! of!CMC! is! that! the! real!
identity!of! the!user!remains!hidden!behind!the!anonymity,!or!the!
lack! of!material! embodiment.! Therefore,! the! usual! fear! of! losing!
face!as! it!happens! in!direct! interaction!as!well!as! the!constituting!
and!handling!of!improper!power!relations!no!longer!apply;! interX
net!communication!mostly!proceeds!in!a!symmetrical!and!democX
ratic!way,! and! thus! thoughtlessly! establishes! nearness! and! confiX
dentiality.!Accordingly,!it!is!difficult!to!discern!the!respective!real!
faces! in! their! approximate! demographic! identity! and! ideology,!
even! if! speech! acts,! language! style! and! language! choice! give! us!




and! emotional! dealing!with! the! topic.!We! need! findings! on! how!
affiliations!are!defined!between!individuality,!groups!and!the!colX
lective!and!how!common!ground!is!established!or!destroyed.!The!
way! of! formulating! opinions! and! value! judgements! is! essential!








phenomena! ...! closely! related! to!overrated!and!biased! concepts!
of! one’s! own! positive! and! superior! characteristics,! while!
constructing! a! stereotypical,! denigrating,! and!weak! concept! of!
the! other.! [...]!Moreover,! such! negative! stereotypes! are! usually!
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coupled! with! false! beliefs,! negative! motivations! and! affect.!
(ibid.)!
The!debate!on!a!“hot”!concept!like!figura!determines!the!communiX
cative! roles!and!momentary! relationships!between! the! individual!
and! the! group,! more! specifically! in! four! dimensions:! selfIconcept!
versus! otherIconcept! /! inIgroup& identity! versus! outIgroup& identity!
(Langlotz! 2010:!173).!Face&work! thus! can! be! judged! towards!what!
kind!of! identity!construction! it! is!directed.! In!our!corpus,! the!colX
laborative! reconstruction! and! rehabilitation! of! a! collective! group!
identity!supposedly!destroyed!by!the!outIgroup!stands!in!the!foreX
ground:! the! posters’! selfXimage! is! a! part! of! it.! As! the! outIgroup&
identity,! viz.! the!Germans,! represent! for! the! Italians! a! historically!
conveyed! ‘enemy! image’! (‘Feindbild’,! cf.! Heitmann! 2003),! it! is!
stylised!into!the!common!point!of!attack!without!any!critical!conX
sciousness:! by! ascribing! stereotypical! attributes! and! by! exaggerX
ating! negative! evaluations! a! good! selfXimage! is! not! only! proporX
tionally!reflected!through!the!contrast!with!the!otherXimage,!but!it!
is! also! going! to! be! confirmed,! strengthened! and! more! highly!
valued.!Many!utterances!are!made! thoughtlessly!and!without! reX
dressive!action,!thus,!politeness!principles!and!conversation!norms!
are! no! longer! kept,! and! etiquette! seems! to! be! completely! contraX
dicted! (cf.! the! distinction! between! impoliteness! and! rudeness,& cf.!
Bousfield!2008).!However,!the!guidelines!of!netiquette!are!respectX
ed! inasmuch! as! the!posters!pursue! a! common!aim!and!negotiate!
this! cooperatively.!Thus,! aggression!or! the! insulting!of! an! absent!
opponent! can! be! executed! if! it! is!within! the! consensus! of! a! user!
group,! and!above!all! if! it! serves! the!defence!of! the! self! in! the! inX
group!against! the!outXgroup.!Hence,! in! this! furious! Italian! forum!
community!we! are!witnesses! to! the! language! construction! of! an!
identity& face,! which! puts! collective! identity! before! individual!
identity! and! risks! (inter)relational! identity! by! not! respecting! the!
needs!of!face!and!the!necessary!adherence!to!appropriate!forms!of!




defence! to! save! the! common! social! concept! of! the! quasi! “holy”!
national!figura!(for!a!definition!of!social&concept,!cf.!Langlotz!2010).!
Nevertheless,! if! the! performed! act! is! dispreferred,! viz.! deviating!
from!the!expected!norm,!it!supposedly!tells!us!still!more!about!the!
personal!contours!of!the!posters!–!such!as!their!level!of!education,!
social! status,! culture! and! vocation,! etc.! –! than! it!would!do! being!
preferred,!viz.!conciliatory!and!normXconforming.!The!assessment!
of!a!good!or!bad!figura,!which!hereby!comes!into!existence,!will!be!
evaluated!differently,! according! to!whether! it! is!made! by! the! foX
rum! participants! or! the! public! readership,! and! then,! once! again,!
whether! it! is!made! by! the! defended! inIgroup! or! the! insulted! outI
group.!Nevertheless,!bella& figura! is!still! to!be!seen!when! face!comes!
out! in! a! compensatory,! conciliatory! language! behaviour! oriented!
towards!harmony!and!balance.!In!the!Schettino!corpus,!verbal!agX
gression! dominates,! so! that! a! brutta& figura! clearly! rebounds! onto!
the!Italians.!But,!because!the!direct!access!to!the!communication!is!
missing,! we! cannot! speak! of! impoliteness,! but! certainly! of! misX










• Social! Media! are! comparable! to! market! places! where! people!



















The communication levels of Social Media 
 
Social Arena Level Social Community Level 
external representation level ((public) 
audience) 
internal interaction level (participants) 
• primacy of self-investment and 
self-representation – “meforming” 
• constraints of democracy – 
familiarity – intimacy 
• lines of behaviour (netiquette) • civic duties to community 
• commitment to figura: 
self on stage; demonstrative self-
construction as a face of own 
culture 
• commitment to face: 
conflict-avoiding relation 
management and face 
maintenance 
! " 







Presumed CMC-identity cues 
= signals of presence (“mewording”) 
 
Demonstrative part: Interactive part: 
• identification through nicknames • turn-taking 
• self- and other-labelling • system of addressivity 
• self-positioning devices • metacommunicative cues 
• ascription of values • connectiveness 
• expressivity (rudeness) • modalisation processes – 
(in)directness 
• performativity – theatrality • use of presuppositions 
• preference of dramatic narratives • respect (politeness!) 
• group- / collective-oriented • other- / relation-oriented 
# # 





cal!multiple! face! of! the! Social!Media! is! due! to! the!mixture! of! the!
two! communicative! commitments,! the!demonstrative! and! the! inX
teractive.!Commonly!coXpresent! in!CMC,!the!“presence”Xshowing!
of!postings! comprises!both,!meXdevices!oriented! to! the! confirmaX
tion!on!public!stage;!and!otherXdevices! to!keep!up!a!smooth!relaX
tional! intercourse!where!mutual! respect! is! the! norm.!We!deduce!
from!the! two!tables! that! the! first!group! is! represented!by!devices!
which!are!oriented!to!the!uniXdirectional!concept!of!figura,!the!secX
ond!more! to! the! interactional! concept!of! face.!That!means! for!our!
discussion!that! figura!and!face!show!evident!differences!in!the!folX
lowing!domains:!the!external!and!internal!constitution;!the!way!of!
performance! and! relatedness;! the! degrees! of! universality! vs.! culX
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been! described! as! “historical! a! priori! of! cultures! and! societies”1!
(Hörisch! 2005:!186).! This! has! become! particularly! evident! in! the!
last!few!decades!since!the!broader!diffusion!of!the!internet!and!the!
development! of! the! soXcalled!Web! 2.0.! Many! scientific! and! nonX
scientific! observers! agree! on! the! fact! that! these! forms! of! New!
Media!are!having!an! important! impact!on! the!ways! in!which!we!
interact!with!others,!conceptualise!our!identity!and!see!the!world.!
Ongoing! debates! regarding! the! damage! caused! to! children! by!
online! games,! the! role! and! rights! of! authors,! the! difference! betX
ween!virtual!and!“real”! reality,!artificial! intelligence!or! the! limits!
between! private! and! public! life,! are! some! examples! that! make!










at! new! forms! of! communication,! it! becomes! possible! to! analyse!
precisely!how!internetXbased!interaction!works,!what!is!happening!
there,!which!are!the!differences!to!offlineXcommunication!and!how!




context! of! communication! is!designed,! if! and! to!what!degree! the!
setting! of! the! communication! determines! the! behaviour! of! the!
actors,! in! which! ways! and! with! which! communicative! means!
speakers! try! to!get!along!between! the!pressure! to!behave!accordX
ing!to!the!rules!of!the!game!on!one!hand,!and!the!wish!to!appear!
as!an! individual!person! in!order! to! constitute!a!personal! identity!
on! the! other,! and! how!participants! create,!manage! and!maintain!
relationships!with!others.!!
Those!questions!are!the!frame!for!the!present!paper.!Obviously!it!
does! not! aim! to! find! an! answer! to! them.! It!will! deal!with! forum!
discussions! in! a! German! newsXwebsite! and! try! to! analyse! some!
linguistic! strategies! applied! for! the!management! of! interpersonal!
relationships.!The!central!concepts!of!the!analysis!will!be! face!and!
politeness.! Focusing!on! these! themes,! it!will! be!possible! to!underX
stand!a!little!bit!better!how!forum!users!adapt!to!the!specific!conX
text! of! communication,! how! they! present! themselves! and! how!
they!conceptualise!their!relationships!with!fellow!users.!!
In! the! first! section! the!key!concepts!will!be!briefly!presented!and!
discussed.!The!second!section!will!be!dedicated!to!the!application!
of! face! and!politeness! in! forums.!The!general! conditions! for! conX
structing!face!and!managing!relationships!with!others!in!this!form!
of!communication!will!be!considered,!and!the!problem!that!arises!
for! the! present! linguistic! analysis! will! be! formulated! in! a! more!






problematic! in! this! form!of!discussion!by!participants,!what! they!
expect!from!each!other!in!terms!of!face!work!and!how!they!organX





tant! advantage:! scientific! discussion! on! these! topics! will! not! be!
very!distant!from!realXlifeXproblems.!However,!there!is!also!a!risk!
in! using! the! same!word! in! both! kinds! of! discussions:! everydayX
concepts!can!be!ambiguous!and!often!they!are!–!scientific!notions,!
on! the!contrary,! should!be!clearly!defined!and! fit! into!a! theoretic!
model.!For!politeness!Watts!et!al.!(1992)!have!therefore!made!a!disX
tinction!between!“first!order!politeness”!which!refers!to!the!way!in!
which! actors! in! conversations! use! the! word! “polite”! or! “politeX
ness”! in!verbal!exchange!on!the!one!hand!and!“second!order!poX
liteness”!on!the!other.!The!latter!means!a!use!of!the!terms!to!refer!
to! scientific! concepts.! The! distinction! has! been! taken! up! and!




politeness1! works,! what! its! functionality! is,! what! it! “does”! for!
people!and!for!society!in!general.!(Eelen!2001:!43)!!









a! concept! that! helps!us! to!describe! and!better! analyse!what!hapX
pens! when! speakers! communicate.! So! face1! will! be! the! everyday!
notion! and! face2! a! sociological,! anthropological! or! linguistic! conX
cept.!Clearly!there!should!not!be!a!broad!gap!between!one!and!the!
other!as!Watts!point!out! for! the!politenessXdistinction:!politeness2!
(and! face2)! cannot! be! something! completely! different! from! the!
respective! layer! concepts! used! by! actors! in! communication.! Yet!
this,!on!the!other!hand,!does!not!mean!that!theory!has!to!abandon!
the! field!and! leave! it! to! everydayXunderstanding,! as!Watts! seems!
to!suggest!when!he!makes!his!aims!explicit.!From!his!point!of!view!
a!scientific!work!should!!
[…]!help!us! find!our!way!back! to!what!we!should!be!doing! in!
the! study! of! social! interaction,! that! is,! showing! how! our! layer!
notions! of! social! behaviour,! as! they! are! struggled! over! discurX
sively! by! participants! in! social! interaction,! are! constitutive! of!
that!behaviour![…].!(Watts!2003:!11)!
However,! in!many! cases! everyday! concepts! are! too! few! and! not!
clear!enough!for!scientific!discussion.!Philosophical!debate!cannot!
be! based! on! layer! notions! about! democracy,! freedom! or! similar!
topics! if! it! aims! to! analyse! the! themes! in! depth.! The! same! thing!
may!happen!with!politeness!and!face.!Scientific!debate!should!go!




And! it! should,! at! least! potentially,! be! general.! As! Watts! (2003:!
13ff.)! recognises,! however,! politeness1Xterms! are! not:! they! are!
necessarily! bound! to! specific! languages! and! cultures.! ConsideraX
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tions! about! universal! phenomena! or! comparisons! between! diffeX
rent!cultural!realities!will!be!difficult!on!this!ground.!
What!we!need,!therefore,!when!we!wish!to!start!an!analysis!(theoX
retical! or! empirical)! about! politeness! and! face,! is! a! clear! idea! of!
what! we! are! looking! for.! And! in! fact! there! is! a! scientific! debate!
about! face! and! the! relationship! between! face! and! politeness! that!
can!be!used!to!define!the!object!of!the!investigation.!It!becomes!reX
levant!with!Goffman!who,! in! the! context! of! his! interactional! apX
proach!to!sociology!and!in!the!tradition!of!Durkheim,!focussed!on!
the!interdependence!of!the!individual!and!the!social!in!interaction.!
He! defines! face! as! “the! positive! social! value! a! person! effectively!
claims!for!himself!by!the!line!others!assume!he!has!taken!during!a!








(Locher/Watts!2005:!12),! it! is,! in!a!certain!way,!borrowed!from!
others.!In!other!words:!it!is!a!role!an!individual!decides!to!play!
in!a!certain!situation!which!is!accepted!by!partners!as!a!kind!of!
tacit! mutual! agreement! on! the! characteristics! of! the! ongoing!
interaction.! Arundale! (2006:!202)! uses! this! feature! to! distinX
guish! face! from! identity:!The! latter! is! individual,!whereas! face!
is!a!dyadic!phenomenon.!Obviously,!there!is!some!kind!of!diaX
lectic! relationship! between! identity! and! face,! between! indiviX
dual!and!social!aspects.!The!two!concepts!should!be!discussed!
more! deeply! (cf.! also! the! contribution! of! Locher/Bolander! in!
this!volume).!For!the!present!context!it!must!be!enough!to!refer!




the!speaker! (to!be! related!with! identity)!on! the!one!hand!and!
about! the! relationship! between! speaker! and! listener! (face!
work)!on! the!other.! In! terms!of! the!model!proposed! in!Keller!
(1995:!216)!where! the!author!discusses!different!possible!aims!
and! effects/benefits! of! communication,! face!work! can!be! seen!
as! communicative! activities! with! effects! on! the! relationship!





action;! it! is! a! result! of! communication.! It! heavily!depends! on!
what!a!speaker!wants!to!achieve!by!his!communicative!moves,!
or!what!hearers!think!he!wants!to!achieve.!“Line!is!defined!as!
‘a! pattern! of! verbal! and! nonverbal! acts! by! which! he! [the!










to! avoid! threatening! the! face! of! anyone! else! if! they! want!
interaction!to!go!on.!






Brown/Levinson! (1987)! introduced! Goffman’s! ideas! in! the! linX
guistic!discussion,!linking!the!face!concept!to!politeness.!They!deX
scribe!some!speech!acts!as!inherently!faceXthreatening,!and!politeX
ness! as! mitigation! of! those! faceXthreatening! acts.! Politeness! very!
much!coincides!with!face!work.!Face,!for!these!authors,!consists!of!




critical! approaches.! Locher/Watts! e.g.! argue! that! “Brown! and!
Levinson’s!Politeness!Theory! is!not! in! fact!a! theory!of!politeness,!
but!rather!a!theory!of!facework![…]”!(2005:!10).!The!risk!is!that!one!
ambiguous!concept!(politeness)!is!being!explained!with!the!help!of!
another!one!which! is! even!more!ambiguous.! So!much!discussion!
has! been! dedicated! to! the! better! understanding! of! face! (in! the!
sense!of!face2)!and!its!relationship!with!politeness.!Some!researchX
ers! state! that! Brown! and! Levinson! (B/L)! interpreted! the!work! of!
Goffman!only!in!a!selective!way,!misunderstanding!it!as!individuX
alistic! and! not! considering! the! ritual! aspects! of! face! work.! AcX
cording! to! Werkhofer! (1992:!180)! this! interpretation! “introduces!
the! remarkable! premise! that! there!must! be,! as! a! prerequisite! for!
politeness! to!occur,!a! fundamental!antagonism!between!the!speaX
ker’s!intentions,!on!the!one!hand,!and!social!aspects,!on!the!other.”!
Also! BargielaXChiappini! (2003:!1460)! tries! to! recover! the! original!
approach!underlining! the! fact! that!Goffman!was!not! so!much! inX
terested! in! the! individual! and! his! psychology,! but! “rather! in! the!
syntactical! relations! among! the! acts! of! different! persons”.! In! the!
B/LXconcept! normal! human! beings! are! presumed! to! have! some!
kind!of!paranoid!features;! they!are!described!as!always!worrying!
about!potential!offences.!BargielaXChiappini!states:!“It!appears!that!
in! Brown! and! Levinson’s! treatment! of! ‘face’,! Goffman’s! tendenX




sonal! territory! from! potentially! harmful! interpersonal! contacts”!
(BargielaXChiappini!2003:!1461).!In!general!among!the!critics!of!the!
B/LXapproach! there! seems! to! be! large! agreement! on! the! fact! that!
the!motivation!for!face!work!should!not!be!understood!so!much!as!
conscious! individual! strategy! or! the! realisation! of! the! speaker’s!
wants,! but! rather! as! determined! by! the! situation! and! by! the! culX
tures!of!the!participants.!O’Driscoll!argues!that!“the!concepts!have!
to!be!extricated!from!B&L’s!construal!of!face!as!wants”!(2007:!474).!
This! point! will! be! important! for! the! analysis! of! face! work! in!
specific!situations!like!forum!discussions.!




which! Arundale! defines! as! an! interactional! achievement! model.!





interaction! and! relational.! Face! is! no! longer!defined! as! a!matter! of!
















provided! them! with! rules! or! scripts! for! ritual! interaction! […]”!
(Arundale!2006:!198).!Here! the!attention!shifts! to! the!construction!
of! the! normative! framework! in! interaction.! Individuals! are! not!
determined!by! socialisation! instances,! but!produce! themselves! as!
social!selves!in!communication.!In!the!analysis!of!forum!discussion!
we!will! focus!on!the!construction!of! face! in!speaking!and!writing!
and!in!a!dialectic!relationship!with!the!face!work!of!other!actors.!!




sise! the! contrary.! In! our!discussion!of! communication! forms! that!
are!partially!determined!by!technical!devices,!analysis,!in!fact,!will!
require! a! renewed! approach! that! really! puts! more! attention! on!





positive! and! negative! face! work! also! has! to! be! revisited.! Many!
authors!have!seen!this!as!a!weak!point! in!Goffman’s!work.!WithX
out!going!into!details,!one!can!say!that!Arundale’s!solution!(2006:!
203f.)! is! indication! of! the! dialectic! of! relational! separateness! and!
connectedness.!This!opposition! is!not! to!be!understood!as! indiviX
dual!wants! or! needs,! but! rather! as! “characteristics,! conditions! or!
states!evinced!in!the!relationship!the!partners!achieve!interactionX
ally”.!Connectedness!is!defined!as!“a!complex!of!meanings!and!acX
tions! that!may! be! apparent! as! unity,! interdependence,! solidarity,!
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association,! congruence,! and! more,! between! the! relational! partX
ners”! whereas! separateness! “indexes! meanings! and! actions! that!
may!be!voiced!as!differentiation,!independence,!autonomy,!dissoX
ciation,!divergence,!and!so!on.”2!
This! kind! of! face2Xconcept,! in! fact,! can! be! used! to! describe! and!
explain!communicative!reality.!It!fits!into!a!theory!of!communicaX





and! trying! to!make! it! productive! for! the! purpose! of! the! present!
work,! the!questions!about! face! in! forum!discussion!will!be:!How!
do!actors! adapt! to! the! requirements!of! the! communication! form?!
How!do!they!interact!in!the!process!of!face!work?!How!does!face!
appear?!How!much,!and!in!which!way,!do!the!technical!properties!
influence! the! strategies! of! face! work?! How! are! actors! separated!
from!and!connected!with!others?!Which!communicative!moves!are!
made! to! get! connected! and/or! separated?! How! do! they! reach! a!
balance! between! both! states?! Is! there! a! specific! state! of! balance!




ple! can! join! in! and! participate! in! discussions! about! themes! proX






types! of! forums! and! a! great! variety! of! forms! (Ehrhardt! 2009a:!
118ff.).!This!paper!will! treat!only!examples! from!“Spiegel!onlineX
forum”;! this! is!a!news!forum!opened! in! the!webpages!of!a!newsX
magazine.!Users!can!discuss!political,!cultural,!economic!or!social!
topics! –! in!many! cases! the! starting!point! of! the!discussions! is! an!
article!in!the!magazine!or!the!onlineXplatform.!This!kind!of!forum!
can!be!understood!as!a!new!and!more!interactive!form!of!letters!to!





A! first,! rather! unspectacular! example! taken! from! a! discussion!
about!the!advantages!and!disadvantages!of!eXbooks!will!be!useful!
in!outlining!the!characteristics!of!the!situation!and!in!making!some!









has! to!be!understood!as! a! second!move! in! a! conversation.! In! the!
reply! the! author! refers! to! the! former! text! e.g.! repeating! the! key!
word! “Vielleser”,! to! the! partner! (“Ihnen”)! and! to! the! content,!
commenting! on! it! and! arguing! another! opinion.! Kreß! (this! volX
ume)!points!out!that!forum!communication!has!to!be!analysed!as!a!
form! of! connected! communication! (“Anschlusskommunikation”)!
that! can! be! fully! understood! only! in! the! context! of! the! preXtexts.!
The! texts! are! coherent! on! a! textual! and! a! personal! level.! All! the!





sion! that! they!are!being!respected!and!treated!with! the!necessary!




lished! at! 10:51! of! the! same!day.!There! is!more! than!half! an!hour!
between!the!publishing!of!one!text!and!the!other.!There!are!many!
examples!where!the!chronological!distance!is!even!longer.!It!is!not!
difficult! to! find! answers! to! contributions! posted! several! months!
before.!Authors!have!time!to!plan,!structure!and!write!their!texts.!
In! fact,! “Jakob! Schwarz”! publishes! a! real,! wellXstructured! arguX
ment.!If!an!author!is!able!to!be!so!clear!on!the!level!of!the!organiX
sation! of! his!messages,! he! can! be! expected! to! structure! the! relaX






discuss.!Even! if! they! are!not,! they! cannot! see!or!hear! each!other.!
There! is! very! little! information! on! the! nonXverbal! channel.! Face!
work!takes!place!almost!exclusively!in!verbal!communication.!!
X! The! communication! on! forums! is! written! communication.! In!
comparison!to!other!webXbased!communication!forms!such!as!chat!
rooms! or! to! SMSXcommunication,! authors! respect! the! language!
norms!very!much.!
X! Participants! are! anonymous,! readers! only! know! the! nickname!
under!which!an!author! is! registered.! Sometimes! (as! in! the! examX
ple)! the!nickname!appears! to!be!a! real!name,!but! there! is!no!cerX
tainty! that! this! is! true.!So!one!of! the! fundamental! rules!of!politeX
ness! is! suspended:! In! realXlife! encounters! authentic! selfXpresentaX
tion!is!one!of!the!most!important!prerequisites!for!a!successful!conX










sometimes,! a!geographical! localisation!which!might!be!as! true!as!
the!name.!It! is!not!possible!to!produce!a!message!based!on!a!reliX
able! hypothesis! about! the! reader! and! his! characteristics.! In! this!
setting!identity!does!not!matter.!As!a!participant!of!forum!discusX
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!









does!not! reproduce! the!guidelines,!but!“objectification”! is! largely!
accepted!and!quoted!by!users!of!all!forums.!It!is,!e.g.,!forbidden!to!
be!impolite!or!ambiguous,!to!offend!others!or!to!forget!that!readers!
are! also! human! beings! with! their! rights! and! interests! (cf.!
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netiquette).!If!a!user!does!not!respect!
these! rules,! there!will! be! sanctions:! the! administrator!will! cancel!
his! contribution.! Actors! are! not! free! to! style! their! relationships!
with!partners!as!they!want.!Also!face!workXactivities!will,!in!some!
way,!be!limited.!
X! In! general,! relationship!management! is! not! as! important! as! arX
gumentation.! As! with! the! example,! many! texts! in! forums! are!
written!in!a!rather!sober!style.!Users!are!expected!to!be!clear!in!the!
presentation!of! their! opinions! and! always! to! stay!within! the! theX
matic! line! of! the! discussion.! The! content! of! the! message! counts!






X! The! discussion! is! public.! Every! writer! addresses! at! least! three!
types!of!readers:!the!direct!partner!to!whom!he!answers,!the!other!
active! participants! of! the! conversation! that! are! supposed! to! give!
their!comments,!and!the!passive!readers!that!form!a!kind!of!public!
audience.!Face!is!negotiated!in!a!public!space!and!in!different!cirX






X!The!texts! in! forums!are,! in!general,!persuasive,! they!aim!to!preX
sent!an!idea,!a!point!of!view!or!an!opinion!and!convince!readers!to!
share!it!or!at!least!to!reason!on!it.!If!there!are!face!work!and!politeX
ness! activities,! it! could! be! strategic;! actors! use! it! to! make! their!
opinion!more!acceptable!to!others.!In!comparison!with!other!forms!
of! communication! there! is! a! clear!preference! for!dissension:! a! foX
rum!discussion! cannot!go!on! if! everybody!has! the! same!opinion.!
Agreement! is! not! at! all! the! preferred! strategy!within! the! forumX





“Disagreement! is! the! norm! in! the! two! fora! we! study! as! the!




sion! of! doubt! and! other! potentially! faceXthreatening! activities!
(Ehrhardt! 2010:!177;! cf.! also! the! contribution! of! Thaler! in! this!
volume).! It!will! be! interesting! to! see! in!which!ways! these! speech!
acts!are!realised!and!if!face!work!is!used!to!mitigate!the!impact.!







as! polite,! critical,! wellXinformed! about! the! facts! in! discussion,!
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willing! to! say! something! new! etc.! Forum! discussions! therefore!
preXstructure! face,! there! is! a! kind! of! defaultXface! which! every!
writer!has!to!accept!in!order!to!be!admitted!as!a!participant.!!
Obviously,! however,! this! is! not! enough! to! create! an! interesting!
discussion.!ForumXauthors!will!do!more! than!simply!be! the! ideal!
average!user.!What!they!can!do,!and!in!fact!do,!will!be!the!object!of!
the!following!section.!Some!examples!will!be!discussed!in!order!to!
see! what! is! possible! and! acceptable.! According! to! the! relational!
notion!of! face!presented! in! the! second! section,! the! examples!will!
all!be!texts!in!which!the!face!of!one!actor!is!for!some!reason!menX
tioned! or! discussed! by! another.! In!many! cases! this! denotes! that!
there! is! some! conflict! regarding! face,! or! that! there! is! something!
wrong!with!the!face!of!one!author.!The!hypothesis!is!that!“it!is!the!
participants’! interpretings,! not! the! analyst’s,! that! comprise! the!
evidence!in!studying!facework”!(Arundale!2006:!209).!
 Examples!4.
Even! at! a! quick! glance! on! forum! discussions! it! becomes! evident!
that! there! really! is!a!great!amount!of! face!work! taking!place.!EnX
gaging! in! this! kind! of! discussion! has!much! in! common!with! the!
moment!of!the!initiation!of!a!conversation!with!an!unknown!perX
son:!it!is!important!for!a!speaker!to!show!that!they!are!aware!of!the!
goal!of! the! interaction!and! is!willing! to!do!everything!to!reach! it;!
but!it! is!also!important!to!establish!contact!on!a!personal!level,! to!
present! oneself! as! a! respectable! actor,! to! show! the! necessary! reX
spect! to! others! and! to! demonstrate! that! one’s! engagement! is! not!
only!formal,!but!sustained!by!a!certain,!also!personal,!interest.!The!
following! examples! have! been! chosen! in! order! to! demonstrate!




how!other!actors! react! to! this,! and!how,!with! their! reaction,! they!
constitute! face.! A! second! group! of! examples! shows!moments! in!
which!there!is!something!wrong!on!the!level!of!relational!work:!a!
speech!act! stimulates! reactions!which!give!evidence! that! face!has!
been!threatened!or!violated.!!
In! a! discussion! thread! about! the! foreign! policy! of! the! German!
chancellor!Merkel!in!the!moment!of!the!crisis!of!the!Euro!and!the!







this! kind!of! financial! speculation! that! caused! the! crisis.! Someone!





I&ask&myself&what&you&are&going& to& live&on&when&you&are&unable& to&work&





(3) Gemach!Bruder,! ich! lebe! bereits! seit! 2003! von!meiner!Rente.!Weil!
ich! auch! schon! seit! ich! 50! Jahre! alt! war,! lang! ist! es! her,! immer!
ziemlich!genau!wusste,!was!ich!zu!erwarten!hatte,!wurde!ich!auch!




Slowly,& brother,& I& have& been& living& on& my& pension& since& 2003.& Because&
since& I&was&50,& a& long& time&ago,& I&have&known&rather&well&what& I&had& to&
expect,&I&have&not&been&disappointed.&I&say&it&again,&many&greetings&from&
the&island,&you&have&chosen&the&wrong&person.&&




icy.! The! selfXpresentation! is! a! surplus! of! personal! involvement!
which! is! productive! for! the!maintenance! of! controversial! discusX
sion,! because! it! offers! positions! which! can! be! challenged! and! it!
demonstrates! personal! engagement! and! authority! in! the! discusX
sion.!!
In! terms!of! face!work,! the!communicative!actions!are!understood!
by!partners!in!the!sense!of!separateness,!a!move!towards!the!conX
stitution!of!a!subject!as!unique,!special!and!different! from!others:!
from!now!on! “krassopoteri”! is! treated! by! all! users! as! the!person!
that!lives!abroad!and!discusses!German!politics!from!this!point!of!
view.!Yet!that!is!not!all:!the!reaction!shows!that!it!is!accepted!also!
as! an!effort! to!do! something! in!order! for! the!discussion! to!go!on!
and! to! be! animated,! to! make! it! appear! as! an! exchange! between!
people! that! know! each! other! and! feel! close,! not! as! a! discussion!
about!abstract!positions!but!about!abstract!positions!held!by!conX
crete!people.!Otherwise!the!partner!would!not!accept!the!topic!and!
even! continue! it! by! saying! that! he! is! living! on! an! island! (later! it!
turns! out! to! be! a! British! island).! So! the! selfXpresentation! is! also!
interpreted!as!a!signal!of!connectedness,!of!constitution!of!a!group.!!
The!quoted!exchange!of!messages!shows!that!this!works,!but!other!
quotations!give! the! impression!that! it! is!not!accepted!by!all! readX
ers.! Some! participants! criticise! the! two! actors! for! their! personal!




















pass!without!being!noted.!However,! it! is! also! easy! to! find!examX
ples! in! which! a! participant! reacts! and! makes! understood! to! a!
speaker! that!he!has!gone!too!far.!This!will!be!discussed!with!two!
concluding! examples! in! which! writers! try! to! correct! something!
stated!by!others.!In!a!discussion!about!the!best!main!candidate!of!
the!opposition!party!for!the!next!German!elections!(SpOn!2012b)!a!
user! complains! about! errors! in! a! text! published! in! a! newspaper;!




(6) Forumist! Berg,! nur! der!Ordnung! halber:! ein!Drucker! ist! nicht! für!





ForumIwriter& Berg,& just& to& be& correct:& a& printer& is& not& responsible& for&
errors& in&a&manuscript&–& for&this,&we&in&the&west&have&proofIreaders.& […]&
So&you&have&learnt&something&new,&dear&[…].&&
The!author!here!establishes!himself!as!a!person!that!knows!better,!




plies!on! the! same!personal! level,!he!does!not! say!anything!about!





intellectual! modesty;! they! believe! they! know! everything! better!
than!all!the!others!and!leave!others!to!feel!ignorant.!What!is!interX
esting!here!is!the!fact!that!on!a!superficial!level!“berg”!does!not!reX
act! to! the! threat! to! his! own! face;! he! comments! on! the! image! of!
“matthes! schwalbe”! trying! to! make! the! correction! appear! as! a!
threat!to!the!author’s!face.!Probably!the!criticism!formulated!in!(6)!
was! too! direct,! strong! and! personal! to! be! accepted.! “matthes!

















capitalism.! The! speaker! states! that! the! poem! was! published! in!
1930,!but!can!be!applied!perfectly!to!the!present!situation.!The!user!
“ray!4912”!answers:!
(8) interessant! aber! leider! nicht! von! T.! (hätte! man! leicht! daran!
erkennen! können,! wenn! man! gewisse! moderneÉ! Fachausdrücke!
sieht.![…]!Deshalb!ist!Ihre!Trouvaille!doch!wertvoll,!danke!!(no.!88)!
Interesting,&but&not&by&Tucholsky&(one&could&easily&have&noticed&if&one&sees&
certain& “modern”& technical& terms)& […]& Anyway& your& trouvaille& is&
precious,&thanks!&
Here!too!a!writer!reacts!to!an!error!of!another!–!he!has!immediateX
ly!noticed! that!Tucholsky! cannot!be! the! author!of! this!poem!and!
also! makes! clear! that! the! reader! should! easily! understand! this.!
This!also!seems!to!allude!to!a!lack!of!intelligence!and!preparation!
regarding!the!argument.!However,!the!addressee!(she!turns!out!to!
be! female)! is! not! at! all! offended,! she!manages! to! create! a! polite!
exchange!out!of!this!unpleasant!situation.!Her!answer!is:!!
(9) aber!ein!“Danke”!auch!von!mir! für!die!Aufklärung.! Jetzt!weiß! ich!
sogar! was! eine! “Trouvaille”! ist,! und! ich! habe! mal! ein! bißchen!
“recherchiert”:![…]!Jetzt!wüsste!ich!zu!gern,!was!es!mit!der!Sprache!
von!1930! so! auf! sich!hat.! Sprachen!die!Menschen!denn!damals! so!
vollkommen! anders! als! heute?! Ich! glaube,! dass! ich! meine!
Muttersprache! “deutsch”! einigermaßen! beherrsche;! allerdings! bin!
ich!keine!Spezialistin!auf!diesem!Gebiet.!(no.!89)!
Anyway& a& “thank&you”& from&me& for& the& illumination.&Now& I& even& know&
what&a&“Trouvaille”&is&and&I&have&done&some&“research”.&[…]&Now&I&would&
really&like&to&know&what&it&is&about&the&language&of&1930.&Did&people&really&










Thanks& for& the& thank& you& and& thank& you& back& ;I)& You& have& already&
explained&the&origins&of&the&technical&terms.&I&should&have&said&that&I&was&
talking& about& the& slang& if& the&modern& stock& exchange&mafia& […]& I’m&not&
sure,& I’m& not& an& expert& in& linguistics& and& furthermore& a& conservative&
investor&in&modest&terrain&property&[…]&
A! potentially! highly! faceXthreatening! act! does! not! bother! the!
discussion!–!on!the!contrary,!it!develops!into!an!exchange!of!polite!
messages! and! a! friendly! atmosphere;! the! writers! involved! even!
use!greeting!forms!(“mfg”!and!“sympathisierender!gruss”)!to!end!
their!messages!which! is! rather! unusual! in! this! forum.! This! faceX





new! French! word,! but! she! immediately! recognises! that! she! was!






The! discussion! of! the! examples! should! certainly! go! into! further!
detail! and! should! include! more! texts.! This! is! not! possible! here.!
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Despite! this,! the! discussion! produces! initial! evidence! that! there!
really!is!a!kind!of!default!face!that!all!participants!in!forum!discusX
sions!are!expected!to!respect.!It!also!shows!that!often!actors!are!not!
satisfied! with! having! only! this! basic! face.! They! want! to! appear!
more! individual.! However,! this! is! risky,! it! may! be! criticised! by!
others! and! it! may! damage! the! communicative! balance.! Forum!
users!are!probably!more!tolerant!to!faceXthreats!than!are!speakers!
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In! online! forums! people! may! upload! a! picture,! a! signature! and!
other! features! to! extend! their! user! profile.! They! create! an! avatar!
(Stephenson! 1992),! a! representation! of! ‘oneXself‘! (not! necessarily!
‘their!self’)!or!a!virtual!identity.!Users’!interaction!in!an!online!foX
rum!both!by!means!of! their!avatars!and! text! is!of! interest! for! the!
concept! of! face! as! a! term! of! linguistic! politeness.! Politeness! reX
search! in! traditional! faceXtoXface! environments! (cf.! Brown/LevinX
son! 1978/1987;! Leech! 1983;! Watts! 2003)! has! been! transferred! to!
computerXmediated!communication!(CMC)!environments!(cf.!ThaX






is! independently! established! not! only! in! pragmatics! but! also! in!
sociolinguistics,! anthropology,! sociology,! communication! studies,!





especially! of! social! psychology! and! linguistics.! Locher! (2008)! arX
gues!similarly!concerning!the!concept!of! face! in!regard!to! identity!
concepts.!!
Social! psychology! is! the! field! where! research! and! discussions!
about&self!have!been!going!on!for!over!a!decade!and!where!the!disX
tinction! to! the! term! identity! has! been! developed! and! addressed.!
The!self!or!the!psychology!of!the!self!has!been!of!great!interest!by!
psychological! researchers! especially! from! the! 1980s! onwards! (cf.!
Mummendey’s! (1995)! “Psychologie! der! Selbstdarstellung”! (“PsyX









The! focus!of!my! investigation! is!on!what!content! they!create!and!
on! how! they! behave! online.! I!will! exemplify! the! use! of! face! in! a!
qualitative! analysis! in! the! Spanish! online! forum!Crepúsculo! (TwiI
light).!My! aim! is! to! show! that! out! of! the! three! terms!only! face& is!
best!applicable!to!be!investigated!in!online!forum!communication.2!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!











a! particular! context.! It! gets! even!more! confusing! if! the! term! self&
comes! in! (Ashmore/Jussim!1997:!5).!The!concepts!of!self&and! idenI
tity&are!often!conflated!as!mentioned! in!Kresic! (2006:!65)!and!as!a!
consequence! treated! as! synonyms.! In! some! cases,! it! seems! that!
there! is! an! unmentioned! difference! (cf.! Hogg/Vaughan! 2008;!
McKinlay/McVittie!2008).!However,! terminological! clarification! is!
seen! as! a! condition! for! understanding! in! the! field! of! social! psyX
chology! (Greve! 2000:! 16).! Some! studies! on! identity! have! already!
raised!the!necessity!to!differentiate!identity!and!self!(cf.!Kresic!2006!




boundaries!and!denominators!of! identity!and!self! in!his! interdisciX
plinary! doctoral! thesis! “Das! Selbst! im! Netz”! (“The! Self! on! the!
Internet”)!in!which!he!describes!the!notion!of!self!in!CMC.!!
The! terminological! clarification! becomes! even!more! important! as!
soon! as! another! concept! is! brought! up! to! the! spotlight:! face.! The!
notion!of!face,!originally!derived!from!Goffman!(1955/1967),!is!freX
quently! used! in! the! context! of! linguistic! politeness! (cf.! Brown/!
Levinson!1978/1987;!Watts! 2003;!Locher/Watts! 2005),! although! its!
independence!from!linguistic!politeness!is!also!discussed!(cf.!GarX
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3! From! an! anthropologic! point! of! view! Harris! 1989! tries! to! draw! a! line! between!












The!Academic&Dictionary& of& Psychology! defines! self& as! “[a]! symbolX
using! individual! who! can! reflect! upon! their! own! behaviour”!
(Chopra! 2005:!236).! In! this! definition! the! introspection! is!
highlighted.! Thereafter,! it! is! no! surprise! that! self! sometimes! is!
equated! with! individual! (cf.! GarcésXConejos! Blitvich! 2013:!9).!






ourselves.5! To! differentiate! the& self! from! the! self! concept,!
Mummendey!(1995:!56)!refers!to!the!self!“as!a!concept!of!one’s!one!
personality”! (ibid.,!my! translation)! and! to! the! self! concept! as! an!
“attitude! to!oneself”! (ibid.,!my! translation).!As! the!self!concept! is!
part! of! the! self,! one! can! simply! speak! of! the& self.! Other!
psychologists! such! as! Greve! (2000)! and! Brandtstädter! (2007)!
describe! “the! self! as! a! dynamic! system”! (Greve! 2000:! 17)! and! a!
“flexible! process”! (Brandtstädter! 2007:!11f.;! Greve! 2000:! 99).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4! The! terms& face! and! identity! are! for! example! distinguished! in! Arundale! 2006,! further!





Drawing! on! psychological! literature! mentioned,! the! self! can! be!
referred!to!as!cognitive!thinking!of!oneself!in!real!life.!
Brewer! and!Gardner! (1996:!84)! add! another!dimension! by!distinX
guishing!three!levels!of!selfXrepresentation:!!
(1)! [a]t! the! individual! level,! the! personal! self! […]”,! (2)! “[…]! at!
the! interpersonal! level,! the! relational! self! […]”,! (3)! “[…]! at! the!
group!level,!the!collective!self![…]!(Brewer/Gardner!1996:!84).!
The! latter! corresponds! to! the! concept! of! social! identity! (cf.!Hogg/!




In! everyday! life,! identity! is! often! equalled! with! characteristics.!
From! a! psychological! point! of! view,! Mummendey! (1995:!57;!
2006:!85)!speaks!of! identity&as!an!opposition!to!social!roles! (i.e.!an!
individual! can! be! a! mother,! a! teacher,! etc.).! Although! our!
behaviour! may! vary! according! to! the! role! we! incorporate! in! a!
certain! moment,! we! are! still! the! same! person.! The! concept! of!
identity! –! more! than! the! concept! of! self! –! marks! the! distinctive,!
consistent! and! unique! of! an! individual! (Mummendey! 1995:!54;!
Mummendey! 2006:!85).!Other! scholars! broaden! the! term! identity!
by!adding!different!perspectives.!For!example,!McKinlay/McVittie!
(2008:!39)! regard! identity! as! a! discursive! phenomenon! that! is!
socially! negotiated.! They! highlight! the! importance! of! context! in!
which! identity! is! reflected! (McKinlay/McVittie! 2008:!22).! They!
categorise!identity!in!“conversational!identity”6!as!“[…]!immediate!
identities! of! speaker,! listener! […]”! (McKinlay/McVittie! 2008:!23).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




In! the! context! of! online! interaction! they! speak! of! “virtual!
identities”!and!define!them!as!“[f]orms!of!identity!that!people!take!
up! in! online! communication! and! communities”! (McKinlay/!
McVittie!2008:!37).!In!their!summary,!they!claim!that!!
Identities!are!not!simply!features!or!products!of!the!individual,!
but! rather! should! be! viewed! as! practices! within! interactions!
with! others! and! the! outcomes! of! those! interactions!
(McKinlay/McVittie!2008:!39).!!
Therefore,! it! can! be! stated! that! identity! is! also! relational.! Locher!
(2008:!511)! takes! a! slightly! different! notion! stating! that! “[…]!
identity!refers!to!the!‘product’!of![…]!linguistic!and!nonXlinguistic!
processes”!drawing!on! the! sociolinguistic! framework!of!Bucholtz!
and!Hall!(2005)!and!on!a!definition!of!identity!by!MendozaXDenton!
(2002:!475).!According!to!MendozaXDenton!!
[i]dentity! […]! is! neither! attribute! nor! possession,! but! an!
individual!and!collectiveXlevel!process!of!semiosis.!(ibid.)!
It! is! important! to! stress! that! identity& is! both! individual! and!
collective!(i.e.!being!a!teacher!and!sharing!a!group!identity!towards!




tity! emerges;! it! becomes! visible,! explainable,! and! graspable.!
(Norris!2011:!xiii)!
As!a!consequence,!I!sum!up!that!identity!is!consistent!over!a!period!






It! is! defined! top! down! as! a! scientific! concept! and! should! not! be!
confused!with!the!lay!concept!of!face!as!part!of!the!body.!Goffman!
first!defined! the! concept!of! face! in! “On! faceXwork:! an!analysis!of!
ritual!elements!in!social! interaction”!which!was!published!in!PsyI
chiatry! in! 1955! and! reprinted! in! Interaction& ritual! in! 1967.! ThereX
after,!face!can!be!described!as!!
[…]! the! positive! social! value! a! person! effectively! claims! for!
himself! by! the! line! others! assume! he! has! taken! during! a!
particular!contact.!(Goffman!1967:!5)!
In! their!politeness! theory,!Brown!and!Levinson! (1978/1987)!draw!
on! the! concept! of! face! from! Goffman! (1955/1967)! but! use! it! in! a!






himself! […]”.! These! are! just! two! examples! for! a! connection! of!
face!to!self.!8!(Brown/Levinson!1987:!61)!
Others! favour! a! stronger! separation! of! the! above! terms.! Haugh!
and!Chiappini!(2010:!2073),!as!an!example,!call!for!an!independent!
face! theory! aside! from! politeness! (Haugh/Chiappini! 2010:!2078).9!
Arundale!(2010:!2078),! in!the!same!issue!of!the!Journal&of&PragmatI





9! It! remains! unclear! how! this! can! be! achieved! without! noticing! the! involved! cultureX






persons! create!with!one!another! in! interaction.”!He!distinguishes!
his!concept!of! face! from!person!centered!attributes!such!as!public!
selfXimage! (Goffman! 1955/1967),! social! identity,! or! social! wants!
(Brown/Levinson!1987).!Arundale!describes!face!!
[…]! as! a! relational! and! interactional! phenomenon! arising! in!
everyday! talk/conduct,! as! opposed! to! a! personXcentered!
attribute!understood!as!determining!the!shape!of!an!individual’s!
utterance.!(Arundale!2010:!2079)!
Face& can! only! be! achieved! conjointly,! in! relation!with! others! and!
does! not! belong! to! a! single! individual! (Arundale! 2010:!2085).!
Although! GarcésXConejos! Blitvich! (2013:!15)! appreciates!
Arundale’s! (2010)! effort! to! conceptualise! face! aside! from! the!
Goffmanian!definition,! she! is! against! splitting!up! face! completely!
from! identity.!The!above!opinions!emphasise!how!interesting! it! is!
to!relate!the!three!terms!self,&identity!and!face!to!each!other.!
2.4. Identity!and!self!in!relation!to!face!
Goffman! (1955/1967)!defines! face! explicitly! as! a!positive!value.! In!
contrast,! identity! can! be! evaluated! on! a! scale! from! negative! to!
positive.! To! point! out! one! of! the! core! distinguishing! arguments!
between! face! and! identity,! imagine! a! person! who! belonged! to! a!
violent!gang! for!years,!went! to!prison!and!now!refrains! from!his!
violent,! false!behaviour!which!was!part!of!his! identity!although! it!
was! negative! (cf.! also! McKinlay/McVittie! 2008:!24).! Identity! does!
not! have! to! be! positive! (cf.! also! SpencerXOatey! 2007:!643).! Let! us!
think!of!another!example:!A!person!is!teaching!her!mother!tongue!






contexts! (SpencerXOatey! 2007:!644).! Nevertheless,! these! examples!
show! that! identity! can! be! seen! as! negative,! neutral! or! positive.!
Furthermore,! it!does!not!only!have!to!be!an!individual! identificaX





Blitvich! (2013:!9X15),! that! he! conceptualises! identity! (cf.! Goffman!
1963)!and!face!(Goffman!1955/1967)!very!close!to!each!other.!Yet,!I!
propose!to!add!another!distinguishing!aspect!to!separate!the!terms!
identity! and! face:! historicity.! Let! us! think! again! about! the!English!








nication! in! an! online! forum.! Face& does! not! necessarily! need!
historicity! to! be! accepted!or!negotiated.10! This!distinguishes! idenI
tity& from! face! and! was! also! addressed! by! Haugh! and! Chiappini!
(2010:!2073).! Face! can! be! seen! as! a! mask! (Locher! 2004:!52).! We!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10! I!only!focus!on!western!societies.!My!distinction!between!identity!and!face!with!regard!to!
historicity! does! not! apply! to! Chinese! culture! where! I! consider! face! to! be! a! more!
important!societal!phenomenon!and!thus!more!enduring!as!mentioned!by!Ho!1994:!274.!
SpencerXOatey!2005!divides!the!two!notions!of!face!into!a!situation!specific!face!which!she!
calls! “identity! face”! and! “responsibility! face”! as! a! panXsituational! concept!which! is! in!





‘wear’! it! in! a!particular! situation!but! get! rid! of! it! in! another!moX
ment!and!take!a!different!one.!It!becomes!difficult!to!know!what!a!
person!behind! this!mask! is!pretending!or!what! is! really! true.!We!
take! a! certain! role! or!mask! to! be! seen,! negotiated,! accepted,! and!
approved!by!others,!not!just!for!ourselves.!Face!thus!is!clearly!relaX
tional! (here! I! agree! with! Arundale! 2006:!202;! Locher! and! Watts!
2005;! Locher! 2008;! SpencerXOatey! 2007).! In! the! context! of! online!
communication!(i.e.!forums)!the!only!available!information!can!be!
extracted! from! the!user!posts.! Instead!of!mask!or! role!McKinlay/!
McVittie!speak!of!“virtual! identity”!(2008:!37).!So! identity!and! face&





observable! in! particular! situations! which! are! not! necessarily!
explored! over! a! long! period! of! time.! This! includes! how! people!
want! to! be! seen! in! a! particular! situation! and! therefore! it! is!
(usually)!positive.11!
Concerning! the! relation! of& face! and! self,! Chen! (2001)! stresses! the!
importance! of! selfIface! by! his! dichotomic!model! of! selfXpoliteness!
on! the! one! hand! and! otherXpoliteness! on! the! other! hand.! TradiX







11! Of! course! there! might! be! users! who! voluntary! try! to! disturb! a! discussion! by! acting!






the! speaker! herself,! but! also! those! aligned!with! the! speaker:! her!
family,! friends,! colleagues,! clients,! and! even! her! profession”!
(2001:!88,! emphasis! mine).12! One! distinguishing! characteristic! is!
that! selfXface! is! shown! towards!others!whereas! self! is! rather! interX
nal.! It! is! the! way! a! person! thinks! about! himself,! both! positively!
and! negatively.! Face! –! and! selfIface! hereafter! –! is! in! most! cases!
positive! (cf.! Goffman’s! quote! above)! and! conveys! how! a! person!
wants!be!seen!by!others.! In!summary,!the!three!terms!can!be!disX
tinguished!by!(1)!self!can!be!described!as!(internal)!thoughts!about!
oneself,! (2)! identity! is! linked! to! continuity! or! historicity! and! (3)!




As! Harris! mentioned,! self! can! be! regarded! as! a! “psychological!
conceptualisation”! (1989:!599).! According! to! SpencerXOatey!
(2009:!152)! self! is! the!notion! that! links! identity! and! face.!Yet,! there!
are! differences! as! outlined! in! the! previous! chapter.! To! keep! the!
terms!clear!for! the!analysis,! I!will!explain! in!the!following!what!I!
mean!by!speaking!of!self,&identity&and!face,!especially!in!the!context!
of! CMC.! I! will! use! the! two! oppositions! “internal/embodied”! –!
“external/disembodied”! meaning! ‘only! in! our! thoughts,! brain’!
(internal!or!embodied)!and!‘communicated,!shared!and!discussed!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12! To! illustrate! an! alignment! of! self,! Chen! 2001:!88! gives! the! example! of! a!White! House!





with! others’! (external! or! disembodied).! Fig.! 1! at! the! end! of! this!
chapter!illustrates!the!distinction!graphically.13!
Following!Greve! (2000)! self! can! be! seen! as!what! a! person! thinks!
about! himself! because! of! past! or! present! experiences! or!what! he!
wishes! for! himself! in! the! future! (see! fig.! 1).! Self! is! usually! an!
embodied! and! internal! notion.14! Furthermore,! what! a! person!
thinks!of!himself!has! also! impact! on!what!he! identifies!with! and!





mostly! internal! and! embodied! but! can! also! become! external! and!
disembodied.!This! is!especially!the!case!when!thinking!of!a!group&
identity,! such! as! for! example! the! group! of! baseball! players! and!
doctors!(see!arrows!between!identity!and!the!pictures!at!the!bottom!
of! fig.! 1).! As! a! result,! identity! is! both! an! internal! and! external!
notion.!
Face&–!on! the!other!hand!–! is! only! a! relational!phenomenon,! and!
therefore! external! and! disembodied! as! highlighted! by! the! bold!
arrow!passing!through!the!two!computers!in!fig.!1.!In!this!context,!
and! as! a! subXcategory! of! face,! selfIface! refers! to! the! face! which! a!
speaker! addresses! speaking!of!himself!whereas! face& of& the& other! is!
the!face!a!speaker!addresses!by!referring!to!another!participant!(in!

















Using! these! concepts! to! analyse! an! online! corpus! of! a! forum!
thread,!it!is!evident!to!find!external!or!disembodied!content!which!
is!content!that!is!verbalised!or!expressed!in!a!certain!way.!In!online!
forums! people! have! the! opportunity! to! express! themselves;! beX
sides!plain! text! they!can!also!use!nonverbal! content! such!as! (aniX
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15! Let! me! quote! an! example! which! was! given! by! a! German! participant! at! a! Romance!
languages!and!literatures!conference!to!support!the!differences!between!self!and!identity!
on! the! one! hand! and! face! on! the! other! hand.! She! mentioned! that! she! intentionally!
selected! Spanish! as! her! nationality! to! appear! in! her! user! profile! in! Spanish! online!
discussion!forums.!Of!course!her!real!nationality!is!German!and!it!is!likely!that!she!also!
identifies!with! the!German! language! community.!However,!when! she! is! acting! online!




mated)! pictures,! videos,! emoticons! etc.16! So! the! content! in! users’!
posts!may!include!verbal!(words),!nonverbal!((animated)!pictures)!
and! paraverbal! information! (bold! or! italic! letters,! lengthening! of!
words!etc.)! (cf.!Langlotz/Locher!2012:!1600).!This! is! referred! to!as!




ly! analyse! a! thread!of! the! Spanish! fanXforum!Crepúsculo17! around!
the!saga!Twilight!by!examining!multicodal!content!such!as!profile!
pictures!and!verbal!utterances.!
The! thread! I! examine! in! particular! is! called! “Actores! adecuados!
para!crepusculo?”!(Adequate!actors! for!Twilight,!my!translation18)!
and!was! opened! by! the! user! k@th3rin! in!April! 2009.! The! thread!
holds! 50! posts! in! total! and!was! actively! discussed! until! October!
2012.!
Fig.! 2! shows! the! initial! post! of! k@th3rin.! She! clearly! states! her!
position:!“Yo!amo!a!Robert!Pattinson!y!me!cae!bien!Kristen!!”!She!
loves!Robert!Pattinson!and! likes!Kristen! [Stewart],! the! two!actors!
who!play!the!protagonists!Edward!and!Bella!of!the!Twilight!saga.!
One! can! neither! speak! of! Kristen’s! or! Robert’s! self! nor! of! their!
identity.! Yet,! k@th3rin! shows! something! about! her! selfXface! and!
positions!herself.!Later!on!in!the!same!post,!she!writes!about!KrisX
ten!Stewart!quite!differently!saying:!“bueno!para!mi!Kristen!StewX























marker.! Fans! of!Twilight,! its! Soundtrack! or! band!Linkin& Park!will!
regard!her!as!‘one!of!them’.!With!this!indirect!‘message’!k@th3rin!
shows!something!about!her!face!–!we!do!not!know!if!she!identifies!











A! direct! link! to! the! film! can! be! found! in! the! profile! of! the! user!
Hadagaditana! (fig.! 3).! Her! profile! picture! shows! Jacob! (another!
protagonist! in!Twilight)! and! Bella! kissing.! Jacob,! as! a!member! of!
the!werewolves,!might!be!seen!as!an!opponent!to!Edward!who!is!a!




3! that! she! would! change! Robert! Pattinson! because! she! does! not!
like! his! physical! appearance! and!puts! stress! on! that! “no! es!TAN!







In! contrast! to!Hadagaditana,!maryche!positions! herself! in! an! opX
posite!direction.!Her!profile!picture! consists! of! the! three!pictures!
which!can!be!seen!in!fig.!4.20!The!first!picture!is!the!family!emblem!
of! the! Cullen! Family.! The! second! image! consists! of! a! picture! of!
Edward! holding! Bella! in! his! arms! and! looking! at! her! while! she!
holds! herself! tight! to! his! arm.! The! third! picture! is! the!writing! “I!
Do”!which! is! the!matrimony! pledge! of! Edward! and! Bella! in! the!








as! an! animated! picture,! reinforcing! her! words! “bravo!!!!!!! asi! se!
hace”! (“bravo!!!!! that’s!how!you!do! it”).! She!expresses!her!agreeX
ment! with! a! previous! post! of! k@th3rin.! Pictures! and! videos! are!
often!a!trigger!for!(further)!comments!as!shown!in!the!example!of!










These! two!posts! (figs.!5!and!6)!are! faceXenhancing!acts! (FEAs).! In!
fig.!5,!maryche!reinforces!the!face!of!k@th3rin!by!agreeing!with!her!
and! spending!applause.! In! fig.! 6,!k@th3rin! tells!maryche! that! she!
loves! her! picture! and! therefore! strengthens! her! face! in! choosing!
something!good! looking.!To!speak! in! terms!of!Brown!and!LevinX




Of! course,! forum! users! do! not! only! treat! each! other! nicely! by!
means!of!FEAs.!There!are!many!examples!of!FTAs!in!the!thread!as!
well.! The! following! example! from! PekePsicopata! (who! does! not!
have!a!profile!picture)!proves!that!people!are!aware!of!the!fact!that!
they! might! hurt! other! users’! feelings.! Before! the! utterance,! she!
described! two!people!who! she!would! change! for!different! actors!
and!goes!on!as!shown!in!fig.!7,!which!can!be!translated!as!follows:!









sadness! by! uttering! that! she! cried.! This! becomes! obvious! in! her!
final!remark!(“sin!ofender!a!las!fans!obviamente!!!”):!She!explicitly!
writes!that!she!does!not!want!to!offend!his!fans.!Despite!her!mitiX
gation!by!admitting! to!not!do! it!on!purpose!she! risks! to!hurt.!As!
mentioned!by!Goffman! (1967:!42)!we! are! aware! that!not! only!we!
but! also! other! persons!who! share! feelings! for! someone!might! be!




self,! identity! and! face! in! order! to! apply! them! in! the! analysis! of!
online! forum! communication.!Without! further! information! about!




avatars!or!other!graphical! and! textual! snippets! although! the!perX
sons! behind! these! avatars! might! identify! themselves! with! these!
musicians,!actors!or!characters.!We!know!too!little!from!the!analyX
sis! of! the! posts! to! name! it! identity,! but! of! course,! these! avatars!
Uta&Fröhlich&
128!
shape! the!virtual! identity!of! the!users! in! the!present! forum!albeit!
subject! to! change! (i.e.! animated! avatar! of! maryche).! This! could!
indicate!that!virtual!identity!is!not!as!consistent!as!the!term!identity!
implicates.! It! is!doubtful! that! the!historicity!which!is!necessary!to!













associated!with! in!a! forum.21!The!above! findings!nevertheless!enX




lich! forthcoming).! Especially,! as! soon! as!we! do! not! analyse! peoX





21! Unless! we! analyse! a! troll! or! a! person! who! intentionally! aims! to! be! impolite! or! rude!
towards!others.!
22! User! names! –! although! not! dealt! with! in! this! article! –! are! also! part! of! face,! i.e.!
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the! discussion! (YouTube! 2010b)! to! a! clip! (YouTube! 2010a)! of!
















lite! speech! acts! and! aspects! such! as! prosody! and! sequentiality.!
Positive! politeness! and! faceXenhancing! acts! have! been! theorised!
but! not! tested! empirically.! At! the! same! time,! research! on! comX
puterXmediated!communication!(in!the!following,!CMC)!has!often!
dealt!with!the!assumed!rudeness!of!CMC!–!“friendly”!online!comX
munication! is! rarely! the!object!of! research.!Yet!Social!Media!proX
vide! an! infinite! corpus! of! more! or! less! sequential! conversations!
which!can!serve!to!revise!the!models!based!on!faceXtoXface!settings!
and!help!to!understand!the!dynamics!of!online!language!use.!
This! contribution! attempts! to! start! filling! this! gap,! focusing! on!
faceXenhancing! acts! in! a! Social! Media! setting,! taking! the! user!
comments!to!the!Casillas!clip!as!a!starting!point.!I!will!try!to!show!
that! online! comments! towards! celebrities! are! not! gratuitous,! but!
serve!specific!social!face!wants.!
 Paying!Compliments!–!Offline!and!Online!2.
In! informal! talks! (and!also! in!academic!discussions)!about!online!
conversations,!we!often!find!the!position!that!people!tend!to!react!
very! impolitely! (cf.!Kayany!1998:!1136).!Online! communication! is!
said!to!be!extremely!rude.!Suler!enumerates!six!factors! in!CMC!–!




















ties! or! complete! strangers.! As! Suler! notes,! the! disinhibition!may!
also!affect!the!friendly!sides!of!life:!
Sometimes!people!share!very!personal!things!about!themselves.!
They! reveal! secret! emotions,! fears,!wishes.!They! show!unusual!
acts! of! kindness! and! generosity,! sometimes! going! out! of! their!
way! to!help!others.!We!may!call! this!benign&disinhibition.! (Suler!
2004:!321)!




described! by! Brown! and! Levinson! (cf.! Brown/Levinson! 19872),!











and! reinforcing! solidarity! between! speaker! and! hearer”! (Holmes!
1988:!448):!
A! compliment! is! a! speech! act!which! explicitly! or! implicitly! atX
tributes! credit! to! someone! other! than! the! speaker,! usually! the!









of! interaction.! It! prescribes! that! people! should! compliment! one!
another!more!or!less!regularly!to!keep!their!relationship!intact,!and!
that!a!faceXenhancing!act!should!be!followed!by!an!act!of!acknowlX
edgement! (cf.! Holmes! 1988:!447;! Herbert! 1989:!5).! Social! Media!
does! not!make! an! exception:!Most! Social!Media! devices! provide!
the!possibility!to!comment!on!any!kind!of!media!content!in!order!
to!show!appreciation!or!support.!Some!users!write!long!text!mesX
sages,! some! place! applauding! or! other! positive! emoticons,! some!
click! the! “Like”! or! “thumbsXup”! button.! The! act! of! acknowledgX
ment! can! occur! in! the! same!way:! Positive! comments! can! also! be!
rated! with! the! “thumbsXup”! button,! or! users! write! a! thankXyou!
note! in! reply.!At! least! on!YouTube,!more! elaborated! reactions! to!
compliments! are! rare! and! usually! limited! to! cases! where! users!
share!private!content!(like!craft!tutorials)!and!receive!compliments!
for!their!effort.!In!the!case!of!face!enhancement!towards!celebrities,!
there! is!usually!no!acknowledgment,! since! the!addressees! cannot!







contextual! cues”! (Park! 2008:!2051).! Yet,! research! on! CMC! has!
shown! since! the! late! 90’s! that! linguistic! online! behaviour! is! “not!
primarily!a!characteristic!of!the!medium,!rather![…]!social!context!
dependent”! (Kayany! 1998:!1140).!With! regard! to! this,! Park! notes!
that!“online!discourse!participants!adapt! to! the!CMC!setting!and!
employ! a! variety! of! creative! communication! devices! to! express!
sociointerpersonal! content”! (Park! 2008:!2058).! He! also! states! that!
FTAs!can!occur!in!the!same!way!in!CMC!as!they!do!in!faceXtoXface!





Two! conditions! are! important! for! the! communication! of! an!FEA:!










3! Some! celebrities! do! interact! with! their! fans! or! followers! via! Facebook! pages,! Twitter!
accounts!or!other!applications.!But!many!of!them!do!it!irregularly!or!have!their!account!






now! observe! the! special! case! of! enhancing! the! face! of! someone!
who!does!not!participate!in!the!conversation.!I!suggest!this!has!to!
do!with!a!concept!I!will!call!‘shared!face‘,!which!is!itself!related!to!








association!with!others! that! is! in!keeping!with! the! type!of!relaX
tionship! that! they!have!with! them.!This!principle! […]!seems!to!
have! three! components:! involvement! (the!principle! that!people!
should! have! appropriate! amounts! and! types! of! “activity”! inX
volvement!with!others),!empathy!(the!belief!that!people!should!
share! appropriate! concerns,! feelings! and! interests!with!others),!




social!group! (or!groups)! together!with! the!emotional! significance!
attached!to!that!membership”!(Tajfel!1974:!69;!cf.!also!Tajfel/Turner!
1979:!40).! In! the!moment!when!an! individual!becomes!aware!of!a!
specific!element!of!their!social!identity,!this!element!becomes!part!




When!an!element!of! the!social! identity! is!being!derided,! insulted,!











happy,! euphoric,! etc.! when! their! social! identity! is! positively!
touched! indirectly! through! the! shared& face.! Holmes! provides! an!









The!utterance!can!be! interpreted!as!a!compliment! since! it! indiX
rectly! attributes! credit! to! the! addressee! for! good! parenting.!
(Holmes!1988:!447)!
The! peer! group! identification! may! grow! stronger! as! members!
compliment! their! shared! face! and! thus! reaffirm! the! group’s!
solidarity.! This! might! be! one! reason! why! people! post! positive!
comments!regarding!their!social!identity!in!Social!Media:!They!feel!
as! a! part! of! a! peer! group,! even! if! it! is! only! a! virtual! one,! and! as!




4! An! FEA! towards! a! shared! social! identity! element!may! also! be! interpreted! as! selfXface!
enhancing,! since! it! also!means! upvaluing! an! element! of! one’s! own! face.!Writing! nice!
Kristina&Bedijs&
142!
[…]! the! participants! bring! with! them! their! social! behavioural!
norms,! cultural! affinities,! patriotic! loyalties,! and! religious! and!
national!conflicts.!(Kayany!1998:!1137)!
The!main! difference! between! social! behaviour! offline! and! online!





Iniesta! en! la! final! X! España! vs!Holanda! 1X0”! (YouTube! 2010),! the!





deleted! their! accounts! themselves! or! had!been! excluded!by!YouX
Tube!because!of!inappropriate!behaviour).!Finally,!I!deleted!some!
of!the!remaining!734!comments!since!they!were!pure!duplicates.!




things! in! Social! Media! does! not! only! mean! an! altruistic! act! of! enhancing! the! face! of!
others,!but!also!a!face!enhance!for!oneself.!
5! YouTube!does!not!provide!precise!dates!neither!for!clips!nor!for!comments.!







terns! for! different! linguistic! strategies,! they!must! be! read! one! by!




harmony! and! identification:! “[…]! outXgroup! derogation! and! acX
tivism! to! change! the! behaviour! of! the! inXgroup”! (Glasford! et! al.!
2009:!420).! These! strategies! are! also! present! in! the! analysed!YouX
Tube! comments.! For! the! activism!part,! users! turn! out! to! be! very!
creative,! so! I! subdivided! this! strategy! into! five! subXstrategies,!
which!are,!by!order!of!frequency:!Indirect&Compliment&–&Patriotism&–&
























are! mostly! used! to! create! emphasis! and! thereby! show! involveX
ment.!They!are!frequent!in!the!YouTube!corpus!data,!which!is!not!
surprising!since!speech!acts!related!to!social!identity!(FTAs!as!well!










(1) IKER! CASILLAS! SERÁ! EL! MEJOR! POR! SIEMPRE.!
(bichiyoeurovisivo8)!!
(2) el!mejor!portero!del!mundo!!!!(moonyHale)!!







tive! of! the! positive! adjective! bueno,! and! both! using! terms! with!
maximal!extension!(por&siempre,&del&mundo)!to!express!their!estimaX
tion! of! the! goalkeeper.! To! emphasise! their! comment,! they! use!
different!strategies!available!to!online!users:!The!first!writes!all!in!
upper! case! letters,!which! is! a! common! online!writing! practice! to!
simulate! a! loud!voice! and! thus!high! emotional! involvement.!The!






several! times! the! stressed! penultimate! syllable! (once! adding! anX
other! i,!but! this!might!be!a! typing!error)!and!reduplicating!many!
times! the! final! vowel! o.! Both! means! do! probably! not! represent!
simulation! of! prosodic! stress:! the! last! vowel! is! not! stressed! or!
lengthened!when!pronounced;! the! penultimate! syllable!might! be!






Patriotism!means!here! that! the!person!expands! the!context!of! the!
event!to!national!relevance.!Again,!the!person!reveals!the!event!as!




El! mejor! jugador! del! mundial! tenia! k! ser! el...k! grande! Casillas!
(akasha737)!
(7) Felicidades! Españoles.! you! deserved! it.! Fue! mi! favorito! desde! el!
principio.!Gano!el!mejor!futbol!duelale!a!quien!le!duela.!QUE!VIVA!
ESPAñA!carajo!!!!!(anadisi02)!
(8) Al! verlo! llorar! rompi! en! llanto! muy! copiosamente,! entretanto!
veiamos! el! trigunfo! de! nuestro! lado! entiendo! la! razon! de! sus!
lagrimas!y!el!sendero!para!llegar!a!ese!momento,!detras!de!toda!la!
historia! entre! las! luces! esparcidas! al! atardecer! en! el! alma! de! esta!
















and! religious! formulae! to! enhance! the! selfXesteem! of! the! nation!
(que& viva& España,& Dios& bendiga& a& España).! Again,! writing! in! upper!
case! letters! simulates! loudness! and! signifies! a!high! level! of! emoX
tional! involvedness.!Elvaqui&plays!with! this! device! interchanging!
loosely! upper! and! lower! case! letters,! which! gives! the! written!
words!an!inconvenient!appearance!and!emphasises!them.!
The! ritual! formulae!make! these! comments! ambivalent.! They! are!
not!only!FEAs!toward!the!inXgroup,!strengthening!the!group!feelX
ing!of!Spanish!football!fans,!but!they!are!also!indirect!face!threats!






a! specific! face! element.!Unlike! the!Patriotism! strategy! expanding!
the!narrow!individual!perspective!to!a!supposed!large!group,!the!
Empathy!strategy!focuses!on!the!individual’s!self.!Many!commentX





(11) el! empezo! a! llorar! anoche! y! yo! tambien! con! el.! fue! magico! ese!





find!a! combination!of! common!means! and! typical!pragmatic! eleX
ments!from!online!communication!to!show!empathy:!use!of!posiX
tive! adjectives! (hermoso,& mágico),& emotion! verbs! (llorar,& conmover),!
graphic! emphasis! (multiple! exclamation!marks,! vowel! reduplicaX









is!constructed! from!nonXfootball! fans!and! fans!of!other!countries’!
national!teams:!
(13) ya! hace! un! año.! Bien! merecida! la! copa! para! españa.! con! esa!
seleccion!que!tiene!era!logico!que!serian!campeones!!!Saludos!desde!
mexico.!(sonnyIDI)!
(14) iker! casillas! el!mejor!de! todos...! Saludos!hermanos!españoles!paso!
por!aqui!un!Argentino!(siempreuniluso21)!








The! inXgroup! can! be! subdivided! into! fans! of! Iker! Casillas! more!
specifically! as! a! player! of! the! Spanish! football! club! Real!Madrid!
and!fans!of! the!National! team,!but!not!of!Madrid.!Here!are!some!
examples!for!this!case:!
(16) amo! al! barcelona!............pero! el! primer! arquero! q! marco! mi!
juventus! y! q! me! dio! esa! remota! idea! de! se! arquero! siempre!














las! as! best! keeper! of! all! times,! there! is! an! enhancement! strategy!
that!we!have!not!mentioned!yet:!the!use!of!English!elements!in!17.!
The!user!switches!between!Spanish!and!English,!probably!feeling!






person! in! question.! The! improbability! that! this! person!will! even!
read! this!comment! is!a!sign! that! the!FEA!is!not! really!directed!at!
them,!but!rather!at!others!sharing!this!element!of!social!identity.!In!
the! following! examples,! either! the! name! (Iker! Casillas)! is! menX
tioned! or! the! goalkeeper! is! addressed! through! the! personal! proX
noun!of!the!2nd!person!sg.!
(19) lagrimas! de! felicidad,iker! eres! un! grande! maestro,hala!
madrid..SAN!IKER.!(ztereozizou)!







adjectives! (grande,& mejor)& or! nouns! (maestro,& amo,& felicidad),!
exaggeration! (te& quiero,& mejor& del& mundo,& todos).& We! find! again!
sanctification! (San& Iker)&and! intensification!by!use!of!a!word!with!
negative! connotation! in! a! positive! sense! (puto),! both! expressive!
strategies!to!increase!the!effect!of!the!comment.!
In! addition,! we! see! typical! means! of! online! communication,!
known! from! eXmail,! chat,! and!message! boards:!writing! in! upper!
case!to!imitate!shouting,!multiplication!of!letters!to!emphasise!the!
words! they! belong! to.!We! can! assume! that! in! the! case! of! vowel!
multiplication,! it! also!means! imitation!of!an!extended!pronunciaX
tion,!but! in! the! case!of! consonants,! this! is! less!probable.! In!molisI
now’s!example,!grandeeee&and!contigooo&might!be!the!written!repreX
sentation!of!an!extended!pronunciation!(even!if!we!would!expect!it!











Casillas! es! un! superhombre,! 3!minutos! antes! acaba! de! realizar! la!
mejor!parada!del!mundial!ante!el!calvorota!holandes!ese!que!no!me!
acuerdo!como!se!llama.!(cineaccion3)&
(25) sii! hubiiera! ganado! holanda! hubiera! sigoo! injuustoo! !!!
porqueee!nuestroo!juuegooo!fuuee!limpiooo!no!komo!el!de!ellooss!!!
que! lo! unico! que! hacian! era! dar! patadaaas!!!
VIIVAAAAAA! EESPAÑAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!! viivaaaaaaaa!
CASIILLAAAAAAAAAAAAAAS! quee! sus! lagrimas! representan!
las!de!todos!los!españoleeees!!!(BeeiittaaySuusii)&
In! these! examples,! the! opponent! is! the! Dutch! national! football!
team,!and!due!to!the!concept!of!shared!face,!also!all!of!its!supportX
ers.! In! 24,!we! find! an! allusion! to!Dutch! footballer!Arjen!Robben,!
clearly!an! insult:!calvorota,&which!reduces! the!player! to!his!head’s!
appearance! and!depersonalises! him,! since! he! is! not! called! by!his!
name.!The!Dutch!team!is!denigrated!in!25,!saying!that!their!game!
was! not! limpio,! i.e.! not! appropriate;! and! again,!much! emotion! is!
transported! in! the! repeated! letters.! From! the! forth! line! on,! there!
are! only! vowels! repeated,! which! makes! a! concrete! phonetic!






It! is!no!wonder! that!many!comments!of! this!order!receive!replies!
from!annoyed!users!who! feel! a!damage!of! their! shared! face.!Not!
all! of! the! answers! are! direct! replies! to! the! initial! comment,! but!
users!often! refer! to!previous!posters!or! to! the!overall!bad!atmosX
phere!in!the!previous!comments.!In!fact,!the!totality!of!comments!




logical! findings! that! derision! of! someone! else’s! social! identity!
strengthens! people’s! identity! feeling! on! both! sides,! often! leading!
the!attacked!group!to!defend!their!shared!face!or!to!counterattack.!
 Concluding!Remarks!6.
This! contribution! is! based! on! the! assumption! that! the! world! of!
Social!Media! is! not! detached! from! communication! in! offline! setX
tings.!People!have!a!social!identity!and!thereby!seek!to!keep!their!
shared&face&intact!–!offline!as!well!as!online.7!If!their!social!identity!
is! attacked! by! a! negative! online! comment,! it! does! not!matter! for!
people! from! the! hurt! group!whether! they! know! the! offender! or!
whether!thousands!of!miles!separate!them!from!each!other!–!they!
still!feel!offended.!Just!like!in!their!offline!life,!people!feel!the!need!















with!a! small!group!of! friends,! and! they!may!as!well! rewatch! the!
best! scenes! on! YouTube! and! celebrate! the! players! together! with!
thousands! of! other! internet! users! who! share! this! social! identity!
element.!In!both!cases,!the!individuals!demonstrate!solidarity!with!
others! and! strengthen! their! feeling! of! belonging! to! a! group.!This!
enhances!the!shared!face!of!the!group!and!the!individuals’!self!face!
at! the!same! time.!Once!more,! this!behaviour!suggests! that!offline!
and!online!spaces!are!closely!linked!to!one!another!–!people!tend!
to!interpret!unspecific!face!work!actions!as!individually!directed!to!
them,! even! in!vast!groups!whose! structure! is!unclear,! like!online!
communities.!
In! my! corpus! of! YouTube! comments,! users! of! the! Spanish! lanX
guage!make!use!of!six!main!strategies!to!send!out!an!FEA!related!
to! shared! face.! These! strategies! –! five! inXgroup! related,! one! outX
























strategies! presented! here! (notably! patriotism)!would! play! a! less!
significant! role! in! other! contexts,! leaving! place! to! strategies! that!







a! harmonious! online! conversation!with! inappropriate! comments,!
cf.!Kluge,!this!volume)!would!also!be!an!interesting!subject!due!to!
its! relation! to! both! Social!Media! and! politeness!matters.! It! could!
also!be! enlightening! to!observe!whether! and!how! individuals! atX
tempt! to! solve! miscommunication! online! to! prevent! themselves!
and! others! from! face! damage.! Analysing! metacommunication!
about!the!“correct”!behaviour! in!an!online!setting!would!provide!






YouTube! (2010a):! “Casillas! llora!despues!del! gol!de! Iniesta! en! la! final! X!
España!vs!Holanda!1X0.”!!
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSATkNL6WzU>!(2012X11X12).!



















compliment! responses:! a! contrastive! sketch.”! In:! Oleksy,! Wieslaw!
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in! 2008! and! 2009,!we! explore! the! research! interface! between! poX
liteness! theory! and! identity! construction! within! interpersonal!
pragmatics! (Locher/Graham! 2010:!2).! Our! aim! is! to! understand!
better! how! two!particular! groups! of! Facebook!users! employ! lanX
guage! in! status! updates! (SU)! and! responses! to! status! updates!
(RSU)!when!creating!a!persona!online.!Lee!(2011)!for!Facebook!and!
Zappavigna!(2012)!for!Twitter!speak!of!status!updates!or!tweets!as!
instances! of!microXblogging,! i.e.! “short!messages! on! the!web! deX
signed!for!selfXreporting!about!what!one!is!doing,!thinking,!or!feelX
ing!at!any!moment”!(Lee!2011:!111),!and!consider!them!as!contribX
uting! to! “an! ongoing! performance! of! identity”! (Zappavigna!
2012:!38;! cf.! also! Jones/Schieffelin/Smith! 2011:!2012).! Building! on!
previous! research! (Bolander/Locher! 2010;! in! press),! our! special!
focus!lies!on!the!use!of!more!than!one!language!code!in!Facebook!
status! updates.! In! particular,! we! wish! to! explore! how! codeX






(1) SU:! E! Peter!is!fulll!of!sunshine,!euphoria!and!bliss.!yay!!
RSU1:! SG! “chani!o!eini!ha?!;)”![posted!by!Manuel]!
RSU2:! SG! muesch! aber! z’erscht! e! bitz! durch! d’höll! damit!
sie!iifahrt!:!)![posted!by!Peter]!
RSU3:! SG! chönnti! gloubs! grad!mithaute...samstag! umher?!
sind!im!x![posted!by!Manuel]!
RSU4:! G! wir! im! presswerk! bei! toni! rios,! kommt! doch!
nachher![posted!by!Peter]!
RSU5:! G! klingt! nicht! mal! so! übel,! mal! sehen! [posted! by!
Manuel]!
RSU1:& SG& ‘can&I&also&have&one?&;)’&[posted&by&Manuel]&









friends! in!a!status!update!composed! in!English,! thus!projecting!a!
happy! persona.! This! status! update! triggers! five! responses!which!
make! up! a! conversation! between! Peter! and! his! friend! Manuel.!
RSU1!is!written!in!Swiss!German!and!humorously!(as!indicated!by!
the! smiley! ;))! implies! that! Peter’s! feeling! of! bliss! must! be!














not! only! see! several! languages! employed! here,! but! that! this!
display! of! multilingualism! can! also! be! exploited! for! identity!
construction.!In!order!to!explore!this!interface,!the!paper!begins!by!
positioning! our! project! within! theoretical! approaches! to! the!
relational! aspect! of! language! use,! and! then! reports! on! previous!
findings!with!respect!to!Facebook!and!our!project!in!particular.!We!





The!theoretical! interest!we!take! in!this!paper! is!embedded!within!
‘interpersonal!pragmatics’.!The! term!is!“used!to!designate!examiX
nations! of! interactions! between! people! that! both! affect! and! are!
affected!by!their!understandings!of!culture,!society,!and!their!own!
and!others’!interpretations”!with!the!aim!of!shedding!light!on!the!
interpersonal/relational! side! of! linguistic! interaction! (Locher/GraX
ham!2010:!2).!Interpersonal!pragmatics!aims!at!better!understandX
ing!how!people! create! relational! effects! in! their! situated! contexts!




tion! and! transformation! of! interpersonal! relationships! among!
those!engaged!in!social!practice”!(Locher/Watts!2008:!96).!!
The! fact! that! there! is! a! relational! side! to! communication! is!wellX
established.! Early! research! by! Watzlawick/Beavin/Jackson! (1967)!
highlights!that!there!is!a!relational!side!in!addition!to!an!ideational!
side! of! language,! and!work! in! systemic! functional! linguistics! by!
Halliday!(e.g.!1978)!has!made!the!interpersonal!side!one!of!its!pilX
lars! (next! to! the! ideational! and! textual).! Politeness! research! has!
also!made!the!relational!aspect!of!communication!its!central!focus!
by! introducing! the!notion!of! face!and! face&work& (cf.!Goffman!1967;&
Brown/Levinson! 1987;! for! overviews! of! the! development! of!






By! following!Bucholtz! and!Hall! (2005:!587),!who! claim! that! idenX
tity! “is! intersubjectively! rather! than! individually! produced! and!
interactionally! emergent! rather! than!assigned! in! an! a!priori! fashX
ion”,!we!pursue!an!understanding!of! identity! that!perceives! it! as!
fundamentally!in!flux!and!shaped!in!interaction!(cf.!also!MendozaX
Denton! 2002;! Joseph! 2004;! Locher! 2008).! While! many! variables,!
such!as!age,!ethnicity,!socioXeconomic!background,!sex,!schooling!
and!appearance!are! important! for! identity!construction,! language!
is!a!central!resource.!A!concept!that!helps!us!to!pinpoint!aspects!of!
this!identity!construction!is! ‘positioning’,!drawn!from!Davies!and!
Harré’s! (1990)! work! on! narratives:! “Positioning! […]! is! the!
discursive!process!whereby!selves!are! located! in!conversations!as!





Hall! 2005:!586)! in! a! particular! situated! context.! This! positioning!
can! be! explicit! or! implicit,! and! is! fundamentally! relational! since!
ties!between! interactants! are! created!and! recreated,! shaped,! chalX
lenged! and! confirmed.! Thurlow! and! Mroczek! (2011:!xxxiv)! obX
serve! that! “[n]o! identity! work! happens! outside! of,! or! without! a!
view!to,!relationships;!acts!of!identity!are!also!always!acts!of!comX




from! computerXmediated! communication! (CMC),! more! specifiX
cally! from! the! social!network!site!Facebook,!we!are! forced! to!ask!
ourselves! whether! we! need! to! draw! on! different! research! tools.!
Androutsopoulos!(2006:!420X421)!points!out!that!research!on!CMC!
has!undergone!several!research!stages!already.!In!early!literature,!
researchers! attempted! to! find! the! language! of! the! Internet! (e.g.!
Crystal! 2006),! and! they!highlighted! the! influence!of! the! technical!
medium! on! language! use,! thereby! largely! neglecting! its! social!
components.!This! important! early! research!has!now!been! refined!




the! Internet”! (Androutsopoulos! 2006:!421).! The! focus! has! thus!
shifted!from!large!“listings!of!‘prototypical’!features”!of!particular!
practices!to!a!“user!and!communityXcentered!approach”!(AndroutX
sopoulos! 2006:!430;! cf.! also! Herring! 2007! and! 2013;! Thurlow/!
Mroczek!2011).!!
By! concentrating!on! two! focus!groups!of! Facebook!users,!we! are!
interested! in!exploring! the!particularities!of! their! language!use! in!






research! on! ‘offline! settings’! in! order! to! grasp! interaction! online.!
This!understanding!also!highlights! that! it!has!become!difficult! to!
separate! the!creation!of!offline!and!online! identities! in!a!clearXcut!
way! (cf.! e.g.,! Donath! 1999;! Turkle! 1995! and! 1996;! Lee! 2011).!
Especially!in!the!case!of!social!networks!sites!such!as!Facebook,!we!
can! indeed! often! speak! of! “anchored! relationships”! (Zhao/GrasX
muck/Martin! 2008),!which! are!grounded! in!offline! social! realities!
(cf.! also! Ellison/Steinfield/Lampe! 2007;! Lewis! et! al.! 2008;!Mayer/!
Puller! 2008;! Lee! 2011).2! These! “anchored! relationships”! are!














2! However,! nowadays! it! is! also! possible! and! common! to! join! interest! groups! in! social!











On! Facebook,! account! holders! construct! a! public! or! semiXpublic!
profile!and!they!become!‘friends’!with!other!Facebook!users,!an!act!
which!generally!enables!them!to!view!and!navigate!one!another’s!
personal! profiles! and!walls.!Although!we! are! now! (in! 2012)!witX
nessing!an!increase!in!Facebook!pages!run!by!organisations!and!in!
practices!based!on!participation! in! interest!groups,!generally! it! is!
still! fair! to!claim!that!“SNSs!are!primarily!organised!around!peoX
ple,! not! interests”;! in! creating! a! Facebook! account,! an! individual!
constructs! a! “personal! (or! ‘egocentric’)! network”! (Boyd/Ellison!
2007).!!
Facebook!can!be!considered!a!multiXmodal!SNS,!which!offers!users!
the! opportunity! for! both! synchronous! (e.g.,! chat)! and! asynchroX
nous! (e.g.,!writing! an! SU! or!RSU)! communication.! In! this! paper,!
we!are! interested! in! two!asynchronous!strongly! textXbased!activiX
ties,!the!authoring!of!SUs!and!RSUs,!although!we!acknowledge!the!
importance! of! taking! multiXmodal! data! into! account! (Thurlow/!
Mroczek!2011:!xxv)!and!discuss!aspects! thereof!elsewhere! (BolanX
der/Locher! 2010).! In! our! analysis! of! these! activities,! we! worked!
with!two!focus!groups:!FGXS!and!FGXUK.!FGXS!is!constituted!by!a!
group! of! ten! individuals! who! are! living! in! Switzerland,! mainly!
students! and! young! professionals;! FGXUK! is! a! group! of! ten! stuX
dents!who!were!studying!in!the!UK!at! the!time!of!data!collection!
(December!2008XJanuary!2009).!While!the!focus!groups!are!labelled!









sionals).! For! ethical! reasons,! we! obtained! permission! to! use! the!
information! posted! by! our! informants! on! their! personal! profile!
pages! and! Facebook! walls! and! used! pseudonyms! for! all! parX
ticipants! (cf.! Herring! 1996;! Eysenbach/Till! 2001;! Ess/AoIR! ethics!
working!committee!2002;!Bolander/Locher!2013).!In!selecting!data!
that! was! posted! prior! to! our! contact! with! our! informants! we!
managed! to! avoid! the! observer’s! paradox.! To! choose! the! two!
groups! we! work! with! in! this! paper! (overall! we! have! 74! particiX
pants!in!the!Swiss!data!set!and!58!in!the!UK!data!set)!we!focused!
on! one! anchor! person! from! each! of! the! two! larger! data! sets! and!
then! selected! nine! of! their! friends.! These! nine! other! individuals!
were!chosen!on!the!basis!of!the!number!of!mutual!friends!they!had!
with! the! anchor! person.! By! proceeding! in! this! manner! we! were!





At! the! time! of! data! collection,! the! SUs! were! triggered! with! the!
prompt! ‘What!are!you!doing!now?’!and! the!name!of! the!updater!
was!already!provided!in!the!entry!field.!Our!motivation!to!analyse!
SUs!is!based!on!the!fact!that!they!are!the!most!prominent!type!of!




our! previous! research,! we! managed! to! identify! a! total! of! 481!
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manifest! that! reacting! to! a! status! update! also! constitutes! an!
important!practice!on!Facebook,!we!decided!to!include!an!analysis!
of! the! RSUs.! In! doing! so,! we! were! able! to! explore! emergent!




it! is! worth! briefly! summarising! what! we! previously! researched!
with! regard! to! identity! construction! in! Facebook.! Our! earlier! reX
search,!presented! in!Bolander/Locher! (2010)!and!Bolander/Locher!








The! act! of!positioning! in! (2)!was! labelled! as! ‘work’,! since! the! SU!
foregrounds!Lauren’s! identity!as! that!of!a!student!and!the!one! in!






John.!As! the! examples! show,! the! acts! can! be! explicit! (as! in! 3)! or!
implicit!(as!in!2).!Work!and!relationship!are!two!of!five!main!cateX
gories!of!acts!of!positioning.! In!addition! to!work,!which! includes!
SUs! in!which!an! individual! indexes! their!employment!or!studies,!
and! ‘relationship’! in! which! interlocutors! reference! relationships!
with!other!parties,!we!identified!‘pastime’,!i.e.,!references!to!things!
someone!does!in!their!free!time,!like!reading,!shopping,!going!out,!
‘personality‘,! i.e.,! references! to! an! individual’s! state! of! mind! or!
character!traits!like!being!sad!or!happy,!and!‘humour’.!In!the!case!
of! the! latter,! we! argued! that! in! authoring! a! humorous! SU! an!
individual! positions! themselves! as! humorous.!Although! humour!
could! have! been! subsumed! under! the! broader! heading! of!
personality,! its! salience! in! the! data! warranted! treating! it! as! a!
separate! category.! In! coding! the! SUs,! we! allowed! for! double!
labelling.! Thus,! in! the! case! of! (2)! above,! in! addition! to! being!
labelled!as! ‘work’,! the!SU! is!also!coded!as! ‘personality’,! since! the!
exclamation! woop& wooop& at! the! end! of! the! SU& signals! the!
interlocutor’s! happiness! at! this! particular! moment! in! time.! The!
same!is!true!for!Example!(3),!as!the!first!statement!is!followed!with!
the!exclamation!yay!.!
Although! there! were! certain! idiosyncratic! differences! (cf.! BolanX
der/Locher!in!press!for!a!discussion),!the!systematic!coding!of!the!
data! showed! that! personality! acts! of! positioning! were! the! most!
prominent,! followed!by!pastime,!humour,!work!and!relationship.!












tity!claims!made! in! the!SUs.!We!thereby!aimed!to!explore! the!coX
construction!of! identity! in! accordance!with!our!understanding!of!
identity! as! intersubjectively! produced! (Bucholtz/Hall! 2005:!587).!
We! only! focused! on! the! first! RSU! (N=224).! This! methodological!
decision!was!motivated!by!the!fact!that!the!first!RSU!(in!instances!
where! there! are!more! than!one)! creates! an! immediate! link! to! the!
SU,!whereas! further!RSUs! are!not!necessarily! tied! to! the!original!
SU,!but!can!instead!take!up!issues!raised!in!preceding!RSUs.!!




confirms!nor! challenges!but!makes!other,! further!or!new! identity!
claims! about! the! writer! of! the! SU.! The! last! category! could! also!
contain! cases!which!were! unclear!with! regard! to! identity! claims.!
The! results! of! this! analysis! made! manifest! that! in! 51%! (FGXS,!




















tative! and! quantitative! analysis! of! SUs! and! RSUs)! allowed! us! to!
develop! a! catalogue! of! acts! of! positioning,! to! identify! tendencies!
with! regard! to! the! types!of! identity! claims!made,! and! to!observe!
that!supportive!relational!work!is!more!prominent!than!challenges!
and! other! types! of! claims! in! RSUs! in! the! case! of! our! two! focus!
groups.5!What!we!did!not! take! into!account! in! this! study! though!
was! the! languages! interlocutors!drew!on!when!performing! idenX
tity;! nor! did!we! consider! potential! links! between! codeXswitching!




5! In!Bolander/Locher!2010,!we!also!established!what! the!status!updates!achieved! from!a!
more!general!perspective.!In!sequence!of!importance,!the!resulting!categories!were:!State!
of!mind! (happy,!angry,! ...);!Reference! to!action! in!progress;!Reference! to! future!action;!
Reflection! on! past! events;! Report! on! state! of! body;! Report! on! location! (S! is! in! ...);!
Reference! to! completed! action;!Reference! to! likes;!Expression!of!desire;! Identity! claim;!
Request! for! help/advice;! Offer! recommendations/advice;! Send! wishes;! Quotation;!
Response;! Metacomment! on! SU;! Advertising! something;! Express! thanks/gratification;!
Apologise;! Reference! to! dislikes.! This! is! comparable! to! Lee’s! 2011! study!which! found!
that!her!20!bilingual!EnglishXCantonese!Facebook!friends!also!engaged!in!the!following!
acts:!“What!are!you!doing!right!now?”;!Everyday!life;!Opinion!and!judgment;!Reporting!









to! two! different! grammatical! systems! or! subsystems”! (Gumperz!
1982:!59),! is! the! newest! area! of! research! we! have! focused! on! in!
connection!with!our!study!of!language!use!in!SUs!and!RSUs.!To!a!
large!extent,! this! research!on!codeXswitching! is! exploratory,! since!
there! is! paucity! of! studies! on! codeXswitching! in! CMC.! As! AnX




digitallyXmediated! communication! […]! offers! opportunities! for!
written! CS! at! an! unprecedented! scale”! (Androutsopoulos!
2013:!667).!!
In!reviewing!existing!literature!on!the!various!discourse!functions!
of! codeXswitching! in! different! modes! of! CMC,! Androutsopoulos!
(2013:!681)!identifies!eight:!




c)! switching! to! convey! reported! speech! (as! opposed! to! the!
writer’s!own!speech);!
d)! switching!with! repetition! of! an! utterance! for! emphatic! purX
poses;!
e)! switching! to! index! one! particular! addressee,! to! respond! to!




f)! switching! to! contextualise! a! shift! of! topic! or! perspective,! to!
distinguish! between! facts! and! opinion,! information! and! affect,!
and!so!on;!
g)! switching! to!mark!what! is! being! said! as! jocular! or! serious,!
and! to! mitigate! potential! faceXthreatening! acts,! for! example!
through!humorous!CS!in!a!dispreferred!response!or!a!request;!
h)!switching!to!or!from!the!interlocutor’s!code!to!index!consent!
or! dissent,! agreement! and! conflict,! alignment! and! distancing,!
and!so!on.!(Androutsopoulos!2013:!681)!
In! addition! to! the! identification! of! these! central! functions,! AnX
droutsopoulos! (2013:!683)! highlights! the! importance! of! codeX
switching!in!connection!with!identity!construction,!noting!thereby!
that! through! a! “pragmatically! informed! microXanalysis! of! CS! in!
CMC”! we! can! “identify! how! different! codes! in! a! group’s! usage!
take!on!pragmatic!functions!and!identity!values,!which!cannot!be!
assumed!a&priori!based!on!the!wider!cultural!associations!of!these!
languages”.! This! is! in! line! with! the! approach! to! relational! work!
and! identity! outlined! in! Section! 2,!where!we! also! emphasise! the!
importance!of!locally!made!judgments!in!social!practice.!!
In! this!paper,!we!are! interested! in!both! the!performance!of! codeX
switching! in!SUs!and!RSUs,!and! in!potential! links!between!codeX
switching!and!relational!work!and!identity!construction.!This!dual!
interest! is! reflected! in! our! research! questions:! How! is! codeX
switching! displayed! in! the! SUs! and! RSUs?! Where! can! we! find!
links!to!relational!work!and!identity!construction?!
To! answer! these! questions! we! conducted! an! analysis! of! the! 474!
SUs!and!795!RSUs.!For!each!SU!and!RSU!we!coded! for! the!presX





ceptualise! codeXswitching! in! Facebook! as! both! individually! proX
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duced! and! coXconstructed.! In! this! sense,! codeXswitching! can! be!
considered!a! form!of! ‘joint! action’! in! the! sense!of!Clark! (1996:!3),!
i.e.,!as!“one!that!is!carried!out!by!an!ensemble!of!people!acting!in!
coordination!with!each!other”.!In!what!follows!we!will!present!the!




We! started! by! focusing! on! the! languages! used! in! the! status! upX
dates,!so!as!to!have!an!overview!of!the!first!part,!or!initial!‘turn’!of!
the!interaction.!While!we!considered!dialects!in!the!German!data,!




in! English! writing! in! a! reliable! way! since! at! times! we!might! be!
merely!dealing!with!nonXstandard!spelling! rather! than! the!use!of!
dialects.!In!the!case!of!the!distinction!between!Swiss!German!and!
Standard!German,6!we!could!draw!on!spelling,!lexicon!and!syntax,!
and! the! long! tradition! of! writing! in! the! different! Swiss! German!
dialects.!Table!1!shows!the!various!languages!contained!in!the!227!
FGXS!and!247!FGXUK!SUs.!
As! shown! in! Table! 1,! codeXswitching! is! predominantly! used! by!
individuals! in! the!Swiss! focus!group.!While!English!and!German!
are!the!most!frequently!occurring!varieties,!these!ten!interlocutors!
draw!on!other! languages! too,!a! finding!which! likely!reflects! their!
language! competence.! In! connection! with! identity! construction,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6! All! Swiss! German! speakers! have! Standard! German! available! as! a! written! and! oral!











It! is!striking! that! the!Swiss!use!English! in!82!per!cent!of!SUs,!deX
spite!the!fact!that!this!is!not!the!first!language!for!the!majority;!two!
of! the! ten!are!bilingual! (Swiss!German,!English),7! five!have!Swiss!
German! as! their! first! language! but! a! high! command! of! English;!
one!is!a!native!speaker!of!Swiss!German!with!near!native!speaker!
competence!in!English!and!one!is!a!native!speaker!of!English!with!
a! high! command! of! Swiss! German! (personal! knowledge! of! the!
focus!group!members).!This!may!reflect!the!relatively!high!level!of!
English! of!many! Swiss!who! go! to! university! or! complete! higher!
education,! coupled!with! the! prestige! English! generally! enjoys! in!
Switzerland! (Watts/Murray! 2001),! and! the! role! of! English! as! an!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7! One!of! the! two!has!English!as!her!mother! tongue,!and! learnt!German!as!an!L2! from!a!
young!age;!the!other!was!raised!as!a!bilingual.!!
Language! FGAS!(n=227)! %! FGAUK!(n=247)! %!
English!(EN)! 186! 81.9! 245! 99.2!
Standard!German! 34! 15! ! !
Swiss!German!dialect! 1! 0.4! ! !
EN!+!Standard!German! 2! 0.9! ! !
EN!+!Latin! 1! 0.4! ! !
French!+!Spanish! 1! 0.4! ! !
EN!+!French! 1! 0.4! 1! 0.4!
EN!+!Asian!language! 1! 0.4! ! !
Gaelic! ! ! 1! 0.4!
Total! 227! 99.8! 247! 100!
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franca,! second! language,! or!marker! of! (elite)! social! identities”! as!
being!“the! ‘elephant! in! the!room’”,!which!studies!on!CMC!rarely!
discuss).!
In!contrast!to!our!findings,!Lee!reports!that!the!SUs!of!20!bilingual!
EnglishXCantonese! Facebookers! showed! that! only! 60! per! cent!
wrote!SUs!predominantly!in!English.!After!“Facebook!changed!the!
prompt! to! ‘What’s! on! your! mind’”,! even! “more! Chinese! and!









which! the! responses! were! solely! performed! through! emoticons,!
we!have!included!this!category,!but!will!not!discuss!it!further!here.!
As! Table! 2! demonstrates,! there! are! striking! differences! between!
the!two!focus!groups!in!terms!of!the!variety!and!mix!of!languages.!
The!UKXfocus!group!predominantly!answers!in!English!(96.8%),!so!
we! are! dealing! with! a! group! that! does! not! draw! on! other! lanX
guages!for! identity!construction.!There!are!only!minor!exceptions!
involving! five! instances! of! RSUs! performed! in! both! English! and!
French! and! one! in! French! alone.! In! the! case! of! FGXS,! we! find! a!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!







German! (alone! or! in! combination!with! other! language! varieties),!
and! Swiss! German.! The! display! of! knowledge! of! a! variety! of!








Emoticons!only! 7! 1.9! 8! 1.9!
English!(EN)! 190! 52.3! 418! 96.8!
EN!+!Afrikaans! 2! 0.6! ! !
EN!+!French! 1! 0.3! 5! 1.2!
EN!+!Standard!German!(G)! 20! 5.5! ! !
EN!+!Italian! 1! 0.3! ! !
EN!+!Spanish! 1! 0.3! ! !
EN!+!Swiss!German!(SG)! 9! 2.5! ! !
EN!+!SG!+!G! 2! 0.6! ! !
French! ! ! 1! 0.2!
Standard!German!(G)! 75! 20.7! ! !
G!+!Bavarian! 1! 0.3! ! !
G!+!French! 1! 0.3! ! !
G!+!SG!+!Italian! 1! 0.3! ! !
G!+!SG!dialect! 8! 2.2! ! !
Swiss!German! 44! 12.1! !! !!
Total! 363! 100! 432! 100!
Table!2:!The!languages!used!in!RSUs!(ordered!alphabetically,!N=795)!
This!language!variation!does!not!only!stand!out!when!we!compare!




for!EnglishXonly!RSUs!has!dropped! to! 52.3%.!Paralleling! this!deX
crease! in! EnglishXonly! entries,! we! find! an! increase! in! the! use! of!
other!languages!and!varieties.!English!is!combined!with!Afrikaans,!
French,! Italian,! Standard! Spanish,! Swiss! German! and! Standard!
German! in! a! total! of! 10.1%! of! the! RSUs;! GermanXonly! RSUs!
account! for! 20.7%! of! the! total,! and! combinations! of! Standard!
German!with! other! varieties! for! 3.1%;! and! 12.1%!of! all! RSUs! are!
Swiss! German! only.! If! we! think! back! to! the! percentages! of!
Standard!German! SUs! (15%)! and! Swiss!German! SUs! (0.4%),! it! is!
evident!that!that!both!have!gained!ground.!
The!close!analysis!of!both!the!SUs!and!the!RSUs!provides! insight!
into! the!display!of!multilingualism,! and! shows! that!whereas!SUs!
tend!to!be!monolingual,!RSUs!are!often!multilingual.!It!also!shows!
that! we! frequently! find! codeXswitching! within! the! RSUs! (cf.! the!
combination! of! languages! in! Table! 2! above).! However,! codeX
switching!not!only!occurs!within!the!RSU,!but!also!between!the!SU!
and! the! RSU.! In! analysing! codeXswitching! we! thus! coded! for! a)!
instances!in!which!the!SU!is!written!in!one!language!and!the!RSU!
in!another,!and!b)!instances!in!which!the!language!changes!within!
the! RSU! turn! itself.! In! the! case! of! the! second! option,! we! are! by!
default! also! dealing! with! cases! where! there! is! a! codeXswitch!
between!the!SU!and!the!RSU.!CodeXswitching!was!not!explored!in!
the!SUs!because!of! the! tendency! for! them!to!be!EnglishXonly.!ReX
sults!are!presented!in!Table!3.!!
While!Table!2!merely!shows!the!presence!of!different!languages!in!














! FGAS! %! FGAUK! %!
SU!in!one!L!–!RSU!entirely!in!another!
L!in!first!position!
24! 20.3! ! !
SU!in!one!L!–!RSU!entirely!in!another!
L!in!following!position!
47! 39.8! 1! 16.7!
L!change!within!the!RSU!turn! 47! 39.8! 5! 83.3!















(4) SU:! G! Stefanie!“und!Nietzsche!weinte..”!..!
RSU1:! SG! wägedäm! mueschdu! nid! truurig! si!





..! oder! dr! Anna! O.! oderoderoder! em! Freud?..!
[posted!by!Stefanie]!
SU:& G& ‘Stefanie&“and&Nietzsche&wept”‘&






by! the! American! author! and! professor! of! psychiatry! Yalom,! in!




If! we! think! back! to! the! functions! of! codeXswitching! mentioned!
above,!we! can!argue! that! the! codeXswitching! in! this! example! can!
be!linked!to!the!performance!of!a!culturallyXspecific!genre;!here!a!
SwissXGerman!song.!We!can! further!claim!that! in!drawing!on!his!
cultural! knowledge,! the! author! of! the! RSU! positions! himself! as!




German! nonXstandard! flavour.! Stefanie! thus! accommodates! to!
Adrian’s!language!choice!and!thereby!demonstrates!alignment.!
A! closer! look! at! the!RSUs! that! contain! codeXswitching!within! the!
RSU!shows!that!in!FGXS!39%!of!the!codeXswitches!are!of!this!kind!
(n=47),!and!in!FGXUK,!83.3%!(n=5).!For!the!UK!focus!group,!all!five!
instances! are! codeXswitches! between! English! and! French! (see! (7)!
below!for!an!example).!For!the!Swiss!focus!group,!there!is!greater!





are! with! Standard! German! (43%)! and! Swiss! German! (19%).!
English,!Swiss!German!and!Standard!German!account!for!an!addiX





(17%).! There! are! also! instances! of! codeXswitching! between! StanX
dard!German,! Swiss!German! and! Italian! (2%),! Standard!German!
and!Bavarian! (a!German!dialect)! (2%)!and!Standard!German!and!
French!(2%).!While!highlighting!the!prominence!of!English!on!the!
Facebook! walls! of! both! of! our! focus! groups,! these! results! draw!
attention! to! the! increase! in! importance! of! Standard!German! and!

















logically,! this! finding! shows! the! importance! of! going! beyond! an!
analysis! of! “single! turns! or! posts! and! examin[ing]! the! sequential!
organisation! of! codeswitching! within! threads! of! dialogically!
related!posts!or!messages”!(Androutsopoulos!2013:!683).!As!stated!
above,! it! also! warrants! conceptualising! codeXswitching! as! coX
constructed!by!different!parties!in!interaction.!
As!Table!4!highlights,!the!direction!of!the!switch!when!comparing!
SUs!and!RSUs! is!mainly! from!English! to!Standard!German!(46%)!
and! Swiss! German! (37%).! What! we! clearly! see! is! that! Swiss!
German! has! gained! ground! in! the! RSUs,! which! regularly!
developed! into! small! conversations.10! The!prominence! of! English!
in! the! SUs! suggests! that! posters!may!be! addressing! a! readership!
with!mixed!language!background,!i.e.!it!is!likely!that!some!of!their!
Facebook! friends! have! little! Standard! German! and/or! Swiss!
German! competence.! They!may! even! be! attempting! to! reach! the!
entire! public! and! thus! opt! to! use! English! as! a! lingua! franca.!
However,! once! addressivity! is! less! broad,! they! switch! to! the!
variety! they! usually! use! when! interacting! with! one! another.! In!
many!cases!the!prime!language!of!these!relationships!“anchored”!
in! offline! settings! is! Standard!German! (predominantly! in!written!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9! Here! we! no! longer! distinguish! between! the! first! and! subsequent! RSUs.! What! is! of!
primary!interest!are!linguistic!differences!between!the!two!main!activity!types:!SUs!and!
RSUs.!
10! Earlier! research! on!multilingualism! and! codeXswitching!has! also!pointed! to! the!use! of!
both! Swiss! German! and! Standard! German! in! written! CMC.! In! his! study! of! SwissX
German! Internet!Relay!Chat! (IRC),!Siebenhaar!2006!discusses! the! role!played!by! these!
varieties!and!compares!the!frequency!of!use!in!regional!(n=6)!versus!supraXregional!(n=7)!
Swiss!chats.!His!analysis!shows!that!Standard!German!is!more!prominent!in!the!supraX
regional!chats! in!which!adults!participate,!while!Swiss!German!gains! in! importance! in!
the! regional! chats! preferred! by! teenagers.! The! tendency! to! use! a! lingua! franca,! like!
German!in!the!case!of!Siebenhaar’s!2006!data,! in!contexts! in!which!one!is!addressing!a!




communication)! or! Swiss! German! (predominantly! in! oral!
communication)! (cf.!Zhao/Grasmuck/Martin!2008!for!a!discussion!
of! anchored! relationships! and! identity! construction;! cf.! also!
Bolander/Locher! 2010;! Bolander/Locher! in! press).! An! illustration!
of!this!can!be!seen!in!Example!(1)!presented!at!the!beginning!of!the!
paper,!where! two!friends!discuss! the!possibility!of!meeting!up!at!
the!weekend.!As! the! example! shows,!while! the! SU! is! in!English,!
the! ensuing! dialogue! between! Peter! and! Manuel! is! in! Swiss!
German! and! Standard!German.! In! drawing! on! a! combination! of!
English!(as!a!lingua!franca!and!as!the!language!of!the!initial!‘turn’)!
and!Standard!German!or!Swiss!German!(as!the!common!code),!an!
RSU!author!directs! their! contribution!at! a!more! specific!group!of!
addressees.!Evidently,! they!are!only! likely! to! switch! codes! in! the!
RSU!if!their!target!audience!has!access!to!the!codes!in!question.!In!
opting! to! author! an! RSU! in! a! code! which! is! accessible! to! their!
target! audience,! the! RSU! writer! simultaneously! creates! an! inX
group!and!an!outXgroup.!The!former!is!made!up!of!those!who!are!
explicitly! identified! as! target! recipients,! for! example,! through!
naming,!or!quoting!(cf.!Bolander!2012!and!2013!for!a!discussion!of!
ways! of! creating! responsiveness! in! the! genre! of! personal/diary!
blogs),!or!implicitly!become!potential!recipients,!by!virtue!of!their!
command! of! the! varieties! in! question.! The! outXgroup! consists! of!
those!who!do!not!have!access!to!the!varieties!in!question!and!can!
thus! no! longer! follow! and! become! actively! involved! in! the!
discussion! which! ensues.! That! this! practice! of! using! the! lingua!
franca!in!the!SU!and!switching!to!inXgroup!languages!in!the!RSUs!
is!common!was!confirmed!in!an!informal!discussion!with!students!
of! a! course! on! computerXmediated! communication! in! 2008,! who!
were! asked!whether! and!why! they! switched! languages! in! RSUs.!
What! we! seldom! find! (as! indicated! in! Table! 4)! are! English!
responses!to!Standard!German!or!SwissXGerman!SUs.!Presumably,!
in! such! contexts! RSU! authors! choose! not! to! respond! with! a!





If! we! reflect! upon! this! finding! in! light! of! the! functions! of! codeX
switching!mentioned!above,!we!can!argue! that!such!codeXswitchX
ing!serves!to!index!closeness!between!interlocutors.!To!this!we!can!
add! that! these! switches! evidence! friendship! identity! claims.! We!
also!see!this!in!Example!(5)!where!the!SU!triggered!one!RSU.!!
(5) SU:! E! Marina!is!coughing!like!hell.!
RSU:! I/G/SG! oh! poverina!! Ich! bin! auch! so! was! von!
verpfnüselt.! hass! es.! nase! schon! ganz! rot! vom!




will& you& be& at& the& university& library& on&Wednesday&
afternoon?&get&well&princess!’&&
Whereas! Marina’s! SU! is! in! English! (addressed! to! her! Facebook!
friends! as! a!whole! and! thus! to! an! unspecified! group! of! addressX
ees),! Luisa,!who! is! also! a! close! friend! offline,! selfXselects! and! reX
sponds! with! a! creative! RSU! in! Standard! German! that! contains!
Swiss! German! (verpfnüselt,! sch[n]ütze)! and! Italian! (poverina,!
principessa)! words.! This! RSU! is! specifically! addressed! to!Marina,!
rather!than!to!the!readership!at! large!(although!it! is!witnessed!by!
this! very! readership),! and! creates! common! ground! between! the!
two! friends! since! both! have! a! cold.! Furthermore,! the! RSU! is!
written! in! the! language! that! the! two! use! to! communicate! offline!
(mainly! SwissXGerman! in! spoken! interaction! and! Standard!
German! in! written! interaction),! a! factor! which! is! also! made!
manifest!by!the!content.!Next!to!displaying!multilingual!language!
skills,!the!RSU!thus!also!serves!to!make!a!public!friendship!claim.!!




(6) SU:! E! Gemma!will! be! in! Paris!with!Mrs! [NAME]! this!!
! ! ! time!tomorrow!!Happy!Honeymoon!!!
RSU1:! E/F! urgh!as! if.! you! sicken!me!Gemma! I!will! be! in! a!










known!French!words! so! that!we!can! speak!of! an! instance!of! lanX
guage! evocation! (cf.! Bleichenbacher! 2007).! French! is! also! stereoX
typically!considered!the!language!of!love,!so!the!author!of!the!RSU!
may! additionally! be! performing! supportive! relational!work!with!
regard! to! Gemma’s!marriage.! As! our! previous! research! showed,!
we! commonly! find! supportive! relational! work! in! reactions! to!
status! updates;! the! current! research! of! our! data! makes! manifest!
that!such!supportive!relational!work!or!acts!of!alignment!is!one!of!
the!most!prominent!functions!of!codeXswitching.!!
Finally,! it! is!worth!drawing! attention! to! two! further! functions! of!
codeXswitching!in!our!Facebook!data,!which!were!also!mentioned!
by! Androutsopoulos! (2013:!681):! “switching! for! formulaic! disX
course!purposes”!(7)!and!switching!to!index!humour!(8).!!







(8) SU:! E! Jan! macht! heut! nachmittag! eine! kinderkrippe!!
! ! ! auf.via!Twitter!
[two!people!jokingly!offer!to!bring!their!kids!along]!







(bold),! Swiss! German! (underlined)! and! English! (italics).! The!
presence! of! the! codeXswitching! in! the! closings! at! the! end! of! the!
RSU!indicates! that! it! is!used!for! formulaic!discourse!purposes.! In!
(8),! there! is! codeXswitching! in! the! RSU,! as! the! author! uses! the!
English! term! nanny& in! a! response! which! is! otherwise! written! in!
Standard! German.! In! addition,! he! creates! the! form! supernanno,!
which! could! be! argued! to! be! the! Italian! male! derivative! of! the!
word! nanny.! In! showing! his! knowledge! of! the! TV! show!
Supernanny& he! plays! with! the! possible! masculine! and! feminine!
forms! of! the! word! nanny,! while! simultaneously! referencing! the!
cultural! stereotype! that! nannies! tend! to! be! female.! In! producing!
this! humorous! RSU,! Jan! constructs! his! identity! as! that! of! a!
humorous! and! multilingual! individual.! As! these! examples!
indicate,! the! analysis! of! Facebook!SUs!and!RSUs!provide! fruitful!






interested! firstly! in! how! codeXswitching! is! displayed! in! the! SUs!
and!RSUs,! and! secondly! in!where!we! can! find! links! to! relational!











In! addition! to! our! discussion! of!multilingualism,! we! focused! on!
codeXswitching.!It!was!analysed!both!between!SUs!and!RSUs,!and!





in! the! first! languages! of! these! individuals.! In! singling! out! an! inX
tended! audience,! the! RSU! author! adjusts! their! code! accordingly!
(codeXswitch!between!SU!and!RSU);! they!may!also! thereby!draw!
on!other! languages!and!switch!within! the!RSU.! In!doing!so,! they!




a! form!of! joint!action,!which! is!coXconstructed,!a! finding!which! is!
Relational&Work&and&the&Display&of&Multilingualism&
185!
compatible! with! our! understanding! of! identity! construction! as!
intersubjectively!emergent.!!
In! analysing! codeXswitching! both! within! and! between! SUs! and!
RSUs!we! also! highlighted! a! series! of! functions:! the! use! of! codeX
switching!for!the!enactment!of!culturallyXspecific!genres;! to! index!
a! particular! addressee! and! connected! with! this! one’s! alignment!
towards!them;!for!formulaic!discourse!purposes;!and!to!mark!that!
the!SU!or!RSU!is!humorous.!This!shows!that!the!functions!identiX
fied! by! Androutsopoulos! (2013)! in! connection! with! the! research!
conducted!on!codeXswitching!in!CMC!thus!far!can!also!be!applied!
to!the!social!network!site!Facebook.!In!addition,!we!underlined!ties!






acts! of! positioning! we! identified! in! previous! work! (Bolander/!
Locher,!in!press).!
While! our! paper! clearly! highlights! that! the! functions! of! codeX
switching!outlined!for!other!modes!of!CMD!are!indeed!applicable!
to!Facebook!and! that! there!are! links!between!codeXswitching!and!
identity!work!and!relational!work,! the!analysis!of! these!functions!
and!ties! is!still!preliminary.!More!systematic!work!on!this!subject!
matter! needs! to! be! done.! In! light! of! the! clear! importance! of! the!
analysis!of!emergent!“polylogues”!(Marcoccia!2004)!in!connection!
with! a! view! of! codeXswitching! as! coXconstructed,!more! attention!
needs!to!be!paid!to!the!interactions!in!responses!to!status!updates,!
where! we! not! only! find! RSUs! respond! to! SUs! but! also! to! other!
RSUs.! A! series! of! smaller! case! studies! on! particular! interactions!




Opening! the! scope! again! and! moving! beyond! our! textXbased!
analysis! of! codeXswitching! in! the! SUs! and! RSUs! and! the! link! to!
positioning,!we! should! stress! the!multimodal!nature!of!Facebook!
once!more.!In!performing!activities!interlocutors!do!not!solely!rely!
on!text!(cf.!Bolander/Locher!2010).!The!multimodality!of!Facebook!
and! other! computerXmediated! settings! raises! new! questions! for!
researchers! and! poses! new! challenges.! While! scholars! are! inX
creasingly!pointing!to!the! importance!of!going!beyond!textXbased!
analysis!to!an!incorporation!of!other!modes,!as!yet!there!is!a!pauX
city!of!guidelines! and! literature!which!problematises! the! topic!of!
multimodality.!In!tackling!the!topics!of!multilingualism!and!codeX
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CouchSurfing! (CS)! is! a!hospitality!network! that! allows!people! to!
connect! during! their! travels,! socialise! with! locals! and,! most! imX
portantly,!stay!at!other!members’!houses!for!free.!Letting!strangers!
into! your! home!presents! high! stakes! in! the! offline! component! of!
this!community!and!engenders!the!need!for!a!reliable!trustXbuildX
ing! mechanism.! Part! of! this! mechanism! consists! of! references,!
where!members!detail! their!CS!experience!and!broadly!label! it!as!
positive,!neutral! or!negative.!Naturally,!neutral! and!negative! refX
erences!are!rich!in!accounts!of!grievances,!i.e.!complaints.!




as! a! source! of! natural! language! data! on! complaints! has! been!
tapped!only!in!few!studies.!Among!the!characteristic!features!that!
distinguish! online! complaints! from! their! offline! counterparts! are!




border! between!direct! and! indirect! complaints! (Vasquez! 2011! on!
TripAdvisor! reviews).! Complaints! on! CS,! however,! differ! from!
these! patterns.! CS!members’! credibility! is! based! on! their! reputaX
tion! and! their! network! capital,! which! is! potentially! affected! by!
every! contribution! to! the! website.! Every! negative! reference! is!
therefore! a!weighty! faceXthreatening! act! (FTA)! that!may! damage!
the!addressee!(by!criticising!their!competence!as!a!couchsurfer)!as!
well! as! the! complainant! (by!presenting! them!as! a! yammerer! and!
an! undesirable! guest! with! a! high! risk! factor! for! negative! referX
ences).!Thus,! the! reference!writers!must!balance! the!obligation! to!





stantiate! a! complaint,! and! examine! how! authors! highlight! and!
manage! objectivity.! CS! profiles! provide! rich! demographic! inforX
mation,!while!the!power!of!CS!to!cross!linguistic!borders!enables!a!





travel.! Bypassing! traditional! social! norms,! the! founders! agreed!
that!it!is!acceptable!to!ask!a!complete!stranger!for!accommodation!
based!on!no!more! shared!background! than!CS!membership.!SurX





monstrate! a! strong! offlineXtoXonline! trend! (e.g.! Ellison! et! al.! 2007!
for! Facebook),! CS! connections! have! primarily! onlineXtoXoffline!
directionality.!Similarly!to!a!typical!SNS,!a!member!creates!a!perX
sonal! profile! which!may! include! details! on! age,! gender,! geograX
phical! location,! living!situation,! life!philosophy!etc.!Each!member!
has! access! to! two!CS! roles:!host! or! ‘surfer’! (i.e.! guest).!By! setting!









(Couchsurfing! 2011).! CS! strives! to! facilitate! networking! among!
strangers.!The!resulting!network!can!be!used!to!repeatedly!secure!
free!accommodation!and!authentic!cultural!experiences!during!traX
vel.! Construing! networks! as! a! form! of! social! capital! (Burt! 2000;!
Wong/Salaff! 1998),! it! is! the! number! and! quality! of! documented!
connections! with! other! members! that! comprises! the! network!
capital!of!a!couchsurfer.!The!quality!of!ties!is!especially!important!
since!members! trade! such!a!personal! commodity!as!accommodaX
tion!at!one’s!own!home.! In!other!words,! the!network!capital!of!a!
member! resides! primarily! in! trust! (Feng! et! al.! 2004;! Rosen! et! al.!
2011):! higher! evidenced! trustworthiness! raises! the! probability! of!
receiving!a!positive!answer!to!a!couch!request.!






vouched! for! by! a! senior! member.! All! this! information! features!




toXface!meeting! is! a! prerequisite! to! a! new! reference,! and! another!
member! is! more! likely! to! accept! a! surfing! request! or! ask! to! be!
hosted!if!the!profile!in!question!has!many!positive!references.!
Interpersonal!trust!in!online!communities!dovetails!with!face.!The!
positive! selfXimage! that! an! interactant! tries! to! claim! for! himself!





vironments.! Complaints! on! onlineXbased! networks! oriented! toX
wards!exchange!of!information!(TripAdvisor)!or!goods!(eBay)!are!
performed!by!means!of!explicit!strategies!without!mitigation!since!
both! the! complainant! and! complainee! are! relatively! anonymous!
and!there!is!little!need!to!save!face!(Vasquez!2011).!In!turn,!on!CS!
the! author! of! a! negative! reference! makes! himself! vulnerable! by!
invoking!an!image!of!a!triggerXhappy!complainant!who!is!a!liabilX
ity!to!future!hosts!and!guests.!Such!an!image!is!to!be!avoided!at!all!
costs;! at! the! same! time,! the!CS! guidelines! as!well! as! sense! of! reX










The! communicative! act! of! complaining! involves! passing! moral!
judgement! about! a! certain! action! by! the! complainee! (Trosborg!
1995).! The!moral! judgement,!which! states! the! reprehensibility! of!
the! complainee’s! conduct! and/or! negatively! evaluates! the! comX
plainee!as!a!person,!places!complaints!into!the!sphere!of!social!acX
tions.! Such! actions! are! by! definition! accountable! phenomena!
which!are!discursively!constructed!in!reports!about!the!complainX






typically! used! in! thirdIparty! or! indirect! complaints.! The! direct/!
indirect! complaint! dichotomy! describes! two! distinct! intended!
audiences:! in! case! of! direct! complaints,! the! complainee! himself;!
and! in! case! of! indirect! complaints,! a! third! party! who! is! neither!
held! responsible! nor! capable! of! remedying! the!perceived! offence!












CS!references! focus!on!maintaining! their!positive! face! in!order! to!
avoid!loss,!and!continue!accumulation,!of!trust.!This!can!be!achievX
ed!by!constructing!descriptions!of!the!complainable!as!factual!and!
by!discounting!any!subjective! reasons! for! complaining.! In! the! reX
mainder! of! this! paper,!we!will! be! looking! at! complaint! objectifiX
cation!strategies!in!negative!and!neutral!CS!references,!i.e.!various!
ways!of! ‘legitimising! the!complaint’! (Pomerantz!1986).!56!neutral!
and! negative! references!were! collected! in! 2011.! After! coding! the!




Age! ! Gender! ! Native!language! ! English!!
proficiency!
20X30! 23! male! 24! English! 24! expert! 11!
>30! 18! female! 21! German! 10! intermediate! 5!
not!
indicated!





















objectivity! to! the! complaint! discourse! is! the! construction! of! ‘outX
thereXness’.!This!tactic!involves!presenting!the!report!as!independX
ent!of! the!author!and!drawing!the!emphasis!away!from!the! idenX
tity! of! the! complainant! to! put! it! on! the! complainable! (Potter!
1996:!152).!!
Linguistically,! the! desired! attributes! of! impartiality! and! disinterX
estedness!are!embodied!by!the!empiricist!repertoire!(Gilbert/MulX
kay! 1984).!While! preferring! passive! voice! in! the! account! of! own!
actions!or!feelings,!the!producers!of!discourse!use!active!verbs!for!
actors!in!the!reported!situation!(in!our!context,!the!complainee).!In!
order! to!pointedly!disengage! from! the! construction!of!blame,! the!
complainant!may!refrain!from!explicitly!passing!moral!judgement.!
Instead,!he! limits! the!discursive!action! to! the! statement!of! events!
and! therefore! leaves! the! legitimacy! judgement! to! the! recipient.!
Covert!author!involvement!in!such!cases!resides!in!the!version!of!
events! presented! to! the! recipient.! All! descriptions! are!
constructions!of!events,!and!although!the!author!does!not! invoke!
nonexistent!facts,!he!selects!one!of!the!relevant!alternatives!which!
is! in! line!with! his! agenda! (Edwards/Potter! 2005).! In! example! (1),!
for!instance,!the!author!does!not!explicitly!complain!about!the!beX
haviour!of!the!opposite!party:!
(1) [F68Eng]! I!had!arranged! to!surf!with! Inga!but!arrived!very! late!at!
night,!so!stayed!in!a!hotel!the!first!night.!The!next!morning!I!had!a!




not! answer!her!phone!when! I! tried! to! call! again.!However! a!man!
came!and!opened! the!hut! to! show! the! inside.!There!was! snow!on!
the!ground,!so!I!could!not!stay!waiting.!I!had!to!take!the!taxi!back!to!
town! and! then! stayed! somewhere! else.! It! was! very! expensive! to!
take!a!taxi!so!far!both!ways.2!!
Despite! her! firstXhand! experience! which! must! have! been! rather!
traumatic!–!arriving!to!a!foreign!country,!travelling!far!outside!the!
city!to!meet!her!host,!only!to!find!the!accommodations!locked!–!the!
complainant! refrains! from! evaluative! judgement.! Instead,! she! reX
counts!bare!facts!in!order!of!their!occurrence,!almost!as!if!she!were!
not! present! at! the! scene! at! all.! However,! the! facts! are! clearly! at!
odds!with! an! average!person’s!understanding!of! hospitality.! The!
story!thus!unambiguously!invites!the!recipient!to!the!reaction!that!
corresponds!with!the!author’s!implicit!assessment.!
SchraderXKniffki! (this! volume)! points! out! that! polyphonic! disX
course! is! an! evidentiality!device! that! contributes! to! the! construcX
tion!of! the! identity!of!an!expert! in! the!struggle!over!who!has! the!
“right!knowledge”.!The!inclusion!of!direct!quotations!is!a!tool!that!
is! also! used! in!CS! references! to! lend! veracity! to! the! account,! deX
spite! the!fact! that! the!accuracy!of!a!verbatim!quote!can!hardly!be!
proven.!!
(2) [M23Eng]!I!hosted!Andy!after!he!posted!in!the!Colorado!group!that!




statement! of! weighty! complainables:! the! complainee! “insulted!
(author’s)! friends”! and! “coerced”! the! host! into! something.! In! the!
beginning,! the! author!models! his! discursive! footing! on! that! of! a!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!





news!presenter,!projecting!himself! as! an!animator!merely! reportX
ing! words! and! actions! of! others! (Goffman! 1981).! This! strategy!
works!toward!establishing!the!complainant’s!truthfulness!from!the!




consensus!by!presenting! corroborating! evidence! and!accounts!by!
independent!witnesses!(Edwards/Potter!1992;!Wooffitt!1992;!Potter!
1996).!Consensus!and!corroboration!can!be!achieved!in!two!ways:!




refer! to! an! independently! produced! testimony! that! describes!
similar!situations!or!behaviour.!
In!CS,!this!tactic!of!joint&production!is!realised!by!indexing!existing!
references! that! cite! the! same! complainable.! Excerpts! (3)! and! (4)!
both!situate!themselves!within!the!larger!context!of!CS!references:!
(3) [F36Eng]!I!feel!that!you!did!not!respect!my!boundaries!on!a!number!
of! occaisions,! that! you! are! too! focused! on! romance,! you! make!

















unwanted! sexual! advances! of! her! male! host.! Such! impropriety!
may!cause!serious!damage!to!the!complainee’s!capital!of!trust.!The!
rebound! from!a!negative! reference!of! such!consequence!may!bleX
mish!the!author’s!reputation!as!well.!To!protect!her!positive!face,!
the! complainant! corroborates! her! report! by! discursively! incorpoX
rating!other! references! into! the!account!of! the!complainable.!This!
joint!production!of!complaint!implies!that!the!transgression!occurs!
regularly! and! emphasises! the! possibility! of! something! similar!
happening!to!the!next!female!surfer.!
In! example! (4),! the! negative! reference! itself! constitutes! the! comX
plainable.! In! addition! to! joint! production,! fragment! (4)! employs!
the! second!way! of!manufacturing! consensus:! building!witnesses’!
accounts! into!the!report.!The!reference!to!“I!and!the!others”! indiX
cates!that!not!only!the!complainant!was!shocked!by!the!couchsurX
fer’s! behaviour,! his! friends! were! as! well.! Whereas! one! person’s!
discomfort!might!be!construed!as!merely!illXmatched!personalities!




held! by! the! package! of! linguistic! strategies! that! are! used! to! conX
struct!a!complaint!story! (Holt!2000).!By!borrowing! from!the! toolX
box! of! literary! authors,! a! complainant! endows! his! report! with!
vivid! realistic!details! that! confirm! its! factuality.!The!effect! can!be!
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reached!by!various! linguistic!means.!Apart! from! such! traditional!
devices!as!narrative!present,!verb!initial!positioning,!and!affective!
semantic!loading!(Günthner!2000),!the!authors!frequently!resort!to!
scrupulous! detailing.! The! concept! of! defensive! detailing! (Drew!
1998)! applies! to! the! instances! of! graphic& narrative& description! of!
events! that! constitute! the! complainable! or! provide! a! background!
to!it.!Filling!the!chronologically!arranged!description!of!a!situation!
with!specific!references! to!people,!places!or! times!enables! the!auX
thor!to!stage!it!as!a!realistic!‘little!show’!(Goffman!1974):!
(5) [F53NorInt]! My! two! grown! up! children,! husband! and! I! had! arX
ranged! to! couchsurf! with! Inga! in! January! 2007.! [...]! We! brought!
gifts!and!sweets!for!her!and!the!children,!went!back!to!town!to!buy!
food!and!wine!and!to!cook!us!all!a!meal.!Still!we!got!the!impression!
that! Inga!was!unsatisfied! and! expected! to! earn! some!money! from!
our!stay,!which!I!felt!is!not!in!the!spirit!of!CS.!We!are!by!no!means!
in! need! of! a! high! degree! of! comfort,! but! it! was! the! about! zero!
degrees! and! we! were! not! equipped! for! sleeping! in! a! cold,! none!
isolated! hut!with! a! stove!we!had! to! feed! all! night.!When!we! told!
Inga!that!we!had!decided!to!stay!in!a!hostel!in!town!instead,!she!did!
not!want!to!eat!with!us,!speak!or!say!goodbye.!
The!complainable!–! the!poor! living!conditions! in! the!hut!and! the!
host’s!mercenary!intentions!–!could!have!been!presented!in!a!conX
cise!and!plain!reference.!Instead,!the!complainant!constructs!a!traX
ditional! narrative! by! first! introducing! the! setting! and! the! main!
actors! in! Past! Perfect! tense,! then! describing! facts! and! actions! in!
Simple!Past!in!a!chronological!order!and!embellishing!the!descripX
tion! with! colourful! minutiae! such! as! “a! cold,! none! isolated! hut!
with!a!stove!we!had!to!feed!all!night”!or!“she!did!not!want!to!eat!






On! the! other!hand,!defensive!detailing! is! a!doubleXedged! sword.!
Provided! the!opportunity! to! rebut! the! complaint,! the! complainee!
may! answer!with! a! competing! account! of! events! that! recasts! the!
original! complainant! as! a! yammerer! or! a! liar! (cf.! Edwards!
1999:!273X275).! The! competing! account! is! substantiated! through!
undermining& detailing! which! focuses! on! different! minutiae! of! the!
complainable.!The!malleability!of! real! life! situations! is! illustrated!
in!the!following!example:!









phic! detailing! (“He...! cried! on! our! couch! for! the! majority! of! the!
time”).!Edward!undermines!her!report!by!contesting!the!witness’s!
account!(“her!roommate!and!I!got!along!nicely”).!In!his!version!of!
the! events,! the! complainee! actually! has! a! good! time! with! him!
(“spent!mutual!time!crying!on!each!others!shoulders”).!The!interX
play! of! the! initial! graphic! narrative! description! and! the! underX
mining!detailing! illustrates! the! flexibility! in! the!production!of! alX





discourse! impose! their! perceived! routines,! preXorganisations! and!
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constraints! on! reality! and! therefore! construe! it! in! different!ways!
(Edwards! 1994;! Drew/Heritage! 1998).! The! central! tenet! of! this!
approach! is! that! reality! always!underdetermines! the! reports,! and!
the!author!performs!active!social!work!when!framing!the!events!in!
his!account!as!having!a!certain!status.!
In! complaint! stories,! authors! employ! script! formulations! to! achX
ieve!one!of!two!effects.!Firstly,!the!complainee’s!deplorable!actions!
are!presented!as!one!instance!of!dangerous!or!antisocial!behaviour!
typical! for! this!person!and! thus! function!as!a!warning! for! the! reX
cipient.!It!allows!the!author!to!defend!his!positive!face!by!presentX
ing!himself!as!a!tolerant!person!who!only!complains!about!repeatX
ed! offences,! as! opposed! to! an! odd! slipXup.! ‘The! typicality! script’!
may! be! invoked! by! normalising! adverbials! such! as! ‘always’,! ‘all!
the! time’,! ‘constantly’,! the! use! of! present! tenses,! or! the! habitual!
‘would’.!Legitimising!powers!of!the!typicality!script!become!clear!







normality! in& the& relevant& context! to! justify! his! perception! of! the!
event! as! complainable.! This! usage! requires! a! shared! cognitive!
















not! impersonal! free! accommodation! (‘spirit! of! CS’! vs.!
‘freeloading’).!
5. Surfing! and! hosting! must! be! arranged! beforehand! via! CS!
messages.!




by! the! community.!Naturally,! deviations! from! it! are! undesirable!
and!lessen!one’s!network!capital.!The!violations!of!CS!script!serve!
as!the!basis!for!complaint!in!example!(9):!
(9) [F53NorInt]! Still! we! got! the! impression! that! Inga!was! unsatisfied!
and!expected!to!earn!some!money!from!our!stay,!which!I!felt!is!not!
in!the!spirit!of!CS.!




script.! Invoking! the! script! boosts! the! account! by! presenting! the!
complainable!action!as!not!only!diverging!from!the!complainant’s!






established! pragmatic! strategies! to! suit! their! means.! One! stereoX
typical! strategy! involved! in! the! performance! of! faceXtoXface! comX
plaints! is!mitigation.!According! to! Trosborg! (1995:!313),! speakers!
mitigate!their!complaints!in!order!to!“avoid!a!direct!confrontation!
with! the! complainee”,! which! is! desirable! in! contexts! where! the!
addressee’s!positive!face!must!be!appeased.!However,!in!CS!referX
ences! the! priority! lies! with! the! complainant’s! positive! face,! folX
lowing! the! tendency! of! internet! environments! towards! selfXoriX
ented!face!work!(cf.!SchraderXKniffki,!this!volume).!An!interesting!




the! complainable! with! a! single! positive! element,! typically! introX
duced! by! the! conjunction! ‘but’.! Coupling! of! an! inherently! faceX
threatening! act! such! as! disagreement,! criticism! or! disapproval!
with!positive!politeness!has!been!observed!in!offline!oral!and!writX
ten!discourse!as!well! (cf.!Thaler! (this!volume)! for!an!overview!of!
literature).!But!in!contrast!to!peer!reviews!or!refusal!letters,! in!CS!
data! the! insertion! of! the!positive! element! is! geared! towards! selfX
presentation!rather!than!reaffirming!solidarity.!
(10) [J32FreExp]! we! were! not! comfortable! there! because! we! felt!
pressured! to! participate! financially! from! the! moment! we! arrived!
and!we! found! her! to! have! a!moody! character.! But! she! is! a! good!
woman!and!we!wish!the!best!to!her!family.!








the! complainee.! Fragment! (11),! for! instance,!mitigates! the! “hygiX
enic! issue”!by!conceding!that! it! is!difficult! to!be! immaculate!durX
ing!a!long!backpacking!trip.!
(11) [F32GerExp]!I!dare!say!X! there! is!a!hygienic! issue![…]!I!may! judge!
him!wrongly,!as!he!is!currently!travelling!
This! tactic! aims! to! construct! an! image! of! a! tolerant! person! and!




























cessful! operation! of! an! online! community! makes! complainants!
doubly!careful! in! formulating!their!reports.!On!the!one!hand,! the!
complainable!needs!to!be!legitimised!as!such,!since!reality!always!
underdetermines! the! report! of! the! complaint! situation.! On! the!





an!apology! from! the!perpetrator.!The!effect!appears! to!be!mostly!
idiosyncratic,! as! four! of! these!were! performed!by! the! same!user.!
That! said,! eliciting! an! apology! is! not! the! ultimate! goal! of! comX
plaining!in!CS!references,!since!they!are!to!a!large!degree!indirect!
complaints.! Alternatively,! the! success! of! a! complaint! on! the! CS!






in! which! a! CS! complaint! may! fail:! as! long! as! it! is! visible! to! CS!
members,! a! complaint! continues! to! deduct! from! the! addressee’s!
trust!capital.!
It! is! to! these! two!ends!that!CS!members!employ!objectification! in!




pragmatic!modification! strategy.!As! the! analysis!has!demonstratX
ed,! the! authors!manage! objectivity! of! their! report! in! five! distinct!
ways.!Empiricist!repertoire!and!mitigation!serve!to!construct!‘outX
thereXness’,! i.e.! lack!of!personal!stake! in! the!negative!portrayal!of!






effectively;! rather,! it! is! an! important! element! in! gaining! network!
capital! and! ensuring! successful! operation! of! the! locationXbased!
social!network.!
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relationships! to!be! found! therein! (but! cf.!Locher!2006;!Arendholz!
2013).! Still,! having! a! closer! look! at! processes! of! face! constitution!
and! negotiation! in! one! of! the! most! popular! as! well! as! diverse!
forms!of!online!communication!is!an!insightful!and!rewarding!enX
deavour.! For! that! reason,! the! present! paper! sets! out! to! look! for!

















called! the!Usenet!was! set! up! at!Duke!University,!North!Carolina!
(Jasper!1997:!12).!Until!its!decommissioning!in!May!2010,!the!UseX
net!was!a!network!of!host!computers!which!enabled!users!to!conX
tribute! messages! to! soXcalled! newsgroups,! in! which! users! could!
“speak”! their! minds! about! (almost)! anything! with! anyone,! anyX
time.! Although! modernXday! online! meeting! places! come! in! all!
shapes!and!forms!and!go!by!a!remarkable!range!of!names,!among!
them! discussion! fora,! bulletin! boards,! discussion! boards! and! the!
term! given! preference! in! this! study,! message! boards,! they! still!
cover!more! or! less! the! same! basic! communicative! purposes:! getX
ting! to! know! others,! looking! for! likeXminded! others,! asking! for!




homogeneous! group! of! users,! i.e.! British! and! international! (wanX
nabe)! students! (URL! 1).!Once! registered,! participants! are! able! to!
contribute!to!ongoing!conversations!or!generate!their!own!topical!
threads.!They!do!so!by!means!of!typing!messages!into!readyXmade!






fact,! scholarly! research! is! wellXadvised! to! reject! the! idea! of! one! prototypical! online!









(URL!2).!Besides!prohibiting! certain!actions,! e.g.! advertising,! and!
giving! technical! instructions!on!how! to!phrase!contributions,! this!
netiquette! also! demands! to! respect! (the! privacy! of)! other! users!
and,!most!importantly,!warns!its!members!that!personal!attacks!or!
inflammatory! behaviour! will! not! be! tolerated.! Transferred! to!








and! wellXreceived! approaches! proposed! by! sociologist! Erving!





feels! the! need! to! choose! between! the! two! rivaling! models,! the!




ing! sides! too! quickly,! one! should! be! aware! of! the! advantages! of!
both!approaches.!
Brown/Levinson! (1978/1987)!conceive!of! face!as!a! rather!static!noX
tion!and!define!it!as!an!individual’s!“public!selfXimage!that!every!
member! [of! a! society]!wants! to! claim! for! himself”! (1987:!61).!AcX
cordingly,!!
[…]!face!is!something!that!is!emotionally!invested,!and!that!can!
be! lost,! maintained,! or! enhanced,! and! must! be! constantly! atX
tended! to! in! interaction.! In! general,! people! cooperate! (and! asX




tion,! they! still! assume! that! “the!mutual! knowledge! of!members’!
public!selfXimage!or!face,!and!the!social!necessity!to!orient!oneself!
to!it!in!interaction,!are!universal”!(Brown/Levinson!1987:!61f.).!
What! is!more,! they! distinguish! between! a! positive& and! a! negative&
face.!While!the!positive!face!is!“the!want!of!every!member!that!his!
wants! be! desirable! to! at! least! some! others”! (Brown/Levinson!
1987:!62),!i.e.!the!need!to!be!accepted,!even!liked!in!a!group!and!to!
be!treated!that!way,!the!negative!face!is!described!as!“the!want!of!
every! competent! adult!member! that! his! action! be! unimpeded! by!
others”!(Brown/Levinson!1987:!62),!which!could!roughly!be!transX
lated! as! the! need! to! be! independent,! to! have! freedom! of! action,!
and!not! to!be! imposed!on!by!others.!As!should!be!obvious,!posiX
tive! and!negative! face! needs! exhibit! opposing! alignments,!which!
makes!it!hard!for!us!to!do!justice!to!both!of!them!at!the!same!time.!
Although! the! terminology! certainly! reflects! a! rather! unfortunate!
choice!and!must!not!be!confused!with!evaluative!labels!for!‘good’!
or! ‘bad’,! the! central! idea! of! communicating! individuals! having!
basic! human! needs! should! not! be! discarded! that! easily,! as! these!
needs! can! be! the! driving! forces! of! our! (nonX)verbal! behaviour,!
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present! not! only! in!message! boards! for! our! interlocutors! to! perX







particular! contact”! (Goffman! 1967:!5),! whereas! lines! are! underX
stood!as!“pattern[s]!of!verbal!and!nonverbal!acts!by!which!he!exX
presses! [...]! his! evaluation! of! the!participants,! especially! himself”!
(Goffman!1967:!5).!In!other!words,!by!means!of!(nonX)verbally!beX
having! in!a! certain!way,! thus!giving!out! lines! for!others! to!make!
sense!of!and!base!their!judgments!on,!speakers!aim!for!the!attribuX
tion! of! a! certain! image,! the! soXcalled! face.! In! contrast! to!










by!means!of! their! (verbal)!behaviour.!Their! lines!can!therefore!be!
regarded!as!the!condensate!of!whom!they!(think!they)!are!and!of!





There! is!most! certainly!more! than! a! grain! of! truth! regarding!huX
man,! interpersonal! interaction! in!both!models,!which! is!why! this!
paper!advocates!the!opinion!that!we!do!not!have!to!side!with!one!
model! or! the! other! but! should! actually! capitalise! on! the! advanX
tages!of!both!approaches.!For!that!reason,!an!integrative!model!of!
face!is!argued!for!(Arendholz!2013:!75),!one!that!brings!together!the!
“best! of! both! worlds”! by! acknowledging! Brown/Levinson’s! face!










a!process! that! includes! the! ratification!or! rejection!of! lines.!Based!
on!a! speaker’s! (nonX)verbal!behaviour,!which!contains!and!at! the!
same!time!conveys!lines!to!be!read!by!interlocutors,!face!is!indeed!
ascribed!constantly,!individually!and!temporarily!for!the!moment!
of! interaction.! As! indicated! by! the! broken! line,! speakers! are! not!
only!open!for!their!interlocutors’!value!judgments!but!heavily!rely!
on!them!to!either!see!their!face!claims!met!or!to!rework!their!lines!
until! the!desired! face!attribution!can! finally!be! reached.!Since!we!
do!not!only!wear!one! face!at!a! time!but!usually! showcase!a!mixX




influences! are! the! two! underlying! factors! taken! over! from!
Brown/Levinson’s!perspective.!The!positive!and!the!negative!face,!
abbreviated!with!fP!and!fN.! in!Fig.!1,!are!allocated!an!equally!fixed!




We!need! to!get! close! to! each!other! to!have! a! sense!of! commuX
nity,! to! feel!we’re!not!alone! in! the!world.!But!we!need! to!keep!
our!distance! from!each!other! to!preserve!our! independence,! so!
others! don’t! impose! on! or! engulf! us.! This! duality! reflects! the!
human! condition.! We! are! individual! and! social! creatures.! We!
need! other! people! to! survive,! but!we!want! to! survive! as! indiX
viduals.!(Tannen!1992:!15)!
Therefore,!everything!that!we!say!or!do,!be!it!online!or!otherwise,!
can!directly!be! traced!back! to! these! two! central!driving! forces! as!
they! form! the! basis! of! every! process! of! face! negotiation.!Despite!
the!fact!that!their!implementation!in!actual!talk!exchanges!can!difX
fer!significantly,!which!means!that!we!can!pursue!highly!individX









In! applying! these! insights! to! actual! communicative! exchanges! in!
TSR,!we!will!have!a!look!at!underlying!face!needs!first.!The!reason!
for!this!course!of!action!can!be!seen!in!the!fact!that!we!need!to!be!
aware! of! the! driving! forces! of! interlocutors’! behaviour,! i.e.! their!





account! in! order! to! get! involved! in! the!message! board! business,!
which! is!why! the! following! list! is! certainly!not! exhaustive:!Users!
verbally! contribute! to! the! discussion! at! hand! (maybe! even! on! a!
regular!basis)!and,!in!so!doing,!share!(private)!information.!SomeX
times,! they! also! assume! responsibility! by!becoming! a!moderator,!












In! her4! post,! the! user! superfrankie! illustrates! the! need! for!
association.!In!one!of!her!first!posts!ever!(see!number!of!posts,!top!
right),!she!graphically!shares!very!personal!information!and!emoX





you! study”,! “Academic! info”,! “Interests”! etc.! superfrankie! makes!
ardent!use!of! the!possibility! to!present!herself! to! future!acquaintX




ever,! the! aim! is! to! keep! one’s! distance! in! order! to! protect! one’s!
privacy! and! one’s! autonomy.! This! can,! among! other! things,! be!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4! Although!we! can!never!be! sure! about! the! realXlife! sex!of! a!TSRXmember,! the! sex! indiX




achieved! by! using! nicknames! and! unrelated! avatars! instead! of!
authentic! personal! items! and! thus! also! by! refraining! from!
disclosing!(links!to)!private!information!and!from!joining!societies.!
In!this!vein,!requests!for!friendship!are!ignored!and!contributions!
are! responded! to! in! ironic,! mocking,! even! insulting! ways.!
Explicitly! stating! disinterest! in! a! topic! can! also! count! as! one! of!
many!ways!to!protect!one’s!negative!face.!
However,! the! question! that! arises! with! regard! to! the! last! few!
strategies!to!safeguard!one’s!freedom!of!action!is!this:!Why!answer!
at!all,!if!all!one!is!willing!to!give!is!a!topically!and/or!interpersonX
ally! inappropriate! answer?!Such!behaviour! could!account! for! the!
struggle!between!the!positive!and!the!negative!face.!As!suggested!
before,! it! is! rarely! possible! to! meet! positive! and! negative! face!
needs! at! the! same! time,! i.e.! to! be! part! of! the! group! and! still! be!
one’s! own! master.! In! this! case,! it! could! very! well! be! that! users!
wish!to!participate!but!still!feel!the!need!to!either!signal!explicitly!
or!at! least!protect! implicitly! their! autonomy.!This!holds!also! true!
for!parts!of! superfrankie’s!post! (see! fig.! 2).!Although! it! serves!as!a!
perfect!example!for!the!need!of!association,!there!are!also!traces!of!
the! need! for! dissociation.! Why! else! would! she! have! chosen! an!
avatar!that!neutrally!displays!strawberries! instead!of!uploading!a!

















awarded! by! fellow! users! for! contributions! in! previous! conversaX
tions! that! particularly! met! with! their! approval.! So! despite! –! or!
maybe!even!just!because!of!–!the!fact!that!this!user!is!not!a!rookie!
anymore,!he!never!bothered! to! fill! out!his!profile! and! to!disclose!
any!personal! background! information.!Consequently,! he! protects!
his!privacy!and!attends!to!his!need!for!dissociation.!This!does!not,!
however,! mean! that! interactants! behave! similarly! secretive! in!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!









section! fathoms! some!possible! interlocutors’! reactions! to! the! two!
basic!human!face!needs,!starting!with!the!need!for!association.!In!
supporting! someone’s!positive! face!needs,! interlocutors!generally!
uphold! interaction! and! in! so! doing! accomplish! various! other!
interpersonally! relevant! matters,! such! as! looking! for! common!
ground,! inviting!people! into!a!society,!offering! friendship,!giving!
positive!reputation!by!distributing!green!gems!(see!above),!praisX
ing! someone! and!many!more.! The! following! screenshot!details! a!






become! a! part! of! this! community.! Can’t! wait! to! talk! to! some! of!
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you”,! lilythrash21! makes! explicit! her! positive! face! needs.! As! can!
also!be!seen!in!fig.!4,!R£SP£CT!reacts!in!a!very!supportive!way:!He!
welcomes!her!with! a! typical!TSRXsmiley! and! states! “You!already!
are!”,!thereby!declaring!her!a!part!of!this!community!and!explicitly!
attending!to!her!positive!face!needs.!
Then!again! this!need! for!association!does!not!necessarily!have! to!
be! supported,! but! can! also! be! threatened! in! various! ways:!
Interaction! can! be! withheld! deliberately! and! some! users! are!
ignored.!Moreover,!answers,!when!given,!can!be!entirely!inapproX
priate!–!topically!as!well!as!interpersonally!–!possibly!resulting!in!
bullying! or! flaming! behaviour.6! Another! TSRXspecific! means! of!
showing! someone! depreciation! is! by! giving! that! user! negative!
reputation,!i.e.!red!gems!(see!above).!
Similar!observations!can!be!made!when!considering!possible!reacX
tions! to! negative! face! needs.!Again,! this! need! can! either! be! supX
ported,! e.g.! when! users! respect! someone’s! privacy,! accept! nickX
names,! do! not! press! for! further! information! or! tolerate! other!
opinions!without!picking!a!fight.!Last!but!not!least,!this!particular!
face!need!can!also!be! threatened,! for!example!by!users! that!presX
sure!someone!to!share!more!than!he!is!willing!to!or!by!going!even!
one!step!further!and!disclosing!information!about!the!other!singleX
handedly! (e.g.!photos,!private!mails,! links!etc.).!Again,! these! lists!
just!give!some!insights!and!do!not!claim!to!be!exhaustive.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!











Again,! lilythrash21’s! positive! face! need! is! respected,! as! her! interX
locutor! not! only! responds! to! her,! but! also! does! so! in! a! very!
friendly!and!supportive!way.7!This!example!can,!however,!be!anaX
lysed! beyond! the! boundaries! of! Brown/Levinson’s! view! of! face.!
Although! it! is! vitally! important! to! acknowledge! the! underlying!








Besides! expressing! her! wish! to! become! part! of! the! group! (see!
above),! lilythrash21& first! and! foremost! introduces! herself! by! verX
bally!disclosing!details!about!her! character!and!her!hobbies,! thus!
giving!her! interlocutors! an! impression!of!whom! they!are!dealing!
with! –! or! rather! of!whom! she!would! like! them! to! think! they! are!
dealing!with.!In!cases!like!these,!the!notion!of!face!could!therefore!
be! used! synonymously! with! the! term! image& –! as! found,! for!
example,! in!Holly! (1979)!and!also! in!everyday! talk.! In!Goffman’s!
terminology,!lilythrash21!gives!out!lines!for!others!to!make!sense!of!
and,! in! the! end,! to!give!her! face.!We! can!only! speculate!whether!
the! outcome! of! that! face! attribution! is! really! the! one! that!





talented”,!Kagutsuchi&makes!his! conclusion! explicit! and!gives! her!
face,! namely! that! of! a! talented! person.! I! propose! to! call! the! outX
come!of!this!face!negotiation!process!an!explicit&face&attribution.&
Of!course,!face!attributions!are!not!necessarily!explicit!but!can!also!









Usually,! contributions,! including! their! headings,! are! expected! to!
be!phrased!in!English!(see!netiquette,!section!2).!lilythrash21,!howX
ever,! chose! to!make!her! first! appearance!with! a! Spanish!heading!
(“Hola!!Soy!Lily!”),!thus!communicating!a!line,!viz.!of!her!having!a!
SpanishXspeaking!background!and!most!likely!being!fluent!in!that!
language.! In!his! first! (out!of! several)! responses! to!her,!AfcwimbleI
don2!perceives!her!line,!i.e.!her!language!choice,!gives!her!the!face!
of!someone!being!capable!of!understanding!Spanish!and!thus!deX
cides! to! formulate! his! adjacent! contribution! in! Spanish! as! well.!




play!of! face!evaluations! that!we!have!dealt!with!so! far,!users!can!
also! rely! on! the! pictorial! mode,! which! is! just! as! well! suited! to!
transmit! evaluations! and! face! attributions.!After! all,! an! animated!







presses!–! in!not!so!many!words!–! that! the!content!and/or! the!auX
thor!of!the!preceding!contribution!is!not!taken!seriously.!Lines!preX
sent! in! this!message!are,! for!whatsoever! reason,!not! taken!at! face!











a! conclusion! about! the! first! user’s! face.! This! does! not,! however,!
mean!that!the!role!of!the!interpreting!other!is!assumed!by!only!one!
other!person.!On! the!contrary,!and!as! is!often! the!case! in! faceXtoX
face!as!well! as! in!message!board! interaction,! interlocutors! can!be!
faced!with! a! crowd! of! interpreting! others! to! give! him! face.! It! is!
therefore! only! natural! that! the! outcome! of! these! face! attribution!
processes!can!differ!with!each!evaluating!mind.!
The! following,! rather! complex! example! bears!witness! to! a!multiX
party! face! negotiation! process,! involving! again! implicit! and! exX
plicit! face!attributions.! It! is! taken! from!a! thread!entitled!“How!to!
stop!strange!people!speaking!to!me”!(URL!3),!which!is!set!in!moX




boards,! in!which! users! either! answer! directly! to! the! first! post! or!
comment!on!comments.!The! springboard! for! the!present!analysis!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!







is! post! 9,! a! piece! of! advice! given! by! a! user! who! calls! himself!
n0c0ntr0l.!Both! this!nickname!and! the!content!of! this!user’s!posts!
(marked!in!grey!in!Tab.!1)!send!out!lines!to!be!picked!up!by!altoX
gether!six!different!fellowXusers!(kept!in!white!in!Tab.!1),!who!take!
turns! in! evaluating! these! lines! and! in! attributing! rather! similar!
faces! to!n0c0ntr0l.!Graphically,! this! conversational! excerpt! can!be!
depicted!as!follows!(see!Tab.!1):9!
!
1!=!OP! ! ! ! ! !
! $!9! $!14! $!18! $!21! !
! ! ! ! $!24! $!30!
! ! ! ! $!28! !






other! less! confident! guys.! MP3! Player! works! well! too.!

















post!22:! If! a!girl! told!you! to! fX! off!you!wouldn’t! take!a!hint! and!
leave!her!alone?! !
In! these! two! subsequent! comments,! n0c0ntr0l! is! attributed! face;!
explicitly!in!post!14!and!implicitly!in!post!22,!in!which!the!smiley!
at!the!end!of!the!turn!accomplishes!most!of!the!evaluative!work.!It!
is! highly! questionable,! though,! if! this! face! attribution! is! the! one!
that! n0c0ntr0l! was! pursuing! in! the! first! place.! For! this! reason,!
n0c0ntr0l! seems!to! feel! the!need!to! take!action!so! that!he! is!given!







cessful! communicative! partner! becomes! especially! visible! in! his!
turnXclosing!remark!“I’m!good!at!what!I!do.”,!which!can!again!be!




As! could! be! shown!with! the! help! of! examples,! both! readings! of!
face! complement! each! other! when! describing! selfXpresentations!
and! their! evaluations! in! online! message! boards.! The! integrative!




discussed.!Certainly,! face!constitution! in!message!boards! imitates!
processes!of!faceXtoXface!interaction!–!after!all,!we!can!hardly!shake!
off! norms! and! behavioural! patterns! that!we! have! come! to! be! so!
acquainted!with!just!because!we!go!online.!The!only!difference!lies!
in!the!vehicles!used!for!both!the!transmission!of! lines!and!for!the!
attribution! of! face.! Although! the! purely! verbal! display! within!
posts!still!dominates!in!both!cases,!other!means!of!achieving!these!
two!goals!can!also!be!witnessed.!In!fact,!a! lot!of! lines!are!(repeatX
edly)!present! in!every!single!post,!as! they! form!part!of! templates!
that!are!inserted!automatically!by!the!system,!among!them!telling!
information!contained!in!the!number!of!posts,! the!reputation!sysX
tem! or! the! label.!Other! lines! are! also! provided! systematically! by!
the! message! board,! but! reflect! deliberate! choices! made! by! users!
prior!to!their!contributions,!such!as!nicknames,!avatars,!headings,!
sometimes! also! the! affiliation! to!TSRXsocieties.! Besides! these! cenX
tral! templates!within!posts,! there!are!also!peripheral!ones!accomX
panying!posts! that! also! lend! themselves! as! carriers! of! lines! to! be!
interpreted! by! interlocutors,! viz.! profile! information! and! links! to!
external!personal!webpages!(e.g.!on!facebook).!When!it!comes!to!the!
evaluation!of! these! lines!and! the!attribution!of! face,!we!have!difX
ferentiated! between! implicit! and! explicit! face! attributions,! delivX
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Then,! too,! the!wraithlike!nature! of! electronic! communication! –!
the! flesh! become! word,! the! sender! reincarnated! as! letter! on! a!
terminal! screen! –! accelerates! the! escalation! of! hostilities! once!
tempers! flare;! disembodied,! sometimes! pseudonymous! comX
batants!tend!to!feel!that!they!can!hurl!insults!with!impunity!(at!
least!without!fear!of!bodily!harm).!(Dery!1994:!1)!
In! this! wellXknown! quotation,! the! author! and!media! critic!Mark!
Dery! mentions! a! phenomenon! that! has! now! been! taken! up! by!
linguistic!research!(see!inter!alia!Graham!2008!and!several!articles!
in! this!volume):! the!affinity!of! internet!communication! to!aggresX
sive! verbal! outbursts.! This! phenomenon! is! often! referred! to! as!
“flaming”! and! basically! exists! across! platforms.! For! example,! as!
Helfrich! notes! in! her! contribution! to! this! volume! on! flaming! in!
YouTube!comments,!“flaming”!is!a!“particular!means!of!face!work!
practiced!in!Social!Media”,!the!main!function!if!which!is!“displayX
ing!hostility”! (Helfrich,! this! volume).! In! such! “leaveXaXcomment”!
platforms,! the! phenomenon! of! verbal! aggression! occurs! at! a!
significantly! more! pronounced! degree! compared! to! communiX
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cation! on! online! message! boards,! which! are! the! subject! of! my!
study.!The!reasons!lie!in!the!communication!structure!provided!by!
different! online! platforms,! which! differ! with! regard! to! their!
grounding! in! the! communicative! situation.! Taking! the! cooking!
forum! on! the! cooking! platform! www.mundorecetas.com! as! an!
example,!I!will!show!which!codes!(partly!mediaXspecific)!the!comX
munication!members!use!to!ground!their!communication!in!order!
to!perceive! and!understand! each! other.! This! helps! them! to!miniX
mise!problems!of!understanding!and! to! foster!an!environment! in!
which!communication!partners!usually!care!about!and!appreciate!
each! other.! The!members! prevent! potential!misinterpretations! of!




text! of! the! post! itself! and! in! the! framing! peritext! (profile!
information,! signature,! etc.).! If! such! codes! are! not! used,! or! are!
inadequately!applied,! as! the! corpus! shows,! the! risk!of!misunderX
standings!that!trigger!the!exchange!of!FTAs!is!inevitable.!
In! this! article,! I! argue! that! internet! communication! produces!
marked! behaviour! in! a! distinct! form,! both! negatively! and! posiX
tively!marked.!With! recourse! to! a! perceptionXoriented! politeness!
approach,! I!would! like! to! show! that!users!of!message!boards!are!
often!not! sure! how! they! should! classify!utterances.! In!particular,!
the! intentionality! of! utterances! is! often! debated! (“did! he! really!




This! article! is! divided! into! seven! parts.! After! the! introduction,! I!
will! explain! the! way! in! which! the! corpus! was! approached! and!




lems! in! online! communication,! based! on! the! communication!
model!of!Strohner!2006/Kercher!2011.!The!subsequent!fifth!section!
is!devoted!to!verbal,!nonverbal!and!paraverbal!codes!available!on!
online!message! boards! and! used! for! face! work.! Then,! in! section!
six,!the!focus!will!be!on!less!successful!online!communication.!By!
taking! a! thread! from! the! forum!Mundorecetas! as! an! example,! I!
will! show! how! misunderstandings! in! communication! lead! to!
FTAs.!The!paper!concludes!with!a!summary!of!the!results.!
 The!material!investigated!2.
For! the! present! study,! I! examined! threads! from! the! SpanishX
speaking! cooking! forum!Mundorecetas.! The!website! started! as! a!
cooking! forum! in! 2000! and! has! now! been! extended! to! include!
other! areas! of! everyday! family! life! (such! as! pregnancy,! manual!
work,!diet,!etc.).!Active!participation!in!the!cooking!forum!requires!
an!interest!in!a!specific!everyday!topic!–!cooking!–!with!the!result!
that! recognisable! common! ground! between! contributors! is! availX
able.! Mundorecetas! endeavours! to! strengthen! the! community! of!
practice! in! the! forum.!Users!can! join! thematic!groups!where! they!
can!upload!photo!albums!and!share!them!with!other!users,!etc.!In!
addition,! there! are! the! common! hierarchies! between! users:! users!
can!progress!through!active!participation!levels!in!the!forum!from!
novice! to! chef.! For! my! contribution,! I! investigated! threads! from!












sible! on! the! internet! because! registration! on! the! platform! for! the!








of! online!media!platforms! that!provide! an! easy!way! to! represent!
the!characteristics!of!communication!on!online!message!boards:!
1) Synchronicity:! communication! on! online! message! boards! is!
asynchronous,!but!much!like!most!other!online!platforms,! the!
time! span! of! the! response! is! shorter! than! that! of! offline!
writings;! therefore,! users! tend! to! submit! their! posts! without!
reconsidering!them.!
2) Message! transmission:!unlike! in!chat! situations,! the! interlocuX
tors!do!not!see!that!a!post!is!being!composed.!Only!the!finished!
and!sent!posts!are!visible!on!the!platform.!
3) Persistence!of! transcript:! once!written,! a!post! remains!permaX
nently! visible! and! cannot! be! edited! by! the! author.! Posts! are!
usually!visible!to!all!those!who!surf!the!internet!even!without!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




having! to! log! in! to! a! platform.! This! has! implications! for! face!
work!because!utterances! judged! to!be! impolite!are!unchangeX
able,!always!visible!and!accessible!for!externals.!!
4) Size! of! the! message! buffer:! The! posts! can! be! of! any! size.! A!
maximum!limit! lies! in!what! the!addressee!still!wants! to! read.!
When! messages! become! very! long,! metalinguisticXrelated!
utterances! often! occur.! The!posters! are! then! accused!of! being!
rude!because! they! take!up!too!much!of! the!readers’! time!–!so!
face!work!also!occurs!on!this!level.!
5) Channels! of! communication:!Message! boards! are! regular! hyX
pertexts;! data! in! different! formats! and! codalities! (photos,!
videos,! audio! files,! etc.)! can! be! embedded! according! to! the!
platform.!
6) Anonymous!messaging:! Active! participation! usually! requires!
registration.! The! data! given! do! not! get! verified! as! a! rule,! so!
that! users! can! use! their! imagination! when! creating! their!
profiles.! How! often! this! happens! depends! on! the! extent! to!
which! a! community! of! practice! is! integrated.2! Most! forum!





siveness! of! the! communication! in! forums.! I! do!not! think! that!
that! lies! in! anonymity,! nor! is! it! the! main! reason! for! such!
behaviour.! The! lack! of! grounding! in! the! situation! plays! an!
important!role!here!(more!on!this!below).!
7) Private! messaging:! Here,! the! platforms! vary.! Some! of! them!
allow!private!messaging! to! individual!users!directly! from! the!






often! possible! for! community!members! to! contact! each! other!
dialogically! through! the! platform! itself! or! by! using! email! or!
other!platforms!(e.g.!Facebook).!
8) Filtering:!Since!the!threads!are!public,!no!filters!are!used!there.!







also!often! leads! to!resentment,!because!users!are!held! to! their!
sometimes!very!spontaneous!utterances.!Here,! the!informality!





face! work,! and! this! factor! is! discussed! thoroughly! below.! In!
many! forums! (including! Mundorecetas),! the! users! also! have!
design!options!for!their!text!messages!(font!style,!colours,!etc.)!
and!they!also!embed!such!paraverbal!elements!for!face!work.!
Communication! on! online!message! boards,! just! like! other! online!
communication,!is!not!very!easy!to!locate!on!the!closenessXdistance!
continuum! according! to! Koch/Oesterreicher! (2011).! Typical! feaX
tures!of!distance! language!are!publicity,! lack!of!grounding! in! the!
communicative! situation! and! finality.! The! latter! collides! with! a!
quality!of! typical! linguistic!closeness! in!communication!on!online!
message! boards.! Little! planning! effort! is! made.! In! addition,! this!
communication,!as!has!already!been!established,!tends!to!be!emoX
tional,!dialogical!and!spontaneous.!The!preference!for!nonXlinguisX










the!preceding! format!of! internet! forums,!namely!mailing! lists! (cf.!
inter!alia,!Arendholz!2013;!Graham!2008;!Maaß!2012).!One!reason!
that! this! is! recurrently!mentioned! is! the!anonymity!of! these!platX
forms.!However,! this!anonymity! in! internet! forums! is!not! so!disX
tinct! with! a! wellXformed! community! of! practice,3! where! even!
sometimes! offline! contacts! are! likely! (usually! with! an! onlineXtoX
offline! directionality,! cf.! Dayter/Rüdiger,! this! volume).! In! the!
cooking! forum,! many! female! communicators! give! information!
about! their! lives! and!wellXbeing! quite! openly.!Many! of! them! are!
very!active!in!the!forum!and!contacts!deepen!with!time.!
Communication! is! therefore!not! anonymous! in! the! strict! sense!of!
the!word.!What! significantly! characterises! offline! communication!
in!a! faceXtoXface! situation,!however,! is! the!grounding! in! the! comX
municative!situation.!The!interlocutor!and!communicator!are!now!
not! in! a! faceXtoXface! situation,! but! they! interact! on! a! common!
online!platform!that!can!be!configured!(and!is!actually!configured)!
as! a! virtual! place.! In! addition,! the! participants! carry! out! similar!
cooking!acts!offline,!which!they!share!online.!Thus,!the!online!platX
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a! process! of! understanding! between! an! interlocutor! and! a! comX
municator.!He!distinguishes!between!manifest!factors!(solid!line!in!
the!model)!and!latent!factors!(broken!lines!in!the!model).!Hence,!in!





















Online! communication! deviates! here! considerably! from! offline!
faceXtoXface! communication.!Due! to! the!medial! embedding!of! the!
message,! the! communicator! and! the! interlocutor! usually! do! not!
visually!perceive!each!other!while!they!communicate.!The!range!of!
reference!must! be! fully! verbalised! or! displayed!with! other! paraX
verbal!and!nonverbal!codes;!deictics!are!only!available!in!a!limited!
fashion.!But!online!communication! is!not!homogeneous:! the!platX
forms! vary! distinctively! from! each! other.! The! aforementioned!
leaveXaXcomment!platforms!create!a!media!environment! in!which!
the! communicator!and! the! interlocutor!know!nothing!about! their!
possibly! existing! common! ground.! Beyond! the! message! and! the!
communication! event! itself,! they! do! not! have! any! clues! to! help!
them!build!a!communicator!or! interlocutor!model.!The! interlocuX
tor!remains!“faceless”! for! the!communicator,!and!the! interlocutor!
perceives! the! communicator! merely! through! his! utterance.! The!
utterances! are! not! grounded! in! the! communicative! situation,!
which! results! in!verbal! aggressiveness!on! the!one!hand!and!misX
understandings!on! the!other.!This! is!different! in! the!case!of!comX
munication!on!online!message!boards:!the!users!have!the!possibilX
ity! to! configure! the! situational!parameters! and! thus! facilitate!unX




in! communication! models,! unidirectional,! and! focuses! on! situaX




Communication! in! forums! is! also! mostly! not! dialogical;! rather,!
there!is!a!multilateral!exchange!within!the!community!of!practice.!




threatened! than! that! in! a! stable! dialogic! interaction.! In! addition,!
we!find!typical!power!negotiation!processes!just!as!in!open!groups!
Different! roles! become! created,! such! as! the! role! of! the! defender,!
who!more!or!less!effectively!represents!the!position!of!another!and!
in!most! cases! commits!FTAs! (cf.!Maaß!2012).!The!group!of! interX
locutors! is! unrecognisable! to! the! communicator! in! terms! of! its!
scope.!There!is!an!undetermined!number!of!passive!eavesdroppers!
who!do!not! speak! for! themselves.!This! is! called! lurking! (Graham!
2008).!This!phenomenon!is!known!to!the!communicators!and!conX
ditions! their! perception! of! FTAs! just! like! that! of! FEAs:! they! are!
pronounced!in!front!of!an!audience!of!indeterminate!size!that!witX






This! section! is! devoted! to! users’! behaviour! on! online! message!
boards.! How! do! they! avoid!misunderstandings! and! compensate!
for! the! lack! of! grounding! in! the! communicative! situation?! Code!





and!nonverbal.!They! are!used! in!different!places! on! the!message!





the! forum:! profile! picture! (avatar,! static! or! animated),! nickname,!
status! information!on!membership!and!activity! in! the! forum,!sigX
nature! (motto,! timeline,! etc.;! static! or! animated).!Here! I! speak! of!
face! work! in! the! peritext,! using! the! term! of! Genette! (1987).! The!




Most! of! the! contributions! to! politeness! and! face! work! in! online!
communication! focus! on! the! verbal! code,! despite! the! fact! that!
forums! and! other! online! communication! forms! are! recognisably!
and! inherently! of! a! multicodal! nature.! Verbal! utterances! may!
convey!messages!of!all!kinds;!but!most! interesting! for! face!work,!
including! others,! are! such! utterances! that! show! components! of!
verbal! politeness2! or! impoliteness2.! Links! that! connect! posts! play!
an! interesting! role! (e.g.! in! the! form! of! hinting! that! the! topic! has!
already! been! the! subject! of! a! thread! on! the! forum).! They! often!
point!to!other!contents!on!the!web,!too,!and!thus!bring!new!explaX




Consider! this! example:! the! communicator! signals! that! he! appreX









These! are! codes! that! are! directly! connected! to! the! verbal! signs.!
Such! codes! occur! very! prominently! in! communication! on! online!
message!boards.! In!many!forums,! it! is!possible!to!use!html!in!the!










name! on! the! forum! is!Xusy)! on! climbing! to! the! next! level! in! the!
hierarchy:! this!member! has! acquired! the! necessary! points! to! get!
promoted! and! become! subjefa! de! cocina! (‘sousXchef’)!! The! comX
municator!is!making!up!for!it!now!with!an!inside!joke!that!alludes!
to! a! lower! level! in! the!hierarchy! (“pinche”,! ‘cook’s!mate’),!which!
Xusy! had! surmounted! long! ago.! The! contributor! codes! her! emoX
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tional! involvement! by! paraverbal! and! nonverbal! means,! and! so!
she!marks!that!there!is!a!difference!between!the!proposition!(what!
she!actually!says)!and!the!illocution!(what!she!really!means)!of!her!
utterance.! She! also! signals! recognition! and! closeness! by! the!
graphic!highlighting!of!the!name.!!
A! muchXdescribed! feature! of! online! communication! (cf.! Crystal!
2001)! is! the! crossXplatform! usage! of! graphic! strategies! such! as!
acronyms!(e.g.,!LOL!“laughing!out!loud”,!CUL8R!“see!you!later”,!
bn! “bueno”,! etc.),! uppercase! and! graphic! elongations,! which! are!
also! found! on! Spanish! online!message! boards.! English! acronyms!
are! also! frequently! used! alongside! the! Spanish! acronyms! on!
Spanish!online!message!boards.! In!Mundorecetas,!such!acronyms!
are!rare;!this!may!be!due!to!the!user!structure:!many!users!on!this!
platform! do! not! belong! to! the! generation! of! Digital!Natives,! but!
are!mostly!women,!and!to!a!lesser!degree!men,!of!all!ages.!!
However,! the! emphatic! capital! letters! can! also! be! found! in! the!
forum!of!Mundorecetas,!as!we!have!seen!in!ex.!2,!which!also!conX
tains! a! further!widespread! graphic! strategy:! graphic! elongations.!
These! elongations! need! not! correspond! to! a! phonic! realisation,!
even!if! they!are!often!shown!to!be!as!such!in!the!research.!Darics!
(2010)! describes! graphic! elongations! as! ”strategies! to! represent!
auditory!information”;!the!elongation!is!“aimed!to!evoke!a!sound!
effect”,!which!will!be!interpreted!by!the!addressee!because!of!their!





clear,! because!after! all! a!vowel! is! lengthened!and! the!word! stays!
pronounceable.! In! the! following! example,! the! elongation! is! not!
easy! to! articulate:! Pronouncing! a! word! with! an! elongated! [s]! is!
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ly! in!utterances!with!phatic,! expressive!or! conative! functions.!All!
three! functions! –! different! from! the! referential! –! are! typically!
directed! to! face!work:! establishing! contact,! ending! the! post! (bidX
ding!farewell),!requesting!and!thanking,!congratulating,!etc.!These!
actions!may!be!appropriate!to!the!situation!at!the!respective!place,!
but!by!emphasising! them,! they!move! from!the!unmarked!area! to!









4! Examples! of!which! are!Dresner/Herring! 2010! and! 2012,!Greiffenstern! 2010! and!Darics!




representative!of! this!point!of!view! is! the! study!of!Darics,!which!
considers! smileys! as! “strategies! to! represent! visual! information”!
(2010:!135).! I!do!not!agree.!Rather,!emoticons!have!evolved! into!a!
unique! code! that! has! become! clearly! decoupled! from! offline!
practices.!A!mere! transfer!does!not! take!place.!This! is! evident! in,!




expressions! and! does! not! correspond! to! visual! perception.! The!
way!it! is!used!and!its!skopos!are!heterogeneous:! it!can!be!related!
to! people! and! expressions.! In! ex.! 2,! it! is! used! to! characterise! the!
verbal!components!as!indirect!speech!acts.!!
Emoticons!available!on!online!message!boards!as!(usually!animaX
ted)! gifs! can! also! represent! small! interactions.! An! interesting!
example!of!this!is!found!in!4.!Here,!the!communicator!formulated!
a!fictitious!reproach!against!the!addressee!Lolian,!which!however!









tions)! that! appear! next! to! the! emoticons! in! the! post! support! its!





of!politeness! cannot!be! simply! inferred! from! the!verbal!and!nonX
verbal!means!used! in!an!utterance.!The!emoticons!and!nonverbal!
signals!disambiguate!the!message;!they!give!a!guideline!to!the!inX




can! be! embedded! on!most! platforms.! Some! platforms,! including!
Mundorecetas,!allow!direct!embedding!of!videos!and!audio! files,!
while!others!only!allow!weblinks!to!these!media.!In!ex.!4,!the!comX
municator! refers! to! a! video! which! her! addressee! Lolian! directly!
embedded! in! her! previous! post.! Photos! are! very! frequent! in! the!
cooking! forum,! showing! photographed! food,! family! members,!
gifts! etc.! One! shows! proudly! what! one! owns! and! so! urges! the!
addressees!to!practice!face!work.!An!example!of!this!is!found!in!5.!
Martta! posts! photos! of! the! sumptuous! communion! cake! that! she!
made!for!her!niece,!and!invites!the!interlocutors!to!virtually!have!a!
piece! (“espero!que!os!guste”!–! ‘I!hope!you!enjoy! it’).! She!gets! 32!
consistently! positive! responses,! all! of! which! refer! to! the! posted!
photos! which! are! added! to! prove! that! Martta! is! capable! of! the!
properties!rated!in!the!forum!(preparing!good!and!visually!appealX
ing! food! and! uploading! and! commenting! pictures! of! it).! Posting!
and!discussing!the!pictures!is!consequently!used!for!face!work.!
Various!codes!are!therefore!used!for!face!work!on!online!message!
boards.! Graham! (2008:!285)! refers! to! paraverbal! and! nonverbal!
codes! such! as! abbreviations,! uppercase! letters! or! emoticons! as!
“textXbased! approximations! of! interactional!markers”! and!underX
lines! that! they! are! not! complex! enough! for! the! speaker’s! intenX








and! practice,! whereas! facial! expressions! and! prosody! are! often!
spontaneous.!Emoticons!must!be!selected!from!a!list!and!inserted!
into!the!text,!photos!and!videos!must!be!taken!and!uploaded!with!
a! certain!degree! of!professionalism.!One! can! certainly! speak!of! a!
strategy!and!assume!that!less!experienced!or!less!talented!users!do!



















ful! achievement! is! attested! on! her! self! face! (‘You!post! this! video!
and!now!I!also!want!the!pot’).!As!a!result,!face!work!goes!both!in!




The! communicator! uses! a! superficial! FTA! in! the! form! of! an! apX
parent! reproach! with! an! appropriate! use! of! emoticons,! which! is!
featured!as!an!FEA!using!paraverbal!means.!The!post!as!a!whole!is!
highly! (and!positively)!marked.!We!witness!here! a!very! complex!
and!efficient! form!of!multicodal! face!work,!which! I! call! “indirect!









text! itself! (‘basic! text’! in!my! terminology)! but! also! in!what! I! call!
‘peritext’!according!to!Genette!(1987).!According!to!Genette,!‘paraX
texts’! are! texts! which! flank! a! basic! text! and! guide! the! interpreX
tation!by!giving!additional! information,! for!example!on! the!work!
or!the!author.!Genette!distinguishes!between!peritext!and!epitext,!
in!which! the! peritext! is! connected! to! the! basic! text! in! a!material!
way!and!“frames”!it!in!direct!proximity!(e.g.!preface!and!blurb!of!a!
novel).! The! peritext! presents! and! conditions! the! basic! text! as! the!
author! intended.! It!can!originate!from!the!author!himself!or! from!
others!involved!(e.g.,!the!editor).!The!epitext,!in!contrast,!circulates!
in!spatial!and!temporal!separation!from!the!basic!text.!However,!it!
is! secondary!and!closely! related! to! the! content,!mostly! through!a!
metatextual!reflection!(e.g.,!a!book!review).!The!author!here!is!not!
in!control!of!the!kind!of!presentation.!!
Posts! appear! on! online! message! boards! not! as! pure! basic! texts;!
rather,! they! are! always! framed! by! the! peritext,! the! profile! inforX
mation!of!the!user.!A!framing!determined!by!the!forum’s!provider!
is! actually! detected! there.! Usually! on! the! leftXhand! side,! some!
space!can!be! found!for!an!avatar,!a!nickname!and!some! informaX
tion!about!the!activity!of!the!user!in!the!forum.!Many!forums!proX
vide! a! hierarchy! with! humorous! titles! that! often! rewards! long!
affiliation!with!the!forum!or!distinct!activities.!This!information!is!
generated!by!the!operator;!the!users!themselves!cannot!usually!inX
fluence! it.! An! exception! is! the! number! of! positive! responses! on!
their!posts!that!users!may!chose!to!display!or!not!on!their!profile!
information! in! some! forums! (including!Mundorecetas).! It! is! clear!
that!a!large!number!of!positive!responses!has!huge!faceXenhancing!
value.! If,!however,!no!or!only!a! few!positive! responses!are! there,!







a! portrait! of! herself! as! an! avatar!
for! the! peritext.! She! reveals! her!
first!name!and!place!of!residence.!
Thus,!she!voluntarily!steps!out!of!
the! anonymity! of! the! platform,!
and! interlocutors!of!her!contribuX
tions!know!her!name!and!look!her!
in! the! eye! while! reading.! She!
expands! the! term! “ubicación”!
(‘place’,! i.e.! of! residence)! to! comX
ply! with! the! common! ground! of!




member! has! been! active! in! the!
forum! for! almost! nine! years,! has!
contributed! thousands! of! posts!
and! has! the! second! highest! rank!
(subjefa!de!cocina,! ‘sousXchef’,!six!
golden! spoons! obtained).! This!
information! accompanies! each!
individual!post!that!she!publishes!
in! the! forum,! and! sharpens! the!
communicator!model!that!her!interlocutors!gain!when!reading!her!
posts.!This!helps! to!avoid!potential!misunderstandings.! In! the!foX

















cluding! a! link,! a! verse! and! two! timelines.!We! thus! learn! the! folX
lowing!about!her:!her!wishes,!the!fact!that!she!is!a!mother!and!the!
name!of!her!child!and! its!age.!She!also! left! the! timeline!of! the!alX
ready! completed! pregnancy! in! the! signature.! The! profile! inforX
mation!also!includes!hints!to!the!common!ground!(common!prefX
erences,!educational!background,!profile!in!the!forum,!geographiX
cal! origin,! age);! one! shows!a!part! of! their! life! (children!and!pets,!
marriage!status,!occupation)!and!thus!steps!out!of! the!anonymity!
of! the!online!situation.!Correspondingly,! the! interlocutor’s!model!








In! section! 5,! I! described! the!multicodal! strategies! for! face! work,!





sented,! often! considered! aggressive.! It! is! therefore! assumed! that!
these!strategies!that!make!the!most!of!the!medial!opportunities!of!
online! communication! do! not! always! achieve! their! fullest! potenX
tial.!This!section!is!devoted!to!focusing!on!less!successful!commuX
nication!on!online!message!boards.!For!this!purpose,!I!will!apply!a!
perceptionXoriented! approach,! inspired! by!Watts! (2005)! and!CulX
peper!(2008).!
Interlocutors!can!classify!utterances!as!appropriate!or!inappropriX
ate.!This!manifests! itself! in!the!responses!to!the!posts! in!a!thread.!





capture! the! reactions! of! the! listener! in! a! corpus! for! the! analysis.!
Online! communication! has! a! huge! advantage! here,! and! is! very!
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interesting! for! research! because! the! entire! interaction! of! all! parX
ticipating!parties!is!presented!in!verbalised!(and!digitalised)!form.!
In!perceptionXoriented!approaches,!it!is!assumed!that!the!grade!of!
politeness! or! impoliteness! of! utterances! can! be! read! in! the! reacX
tions!of! the! interlocutors.! It! is!assumed!that!politeness!has!no!abX
solute! linguistic! form!of! realisation,!but! rather! that! it! is!a!percepX
tual! phenomenon! constructed! in! discourse! (cf.! inter! alia! Haugh!











Another! criterion! can! be! added! when! one! considers! Culpeper’s!
(2008)!reception!of!Watts:!
+!/!X!intentional!(“(non)intentional”)!
This! criterion! is! present! in!Watts! (2005)! but! is! not! applied! fully!
consistently.! “Impoliteness,”! according! to! Watts,! appears! as! an!
oppositional! concept! to! “politeness”;! moreover,! he! speaks! of!
“rudeness”! and! “overpoliteness”.! Culpeper! (2008:!28)! suggests! a!
consistent! consideration! of! the! parameter! “intentionality”! and!
establishes! the!binary!oppositions! “impoliteness! –! rudeness”! and!
“mock!politeness!–!overpoliteness”,!wherein!the!first!term!realises!
the!parameter!“intentionality”! in!each!of! the! two!pairs.!With! this!
terminology,!it!is!now!possible!in!the!field!of!utterances!perceived!
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hand! and! “mock! politeness”! and! “overpoliteness”! on! the! other!
reveals! more! possibilities! of! differentiating:! the! question! of! the!
verbal!means!implied,!whether!the!propositional!act!deviates!from!
the! illocutionary!act,! i.e.!whether! the! actual!utterance! is! enriched!
with! typical!politeness!markers! (conjunctive,! conditional,! indirect!
questions,!modal! particles,! etc.)! and!whether! this! corresponds! to!
the!intention!of!the!utterance!or!whether! it! is!a!matter!of!an!indiX
rect!speech!act.!This!distinction!reflects!the!fact!that!utterances!that!









of! Brown/Levinson.! Instead,! this! approach! posits! a! corresponX
dence! between! intention! and! verbal! surface,! an! assumption! for!




versation:! the! situation! suggests! certain! conversational! strategies!
which!are,!however,!broken.!At!the!same!time,!cooperation!and!a!
message! intention!may! be! assumed.! In! a! given! situation,! praise,!
for!example,!might!have!been!expected,!so!that!the!apparent!FTA!
violates! the! Maxim! of! Relation.! Therefore,! the! interlocutor! conX
cludes! that! the!speech!act! is!probably! indirect!and!perceives! it!as!
appropriate.! This! strategy! represents! a! refraction! of! the! “default!
strategy”!(in!the!end,!a!speech!act!with!a!polite!verbal!surface!was!
expected).!That! is!why!markedness!is!achieved!in!this!way.!If! the!
speech!act! is!detected!to!be!appropriate,! it! is!shifted!from!the!unX
marked!“nonXpolite”!area!of! the!model!to!the!one!marked!approX
priate,!but!with!an!indirect!strategy.!
Following!Watts! (2005),! I! present! diagram! 3,! taking! into! account!
the! aforementioned! additions,! to! illustrate! the! different! parameX
ters.!The!white!area!encompasses! the!utterances!perceived!as!unX
marked;! the! shaded! areas! contain! those! perceived! as! marked!
(whether!marked!negative!or!positive).!The!upper!part!of!the!diaX


























Inappropriateimpolite rude over#polite mock,polite
perceived-weight of the committed FTA
Diagram!3:!Parameters!for!politeness/impoliteness!classification!
Unmarked! utterances! are! always! carried! out! with! the! standard!
means! of! politeness2,! but! marked! utterances! in! the! appropriate!
area! can!be!performed!with!means! of! either!politeness2! or! impoX





gram.! Intentional! utterances! are! to! be! located! in! the! lower! part!






concept! to! politeness,! and! these! are! consequently! located! on! the!
same! level.! Such!an!assumption! is!based!on! the!definition!of! imX
politeness!by!Bousfield/Locher!as!“faceXaggravating!behaviour!in!a!
specific!context”!(2008:!5).!Impoliteness!functions!here!as!a!generic!
term! for! a!number!of! faceXthreatening!actions!and!utterance!acts.!
The!model! of!Watts! (2005)/Culpeper! (2008)!which! I!modified,! on!
the!other!hand,!contains!a!proposal!to!see!impoliteness!as!one!of!a!
whole!array!of!inappropriate!types!of!behaviour.!Eelen!(2001)!had!
already! pointed! out! that! politeness! and! impoliteness! are! not!






The! latter,! as! in! Eelen! (2001),! may! be! classified! as! a! FirstXOrder!
Phenomenon!(lay!understanding!of!politeness),!because!it!is!about!
the!way!in!which!linguistic!agents!classify!a!speech!utterance!in!a!
very!specific!situation! in! terms!of! its!appropriateness.! In!order! to!
do!that,!the!interlocutors!use!intuitive!politeness!concepts!(i.e.!poX
liteness1).! The! level! of! classification!of! linguistic!means! is,! on! the!
other! hand,! the! subject! of! linguistic! studies! (scientific! underX
standing! of! politeness).! Modal! particles,! indirect! formulations,!
certain! discourse! markers,! the! conditional,! etc.! count! as! typical!
verbal!means!of!politeness2.!Typical!verbal!means!of!impoliteness2!
include!conative!utterances!without!mitigation,!threats!and!insults,!
taboo! words! and! many! more.! These! can! be! used! as! an! indirect!






Next,! I!will!come!to!the!pairs!of!opposites! (+/X! intentional,!+/X!apX






Culpeper,! on! the! other! hand,! reserves! the! term! “rudeness”! for!
such!cases! in!which! the!committing!of!an!FTA!was!not! intended,!
and!he! speaks!here!of! “relational!mismanagement”! (2008:!31).!To!
him,! impoliteness! is! intentional:! “a!matter! of! negativelyXoriented!
relational!management”.! It! is!based,!as!Culpeper!points!out,!on!a!
general!observation!that!“hostile!and!aggressive!behaviour”!(2008:!
32)! is!rated!as!being!more!negative!when!it! is!perceived!as! intenX











• Impoliteness! is! therefore! an! intentional! committing! of! FTAs!





• Mock! politeness! is! thus! the! intentional! committing! of! FTAs!
with! verbal! means! of! politeness2,! whereas! overpoliteness! is!
also!performed!with!the!verbal!means!of!politeness2!but! interX
preted! by! the! interlocutors! as! a! communicative! weakness!
(Culpeper! mentions! the! example! of! “too! polite”! dishonesty,!
which!is!negatively!rated!by!the!interlocutors).!







According! to!Watts! (2005),!behaviour!may!be!perceived!as! either!
“appropriate”!or!“inappropriate”.!In!his!essay!of!2003,!he!refers!to!
appropriate!behaviour!as!“politic!behaviour”,!which!he!defines!as!
“behaviour,! linguistic! and! nonXlinguistic,! which! the! participants!
construct! as! being! appropriate! to! the! ongoing! social! interaction”!




personal! and! intersubjective,! but! can! never! be! objectively! verifiX
able”! (Watts!2003:!164).!Utterances! that!do!not!affect!or! that!even!
enhance!the!interlocutor’s!face!(or!that!of!a!third!party!discussed)!
are!generally!perceived!as!‘appropriate’.!Speech!acts!that!threaten!




priate! or! not! is! repeatedly! discussed! on! online! message! boards.!
The!lack!of!grounding!in!the!communicative!situation!is!clearly!a!
major! factor:! even!utterances! equipped!with!verbal!means!of!poX
liteness! can! be! perceived! as! inappropriate! (as! “mock! polite”),! as!
the!additional!paraverbal!and!nonverbal!codes!available!in!a!faceX
toXface! situation! (intonation,! facial! expressions,! gestures)! are!
missing.!In!a!faceXtoXface!situation,!those!paraverbal!and!nonverbal!
markers! are! added! to! the! verbal! politeness! markers,! so! that! the!
intended! degree! of! politeness! is! not! communicated! purely! verX
bally.!The!same!verbal!utterance!accompanied!with!a!smile,!classiX
fied! in! a! faceXtoXface! situation! as! unmarked! and! appropriate,!
could,!in!online!communication!and!with!the!missing!extra!coding,!
be! evaluated!as! a!deficit! and! thus! classified!as! inappropriate! (i.e.!
“rude”!or!“mock!polite”).!!
One!such!example! is! found!in!8.!A!relatively!new!member!of! the!
forum!“Belleza!maquillaje! y! estética”! (‘Beauty,!makeXup! and! eleX
gancy’)! on!Mundorecetas! posts! the! question! of!whether! it! seems!
appropriate! to! the! interlocutors! to! wear! new! black! highXheeled!
boots! to! her! friend’s! silver!wedding,! because! the! hostess! should!
really!be!the!centre!of!the!occasion.!The!post!contains!(except!for!a!
slightly!emphatic!punctuation! in! the!headline!and! in! the!penultiX
mate!sentence)!no!paraverbal!or!nonverbal!information,!neither!in!
the!base!text!nor! in!the!peritext.!The!peritext! is! limited!to!a!miniX
mum;!other!than!the!(obligatory)!nickname!and!the!systemXgenerX
ated!data,!there!is!no!further!information!or!a!signature.!Paquita56!
has! not! even! yet! deactivated! the! feature! that! displays! how!often!
her!contributions!were! identified!as!helpful,!so!a! faceXthreatening!
value!“0”!stands!in!the!profile.!The!grounding!in!the!communicaX







Initially,! the! interlocutors! are! irritated! and! commit! FTAs! against!
her:! Lo_Madhouse,! Subjefa! de! cocina! (the! second! highest! rank!












Two! members! give! kind! answers! and! make! suggestions! to! the!
question!raised!by!Paquita56.!Obviously,!they!take!the!question!to!
be! legitimate! and! appropriate.! Another! member! criticises! those!
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who! commented! earlier! for! their! unfriendly! responses.!
Lo_Madhouse! explains! herself:! she! assumes! that! Paquita56,!who!






initial! post! is! to! be! understood.! Rociocc! (owner! of! five! spoons)!







self! and! it!was!only!her! second!post,! so! that!perhaps! .......! troll?’)!
This! judgment! is! very! interesting:! Rociocc! assumes! here! that!
Paquita56’s! contribution! was! mock! polite,! i.e.! an! inappropriate,!
intentional!act!of!disturbing!by!means!of!politeness2.!Therefore,!we!
can!state!that!the! judgements!shift!from!“appropriate”!(Paquita56!
gets! a! friendly! answer)! to! “rude”! (the! question! is! repudiated! as!




It! is!most! likely! that!Paquita56!was! just! a!novice!user!who!made!
her!first!communicative!attempts!in!the!forum!and!logged!out!afX
ter! a! few!miserable! failures.! In! a! thread! where! she! immediately!
becomes!a!discussed!third,!she!does!not!even!respond.! It! is! interX
esting!that,!in!the!context!of!her!relatively!short!stay!in!the!forum,!
she! did! not! acquire! the! paraverbal! and! nonverbal! codes! that! are!
missing! even! in! her! previous! and! subsequent! contributions,! and!
thus! she! received! only! few! kind! answers! to! her! posts.!Her! comX
munication!partners!had!too!little! information!about!the!common!
ground! and! could! not! create! a! plausible! communicator! model.!
Indeed,!over!the!next!six!months!of!her!involvement!in!the!forum,!
Paquita56’s! communication! was! a! subject! of! misunderstandings;!
she!was! repeatedly!discussed!as!a! third!party!and!had! to!put!up!
with!FTAs!until!she!left!the!forum!a!few!months!later.!!
6.3. Criterion:!+/A!marked!!






is! that! communication! in! forums! has! a! tendency! to!markedness:!
unmarked! utterances! run! the! risk! of! being! classified! as! inapproX




If! forum!members! are! directly! asked! about! their! intentions,! they!
are! forced! into! a! position! of! selfXjustification! which! is! faceX




negotiate! the!degree!of!appropriateness!of! the!utterances! that! the!
forum!member! concerned! has!made.! They! thus! become! the! disX
cussed! third,! the! “subject”! of! a! discussion.! Through! the! medial!




hints! to! the! correct! interpretation! of! their! utterances.! These! hints!
tend! to! be!multicodal! and!push! their! posts! out! of! the! unmarked!
into! the! marked! area! of! the! politeness! model! presented.! Such!
strategies! increase! the! chance! of! being! perceived! as! appropriate!
contributors.!





polite”.! Such! behaviour,! which! is! frequent! in! everyday! offline!
communication,!tends!to!be!avoided!in!communication!on!the!sucX
cessful!online!message!boards!of!Mundorecetas.!Unmarked,!‘nonX
politic’! behaviour! is,! according! to! Watts,! acting! exactly! in! the!
scope!of!what!is!to!be!expected!in!a!given!situation.!This!includes!
the! normal! polite! manners! that! are! appropriate! and! are! highly!




to! be! expected! must! be! grown! historically! and! provided! with!
clearly!defined!roles.!None!of!this!is!the!case!in!online!communicaX





Furthermore,! the! intercultural!aspect! is!not! to!be!underestimated.!
The! forum! is! SpanishXspeaking;! users! come! from! all! parts! of! the!




roles! (such!as! expert! /! layperson)! are! subject! to!negotiation!procX
esses.!A!stable!perception!of!appropriateness!cannot!be!easily!staX
bilised! in! open! platforms.! The! example! of! Paquita56! shows! that,!
without!grounding!in!the!communicative!situation,!even!the!issue!
of! appropriate! shoe! wearing! is! susceptible! to! severe! misunderX
standings.!!
What! is! important!here,! as!we!have! seen,! is!paraverbal! and!nonX
verbal! information! of! the! situational! context,! of! the! ongoing! sceX
nario,!of!the!roles!that!the!interlocutors!play!and!of!the!tone!of!the!
comments,! because! they! provide! us! with! interpretation! aids.!
Culpeper! points! out! that! the! “[l]ack! of! norm! ‘sharedness’! may!
cause!communicative!difficulty”,!where!he!mainly!has!in!mind!the!
area! of! “crossXcultural! misunderstandings”! (2008:!29).! ‘Lack! of!
sharedness’,!however,!can!also!very!concretely!refer!to!information!
about!the!current!situation,!the!grounding!and!the!image!that!the!
interlocutors! have! of! each! other.! Here,! online! communication,!
through!the!medial!nature!of!the!platforms!on!which!it!runs,!offers!
particularly! less! information.!This!curtails! the!range!of!communiX
cative! acts!which! are! easily! perceived! as! “unmarked”! and! situaX
tionally! appropriate.! Successful! communication! members! comX










gestural! codes! in!offline! communication.!For! example,! they!must!
be!set!explicitly!and!they!do!not!appear!spontaneously!for!inexpeX
rienced!users!as!a!mimic!expression!does.!Experienced!users!can,!
however,! internalise! these!codes!and!embed! them! in! their! contriX
butions!and!comments!very!effectively.!This!allows!them!to!pracX
tise!face!work!that!matches!the!possibilities!of!an!offline!situation.!
With! these!verbal,!paraverbal! and!nonverbal! codes,! they! create! a!
common! ground! which! leads! to! making! such! appropriately!
equipped!forum!communication!no!more!prone!to!aggressive!beX
haviour! than! that! offline.! We! saw! some! successful! examples! of!
face!work!on!online!message!boards.!These!examples! show!posiX
tively! marked! communication! with! a! wellXdefined! common!
ground! and! information! for! a! positively! marked! communicator!
model!on!the!part!of!the!interlocutor.!
If!the!user!lacks!practice!and!does!not!embed!the!codes!efficiently,!
the! grounding! processes!will! not!work! properly.! The! users! then!
run! the! risk! of! their! posts! being!misunderstood! and! classified! as!
inappropriate.! Discussions! about! the! possible! intentions! of! a! foX
rum!member!who! is!present!and! reading! the!comments!at!his!or!
her!expense!are!highly!faceXthreatening.!This!is,!however,!often!the!
case! in! forum! communication,! in!which! communication! partners!
try! to! figure! out! the! intentions! of! the! less! practiced! users.! Posts!
without! adequate! situational! grounding! trigger! aggressive! reX




may! degenerate! and! confirm! the! existing! prejudice! against! this!
form!of!communication.!!
Hence,! communication! on! online! message! boards! tends! to! be!
marked:! positively! marked! in! the! scope! of! the! ‘appropriate! beX
haviour’! area! of! Watt’s! model! and! my! modification! of! it! (see!
above),! and!negatively!marked! in! the! scope!of! ‘inappropriate!beX
haviour’!area.!Markedness!can!be!produced!by!different!strategies.!
The! typical! verbal! means! of! politeness! and! impoliteness! can! be!
used! with! reversed! signs! to! create! markedness! in! an! efficient!
manner.! Unmarked! communication! is! risky:! insufficient! situX
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Social!Media! allows! the! creation! and! exchange!of!userXgenerated!
content.!Users!can!react!to!this!content!by!commenting!or!editing!
it.!Leaving!a!comment! is!a!simple!and!popular!way!of!participatX
ing! in! the! creation! of! online! content,! commonly! used! on! social!
network! sites,! videoXsharing! websites,! blogs,! forums! and! web!
portals,! among!others.!Comments! are!not!only!used! for! informaX
tion! exchange,! they! often! also! have! a! social! dimension.! Positive!













as! compliments,! appreciation,! praise,! signals! of! cooperation! or!
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expression! of! gratitude.! Part! of! the! comments,! however,! also! inX
cludes! critical! remarks.! The! study! will! analyse! how! negative!
evaluations! are! realised! within! the! specific! context! of! an! online!
community.! Which! strategies! and! specific! linguistic! devices! are!
used! to!express!negative!evaluations!and! to!what!extent!are! they!
based!on! face! considerations?!Are! there! regularities! in! the!use!of!
faceXrelated!strategies!which!can!be!identified!within!all!or!most!of!
the!comments?!And,! finally,!are!some!of! the!strategies!specific! to!
electronic!discourse!as!used!in!online!portals?!The!study!is!based!
on! a! corpus! of! 700! online! comments! drawn! from! two! popular!
cooking!recipe!portals!in!French!and!Italian.!
 Negative!evaluation!and!face!concerns!2.
Negative! evaluations! in! online! comments! include! expressions! of!
disapproval,!criticism!and!disagreement,!all!of! them!being!potenX
tially! faceXthreatening!acts.!More!precisely,! they!can!be!described!
as! acts! that! threaten! the! addressee’s! positive! face!want,! by! indiX
cating!that!the!speaker!has!a!negative!evaluation!of!some!aspect!of!
the!hearer’s!positive!face!(Brown/Levinson!1987:!66).!The!speakers!
convey! in! their! comments! that! they! do! not! like,! at! least! to! some!
extent,!what! the!addressee!has!posted!and! thereby!do!not! satisfy!
his!positive!face!want,!i.e.,!his!desire!to!be!liked,!appreciated,!and!
ratified! by! others.! In! this! view,! negative! evaluations! need! to! be!
mitigated! in! order! to! be! socially! acceptable.! They! need! to! be!
accompanied! by! specific! linguistic! strategies! or! devices! which!
have! been! described! within! politeness! theories,! among! others.!
Brown! and! Levinson! (1987:!112X117)! include! “Seek! agreement”!
and! “Avoid! disagreement”! in! their! strategies! of! positive! politeX
ness.!The!strategy!of!avoiding!disagreement!includes!patterns!such!
as! token! agreement,! pseudoXagreement,! white! lies! and! hedging!
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opinions.! Leech! (1983:!132)! includes! an! “Agreement!Maxim”! and!
an!“Approbation!Maxim”!in!the!six!maxims!of!his!Politeness!PrinX
ciple.! The! first! one! includes! the! subXmaxim! “Minimize! disagreeX




In! terms! of! conversation! analysis,! disagreements! are! typically!
understood! as! dispreferred! second! pair! parts! (Sacks! 1973/1987;!
Pomerantz!1984).!As!such,!they!are!likely!to!be!prefaced,!softened!
and! delayed! (e.g.,! by! hesitations! or! requests! for! clarification)! in!
contrast!to!preferred!(unmarked)!actions.!However,!disagreement!
does! not! always! have! to! be! dispreferred! and! perceived! as! faceX
threatening! (Angouri/Locher! 2012).! In! certain! contexts,! it! can!
simply! be! a! product! of! contextual! requirements! (e.g.,! GeorgakoX
poulou!2001;!HernándezXFlores!2008;!Angouri!2012)!or!even!a!sign!
of! intimacy! and! sociability! (e.g.,! Schiffrin! 1984;! Tannen/Kakavá!
1992;! Sifianou! 2012).! The! latter! could! be! called! constructive! disX
agreement! (Sifianou! 2012),! referring! to! disagreement! that! is! perX
ceived! as! positive! and! helps! to! strengthen! the! participants’! relaX
tionships! rather! than! to! destroy! them.! “Besides! being! an! excluX
sively! faceXthreatening! act,! disagreement!may! serve! faceXenhancX
ing! functions! if! it! is! intended! to! display! interest! in! the! other.! In!
other! words,! disagreement! may! indicate! the! addressee’s! interest!
through!their!involvement!in!interaction!rather!than!indifference”!
(Sifianou! 2012:!1560).! This! faceXenhancing! function! of! disagreeX
ment! might! be! particularly! interesting! for! the! analysis! of! online!








The! study! is! based! on! 700! online! comments! drawn! from! two!
popular!cooking!recipe!portals!in!French!and!Italian,!namely!MarX
miton! (hosted! in! France)! and! Giallo! Zafferano! (hosted! in! Italy).1!
The! portals! provide! recipes! of! all! kind,! illustrated! with! photoX




offer! a! number! of! associated! services! such! as! discussion! forums,!
blogs,! cooking! instructions,! articles! and! a! search! engine! for! the!





study! will! focus! on! the! linguistic! realisation! of! these! negative!
evaluations!and!will! examine!how! face!work! is!done! in! this! conX
text.!Personal!data!like!the!names!of!the!users!have!been!removed.!
 The!macrostructure!of!negative!comments!4.
Critical,! disagreeing! or! disapproving! remarks! are! expressed! in!
various!forms!in!the!comments.!In!rare!cases!they!are!expressed!in!
a! direct! and! unmitigated!way,! like! in! example! (1).! The! negative!
evaluation! is! given! in! a! short!message! by! indicating! that! certain!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!






it! was! expected! to! be.! In! most! of! the! comments,! however,! the!
negative!evaluation!is!mitigated!by!modifying!it!or!by!adding!cerX
tain! elements,! like! in! example! (2).! This! makes! the! comments!







Très! très! bon! !! Par! contre! j’ai! doublé! les! proportions! pour! les!
meringues,!sinon!ça!faisait!vraiment!trop!peu..!Biscuit!très!bon,!on!
sent!bien!le!beurre.!Et!crème!très!bonne!aussi.!!






are& wrong)! and! is! preceded! and! followed! by! approving! remarks!
(Very&very&tasty!&The&biscuit&is&very&nice,&you&can&really&taste&the&butter,&
etc.).&A!tripartite! structure!of! that!kind! (approval!–!disapproval!–!
approval)! is! very! common! within! the! comments.! A! systematic!
analysis!of!macrostructural!features!of!negative!comments!reveals!
that! there! are! three! main! strategies! used! to! mitigate! negative!
evaluations,! namely! (1)!Giving! agreement! before! disagreeing,! (2)!















The!most! frequently!used!strategy!of!mitigation! in! the!comments!
is! the! one! of! agreeing! before! disagreeing.! The! user! starts! by!
agreeing! with! or! by! approving! what! has! been! presented! in! the!
recipe! before! addressing! disagreement.! In! conversation! analysis!
partial! or! token& agreement! has! been! associated!with! the!preference!
structure!of!the!discourse,!as!the!dispreferred!response!is!delayed!
by!a!prefaced!agreement.!Responses!of!the!type!“yes,!but...”!have!
proved! to! be! a! common!way! of! expressing! disagreement! in! oral!
discourse!(Pomerantz!1984;!Mulkay!1985;!Kotthoff!1993;!Kuo!1994;!
Holtgraves! 1997,! among! others).! Similar! patterns! have! been! obX
served! in!written! communication,! not! only! for! disagreement! but!
also! for! other! forms! of! negative! evaluation! such! as! criticism! or!
refusal.!Mulkay! (1985)! has! analysed!disagreements! in! letters! and!
found! that! almost! two! thirds! of! the! expressed!disagreements! are!
prefaced! by! some! kind! of! agreement.! Johnson! (1992)! and!
Johnson/Roen! (1992)!have! examined! the!use!of! compliments! as! a!
strategy! to! mitigate! faceXthreatening! acts! in! peer! review! texts!
written!in!an!academic!setting.!They!have!shown!that!compliments!
are! often! used! in! the! opening! sections! of! peer! review! texts! to!
establish! and! maintain! solidarity! before! giving! criticism! in! the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




subsequent! sections! (cf.! also! Hyland! 2004).! Similarly,! refusal!
letters! have! been! proved! to! contain! expressions! of! praise! and!
appreciation! of! the! candidate! before! (or! after)! informing! the!
candidate! of! the! refusal! of! his! application! (Jablin/Krone! 1984;!
Manno!1999).! Strategies! like! these!are!directed! to! the!addressee’s!




of! the! critical! comments! in! the! Italian! corpus! include! positive!
evaluations.!The!positive!evaluation!is!usually!given!at!the!beginX
ning!of!the!message,!often!in!terms!of!a!compliment!(examples!3X
6).! The! negative! evaluation! is! given! after! the! compliment! and! in!
many!cases!followed!by!another!compliment!(examples!4X5).!
(3) [Tarte!au!citron!meringuée]!
Fabuleuse! !! 2! citrons! suffisent! et! à! si! basse! température! ma!
meringue!n’a!jamais!“doré”:!à!essayer!à!four!un!peu!plus!chaud.!!
Fabulous!& 2& lemons& are& enough& and& at& such& a& low& temperature&my&meI
ringue&never&got&golden:&try&turning&up&the&oven&temperature&a&little&bit.&
(4) [Tarte!au!citron!meringuée]!
Superbe! recette! sauf! la! meringue! qui! ne! durcit! pas.! J’ajoute! un!













Ciao,! la! torta! caprese! è! venuta! buonissima...pero’! non! riesco! a!
capire!come!mai!la!parte!superiore!ogni!volta!che!tagliavo!una!fetta!
si!distruggeva!un!po’...dove!ho!sbagliato??!!
Hi,& the& caprese& cake& turned& out& really&well...but& I& can’t& understand&why&
the& upper& part& breaks& whenever& I& cut& off& a& piece...& where& did& I& make& a&
mistake??&
The!examples! show!that! the!compliments! tend! to!be!exaggerated!
(fabuleuse,& superbe& recette,& deliziosa,& buonissima)! and! emphasised!by!
the! use! of! (repeated)! exclamation! marks! whereas! the! negative!





solidarity! and! cooperation!within! the! online! community.! Even! if!
the!critical!remarks!are!sometimes!quite!strong!(the!ingredients!are!
wrong,!the!topping!does!not!dry,!the!cake!breaks,!etc.),!the!overall!





is! made! more! acceptable! by! pointing! out! that! there! is! a! good!
reason!for!giving!a!negative!evaluation.!A!similar!strategy!can!be!
observed! for! the! expression! of! disagreement! in! oral! discourse!

















(7) Mio!papà,! cuoco! per! professione! e! passione,! afferma! che! secondo!












for! example! by! saying! that! the! recipe!does! not! respect! the! tradiX
tional!way!of!cooking,!or!by!appealing!to!the!opinion!of!a!majority,!
by! saying! that! the&whole& family,!all& of& the& guests! or!most& of& the& other&
users! share! the!expressed!opinion.!All!of! these!arguments!are! imX
plicitly! directed! to! the! addressee’s! positive! face.! The! author! inX
sinuates! that! it! is! not! his! intention! to! disregard! the! addressee’s!
positive!face!want,!but!that!there!are!other!reasons!for!him!to!disX
agree! with! the! recipe.! He! resorts! to! an! external! authority! and!
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hence!avoids! committing!himself! to! the!potentially! faceXthreatenX




jectivity,! i.e.,! by!making! clear! that! the! speaker! expresses!his! subX
jective!opinion.!The!issue!is!described!as!being!a!personal!problem!
rather!than!a!mistake!in!the!recipe.!To!point!to!the!subjectivity!of!a!
negative! evaluation! protects! both! the! speaker’s! and! the! adX
dressee’s! face! (Locher! 2004:!127).! The! speaker’s! face! is! protected!
because!a!subjective!statement!referring!to!his!personal!experience!




French! and! 64%!of! the! negative! comments! in! Italian! include! eleX





















crema& (next& time& I& will& make& more& cream)),&would! modify! it! (aggiI
ungerei&qualche&aroma&(I&would&add&some&flavor))&or!would!have!modiX
fied!it!(forse&ci&avrei&messo&un&pò&di&mascarpone&in&meno&(maybe&I&would&
have& used& a& bit& less&mascarpone)).& Subjectivity! is! introduced! by! the!
use!of!the!first!person!singular!which!helps!the!speaker!to!avoid!an!
explicit!statement!about!the!recipe!or!the!person!having!posted!it.!
Nearly! all! the! comments! of! that! kind! (with! very! few! exceptions)!
also! include! compliments! so! that! the! overall! impression! is! a!
friendly!and!positive!one.!The!strategy!of!giving!compliments!beX
fore! disagreeing! and! of! introducing! disagreement! through! the!








by! quite! specific! linguistic! forms! which! appear! to! be! employed!
within!these!strategies.!Some!of!them!are!listed!in!Table!2!and!will!
be! briefly! discussed! in! this! section.! The! mitigating! function! of!




them! have! also! been! described! within! politeness! theory! (e.g.,!



















































mitigation! devices!within! the! comments.!Many! of! the! critical! reX
marks!contain!elements,!mostly!adverbial!modifiers,!which!underX
represent! the! described! problem.! The! cream! could! be! a& little& bit&
lighter!(un&pochettino&più&leggera).&Twelve!eggs!seem!to!be!a&bit!too!





negative! evaluation! the! speaker! implicitly! expresses!his!desire! to!
satisfy!the!addressee’s!face!want.!Even!if!there!is!a!problem!in!the!
recipe!and!the!author!wants!to!point!it!out,!he!also!wants!to!demX
onstrate! solidarity!with! the! addressee! as! a!member! of! the! online!
community.!He!wants!to!show!him!by!the!use!of!certain!linguistic!
strategies! that!he! appreciates!his! contribution!and!does!not!want!
to!offend!him.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!














One!of! the! striking! features! of!mitigation! in! the! comments! is! the!
use!of!suspension!dots.!It!can!be!observed!that!critical!remarks!are!





face! theory,! the! potentially! faceXthreatening! content!which! needs!
to! be! mitigated.! Suspension! dots! are! a! simple! way! to! display!
hesitation! in!written!communication.!They!seem!to!be!used!quite!
systematically! in! some! of! the! comments.! However,! they! are! not!
only!used! to!delay! critical! comments!but! also! for! other!purposes!
such!as!separating!two!pieces!of! information!or! indicating!the! inX
complete!character!of!the!message.!Some!of!the!users!employ!them!


















message! and! to! satisfy! his! want! for! appreciation! and! positive!
evaluation.!In!some!cases!emoticons!also!give!a!playful!or!humorX
ous!touch!to!the!message,!especially!in!the!case!of!tongue!sticking!
smileys.! Humour! can! be! used! as! a! means! to! indicate! a! friendly!





tain! ingredients! or! elements! of! the! recipe.! Using! the! respective!




sachet) of& baking& powder& to& the& recipe?)& appears! to! be! a! suggestion!
rather!than!a!criticism!or!an!accusation!that!the!baking!powder!is!
missing.!It!gives!the!addressee!the!option!to!ignore!the!remark!and!
not! to! see! it! as! a! negative! evaluation! of! what! he! has! posted.! In!
other!cases!the!conditional!mood!is!used!to!express!suggestions!in!
the!first!person!singular!when!the!speaker!tells!what!he!would!do!
(je&mettrais& que& 100g& de& beurre& (I&would& use& only& 100g& of& butter))& inX








the! Italian! comments! and! appear! only! in! very! few!of! the! French!
comments.5!Rhetorical!questions!are!used!for!two!purposes.!They!
either! refer! to! possible! reasons! for! the! described! problem! (Causa&









of! conditional!mood! in! that! it! is!a! conventionally! indirect!way!of!
telling!what!is!wrong.!The!rhetorical!question!makes!a!suggestion!
how! to! improve! the! recipe! but! provides! a!maximum!of! freedom!
whether!to!accept!the!suggestion!or!not.!In!both!cases!the!author’s!










5! The! difference! is! probably! due! to! different! communicative! conventions! on! the! two!
portals.!It!is!common!to!include!questions!for!clarification!in!the!comments!of!the!Italian!
portal,!whereas!it!is!quite!rare!in!the!comments!of!the!French!portal.!The!convention!of!





of! politeness! formula! (désolé(e)& (sorry),& scusa/scusate& (excuse& me))&
expresses! respect! for! the! addressee! even! if! the! author! does! not!
agree!with!what!he!has!posted.!He!apologises!for!his!disagreement!
and! thereby! indicates! that! it! is! not! his! intention! to! disregard! the!
addressee’s!face!wants.!
 Conclusion!6.
The! study! has! shown! that! face! work! is! done! in! various! ways!
within! the! negative! comments.! Three! main! strategies! have! been!
identified!as!means!to!modify!the!critical!or!disapproving!content!
of! the! comments,! namely! the! strategies! of! agreeing! before! disX
agreeing,! of! giving! reasons! and! explications! and! of! pointing! to!
subjectivity.!Nearly!all!of!the!comments,!with!very!few!exceptions,!
make! use! of! one! or!more! of! these! strategies.! Face! considerations!
play! an! important! role! as! a!means! to!mitigate! the!potential! faceX
threatening! character! of! negative! comments! and! to! make! them!
more!acceptable!for!the!addressee,!but!also!as!a!means!to!express!
approval,! interest!and!solidarity!with! the!addressee!as!a!member!
of! the! online! community.! Both! aspects! are! intertwined! and! can!
hardly! be! separated! in! the! analysis! of! face! work! in! the! specific!
context! of! online! communities.! At! a! microstructural! level! face!
work!relies!on!a!variety!of!linguistic!devices.!Unlike!the!three!maX
jor! strategies! which! are! used! quite! systematically! and! could! be!
described! as! regularities,! the! choice! of! the! specific! linguistic! deX
vices!seems!to!be!a!matter!of!individual!preferences!rather!than!of!
regularities.! Their! usage! differs! among! individuals,! but! also! beX
tween!the!French!and!the!Italian!comments.!Some!of!the!identified!
devices!are!specific!to!electronic!discourse,!namely!the!use!of!susX
pension! dots! and! of! emoticons.! The! overall! strategies,! however,!
Verena&Thaler&
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analysis!of! flaming!within! the! framework!of!pragmatics.!Flaming!
is!regarded!as!a!particular!means!of!face!work&practised!in!Social!





1! According! to! Kietzmann! et! al.! 2011,! who! concentrate! on! the! economic! impact! for!
business! firms,! Social!Media!may! serve! seven!different! functions,! i.e.! identity,! converX
sations,!sharing,!presence,!relationships,!reputation,!and!groups.!Similarly,!Richter/Koch!
2008!define! the! following! functions:! identity!management,! search! (for!experts),! context!
awareness!and!management,!network!awareness,!exchange/communication.!












1980s! and! to! have! undergone! a! change! of! meaning! since! then.6!
Currently! flaming!denotes!an! improper,! impertinent,!provocative!
or! aggressive! contribution! to! any! kind! of! internet! forum,! chat! or!
other! electronic! communication! platform.! Alonzo/Aiken! indicate!
that! “the! term! generally! requires! hostile! intentions! characterised!
by!words!of!profanity,!obscenity,!and!insults!that!inflict!harm!to!a!
person! or! an! organisation! resulting! from! uninhibited! behavior”!
(2004:!205).! ! In! their!study!about!users’!attitudes! towards!flaming!
with! special! regard! to! YouTube,! Moor! et! al.! define! the! overall!
function!of!flaming!as!“displaying!hostility!by!insulting,!swearing!
or!using!otherwise!offensive!language”!(2010:!1536).!
Among! Social! Media,! YouTube! is! usually! seen! as! a! Web! 2.0!
content!community!platform!offering!media,!livecasting!and!video!
sharing! for! the! purpose! of! entertainment.7! Less!wellXknown! perX




may! develop.! These! comments,!which! nowadays! occupy! quite! a!
prominent! position!within! the! platform,! range! from! appraisal! to!
bewilderment!or!even!offence.!Although!in!its!Community!GuideX
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6! Moor! et! al.! 2010:!1536! date! back! the! first! occurrence! of! the! term! to! Steele’s! et! al.! The&
Hacker’s&Dictionary! of! 1983,!where! the! original! definition!was! ‘to! speak! rabidly! and/or!
incessantly!on!an!uninteresting!topic!or!with!a!patently!ridiculous!attitude.’!–!As!noted!
at! the! same! time! in! the! 1983! edition! of! the!Oxford& Concise& Dictionary& (s.v.),& the! term&
flaming,&derived!from!the!English!verb!to&flame!in!the!figurative!sense!of!‘to!burst!out!into!
anger’,! may! refer! to! a! variety! of! meanings,! amongst! which! the! archaic! sense! of!
‘exaggerated,!overXlaudatory’!alludes! to! the! irony! involved!and! the!colloquial! sense!of!
‘passionate’!refers!to!the!overall!mode!of!expression.!!
7! Cf.!YouTube’s! selfXdescription! (YouTube!n.d.b):! “Founded! in! February! 2005,!YouTube!
allows! billions! of! people! to! discover,! watch! and! share! originally! created! videos.!
YouTube!provides!a! forum!for!people! to!connect,! inform!and! inspire!others!across! the!




lines! the! platform! makes! some! general! restrictions8! providing!
sanctions!against!inappropriate!comments,!which!may!be!removed!
or!reported!as!spam,!or!its!users!may!be!blocked,!nevertheless!the!
extent! of! provocative,! scoffing! or! even! offensive! comments!with!
respect! to! contents! offered! by! others! that! are! allowed! to! pass!
without!sanctions!is!quite!astonishing.!It! is!therefore!legitimate!to!
question! the! aboveXcited! prevalent! function! of! flaming! as! “disX
playing! hostility”! and! to! propose! another! framework! capable! of!
differentiating! between! the! various! underlying! intentions! and!
effects!of!flaming.!!
Within! the! framework! of! (imX)politeness! and! relational! manageX
ment! theories,! flaming! could! be! considered! as! a! faceXthreatening!
act! (FTA)! par& excellence! to! be! avoided! at! all! costs! for! the! sake! of!
successful! everyday! communication.9!Whether! or! not! the! flamed!
person!or!target! is!absent!from!interaction,!there!are!contexts!and!
communities!of!practice10! that!not!only!allow!but!even!encourage!
flaming.11! But! the! awareness! and! perception! of! flaming! as! FTA!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8! Community! Guidelines’! formulations! are! identical! worldwide:! “We! encourage! free!
speech!and!defend!everyone’s!right!to!express!unpopular!points!of!view.!But!we!do!not!
permit!hate!speech! (speech!which!attacks!or!demeans!a!group!based!on!race!or!ethnic!
origin,! religion,! disability,! gender,! age,! veteran! status! and! sexual! orientation/gender!
identity).!There! is!zero! tolerance!of!predatory!behaviour,! stalking,! threats,!harassment,!
invading! privacy! or! the! revealing! of! other! members’! personal! information.! Anyone!
caught! doing! these! things! may! be! permanently! banned! from! YouTube.”! (YouTube!
n.d.c).!
9! In! terms! of! Brown/Levinson! 1987:!1,! communication! is! destined! “to! minimise! the!
imposition!on!the!addressee!arising!from!a!verbal!act!and!the!consequent!possibility!of!
committing! a! faceXthreatening! act.”! For! a! critique! of! the! compensatory! effect! of!
politeness! in! interaction! see!KerbratXOrecchioni! 2004! and! 2011! and! recent! research! on!
impoliteness,! e.g.! Culpeper! 1996,! 2005! and! 2011,! Bousfield! 2008! and! 2010,! Bousfield/!
Locher!2008,!Locher!2010!and!2012,!amongst!others.!
10! Cf.!Wenger!1998.!
11! Besides! advertising! (e.g.! Alcaide! Lara! 2010;! Fuentes! Rodríguez/Alcaide! Lara! 2008),!
television!shows!(e.g.!Culpeper!2005;!Fuentes!Rodríguez!2013)!and!political!debates!(e.g.!




may! vary! according! to! context! features! like! the! degree! of!
directness! of! communication,! the! degree! of! publicity! and!
mediatisation.! An! overtly! impolite,12! apparently! faceXthreatening!
act! such! as! flaming! may! therefore! not! even! always! serve! its!
prototypic! function,! that! of! attacking! a! person’s! integrity.! I! will!
argue!for!a!linguistic!analysis!of!face!work!and!flaming!that!takes!
into!account!the!interplay!of!contextXspecific13!structural,!semantic,!
semiotic,! pragmatic,! ethnological,! multicodal! and! multimodal!




dio! clip! from! a! popular! Chilean! phoneXin! radio! show! called! El&
chacotero&sentimental,!in!which!members!of!the!audience!talk!to!the!
presenter! about! their! romantic! and! sexual! experiences.! This! proX
gramme,! presented! daily! by! Roberto! Artigoitía! from! 1996! until!
2000,!and!reXstarted!in!2006,15!has!attained!cult!status!in!Chile.!The!
real!protagonist!of! the! show! is! its!popular!presenter,!known!also!
by! his! nickname! El! Rumpy,! whose! intention! is! to! make! fun! of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!








produced! celebrating! the!programme! and! its! presenter:!El&Chacotero& Sentimental! (Chile!
1999,!director:!Cristián!Galaz),!Radio&Corazón! (Chile!2007,!director:!Roberto!Artiagoitía),!




incoming! callers! in! line! with! the! programme’s! title! (‘the! sentiX
mental! teaser’).! In! this! clip,! the! caller! is!a!young!woman!aged!22!
(María),!mother!of!a!3XyearXold!girl,!who!is!still!attending!school!as!
a! result!of!having!had! to! repeat! several! classes.!The!conversation!
between! the! two! is! about!María’s! amorous! relationship! to!one!of!
her! teachers!despite! living! in!a!steady!relationship!with!someone!
else.!For!obvious!reasons!she!is!introduced!by!El!Rumpy!under!the!
pseudonym!María.! Although! María! repeatedly! tries! to! draw! his!
attention! to! her! romantic! story,! El! Rumpy! from! the! beginning!
takes!every!opportunity! to!mock!her! for! failures!of!school!and!to!
score!points!off!her!brutally,!e.g.!by!subjecting!her!to!‘examination!
questions’! that! she! cannot! answer! and! where! she! makes! a!
complete! fool! of! herself.! The! clip! culminates! in! the! apparently!
simple! but! –! for! the! confused! María! –! unanswerable! question,!
¿Quién&descubrió&América?16&
This!clip,!which!was!uploaded!on!YouTube!by!user!ChIsPa2804!on!
















Most! comments! refer! specifically! to! the! actors! on! the! audio! clip,!
i.e.! the! presenter! Rumpy! and! his! conversation! partner! María,!
hence! constructing! their! respective! faces.! Comments! aimed! at!
María! as! target! predominate19! and,! typically! of! FTAs,! flame! her!
stupidity,!whereas!comments!that!express!pity!for!María!or!try!to!
defend! her! are! very! rare.20! Commentators’! behaviour! in! the!
apparently!nonXhierarchical!world!of!the!Social!Media!can!indeed!
be! compared! to! the! soXcalled! schooling! or! flocking& behaviour! of!
animals:21! In! this! example! the! tenor! of! flaming! is! introduced! by!
ChIsPa2804,! the! user! who! uploaded! this! contents! on! YouTube!




Rumpy! alone,! 11! on! both,! 10! on! others,! and! 5! comments! have! unspecified! reference.!
Note! that! there! is! only! comment! on! uploader! ChIsPa2804! (9! comments! addressed! to!
ChIsPa2804! are! published! in! the! separate! section! of! channel! comments,! see! below! p.!
307f.).!As! a! rule,! commentators! intervene! only! once,! at! least! under! the! same! alias! (92!
comments).! If! a! commentator! leaves! more! than! one! comment,! this! appears! either! as!
answer!to!other!comments!and!may!open!out!in!interaction!between!commentators!(cf.!
below! p.! 310f.),! or! else! is! posted! like! a! sort! of! addendum! immediately! after! the! first!
comment,!as!if!the!latter!had!not!yet!been!completed,!e.g.!comments!(110)!jjajajajaaj&pobre&






















1).!Both!appear!directly!under! the!clip!at! the!very! top!of! the!site.!
Thus! ChIsPa2804! fixes! the! interactional! norms! and! clearly!
influences! the! direction! in! which! the! discussion! is! supposed! to!
develop.! Secondly! and! adding! to! the! same! effect,! his! choice! of!
category!label!comedy&(Comedia),23!under!which!the!clip!figures,!sets!
both!the!frame!and!the!criteria!of!choice!of!Best&comments&(Mejores&
comentarios).24! After! being! shown! the! way! by! these! introductory!
remarks! and! categorisations,! all! the! other! posted! comments!





regularly!by!YouTube,!not!by! the!uploader,!but!contributes! to! the!same!effect,!as!does!









Comments!on!María!have! in!common!a!definitely! flaming! illocuX
tionary!force,!but!differ!with!respect!to!form.!One!of!the!most!freX
quent!stylistic!devices!is!to!give!offence!by!abusive!nameXcalling!in!
imitation! and! hyperbolic! exaggeration! of! the! uploader’s! input.!
Significantly,!María!is!never!referred!to!by!this!alias,25!but!always!
by!unambiguously!pejorative!designations,!e.g.!weona26&(tonta)!and!
puta,! the! labels!proposed! initially!by!ChIsPa2804.!Weona! is!by! far!
the!most!frequently!attributed!name!to!the!target,!including!orthoX
graphic! variants27! like! wena,! wna,! wea,! wueona,! hueona,& awuona,28!
and! collocations! with! derogatory! adjectives,! or! other! colloquialX
isms! referring! to! María’s! stupidity! such! as! pastel,! volaita,! weona&
floja,!mina29&weona,!weona&tonta!or!tonta!weona,!pava(aaa),!seca,!pesaaa,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25! Two! commentators! mention! what! seems! to! be! her! real! name! Karen! and! another!
pseudonym,!Carla,!used!by!El!Rumpy!when!during!their!conversation!by!a!slip!of!her!
tongue!she!accidentally!reveals!her!real!name:!ke&chistosa&la&KAREN&XD&pero&mas&wna&ke&













tonta,& weona& bruta.32! Other! frequent! labels! attached! to! María! are!
vulgar! sexisms! like! (qlia)! penka& (‘pene’)! and! puta& (including! its!
variants& uta,33! puta& maraca,34& and! hija& de& puta),! pela! (‘puta’),! cabra!
culia& weona! (‘puta’),! as! well! as! scatalogical! terms! like! (perra& de)&
mierda.35!!
Other! indirectly! discrediting! devices! are! irony,! e.g.! by! dyspheX





















35! There! is! one! comment,! ta& weando& esa& weona..no& sabe& qn& descubrio& america&WTF!& (Andrés!
Carvajal!hace!2!años),!concluding!with!a!vulgar!English!abbreviation!(‘what!the!fuck’),!




Like! in! (5),!many!comments!echo36!El!Rumpy’s! flaming!on!María!
by!means!of!literally!taking!up!his!phrases!from!the!clip!and!intenX
sifying!their! illocutionary!force!by!typical! typographic!features!of!
informal! net! discourse! such! as! the! use! of! capital! letters,! the! proX
vocative!grapheme!<k>!which!replaces!Spanish!<qu>!or!<c>,!puncX
tuation!marks! or! by! exaggerated! laughter! symbolised! by! graphX
eme!repetition,!and!emoticons:!
(6) Carlos!Herrera!hace!2!años!!














targets! at! the! same! time,! María! and! El! Rumpy,! with! a! contrary!
effect.!The!same!techniques!that!are!used!to!threaten!María’s!face!
(quotes,!nameXcalling,! irony,! typography)! simultaneously!operate!
as!assertive!statements!about! the!presenter!of! the!show!and!have!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
36! On! the! other! side,! there! is! only! one! comment! that! takes! up! a! direct! quotation! from!
María:! si& estudiaba,& lo& que& pasa& es& que& repetia& ahahgahahhaha! (baltiloco! delpuerto! hace! 2!
años).!
37! Ironically!for!‘inteligente’.!




to! be! regarded! as! dysphemistic! faceXflattering! acts39! (FFAs)! with!
respect! to! him.40! El!Rumpy! –!unlike!María! –! is! praised! for! being!











out! being! personal;44! i.e.! overt! admiration! and! approval! of! El!
Rumpy’s! is! expressed!nearly! exclusively!by! talking! about!him! in!























jajajajajjaaja! el! rumpy! la!mando! a! la! xuxa46! ajajajajajja! por! ser! tan!
weona!
(17) eavluz!hace!1!año!!
Noooooooooooooooooooooooo!!!! no! sabe! quien! descubrio!
America?! Bien! que! la! cortaste! Rumpy,! que! onda! la! chica! uff!!!
preocupante…!
(18) ztrong666!hace!2!años!!




As! seen! so! far,! commentators! seem! to! agree! with! El! Rumpy’s!
scornful!treatment!of!María.!What!on!the!surface!would!resemble!
a!flaming!FTA!turns!out!to!work!as!an!FFA!on!the!construction!of!





gusta)! and! the! soXcalled! channel! comments.! The! affirmative! “like!
button”!is!generally!used!more!often!than!the!“dislike!button”:!the!





alguién& a& la& chucha! is! a! vulgar! expression! for! ‘ponerlo! en! su! lugar,! retarlo,! llamarle! la!
atención!severamente.’!
47! See!below!p.!311f.!





disapproval! towards!the!uploader!of! the!clip! is!expressed!neither!
in! the! comments50! nor! through! “dislikes”,! but! can! be! found! in! a!
different! section! of! the! YouTube! platform! reserved! for! personal!
feedback!to!ChIsPa2804,!in!the!9!channel!comments,!where,!interX
estingly!and!in!contrast! to! the!other!comments,!opinions!are!split!
between! agreement! and! disagreement.! As! for! the! target! María,!
FTAs!in!this!section!of!the!platform!are!again!written!in!the!same!
vulgar! scatological! language! (hijo& de& puta,& hijo& de& mierda,& tu& padre&
mierda,!lavate&la&concha,&clasista!etc.)!and!include!directly!addressed!
overt!threats!(e.g.!(20)!muerete).!A!particular!new!strategy,!limited!






weonao!ql....que!es! la!U!de!chile!ctm51! ...tu!padre!mierda....! teni!al!
rumpy! en! tu! futo....y! vo! sabi! de! que! equipo! es! el! de! la! T_T! ...!
muerete!ctm!
In!this!way,!support!or!admiration!for!ChIsPa2804!for!offering!this!
contents! are! once!more! accompanied! by! emoticons,! so! that! comX
ments!such!as!(23),!which!at!first!glance!seem!to!scoff!or!doubt!the!
authenticity! of! the! clip! (cheat)! and! to! question! the! face! of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
49! Whilst! the!average!score! is!between! two!and!4!“likes”,! there!are! two!comments!which!
received!noticeably!more!“likes”:!JUA&JUA&JUA!!!&Si&esa&mina&termina&el&4to&medio&es&por&
que& la& educacion& es& realmente& una& mierda!!!!& JAJAJAJA!!!!! 28! %! (vassili1984! hace! 3! años);!
LAWEONA&TONTA&15!%!(Salvador!Tenisi!hace!4!años).!It!does!not!seem,!however,!that!
pressing! the! “like! button”! is! a! temporary! convention! that! appears! only! in! earlier!
comments.!
50! Amongst!comments!there!appears!only!one!–!in!faceXflattering!approval!–!addressed!to!




















cation,! that! is! the!contents!(targets!María!and!El!Rumpy),! the!upX
loader! and! the! commentators! themselves.! As! regards! the! latter,!
assertive! actions! such! as! echoing! or! topping! each! others’! comX
ments! and! the! “like! button”! are! the! preferred! indirect!means! of!
commenting!on!other!users’!flames!(121!“likes”!vs.!0!“dislikes”).52!
Answer& (Responder)& is! another,! less! frequently! employed! option,!
which!enables!commentators!to!react!and!to!interact!directly!with!
one! another,! e.g.! in! (24),! where! a! provocative! sexist! comment!
evokes!protest!as!well!as!consent:!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!













On! various! occasions! a! metadiscussion53! between! commentators!
emerges! that!deviates! from! the!original! target! itself! and! switches!
on!to!the!question!in!which!María!failed,! i.e.!who!was!the!first! to!
discover!America.! In! general,! it! is! a! rather!mockXironic! tone! that!
dominates! this! kind! of! interaction! between! commentators,! e.g.!

















53! As! the!chronology!of! comments! in! (26)!and! (27)! shows,!discussions!do!not!necessarily!





Later! on,! another! polylogical! metadiscussion! breaks! out! on! the!
same! question,! when! one! commentator! (ScreggaeaficionBw,! in!
reaction!to!Jerónimo!Herrera!Godoy)!seeks!to!defend!María!twice!
















































At!first!glance,! the!extent!of! flaming!in!comments!with!respect! to!
contents! offered!on!YouTube!may! seem! fairly! startling.!The! anoX
nymity! of! cyberspace! definitely! favours! this! type! of! comment,!
since!flamers!have!to!fear!“little!life!retribution!for!their!actions!on!
such!platforms”!(Nitin!et!al.!2011:!427).!Nevertheless,!this!still!does!
not! explain! completely!why! behaviour,!which! according! to! comX
mon!standards!of!politeness!would!have!to!be!regarded!as!highly!
impolite! and! therefore! unacceptable,! has! apparently! established!
itself!as!a!completely!acceptable!part!of! face!work!within!the!culX
ture! of! the! net.! On! closer! examination,! what! from! outside! looks!
like!faceXdamaging!behaviour!“can!be!‘normal’!in!a!given!commuX
nity! of! practice”! (Bousfield! 2010:!105).! Social! Media! apparently!
create! their!own!standards!and! identities,!which!may!differ! from!
Uta&Helfrich&
314!
those! of! everyday! offline! interaction! and! allow! people! “to! write!
things!online!that!they!would!seldom!consider!saying!faceXtoXface”!
(Alonzo/Aiken! 2004:!205).! One! motive! why! users! follow! these!
standards!and!practise! this! type!of! face!work! is! in!order! to!show!













María! unanimously! agree! in! causing! additional! damage! to! her!
face,!whereas! the! same! flaming! strategies! regarding!her! counterX
part,! the! target! El! Rumpy,! serve! a! different! function,! namely! to!
strengthen! his! face.! Comments! are! on! the!whole! affirmative! and!
assertive! and! thus,! at! the!next! level,! similarly! strengthen! the!upX
loader’s! face! too,!since! they!confirm!his!predefined!point!of!view!
and!communication! standards! regarding! the! targets.! In! this! samX
ple! the! collective!discursive! construction!of! face(s)! through! flamX
ing! at! different! levels! clearly! aims! at! consensus! rather! than! conX
frontation,! conversation! rather! than! discussion,58! with! the! effect!











tion!of! faces,! succeed! in!getting! themselves! in! the!public!eye!and!
topping! one! another! as! entertaining! characters,!who!do! not! only!
believe! in! the! same! values! but! laugh! at! the! same! entertainment.!
Flaming! thus! acquires! another! dimension! in! this! communicative!
context,!i.e.!entertaining&impoliteness.59!Unlike!Moor!et!al.,!who!from!
their! poll! amongst! users! conclude! that! flaming! on! YouTube! “is!
more!often!intended!to!express!disagreement!or!as!a!response!to!a!
perceived!offence!by!others”!(2010:!1536),!this!example!proves!that!
its! entertaining! function! should!not!be!underestimated!as!a!prior!
underlying!motivation!for!flaming!in!this!type!of!Social!Media.60!!
Social!Media! such! as!YouTube! provide! their! own!microcosm! for!
entertainment61! based! on! calumnies.! This! particular! type! of! face!
work! can!be! classified! as! collective& flaming& for& entertaining& purpose.!
The!question!remains!as!to!whether!this!kind!of!flaming!is!part!of!
global!net!identity!or!culturally!dependent!as!earlier!studies!on!the!




affective! impoliteness,! coercive! impoliteness! and! entertaining! impoliteness.! According!
to!Culpeper!2011:!233f.!it!is!decisive!for!cases!of!entertaining!impoliteness,!“that!others,!
aside! from! the! target,! can! understand! the! probable! impoliteness! effects! for! the! target.!
Without! this! it! would! not! be! entertaining! impoliteness.”! Besides! voyeuristic! pleasure!
and!the!pleasure!of!feeling!superior,!it!is!the!pleasure!of!feeling!safe!that!is!involved!in!
this!type!of!entertainment.!!
60! Whether! or! not! only! “individuals!who! have! a! high! level! of! disinhibition! seeking! and!
assertiveness”! tend! to! flame! for! pass! time! and! for! entertainment,! as! Alonzo/Aiken!
2004:!211!claim!from!their!survey,!cannot!be!decided!from!this!analysis.!
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Communication! crucially!depends! on! trust.!And! indeed,!most! of!
the!time!interactants!are!collaborating!towards!a!common!converX
sational! goal.! But! sometimes,! it! is!more! fun! to! go! against! the! esX
tablished! rules! of! communication! –! at! least! for! the! one! who! is!
breaking!the!rules.!In!this!contribution,!I!will!focus!on!the!practice!
of! trolling,!a!more!or! less! ludic!manner!of!deceiving!others!about!
one’s! own! identity! for! the! purpose! of! disrupting! an! online!
community’s! normal! business.! As! an! example,! I! will! consider! a!
case! within! a! blogging! community! of! migrants! and! prospective!
migrants! to! the! Canadian! province! of! Quebec.! This! is! a! very!
closelyXknit!community!which!offers!crucial!emotional!and!logistic!
support! to! its!members! in! the! long! and! uncertain! process! of! apX
plying!for!permanent!residence!status.!The!emerging!blogosphere!
can!be!described!as!a!Community&of&Practice& (Wenger!1998).!MemX






commentator! and! the! blogger,! the! commentator! is! subsequently!
labelled! a! troll! by! other! commentators! and! portrayed! as! an! outX
sider!to!the!community.!The!incident!can!be!shown!to!have!lasting!
repercussions! in! the! blogging! community.! In! this! article,! I! will!
hence!argue!that!trolling!incidents!can!be!used!by!the!community!
to! collaboratively! construct! an! outsider,! and! by! this! means!





“surprisingly! little! academic! research”!on! the! topic!of! trolling,! as!
Hardaker! (2010:!224)! stresses.! There! are! even! fewer! studies! on!
trolling!within! the! linguistic!and! interactional! framework.!Also,! I!
will! argue! that!more! attention!must! be! given! to! the! facts! that! a)!
communication! in! the!Social!Media!has!multiple! addressees,! and!
that! b)! trolling! (and! the! accusation! of! trolling)! has! consequences!
for!the!identity!construction!of!the!interactants!involved.!
 Trolling!on!the!Internet!2.
The! exact! definition! of! what! constitutes! a! troll! in! the! context! of!
virtual! discourse! is! unclear.! Most! researchers! apparently! draw!
their! definitions! of! trolling! behaviour! from! the! media! and! their!
own!intuition:!“As!such,!‘trolling’!has!become!a!catchXall!term!for!




information! into! Wikipedia! articles),! most! studies! (Tepper! 1997;!
Donath! 1999;! Herring! et! al.! 2002;! Hardaker! 2010)! examine! users!
The&Collaborative&Construction&of&an&Outsider&as&a&Troll&
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who! first! enter! into! a! Social!Media! community! –! typically! newsX
groups,!online! forums!or,!as! in!our!case,!blog!communities!–,!enX
gage! in! them!and! then! start! trolling.! Trolling! can! broadly! be!deX
fined!as!“being!deliberately!antagonistic!online,!usually!for!amuseX
ment’s! sake”! (Hardaker! 2013:!58),! but! also,! crucially,! includes!
concealing! one’s! identity! and! intentions,! the! subsequent! loss! of!
trust! by! others! and! the! possibility! of! lasting! effects! within! the!
community!in!question.!
For! the! rest! of! this! paper! I! will! adopt! Hardaker’s! corpusXbased!
definition!of!who!should!count!as!a!troll:!!
A!troller!is!a!CMC!user!who!constructs!the!identity!of!sincerely!
wishing! to!be!part!of! the!group! in!question,! including!professX
ing,!or!conveying!pseudoXsincere! intentions,!but!whose!real! inX
tention(s)! is/are!to!cause!disruption!and/or!to!trigger!or!exacerX




as! a! troll! with! definitions! found! in! academic! literature.! In! her!
study!of!an!equestrian!newsgroup,!all!messages!posted!within!the!
years!2001X2010!have!been!searched!via!WordSmith!for!the!string!
[troll*].! Even! while! missing! out! on! some! comments! where! the!
word! troll!does!not! show!up! in! the!near! environment,! the! search!
produces!over!2.000!hits.!Since!a!troller’s!‘real!intentions’!are!hard!
to! discern! from! their! contributions! alone,! it! is! no! surprise! that!
Hardaker’s! study! shows! only! one! case! where! the! incident! was!




• “aggressive,! malicious! behavior! undertaken! with! the! aim! of!
annoying! or! goading! others! into! retaliating”! (Hardaker!
Bettina&Kluge&
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2010:!231),! also! including!hostility! and!disrespect! –! this! is! the!
most! often! agreedXupon! verbal! behaviour! that! deserves! the!
label!‘troll‘!





• if! confronted!onXrecord,!accused!users!may!“deny! the!accusaX
tions,!plead!ignorance!or!inexperience,!brand!those!who!block!
them! as! censorious! or! cowardly,! or! even! accuse! individuals!
who! confront! them! of! being! trollers! themselves”! (Hardaker!
2010:!228)!
The!concept!of!trolling,!however,!has!changed!somewhat!over!the!
years.! Tepper! (1997),! for! instance,! portrays! trolling! as! techniques!
initially! employed! to! gently! tease! new! members! (newbies).! She!
demonstrates! this! with! examples! from! the! Usenet! group!
alt.folklore.urban!(AFU).1!These!techniques!could!include!references!
to! topics! that! have! been! discussed! extensively! before! as! well! as!
typos! that! are! usually! only! corrected! by! new!members.! Trolling!
hence!serves!as!an!initiation!ritual!to!newbies!and!as!an!important!













Herring! et! al.’s! (2002)! influential! study! of! a!male! discussant! in! a!
feminist! forum!who! is! ultimately! removed! from! the! newsgroup.!
Donath! (1999)! and! Hardaker! (2010;! 2013)! describe! trolls! giving!
advice!on!motorcycling!and!on!horse! training.!This!behaviour,! in!
contrast! to!simply! jesting,!might!cause!actual!harm,! if!carried!out!
in!earnest.!
While! the!metaphor! of! trolling! initially! described! a! fishing! techX
nique!(in!the!sense!of!fishing!with!long!lines,!see!above!the!referX
ence! to! newbies! being! ‘baited’! by! older! group!members),! nowaX
days! trolls! are! more! often! personified! and! tend! to! relate! to! the!
mythical! Scandinavian! figures! of!mischievous! creatures! “waiting!
under! the! bridge! to! snare! innocent! bystanders”! (Herring! et! al.!
2002:!372).! See! Graphics! 1! and! 2! for! examples! of! popular! depicX
tions!of!internet!trolls:!the!Trollface,!created!by!the!artist!Whynne,!






In! both! instances,! the! activity! of! trolling! as! fishing! with! bait! is!
discarded!as!the!main!meaning,!in!favour!of!a!conceptualisation!of!
a! troll! as! a! nonXhuman,! at! times! even!monsterXlike! living! being.!





tices! such! as! flaming! (cf.! Danet! 2013;! also!Helfrich,! this! volume,!
and! the! literature! cited! therein)! and! hacking! is! the! deception! inX
herent!to!an!act!of!trolling:!the!sincerity!of!the!question!posed,!the!
advice!given,!or!the!identity!proclaimed!as!one’s!own!is!questionX
able!and! in!many!cases!questioned!by!other!users.! In! fact,! this! is!
precisely!why!concepts!such!as!rudeness,!impoliteness,!and!verbal!
aggression! do! not! fit! the! behaviour! labelled! trolling! (as! is! disX
cussed! extensively! in! Hardaker! 2010:!216X219).! Bousfield! (2008;!
especially!chapters!5.1!and!5.2),!enlarging!on!the!work!of!Culpeper!
(1996),!lays!out!a!tentative!typology!of!realisations!of!impoliteness,!
among! them! ‘Seek! disagreement! /! avoid! agreement’,! ‘Use! taboo!
words!–!swear,!or!use!abusive!or!profane!language’,!‘Condescend,!
scorn! or! ridicule! –! emphasise! your! relative! power’,! ‘sarcasm! /!
mock! politeness‘.! All! these! strategies! can! be! found! in! trolls,! but!
they!do!not!touch!on!the!central!issue!of!deceit,!misused!trust,!and!
uncertainty! of! intention! that! annoy!or! hurt! the! victims! of! a! troll,!
often!more!than!the!act!of!trolling!itself.!!
Two!studies! focusing!on! the!deception!of!other!users!are!Donath!




groups! than! in! looselyXknit,! funXoriented! communities! (e.g.! FailX
blog,! a!website!where!users! regularly! engage! in! trolling,! and!are!
regularly! touted! for! doing! so3).! Thus,! an! interpretation! of! a!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3! See! for! example! Failblog! 2012! –! here,! a! video! shown! on! the! Jimmy! Kimmel! Show! is!
commented!on:!“Who! is! the!brunette,! she! looks! really! familiar?”,! to!which!user! ‘Troll’!
responds:!“its!jimmy!kimmel”.!The!initial!poster!rebukes!this!answer,!to!which!two!other!
users!respond,!one!by!posting!a!link!to!a!web!dictionary’s!entry!of!‘sarcasm’,!another!(?)!





specific! group! in! question,! the! particular! activity! the! group! enX








these! posts! are! designed! to! incite.”! In! a! newsgroup! or! blog,! this!
might!mean!having! to! abandon! a! particular! thread! of! discussion!




2) Trolling!is! thwarted!“if!users!correctly! interpret!an!attempt!to!




4) Trolling! succeeds! if! users! “believe! the! troller‘s! pseudoXintenX
tion(s)!and!are!provoked!to!respond!sincerely”.!
Another!outcome!indicated!by!Donath!(1999)!and!Hardaker!(2010;!
2013)! can!be! seen!as! a! subcase!of! 2:!people! correctly! interpret! an!
attempt! to! troll,! but! deem! the! bait! too! dangerous! for! other,! less!








bait! for! fear! that! less! knowledgeable! readers,! present! and! future!
ones,! would! take! the! bait! as! a! piece! of! wellXintended! and! good!
advice.! As! Hardaker’s! examples! show,! such! responses! are! often!
quite!witty!and!border!on!counterXtrolling.!Finally,!Hardaker!also!
points!out!the!case!when!users!publish!a!message!in!a!mock!troll!
format,!with! the! aim!of! enhancing!group! cohesion! and! affection.!
Her! example! of!mock! trolling! is! so! outrageously! overblown! that!
all!users!of!the!particular!newsgroup!she!investigated!should!corX
rectly! identify! the! posting! as! nonXgenuine.! Nevertheless,! just! in!
case,! the!message!was! signed! for! the! hardXtoXunderstand:! “Love,!
Trollerita”!(example!25,!Hardaker!2010:!230).!
In!contrast! to! the! findings!above,! two!aspects! in! trolling! research!
so! far!have!received! less!attention!than!they!merit:! the! inherently!
polylogous!nature!of!communication4!on!the!websites!where!trollX
ing! is! attested,! and! face.! Concerning! multiple! addressees,! HarX












it! occurs”! (2013:!62).! Hardaker! 2010! and! 2013! also! discusses! the! inability! to! identify!
speaker’s! and! hearer’s! intention,! arguing! that! it! is! this! “accidental! or! deliberate!
ambiguity”!of! communication! that!“provides! the!very!opening! for!a! troller! to!exploit”!
(Hardaker! 2013:!63).! In! fact,! intentions! might! even! be! changing! during! an! ongoing!
communication.!Imagine!a!user!who!might!not!have!intended!a!troll! initially,!but!after!





Independent! of! their! being! successful! or! not,! trolls! are! seen! as!
being! the!product!of!a! rather! twoXsided!communication:!between!










whole.! Research! on! face!matters! has! recently! shifted! its! focus! to!
the! management! of! interpersonal! relations,! more! than! on! one’s!
own!individual! face!needs.!An!example! is!Arundale’s! (2006)!proX
posal! for! a! framework! in!which! face! is! seen! as! relational! and! as!
being! continually! reconstructed! in! ongoing! interaction.! Research!
on! face! in! the! Social! Media! also! needs! to! consider! that! many!
interactions!are!polylogues!with!multiple!addressees,!and!that!we!




besides! ‘communicating!with!each!other’!we!also! find! ‘communiX
cating!about!person!A!in!a!way!so!that!they!will!know!it’.!Again,!
the!most! important! point! here! is! a! particular! community’s! comX
municative!norm,!the!‘rules!of!conduct’!so!to!speak.!In!some!comX
munities! it! is!more! acceptable! to! engage! in! ludic! behaviour,! and!
more!difficult!to!draw!the!line!between!witty,!although!somewhat!
aggressive! behaviour! and! trolling! for! the! sake! of! trolling.! In! the!







tive! identity! construction! in! the! Social! Media! in! a! migration!






fluid! and! uncertain.! They! discuss! topics! with! strangers! who,!
strangely,! might! feel! less! like! strangers! than! family! and! friends,!
since! they! have! something! in! common:! the! wish! to! migrate! to!
another! country! and! start! a! new! life,! and! the!uncertainties! expeX
rienced! during! the! application! process.! Bloggers! not! only! write!
their! own! blog,! but! also! read! other! people’s! blogs,! and! leave!
comments!there.!By!their!common!blogging!practices,!they!form!a!
rather! closeXknit!Community& of& Practice! (Wenger! 1998,! henceforth!
abbreviated! as! CoP),! since,! in! the! process,! they! come! to! share!
“beliefs,!values,!ways!of!doings!things,!ways!of!talking,!–!in!short,!
practices! –! as! a! function! of! their! joint! engagement! in! activity.”!
(Eckert!2000:!35).6!!
Generally! speaking,! and! in! comparison! to! FrenchX! and! EnglishX
speaking!bloggers!from!the!same!corpus,!the!Latin!American!blogX
ging! community! presents! itself! as! very! supportive! of! each! other!
(further!shown!in!Kluge,!in!press).!For!example,!new!bloggers!are!







immigration! project.! This,! precisely,! is! the! reason! why! negative!
voices! that! caution! others! not! to! migrate! are! treated! as! deviant:!





The! specific! blog! post! in! question! comes! from! the! blog! Desafío&
Québec& (http://desafioquebec.blogspot.com).! Its! authors! are! the!
Buenos!AiresXbased!couple!Terry!and!Naty!(who!I!will!abbreviate!
T! and!N,! respectively,! and! T&N! if! referring! to! them! acting! as! a!




























within! the! next! month,! between! the! end! of! December! 2007! and!
midXJanuary! 2008,! first! (3X11)! in! dialogic! form!between!T! and!A,!
then! (12X28)! with! more! and! more! members! of! the! blogosphere!
joining!and!siding!with!T&N.!Comments!29X32!are!from!February!
2008.! Comments! 33X35! are! somewhat! belated! reactions! of! the!














days!of! 2007! and!at! the!beginning!of! 2008,! in! comments! to!other!
blog! posts! published! by! T&N.! For! example,! on! January! 6,! 2008!
(responding! to! the! blog! post! published! on! August! 3,! 2007),! a!
reader!called!Mordi!advises!them!to!simply!stop!answering!A!and!











focus! on! the! entry! of! the! CoP! into! the! discussion.! After! T&N’s!





Aca! se! van! a! encontrar! con!muchas! sorpresas! como,! por! ejemplo,!
que! los! servicios! de! salud! son! malisimos.! Los! servicios! en!
Argentina!o!Chile!son!mucho!mejor,!mismo!los!servicios!publicos!o!
indigentes.! [...]! La! gente:! hediondos! y! sucios:! el! metro! es! una!
basofia!y!los!negros!de!mierda!y!los!chinos!e!hindues!son!muy!pero!
muy!hediondos! y! cochinos.! Pueden!pasar! semanas! sin! tomar!una!
ducha.![...]!Si!tienen!una!buena!posicion!economica!en!su!pais,!NO!
VENGAN!A!CANADA!para!quedarse,!esto!aburre.!Y!la!gente!que!
viene! aca! lo! hace! solo! para! trabajar! en! cosas! casi! humillantes:! he!
visto! medicos! ecuatorianos! y! peruanos! limpiando! ascensores.!









tion,! filthy! people,! horrible! bureaucracy,! freezing! climate,! immiX
grants! have! to! take! jobs! much! below! their! qualification,! people!




ring! et! al.! (2002)! observe,! a! troll‘s! first! comment! often! contains!
strong!language!and!an!opinion!that!incites!to!reply,!but!still!stays!
‘within!the!limits’.!Strangely,!A’s!comment!is!addressed!“a!QUIEN!





comments! (six! of! them! again! within! the! first! six! weeks),! which!






2)! No! buscamos! un! paraiso! en! Canada,! sino! un! país! donde! se!
respetan!las!leyes!y!a!donde!a!la!gente!de!cualquier!procedencia!no!











T’s! answer! is!politely! restrained,!he! rebuts! several!of!A’s! expresX
sions!(e.g.!negro&de&mierda),!but!also!includes!some!direct!attacks!to!
A’s! face,! e.g.! the! insult! to!A’s! family! that!has! failed! to! teach!him!
the!‘essential!values!of!life’.!T!also!asks!why!A!is!still!in!Quebec,!if!
he! dislikes! the! place! so!much.! This! is! answered,! another! twelve!





despues! no! te! arrepientas.! Yo! no!me! he! ido! de! aca! porque! debo!




Es! bonito,! pero! todo! es! artificial! y! el! pueblo! quebeco! no! tiene!
historia,! es! un! pueblo! que! nacio!muerto.! Y! son! flojos! los! hijos! de!
puta.!
Ultimo! reamarque:!yo!pense!que! la!Argentina!y!Chile! eran!paises!
atrasados.!JAJA!!Ya!veras!aca!a!los!libaneses,!iranies!e!hindues!entre!




oye! se!me! olvidaba,! yo! no! tengo! nada! contra! negros! ni! chinos! ni!
nadie.!Pero!cuando!veas!a!esos!cholos!mamones!escupir!en!el!metro!
o!comerse!los!mocos!en!las!vias!publicas!te!vas!a!cordar!del!termino!
‘asqueroso’.! Al! menos! en! Chile! uno! no! acostumbra! a! ver! eso,!
porque!si!se!te!sale!un!gas!por!cualquiera!de!tus!orificios!la!gente!te!
manda! a! la! mierda,! como! debe! ser.! Tal! vez! en! la! Argentina! es!






hijos& de& puta;& quebecos& (instead! of! more! neutral& quebequenses),& of!
other!immigrants:&cholos&mamones),!insults!of!both!the!people!from!
his! host! country! (as! lazy! and! racist)! and!of! other! immigrants! (as!
filthy!and!uncivilised;!again!mostly! those!of!a!visible,!nonXLatino!
minority).!A!also!employs!a!rather!condescending!tone!towards!T,!
already! by!use! of! the! interaction!marker! oye,! as! if! T!was! a! small!
child! that! constantly! needs! to! refocus! on! the! text.! The! next!
comments! (6X11)! published! within! the! next! two! days! still! are! a!
verbal! exchange! between! T! and! A,! again! with! increasing! verbal!
aggression!and!name!calling.!T!begins!to!distance!himself!from!A!
by! changing! from! initial! solidary! vos! in! comment! no.! 4! to! more!
distanced!usted!and!Sr.&Anónimo&most!of! the! time!(there!are!some!
pointed!switches!to!vos)!and!tries!to!counter!A’s!arguments!(which!
he! qualifies! as! argumentos& ridículos).! Each! contestant! disqualifies!
the! other! as! stupid! and! ignorant.! While! they! are! mainly! poised!
towards!each!other!as!main!addressees,!it!is!obvious!that!they!also!
write! for!a! larger!public.!This! is!even!clearer! in! the!case!of!Terry.!

















In! this! comment,! T! threatens! A’s! face! by! referring! to! A! as! Dr.&
Anónimo&in!a!mocking!and!provocative!tone!(thus!ascribing!him!a!
status! that! A! states! to! want! to! attain! in! the! future),! but! more!
importantly,! by! talking! about! him! in! third! person,! as! if! A! were!
absent!and!the!comment!addressed!to!the!rest!of!the!readers!of!the!
blog.!T!also! criticises!A’s! constant!predictions! (“ya!verás,! te!arreX
pentirás,!vas!a!ver”)! that!T!will!ultimately!have! the! same!experiX
ence!and!feel!sorry!that!he!did!not!take!A’s!advice!to!stay!in!BueX
nos!Aires.!T&N!stress,!several!times,!that!they!are!looking!for!tesI








monio! consists! of! giving! testimony! of! one’s! own!personal! experiX
ences! in! the! sense! of! saying! how! it! is,! but! without! prescriptive!
elements! –! this,! it! appears,! is!one!of!A’s! ‘mistakes’! in! the!discusX
sion!with!T&N.!
Resuming! the! discussion,! up! to! comment! 11,! A! is! increasingly!
treated!as!an! intruder!by!T&N.!T!tries! to!convince!A!of!his!viewX
point,! but! is! unsuccessful.! This! is! the! moment! the! CoP! changes!
from! simply! overXreading! the! exchange! between! T! and! A! to! a!
more! visible! reaction,! namely! in! the! form! of! public! comments!
(T&N!might!also!have!received!personal!emails!of!support,!which!
we!do!not!know!of).!Above!all,!the!CoP!begins!to!openly!side!with!
T&N!by! complimenting! their! blog! in! general,! and! their! reflected!
answers! to!A! in!particular.!For!example,! comment!no.!19!by!Gus!
Comas!says,!“Terry,!muy! interesante! las! respuestas!al!anonimo!y!









ing! the! trolls‘! (see! Graphic! 2).! Talking! about! someone! as! if! they!
were!not!present! is!of!course!very!faceXdamaging!(as!pointed!out!





para! los! interesados! en! el! tema!de! la!migración! a!Québec.!Es!una!
lástima! que! trolls! anónimos! estén! ensuciando! el! blog! con!
comentarios!racistas!y!ofensivos.!Igual,!tienes!mucha!paciencia!para!






a!very!useful! tool! for! those! interested! in!migrating! to!Quebec,!an!
act! that! is!publicly!enhancing!T&N’s! face.!Andres! then!expresses!
his! regret! that! anonymous! trolls! are! defaming! the! blog! by! racist!





sides!with!T&N!and! refutes!many!of! the! arguments!A!has!given!





















pendix! 1,! A! did! respond! to! this,! apparently! very! furiously,! in!





10! Why!are! some!members!of! the!CoP! so!annoyed! that!A! stays!anonymous?!After! all,!A!
gives! quite! a! few! biographical! information! (Chilean,! doctoral! student,! father! of! two!
children),!more!than!some!other!readersXcommentators!–!but,!crucially,!he!is!not!aligned!
with! others! in! orientation! towards! immigration! as! a! daunting,! but! promising! and!
exciting!experience.!Instead,!his!exposition!of!the!negative!view!on!his!life!circumstances!
in!Quebec!rather!appears!to!others!as!the!reason!why!he!chooses!anonymity.!There!are!
other! incidents! of! anonymous! commentators! in! our! corpus;! however,! it! seems! that! at!
least! some! of! these! are! due! to! technical! problems! of! the! commentators,! as! some!
comments!attest,!where! readers! identify! themselves! in!a! subsequent!comment.!Also! in!
this!case!analysis,!comment!no.!19! is!posted!as!erroneously!written!by!the!wife!of!Gus!




Apart! from! the! examples! described! above,! the! community’s! acX
tivities! can! be! resumed! as! following:! by! and! large,!A’s! choice! of!
words! is!criticised!strongly!and!repeatedly!by!each!commentator.!
For! instance,! comment! no.! 27! by! Carlos! Asenjo! (15! de! enero! de!
2008,! 21:08)! says,! “la! verdad! es! que!muchas! cosas! de! las! que! esX
cribe! el! senor!anonimo!son!muy!ciertas.!Aunque! tal!vez!merezca!
mejor! decirlas! de! manera! menos! vehemente! y! con! mas! calma.”!
Moreover,! some!of!A’s! expressions! are! reproduced! as! quotes,! alX
beit! with! strong! distancing! from! the! arguments! given.! Quotes!
show!that! readers!orientate! themselves! towards!his!arguments! in!
order!to!refute!them,!but!also!whether!a!commentator!has!read!the!
entire!discussion!and!reflected!on!it,! thus!indexing!the!amount!of!






selves! as! balanced! and! respectful! of! other! opinions.! Topics! are!
often! introduced! by! reference! to! one’s! own! personal! experience!
(most! often! related! to! problems! to! find! a! gynecologist! during!
pregnancy! and! of! revalidation! of! academic! titles).! On! the! other!
hand,! commentators! shy! away! from! A’s! arguments! concerning!
other!immigrant!groups!and!visible!minorities.!In!this!respect,!the!
role! played! by! narratives! as! argumentative! devices! is! very! interX
esting:!A!typically!argues!by!giving!generalisations!(e.g.,!el&sistema&
de& salud& es&una&mierda),!while! the!community! tends! to!prove! their!
point!by!referring!to!personal!experiences!in!the!sense!of!giving!a!
testimonio.!Of!course,! referring! to!one’s!own!life! inhibits!others! to!
contest!a!fact!(since!one!is!the!expert!of!one’s!own!life),!but!it!also!
creates!a!certain!closeness!as!telling!others!about!one’s!life!can!be!
seen!as!a! token!of! trust! (entrusting!others!with!personal! informaX
The&Collaborative&Construction&of&an&Outsider&as&a&Troll&
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this! is! almost! impossible! to!decide! for! sure! since!we!have!no! inX
formation! on!A’s! intent!when! he! posted! his! comments.! It! is! unX
clear!if!he!had!the!intent!to!deceit,!or!if!he!is!–!as!is!suggested!by!
several! members! of! the! CoP! –! a! very! frustrated,! solitary,! bitter!
man!who!is!rebuked!even!by!other!Latin!American!immigrants!to!
Quebec.! More! important,! however,! is! how! A’s! comments! are!
gradually! taken! up! by! the! blogosphere! and! transformed! into! leX
gitimate! arguments!worthy! of! discussion.! It! is! precisely! by! pubX
licly! siding!with! T&N! that! shows! that! the! entire!CoP! feels! to! be!






seriously.!Nevertheless,! it! is! interesting! to! see! that!all! commentaX
tors! condemn! A! for! his! use! of! aggressive,! racist! and! impolite!
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Post! 10.7.2007,!13.44! X! ! !
1! 11.7.2007,!12:36! ! ! Gus!Comas!
2! 20.7.2007,!12:23! ! ! Juan!Francisco!
3! 27.12.2007,!23:52! ! X! !
4! 28.12.2007,!12:32! X! ! !
5! 29.12.2007,!01:!10! ! X! !
6! 29.12.2007,!02:44! ! X! !
7! 29.12.2007,!10:!46! X! ! !
8! 29.12.2007,!17:05! ! X! !
9! 29.12.2007,!17:14! ! X! !
10! 30.12.2007,!02:55! X! ! !
11! 30.12.2007,!04:14! ! X! !
12! 30.12.2007,!14:30! ! ! Roberto!
Román!
(directed!at!A)!































18! 30.12.2007,!21:18! ! X! !
19! 2.1.2008,!00:40! ! ! Mabel/Gus!
Comas!











22! 7.1.2008,!22:37! ! ! Andres!(first!
to!label!A!a!
troll)!









27! 15.1.2008,!21:08! ! ! Carlos!Asenjo!
28! 18.1.2008,!03:14! ! ! Rosana!
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32! 29.2.2008,!19:03! ! ! Al348058!
(directed!at!A)!
33! 25.1.2009,!21:25! ! ! Angiel!
(directed!at!
Al348058)!
34! 22.2.2009,!01:43! ! ! Anónimo2!













microXblogging! platform! (cf.! Java! et! al.! 2007:!3;! cf.! also! Moraldo!
2009:!249),! replacing! quite! often! email! communication! (cf.! CrawX
ford! 2009:!526).! The! research! focus! of! studies! that! have! been!
carried!out!on! the!microXblogging! service! covers!a!wide! range!of!
questions,! for! example! the! characteristics! of! the! language! use! or!
the! formal! characteristics! of! messages! posted! to! Twitter! (tweets).!
Nevertheless,! the! accent!of!most! of! the! studies! is!put!on! journalX
ism,! political! communication! and! market! communication! via!




sonal! communication! via! Twitter! is! the! one! carried! out! by! SteX
fanone/Jang! (2007).!Furthermore,! there!do!not! exist!many!studies!
about! Twitter! communication! in! Romance! languages;! especially!
smaller! languages! such! as! Italian! have! not! yet! been! studied! in!
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depth.! The! aim! of! this! article! is! to! close! this! gap! by! analysing!
strategies!of!face!work!in!Italian!tweets.1!
Our! research! focus! is! laid! on! face! work! strategies! due! to! the!
“multiple!audience”!(Marwick/Boyd!2010:!1)!in!Twitter!communiX
cation.! As! “Tweets! […]! are! messages! presented! to! a! virtual!
audience!who!‘follow’!by!subscribing!to!another!user’s! feed![…]”!
(Zappavigna! 2011:!3),! users! are! never! sure! who! will! read! their!
messages.! In! this! sense,! “Twitter! […]! involves! negotiating! these!
multiple!audiences! to!successfully!maintain! face!and!manage! imX
pressions”!(Marwick/Boyd!2011:!145).!The!questions!which!we!will!
try! to! answer! in! this! paper! are! the! following:! which! linguistic!
techniques!do!the!users!apply!to!handle!the!multiplicity!regarding!













have! the! space! to! go! into! detail! concerning! this! terminological! question,!we! keep! the!
term!face&work,&pointing!out!crossXreferences!to!the!alternative!concepts!when!describing!
the!function!of!selected!linguistic!strategies!throughout!this!article.!!
2! This! restriction! means! a! limited! degree! of! accessibility! of! the! messages! to! the! public!
which! can! result! in! a! specific! use! of! linguistic! strategies! and! influence! what! kind! of!







characteristics! of! Web! 2.0! applications,! the! main! communicative!
parameters! and! the! functions! of! Twitter! communication,!we!will!






In! this! chapter,! we! will! briefly! discuss! the! characteristics! of! the!




verse! chronological! order.! Single! blog! entries! (‘postings’)! […]!
can!also!usually!be! commented!on!by!other!users.!Micro!blogs!
usually! impose! a! limit! on! the!number! of! characters! in! a! single!
posting:!Twitter,!the!most!prominent!if!not!generic!example!of!a!
micro! blogging! service,! allows! for! 140! characters! within! one!






strategies,! we! do! not! discuss! the! theoretical! framework! in! depth! in! this! article.! For! a!
more! detailed! summary! of! Brown! and! Levinson’s! approach,! cf.! Arendholz! in! this!
volume.!Newer!approaches!discussing,!for!example,!the!concept(s)!of!(im)politeness,!can!









semination!of! information,!blurring! the!basic!dichotomy!that! is!
at!the!heart!of!traditional!mass!communication:!the!separation!of!
roles! between! sender! and! receiver! or! between! producers! and!
users!of!information.!(Cosh!et!al.!2008:!723)!
Therefore,! Twitter! is! part! of! the!Web! 2.0! as! a! form! of! reciprocal!
communication!where!users!can!directly!react!to!and!actively!parX
ticipate!in!the!generation!of!contents.!In!this!way,!the!Web!2.0!ofX







cative! parameters! of! Twitter! communication,! helping! to! distinX
guish!it!from!faceXtoXface!communication!and!from!other!forms!of!
computerXmediated!communication.!The!main!argument!seems!to!





nonX! and! paraverbal! resources.! Nevertheless,! tweets! show! some!
characteristics!of!spoken!language!on!the!conceptual!level:!
[…]!dass!sich!viele!der!Kurznachrichten!gerade!im!privaten!BeX




das! Spezifische! der! Kommunikation! via! Twitter! ist! ihre!
konzeptionelle!Mündlichkeit,!die!einen!hohen!Grad!an!kommuX
nikativer!Nähe!suggeriert.!(Moraldo!2009:!267)!
Further! communicative! parameters! based! on! which! Twitter!
communication! can! be! classified! are! the! medium! (tweets! are!
posted! from! desktop! computers,! laptops,! mobile! phones,! smartX
phones!or!third!party!devices;!the!length!of!each!message!or!tweet!
is!140!characters),! the!asynchronous!character,!e.g.! the! lack!of!coX
presence!of!the!users!in!time!and!space,!the!uniXdirectional!characX
ter!of! the!communication,4!and! the!number!of! interlocutors.!ConX
cerning!this!last!aspect,!we!state!that!Twitter!can!be!considered!as!
oneItoImanyIcommunication!(for!a!more!detailed!discussion,!cf.!the!
chapter! about! the! multiplicity! of! addressees),! or! as! a! manyItoI
manyIcommunication! “through! which! individuals! conceptualise!
an! imagined! audience! evoked! through! their! tweets”! (Marwick/!
Boyd!2010:!1).!!
While! in! the! early! stages,! Twitter! users! answered! the! question!
‘What! are! you! doing?’,! the!microXblogging! platform! aims! nowaX
days!mainly!at!“[…]!forming!communities!of!shared!value”!(ZapX
pavigna!2011:!1)!and!at!the!articulation!of!social!connections.!With!
Bucholtz! and! Hall! (2005:!587),! who! state! that! identity! “is! interX
subjectively!rather!than!individually!produced!and!interactionally!
emergent!rather!than!assigned!in!an!a!priori!fashion”,!we!highlight!
the! importance! of! the! interpersonal! and! relational! aspects! of!
Twitter! communication.! By! following! Bolander! and! Locher! (this!
volume),!we!understand!identity!and!identity!building!“as!fundaX
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4! Despite! of! the! growing! use! of! Twitter! as! interactive,! conversational! form! of!
communication! (cf.! Honeycutt/Herring! 2009:!9),! Twitter,! in! contrast! to! other! forms! of!
online!communication! (for!example!SMS!communication),! is!not! in!all! cases! reciprocal!
and! dialogic,! as! there! is! no! necessity! to! react! to! a! posted! tweet,! at! least! “no! social!






“identity! on! Twitter! is! constructed! through! conversations! with!
others”!(Marwick!2011:!7):!
In! other! words,! selfXpresentation! is! collaborative.& Individuals!
work! together! to! uphold! preferred! selfXimages! of! themselves!
and! their! conversation! partners,! through! strategies! like! mainX
taining!(or!‘saving’)!face,!collectively!encouraging!social!norms,!




tive!problems! in! the! context! of! community!building! and! identity!
management.! This!means! that! users! “[…]!must! formulate! tweets!
and! choose! discussion! topics! based! on! imagined! audience! judgX
ment”! (Marwick/Boyd! 2010:!11).!As! the! number! of! addressees! or!
followers!is!theoretically!unlimited,!this!encourages!the!interlocuX
tors!to!employ!(more!or!less!explicit)!strategies!of!selfXpresentation!
or! selfXpromotion.! Marwick! designates! this! phenomenon! as!
“personal!branding”!and!“selfXcommodification”!(2011:!1).!!
To! sum!up,!we! state! that! it! is!mainly! the! “new”! functions!of! the!






who!will! read! their! tweets,! but! that! “they!nevertheless! have! cerX
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tain! assumptions! of! their! readership”! (Schmidt! 2011:!10).5! As! a!
consequence,!both!the!content!as!well!as!the!form!of!the!messages!
is! adapted! to! this! imagined! or! intended! audience.! The! linguistic!
adaptation!of! the!messages! is!what! Schmidt!designates! as! “audiX
ence!awareness”:!“Like!many!writers,!bloggers!write!for!a!‘cogniX
tively! constructed’! audience,! an! imagined! group! of! readers!who!
may!not!actually!read!the!blog.![…]!The!imagined!audience!exists!
only! as! it! is!written! into! the! text,! through! stylistic! and! linguistic!






through! direct! messages,! but! the! dominant! communication!
practices!are!public.![…]!these!tweets!can!be!viewed!by!anyone!
through!search.twitter.com![…].!(Marwick/Boyd!2010:!4)!!




5! The! difference! between! Twitter! and! SMS! or! email! is! that! “the! latter! is! primarily! a!
directed! technology! with! people! pushing! content! to! persons! listed! in! the! ‘To:’! field,!
while! tweets! are! made! available! for! interested! individuals! to! pull! on! demand.! The!
typical!mail! [and! SMS]! has! an! articulated! audience,!while! the! typical! tweet! does! not”!
(Marwick/Boyd!2010:!7).!
6! “Given! the! various! ways! people! can! consume! and! spread! tweets,! it! is! virtually!
impossible! for! Twitter! users! to! account! for! their! potential! audience! […].! Yet,! this!
inability! to! know! the! exact! audience! does! not! mean! that! tweets! are! seen! by! infinite!








linguistic! ones! (e.g.,! structural! means! such! as! retweets)! are! not!
taken!into!account.!At!the!present,!the!quantitative!analysis!of!face!
work! strategies! in! our! corpus! is! not! yet! finished.! We! applied! a!
corpusXdriven! approach,! and! a! first! statistical! approach! reveals!
that! the! following! five! categories! are! frequently! used! in! our! corX
pus:! hedging! phenomena,7!metacommunication,! questions! to! the!
audience,! the! expression! of! gratitude,! and! apologising.! Mostly,!
these! strategies! can! be! considered! as! “[p]ositive! comments! [or!
reactions! to!previous! tweets]! [that]! can!express!approval,! sympaX
thy,!attention,!interest!or!solidarity!with!the!other.!Negative!comX
ments,!on!the!other!hand,!can!be!perceived!as!faceXthreatening!and!
therefore! tend! to! be!mitigated! in! order! to! be! socially! acceptable”!
(Thaler,!this!volume).!The!strategies!that!we!have!identified!in!our!
corpus!very!often!aim!at!realising!positive!face,!a!fact!which!can!be!
explained! by! the! users’! wish! to! promote! themselves! and! to! be!
accepted!by!the!micro!blogging!community.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7! It! is! not! always! evident! whether! hedging! phenomena! have! to! be! attributed! to! the!
realisation! of! the! positive! or! the! negative! face.! For! Brown! and! Levinson,! hedging!
phenomena!are! the!expression!of!negative!politeness,! allowing!saving! the! face!both!of!




the!context!of! the!virtual!discussion;! the! form!of! the! tweets!may!also!be! influenced!by!
the!real!identity!of!the!tweeters,!meaning!that!besides!the!Twitter!communication,!they!





In! the! analysed! corpus,! users! frequently! employ! hedging! strateX
gies.! Hedging! reflects! the! linguistic! presence! of! an! author! in! an!
utterance!who!expresses! their!uncertainty!or! their!doubts,! in! this!
way! complying! with! the! language! and! cultureXspecific! convenX
tions! of! politeness! in! the! respective! online! discourse! traditions.!
The! promotion! of! one’s! meaning! in! the! context! of! Social! Media!
communication! bears! a! particular! risk! of! face! loss,! so! the! users!
tend! to! present! themselves! as! careful!when! they! express! concluX




utterances! or! statements! […]! in! order! to! reduce! the! riskiness! of!
what!one!says”!(Wales!1989).!Lindeberg!claims!that!“[a]ny![knowX
ledge]! claim! can! be! potentially! faceXthreatening! and! is! therefore!
often! phrased! in! a! tentative! way! for! reasons! of! politeness! and!
caution”! (Lindeberg! 1997:!695).! The! main! motivation! for! using!
hedging! phenomena! is! the! “mitigation! of! what! may! otherwise!
seem! to! forceful! may! be! one! reason;! politeness! or! respect! to!
strangers!or!superiors!to!another”!(Wales!1989).!
The! hedging! devices! discussed! below! serve! the! authors! to!miniX
mise!the!risk!of!a! loss!of!credibility!should!their!point!of!view!be!
falsified!by!other!members!of! the!Twitter! community.!The!use!of!




In! a! certain! number! of! tweets,! the! Tweeters! use! tentative! verbs!
(sembrare! and! parere& (‘seem’)),! pointing! out! that! the! (positive! or!
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negative)! criticism! regarding! a! previous! tweet! is! based! on! their!
individual!competence.!
The!examples!(1)!to!(5)!illustrate!the!use!of!tentative!verbs:8!






@Nowandthen& exactly.& But& at& the& moment,& there& seems& to& be& no&
alternative,&and&it&is&these&alternatives&that&#monti&counts&on&
(3) @SalvatoreMerlo! @PierluigiBattis! ha! in! parte! smentito! (in! effetti!
non! aveva! usato! il! termine! suicidi)! ma!mi! sembra! una! risposta!
legittima!










Besides! tentative! verbs,! we! identified! the! modal! verb! (potere&
(‘can’))!in!the!corpus.&In!example!(6),!the!author!of!the!tweet!hides!
behind! their! comment! by! combining! two! hedging! strategies.! On!





























(8) Per!me! e’!un!mistero!perche’! la! stampa! italiana!non! si!occupa!del!
caso!di!#BoXilai!









#amato& is&an&equal&person.&But&someone&who&was&with&craxi& in& the&good&
times&perhaps&this&was&not&the&best&person&to&deal&with&the&fundraising&of&
political&parties&
The!author!of! example! (10)! reduces! the!validity!of! their! claim!by!




If& I& understood&well,& la& #fornero& says& that& they& did& not& have& the& time& to&
think&about&the&effect&of&the&impacts&of&the&#articolo18&
In! the! last!example!we!want! to!discuss! in! the!chapter!of!hedging!
strategies,!the!user!downgrades!their!doubt!about!the!authenticity!
of! a! Twitter! account! with! the! adjective! piccolo& (‘small/little’)! (‘I!
have!a!little!doubt!on![…]’):!
(11) anche! @Four_P:! ci! segnala! @fabiocannavaro! (io! ho! un! piccolo!
dubbio!sull’autenticità!dell’account)!
also&@Four_P&:&we&want& to& signal&@fabiocannavaro& (I& have& a& little&doubt&
on&the&authenticity&of&the&account)&
4.2. Metacommunication!
In! the! following! examples,! Twitter! users! make! explicit! metaX















Tweeters!discussing!the!appropriate! lexical!choice! in!order! to!deX
scribe!a!real!world!event.!In!example!(12),!the!user!underlines!that!
they!did!not! speak!of! suicide! (suicidi)! in! a!previous! tweet,! but!of!
the! human! consequences! of! the! (financial)! crisis! (conseguenze&




example! (13),! the! author! uses! the! explicit! metacommunicative!





one! hand,! their! positive! selfXimage,! and! expresses! that! they!
appreciate! the! personality! of! the! follower! on! the! other! hand.!
Granting! expert! status! to! themselves! as! well! as! to! their! partner!
allows! them! to! realise! the! core! function! of! community! building!
and! identity!management!on!Twitter.! It! is! important! to!state! that!
the! following! examples! are! addressed! directly! to! another! user,!
which! is!marked! by! the! “@”.! Compared! to! the! tweets! discussed!















In! the! examples! cited! above,! the! author! of! a! tweet! indicates! that!
their!interlocutor!made!a!correct!observation!(ex.!(14):!questa&è&una&
giusta& osservazione),! that! they!were! thinking! the! same! (ex.! (15):! la&
stessa& cosa& che& ho& pensato& anche& io),! and! that! they! are! of! the! same!
opinion!(ex.!(16):!sono&d’accordo).!
In!example!(17),! the!user!tries!to!keep!their! face,!by!claiming!that!
they! do! not! take! part! in! any! kind! of! speculations! (ex.! (17):! non&
partecipo& alle& speculazioni),! pointing! out! their! moral! integrity.! In!
example!(18),! they!criticise!one!of! their! followers!who!did!not!reX
spect! the! politeness! conventions! of! conversation! (non& ti& hanno&
insegnato&a&dire&per&piacere?& ‘Did!no!one!teach!you!to!say!please’?).!
This! is!one!of! the!rare!examples!of!potential! faceXthreatening!acts!
in!our!corpus.! In!example! (19),! the!author! tries! to!avoid! face! loss!
by!applying!humor,!stating! that! their! followers!should!take! them!
as! they! are! (ex.! (19):! prendetemi& come& sono& se& mi& volete& bene),! and!
asking!their!followers!not!to!blame!them!(ex.!(20):!non&date&la&colpa&
solo& a&me).! These! examples! reflect! the! Tweeters’! concern! of! being!
accepted!by!the!community:!






















(21) mi! sono! svegliata! adesso!grazie!dei! bei! commenti! scusate!ma! ieri!
non!ho!potuto!twittare!:))!




In! tweets! of! this! kind,! the! author! shows! that! they! are! concerned!
about! their! positive! selfXimage,! underlining! that! they! know! and!
respect!the!unwritten!rules!of!the!communication!on!a!microXblogX
ging!platform,!concerning!the!reciprocal!and!relational!character!of!





user! likes! to! have! some! kind! of! feedback! from! their! followers,!
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asking! this! question,! they! show! that! they! appreciate! the!point! of!
view! (the! expertise)! of! the! community,! granting! their! members!
positive!face:!
(23) il! libro! #marchionnemente! allegato! col! #fattoquotidiano! l’avete!
comprato?!Vi!e’!piaciuto?!Cerco!feedback.!






(26) finito!di!mangiare?!aggiungi!anche! il! tuo!#pronostico!#ita!#Nzl!Li!
stiamo!raccogliendo!qua!http://ow.ly/20Pph!
Have& you& finished& eating?&Add& also& your& #pronostico& #ita& #Nzl&We& are&
about&to&collect&them&here&
In!example!(26),! the!author!wants!to!know!if!their!followers!have!
finished! eating! (Finito& di&mangiare?).! They! are! very! polite,! asking!





















(31) Un! grande! ringraziamento! a! @pandemia! che! nel! suo! libro!
“comunicare!con!twitter”!ha!segnalato!TwitterItalia.it!
Big& thanks& to& @pandemia& who& in& her& book& “how& to& communicate& on&
Twitter”&has&signaled&TwitterItalia.it&
This! is!realised! in!a!very!standardised!form,!by!using!the!expresX
sion!grazie& (‘Thanks’),! the!verb!ringraziare& (‘to! thank!someone’)!or!
the!noun!ringraziamento&(‘thank’).!With!the!expression!of!gratitude,!
Tweeters!express! their!appreciation! towards! their! followers,! aimX
ing!at!intensifying!the!process!of!community!building.!
It!is!interesting!to!note!that!the!speech!act!of!expressing!gratitude!
seems! to! underlie! significant! intercultural! differences! between!
cultures!in!Southern!Europe,!in!faceXtoXface!communication!as!well!
as! in! online! communication.!While! thanking! another! person! exX
plicitly!occurs!quite!often!in!the!Italian!culture!(which!can!be!conX
firmed!by!our! empirical! analysis),! speakers!of! Spanish!make! less!
use! of! these! expressions! in! everyday! communication! (cf.! Hickey!
2005:!320).! Nevertheless,! this! tendency! has! to! be! confirmed! for!






of! technical! problems! affecting! the! conversation,! Twitter! users!
apologise! for! the! inconvenience! (ex.! (36):! Scusate& per& il& disagio& e&
grazie&a&chi&ha&segnalato&i&problemi.&‘Sorry!for!the!inconveniences!and!
thanks! to! the! follower!who! indicated! the! problem.’).! In! example!
(35),!the!user!apologises!for!them!being!late!due!to!technical!probX
lems!(scusate&il&ritardo&non&mi&funzionava&internet.&‘Sorry!for!this!deX





(33) @ErwanKerzanet! @ilmanifesto2012! ciao! scusa! sai! che! non! ho!
capito...!che!vuol!dire?!








http://www.twitteritalia.it& is&back&and&works& for& free& thanks& to&@thecocce&
sorry& for& the& inconveniences&and& thanks& for& the&person&who&signaled& this&
problem&








freely! by! someone! who! is! “willing! to! acknowledge! ineptitude”!
(Hodgins/Liebeskind!2003:!298)!and!apologies!that!are!expected!by!
the! discourse! community.! In! the! second! case,! offenders! who! do!
not!apologise!will!feel!the!social!consequences!of!their!behaviour.!





the! single! tweets! in!our! corpus,!we!can!only! state! the!hypothesis!
that! it! seems! that! most! of! the! apologies! are! given! freely! by! the!
users! (as! they! mainly! concern! “harmless”! predicaments! such! as!
twittering!a!false!link).!The!second!aspect!concerns!the!fact!that!the!
function!of!apologies!in!the!context!of!face!work!is!cultureXspecific.!
While! apologising! can! be! considered! as! restoring! face! work! in!
some!cultures,!in!others,!it!does!not!play!the!same!role.!To!sum!up,!




ploy! different! linguistic! strategies! for! “doing”! face! work! on! the!
microXblogging!platform.!The!focus!of!our!study!lies!on!the!qualiX
tative! analysis! of! selected! face!work! strategies,! and!we! state! that!
Tweeters!use!them!mainly!for!the!purpose!of!relation!building!and!




In! the!context!of! relational!work,!we!observe!a!high! frequency!of!
hedging!strategies.9!Under!hedging!strategies!in!the!Italian!Twitter!
corpus,! we! subsume! certain! tentative! verbs,! such! as! sembrare,&






manifests! itself! in! the! corpus! in! forms! of! comments! with! direct!
reference! to! previous! tweets.! By! means! of! these! metalinguistic!
comments,!users! rectify!or!explain! the! intention!of! their! tweet,! in!
order! to! avoid!misunderstandings! and! to! keep! their! face! (or! the!
face!of! their! interlocutor).! In!our! Italian!corpus,!metacommunicaX
tion! also! aims! at! relation! building! on! Twitter,! when! one! user!
claims!that!they!share!the!same!point!of!view!as!their!interlocutor,!
granting! their!positive! face.!A! third! function!of!metacommunicaX
tion!strategies!consists! in! informing!the!addressees!about!the!reaX
sons!of!a!communicative!absence.!In!tweets!of!this!type,!users!ofX
ten!apologise! for!not!having! tweeted! for! a! certain!period!of! time!
because! they! know! that! Twitter! is! a! quasiXsynchronous! form! of!
communication,! not! allowing! too! long! intervals! between! two!
turns.!!
Besides! hedging! phenomena! and! metacommunication,! users! in!
our!Italian!Twitter!corpus!ask!their!followers!explicit!questions!for!
“doing”! face!work.!On! the! one! hand,! they! claim! their! followers’!
feedback! on! certain! contents! and! opinions,! in! order! to! know!
whether! they! share! their! point! of! view.! Usually,! they! attribute!
their! followers! the! status! of! an! expert! by! asking! those! types! of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




















Our! empirical! analysis! has! shown! that! users! apply! different! linX
guistic! techniques! to! handle! the! multiplicity! regarding! their! adX
dressees!and! in!order! to!realise! the! face!work!with! this! imagined!
audience.!The!analysis!of!tweets!addressed!to!selected!users!indiX
cates!that!the!strategies!used!in!the!context!of!a!multiple!audience!
do! not! differ! from! the! linguistic! phenomena! used! in! messages!
dedicated!to!the!totality!of!the!followers.!As!our!database!is!comX
posed! of! tweets! that! are! only! accessible! to! a! limited! numbers! of!
followers! (semiXpublic),! it! will! be! interesting! to! investigate!
whether! Twitter!messages! addressed! to! an! unlimited! number! of!
recipients!contain!varying!linguistic!means!for!realising!face!work.!
A! statistical! analysis,! based! on! a! corpusXbased! approach! which!
will! allow! an! exhaustive! classification! of! linguistic! face! work!
strategies!on!Twitter!has!to!remain!open!for!future!studies.!
As!it!has!been!mentioned!in!the!introduction!of!this!paper,!we!did!




sidered! as! universal! for! Twitter! communication.! In! order! to! deX
scribe! langueX! and! cultureXspecific! characteristics!of!Twitter! comX
munication,!more!empirical!analyses!are!needed.!!
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The! initial!point!of! this!article! is! the!concept!of! face!work!and! its!
compatibility!with!characteristics!of! internet!communication!with!
special! focus! on! the! French! forum!Français& notre& belle& langue.! The!
study!is!part!of!a! larger!research!project!on!online!folk!linguistics!
and!knowledge! exchange! in!Romance! languages!where! the!main!
concerns!are! (folkX)linguistic!production!and!transmission.! In! this!
article,! we! focus! on! the! relation! between! folk! linguistics,! knowlX
edge!transmission,!subject!emergence,!and!face!work.!The!study!is!
introduced!by! theoretical! reflections!on!Goffman’s! face! concept! in!
times!of!computerXmediated!communication.!Given!the!characterX
istics! of! internet! forum! communication,! we! propose! alternative!
notions!such!as!selfIpresentation&and!ethos!in!order!to!come!to!grips!
with! the! specific! conditions! of! this! type! of! communication.! The!
focus!on!selfXpresentation!leads!to!a!wider!reflection!on!subject!and!
subject& emergence! in! knowledge! interchange! and,! specifically,! in!
assertions!as!one!of! the!central!speech!acts!we!will!examine!here.!
The!polyphony!theory!of!Ducrot! (1984)!and!related!work!such!as!







in! the! mentioned! communicative! medium.! Due! to! the! pioneer!
character!of!this!article,!the!analysis!comprises!selected!and!repreX
sentative! examples! and! a! specific! focus! on! the!main!problems!of!





Social! Media! communication! is! a! fairly! new! kind! of! interaction!
distinct! from! direct! oral! encounters! and! from! (more)! traditional!
forms! of! written! and/or! mediated! communication.! It! is! mainly!











1! Notably,! the! concept! of! speechXcommunity! is! also! falling! into!disuse! because! of! being!
incongruent!with! the!new! forms!of! globalised! and! superdiverse! realities! out! of!which!
new! kinds! of! identity! constitution! are! emerging! (cf.! Rampton! 2006;! Blommaert/!




munication.! The! particular! properties! of! forum! communication,!
determined!as!an! internet! subgenre! (Varga!2011)!or,! as!proposed!
here,!as!one!of! several!existing! internet!communication! forms! (or!
even&emerging!internet!discourse!traditions),!seem!to!be! in!oppoX
sition!to!the!face!concept!introduced!by!Goffman!(1967)!–!needless!
to! say! that! his! insights! in! the! rules! of! social! behaviour! originate!
from!preXinternetXbased&communication!forms.!It!is!mainly!the!abX
sence!of!faceXtoXface!interaction!that!distinguishes!internet!commuX
nication! from! what! Goffman! was! talking! about.! Within! internet!
communication!in!general!and!internet!forum!interaction!in!partiX
cular,! interaction!participants!don’t!need! to! show! their! face!–! the!
meaning!of!which!goes!far!beyond!the!mere!fact! that!they!do!not!
meet! nor! see! each! other:! It! facilitates! constructions! of! virtual!
face(s)! that!may!be! in! contradiction! to!perceptions!which! in! real,!
i.e.! physical! encounters,! contribute! to! face! construction! like,! for!
example,!physical!properties!and!dressing!style.!!
Since! Brown’s! and! Levinson’s! (1987)! very! controversially! disX
cussed! theory,! face!has!become!one!of! the!central!notions! related!






focus!on! the!construction!of! the! (cultural)!ALTER,! contributes! to!a!
lack!of!research!focusing!on!selfXface!strategies.!This!is!only!part!of!
the! (recent)! criticism!of! the!Brown/Levinson! theory!on!politeness!
(Frank!2011:!84).!The!lack!of!attention!to!the!speaker’s!selfXoriented!
face!work!probably!is!related!to!concepts!and!definitions!of!politeX
ness.!As! especially! the!Spanish! tradition!of! its! research! indicates,!
politeness!is!not!defined!as!a!selfXdirected!behaviour!or,!the!other!
way! around,!what! seems! to! be! selfXoriented! face&work! is! not! supX
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posed!to!be!politeness!and!thus! is!rarely! taken! into!consideration!
(Abelda! 2005:!345);! instead,! politeness! is! defined! in! terms! of!
benefit!of!face!work!for!ALTER.!!
As!our!study!deals!with!a!completely!different!(and!new)!commuX
nicative! situation! than! those!explored!by!Goffman,!Brown/LevinX
son! or! others,! our! focus! on! face!work!will! be!mainly! on! selfXoriX
ented! face! work.! This! is! also! due! to! our! hypothesis! concerning!
communication!in!internet!forums,!where!we!observe!a!priority!of!
selfXoriented! face! work,! which! might! even! include! spontaneous!







As! mentioned! in! our! introductory! section,! the! production! and!
transmission!of!knowledge!in!the!internet!forum!Français&notre&belle&
langue!will! be! ascribed! to! the! linguistic! research! area! of! folk! linX









edge,! technical! knowledge,! etc.! Linguistic! knowledge! as! one! of!
these! domains! is! a! diversified! and! important! part! of! knowledge!
production!and!management!in!internet!communication!which!so!
far!has!generated!different! internet!communication!forms!such!as!
forums,! blogs,! Youtube&videos,! translation! platforms,! and! online!
language! courses.! Before! focusing! on! folkXlinguistic! knowledge!
production!and!management!in!internet!forums,!two!fundamental!
questions! remain! to! be! discussed:! one! refers! to! the! concept! of!
knowledge!and!its!definition,!the!other!one!concerns!the!subject!of!
knowledge!production!and! transmission!which! in! folk! linguistics!
leads!to!the!distinction!between!novice!(layperson)!and!expert.!!
Knowledge!is!a!muchXdiscussed!concept!which!lacks!a!single!and!
unique! definition.! Our! take! on! the! concept! is! founded! in! socialX
cognitive! theory:! based! on! recent! neurophysiological! findings,!
knowledge!has!to!be!thought!of!as!a!dynamic!memoryXbased!procX
ess!of!the!human!brain!consisting!of!the!continuous!interlinking!of!
synapses! triggered!decisively!by! social! and!verbal! interaction! (cf.!
Solso!2005).!The!process!of!generating!knowledge!is!bound!to!verX
bal! interaction! and! the! place!where! it! is! negotiated! is! discourse:!
here!it!becomes!manifest!and!accessible!for!verification,!diffusion,!
for!others!and!not!least!for!analysis.!!
The! first! instance! to! generate! knowledge! is! the! speaker! –! be! it!
more! or! less! specialised! knowledge! or! more! or! less! folk! knowlX
edge.!Following! the! theoretical!assumptions!of!AchardXBayle!and!
Paveau! (2008),! a! continuum!between! the! poles! of! folk! linguistics!
and!expert! linguistics! (proper! linguistics! in!a!more!narrow!sense)!
can! be! supposed.! This! permits! gradual! speaker! classification! beX
tween! the! poles! of! novice! (layperson)! and! expert.! The! grade! of!
expertise! in! linguistic!knowledge! is!evaluated!not!only!according!
to! the!kind!of!knowledge!and! its! transmission!but!also!according!
to! the!empirical! speaker!subject.!AchardXBayle/Paveau! (2008)!disX
cuss! this! aspect! with! respect! to! contextual! infor
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about! the! speaker!who! is! claiming! expertise:! In! order! to! classify!
the! speaker! as! novice! (layperson)! or! expert,! for! example,! the! reX
searcher’s! knowledge! about! the! speaker’s! professional! backX
ground! is! taken! into! consideration.!There!might! be,! for! example,!
some!discussion!on!the!respective!classification!of!a! teacher! to!be!
situated! somewhere! in! the!middle! of! the! continuum!with! a! tenX




However,! for! our! purposes! a! different! access! to! folkXlinguistic!
speaker!classification!as!layperson!or!expert!is!necessary!and!posX




bal! signs! that! indicate! subject!emergence!and!access! to! subjective!
selfXpresentation.!What! are! forms! of! selfXpresentation! of! subjects!
while! communicating! about! language! in! an! internet! forum?!Are!
there!differences! in!presentation!of!self! in! the!speaker’s!discourse!
that!can!be!related!to!the!speaker’s!properties!as!expert!or!novice?!
Is! the! speaking! subject! claiming! an! expert! self! and! if! so,! how!do!
they!do!it?!!
These!questions!point!to!a!different!access!to!selfXpresentation!we!
will!use!here! in!order! to!analyse! strategies!of! selfXpresentation! in!
folkXlinguistic!internet!forum!communication:!It!is!not!the!question!
of! strategies! of! face!work! discussed! in! politeness! theory! such! as!
positive! face! and! negative! face! that! are! in! the! focus! of! the! folX
lowing! analysis! but! the! question! of! how! the! speaking! subject!








and! transmission! of! knowledge,! and! the! supposition! that! these!





Ducrot! (1984)! works! out,! generally,! persuasion! can! be! based! on!
different!argumentative!strategies.!As!our!topic!is!selfXpresentation!
within!verbal!knowledge!transmission!activities,!we!will!focus!on!
the!Aristotelian! concept! of! ethos,&which& is! part! of! the! rhetoric! of!
Aristotle!and!refers!to!one!of!the!argumentative!means!of!persuaX
sion.!Meanwhile! logos! refers! to! the!argument! itself,! i.e.,! the! influX
ence!that!a!speaker!tries!to!have!on!their!interlocutor!by!presenting!
a! ‘good’! argumentation!with! respect! to! the! content!of! their! arguX
ments!and!the!structure!of!their!argumentation,!ethos!refers!to!the!
strengthening! of! argumentation! by! presenting! the! speaker’s!
authority! and/or! identity! as! a! competent,! reliable,! and! credible!
interlocutor! (cf.!Ducrot!1984;!Amossy!2010).!The!principal! idea! is!
that! ethos! is! an! inherent! part! of! any! discourse:! In! any! comX




As! discussed! before! in! relation! to! Goffman’s! faceXtheory,! one! of!
the!features!of!internet!forum!discussion!is!that!it! is!characterised!





focused! on! verbal! expressions! of! subjectivity! in! the! utterances!
within!the!postings!that!constitute!internet!forum!interaction.!The!
expression!of!subjectivity!in!language!is!a!muchXdiscussed!topic!in!
cognitive! linguistics! closely! related! to! linguistic! research! areas!
such!as!that!of!modality!and!evidentiality.3!For!the!purposes!of!our!
analysis! we! will! center! our! interest! mainly! –! though! not! excluX
sively!–!on!verbal!means!of!expression!of!evidentiality!and! interX
pret! them!as!manifestations!of! selfXpresentation.!That!means! that!
we! will! pay! special! attention! to! the! various! ways! in! which! a!
speaker! subject! establishes! a! relation! between! their! self! and! the!
transmitted! knowledge! by! marking! the! source! of! knowledge! in!
assertive! speech! acts.! By! means! of! expressions! of! evidentiality,!
speakers! often! not! only! introduce! various! sources! of! knowledge!
they! rely! on,! but! thereby! indicate! various! subjects! committed! to!
the! reliability! of! the! knowledge! and! thus! make! their! discourse!
polyphonic.! As! we! intend! to! show! in! our! analysis,! subjectivity!
emerges,! for! example,!by! the!use!of!deictic!pronouns!but!also!by!
the!various!ways! to!express!different!voices! in!discourse! that!are!
related! explicitly! and! implicitly! to! the! source! of! the! transmitted!
knowledge.!We!will!establish!a!relation!between!these!expressions!
of! subjectivity! and! the! aspect! of! selfXpresentation! and! ethos! conX




to!be!used! in!our!analysis.!According! to!Ducrot! (1984),! a!distincX
tion!will! be!made! between! the! empirical! speaker! subject,! the! loI
cuteur!and!the!énonciateur.4!The!empirical!speaker!subject,!a!notion!








tioned! before,! we! part! from! the! supposition! that! there! is! hardly!
access! to! the! empirical! speaker! subject,! neither! from! a! forum!
discussion! participant! perspective! nor! from! the! vantage! point! of!
the!analysing!linguist.!As!will!be!shown!in!our!analysis,!this!supX
position!which!points! to!the!fundamental!question!of! the!relation!
between! internet! forum!communication! and! its! impact! on! reality!
(cf.!also!SchraderXKniffki!2012),!has!restricted!validity.!!
According! to!Ducrot! (1984)!we!will!define!as! locuteur! (L)! the!disX
cursive!instance!that!emerges!as!committed!to!and!responsible!for!
the! utterance! and! its! content.! As! Ducrot! (1984:!193)! emphasises,!
different!locuteurs!may!be!identifiable!in!discourse.!This!is!the!case,!
for!example,!with!reported!speech.!Thus,!at! this!point!we!can!esX
tablish! the!mentioned! relation! between!polyphony! and! linguistic!
evidentiality! theory.!The! introduction!of!different! locuteurs!points!
to!one!type!of!expression!of!evidentiality,!the!so!called!‘quotative’!
or! ‘hearsay! source’,! and! can! be! situated! at! the! interface! between!
evidentiality! research! and! polyphony! theory.! Ducrot! (1994)! deX
nominates! this! locuteur! as! locuteur& λ.! In! his! cognitiveXpragmatic!
approach! to! subjectivity,!Nuyts! (2001)! determines! expressions! of!
evidentiality!as!markers!of!an!emerging!subject!in!discourse.!Thus!


















As! mentioned! before,! the! virtual! data! basis! for! our! corpus! conX




forum! discussion.! As! it! is! meant! to! be! an! exemplary! study,! no!
quantitative! specifications!will! be!made.! For! the!purposes! of! our!
analysis,!thematic!aspects!of!the!selected!threads!are!not!decisive:!
notably,!there!is!some!thematic!eclecticism!in!our!thread!selection.!





As!mentioned!before,!knowledge!production!(in! the! forum)! is!reX
alised!by!means!of!assertive!speech!acts!as!the!following!example!
shows.! The! posting! belongs! to! the! thematic! thread! “Locution!
Subject&Emergence,&SelfIPresentation,&and&Epistemic&Struggle&
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adverbiale! et! adverbes”! (‘adverbal! locutions! and! adverbs’)! and!
stands!for!an!example!of!a!statement:!
Une!locution!est!un!groupe!de!mots,!un!adverbe,!un!simple!mot.!Il!




an!explicit!addressee:! it! is!an!assertion!the! locuteur! identifies!their!
self! completely! with! and! which! is! presented! to! an! implicit! and!
virtual! addressee.! Going! along!with!Amossy! (2010),!we! suppose!





selfXpresentation.! There! have! to! be! indications! that! permit! us! to!
identify!the!selfXpresentation!strategy!of!this!locuteur.!
At! the!beginning!of! the!section!we! introduced! this!utterance!as!a!
‘statement’:!the!locuteur!presents!their!knowledge!within!an!asserX
tive! act! not! open! to! scrutiny.! This! interpretation! is! based! on! the!
observation!of! the!use!of! the!copula!est!and!the!presentative!conX
struction! il& existe! which! together! with! the! enumeration! of! items!
generate!a!high!degree!of!factuality!and!point!to!the!validity!of!the!
transmitted! knowledge.! However,! the! verbal! encoding! of! the!
knowledge!evokes!a!discourse!of!normative!grammar!writing.!We!
suppose! that! the! locuteur! introduces! a! normative! énonciateur! and!
constructs! his! ethos& by& authority& (cf.! Ducrot! 1984).! They! present!
their!self!as!an!expert!in!text!type!knowledge,!an!owner!of!factual!







variation!within! this! type! of! utterances! as!may! be! shown! in! the!
utterance!we!present! next.! It! is! part! of! a! thread! called! “Les! faux!
amis!de!la!syntaxe!française”!(‘false!friends!of!French!syntax’):!
RIEN!DE!MOINS!QUE!=!pas!autre!chose!que,!tout!à!fait.!Ex.!“Votre!
discours! n’est! rien! de! moins! que! de! la! démagogie”!!
Et!!
RIEN!MOINS!QUE! =! pas! du! tout,! nullement.! Ex.! (sic! Klaus)! “La!
vierge!n’est!rien!moins!qu’une!prostituée“!(FNBL2)!
As! in! the! example! before,! in! this! utterance! the! locuteur! remains!
implicit:! there’s! no! deictic! element! which!would! point! to! an! exX
plicit!subject.!In!order!to!understand!the!transmitted!knowledge,!it!
is!necessary!to!consider!the!utterance!as!a!response!to!a!preceding!
hypothesis! about! the! synonymy! of! the! two! phraseologisms! preX
sented!here.6!Thus! the! transmitted!knowledge! can!be!outlined!as!
‘there! is! a!meaning!difference! between! rien& de&moins& que! and! rien&
moin& que’.! The! locuteur! gives! a! comparison! of! the! two! different!
French! phraseologisms.! The! use! of! capitals,! equal! signs,! the!
description! of! meaning! together! with! an! example! of! use! of! the!
‘entry’!give!this!utterance!a!strong!intertextual!hint:!it!is!the!voice!
of! a! dictionary! entry.! As! in! the! first! example,! the! locuteur! introX
duces!an!epistemic!authority!as!énonciateur!of! their!utterance!and!
creates!an!authoritarian!self!based!on!an!external!source!of!knowlX
edge.!However! this! selfXpresentation!does! not! bear! on! authorityX
based!argumentation!only;! rather,! there! is! a! reference! to!a! cogniX










of! the! two!slightly!different! forms! together!with! the!meaning!exX
planations.!By!means!of!the!connector!et,!this!rather!implicit!comX






The! following! posting! is! initial! to! a! thread! about! “Trace! des!
anciennes! déclinaisons”! (‘tracks! of! old! declinations’),! the! posted!
knowledge! is! centered! on! the! changes! from! Latin! to!Old! French!




font! exception,! puisqu’ils! représentent! le! génitif! singulier!
(vendredi,!de!Veneris!dies),!le!génitif!pluriel!(la!Chandeleur,!de!dies!











Latin! declination,! thus!with! the! use! of! the! focus! particle!ne…que!
the!speaker!subject!refers!to!a!wider!knowledge!context!and!at!the!
same!time!highlights!and!intensifies!the!content!of! their!message.!




edge!context! is!also!a! reference! to! the! locuteur’s!own!expertise!on!
the! topic.! The! locuteur! is! constructing! a! self! as! a! person! who! is!
competent! in! the!matter! they! are! talking! about,!who!possesses! a!




As!mentioned!before,! evidentiality! is! the!verbal! indication!of! the!
source! of! transmitted! knowledge.! The! following! analysis! focuses!
on! the! expression!of! evidentiality! as!one!of! the!manifestations!of!
subject!emergence!and!ethos! construction! in!assertive!speech!acts.!
For! the! purpose! of! our! research! topic,! the! expression! of! evidenX
tiality!and!selfXpresentation!will!be!relevant.!!
Evidentiality! can! be! expressed! by! various! verbal! strategies! that!
distinguish!different!types!of!evidentiality.!It!can!be!expressed,!for!
example,! by! revealing! the! locuteur’s! cognitive! operations! such! as!
inference,!or,!for!example,!by!indicating!external!sources!as!is!the!
case! in!reported!speech.!The! following!example!which! is! the! first!
posting!of!a!thread!named!“Mots!français!dans!les!autres!langues“!





ou! d’origine! française! il& me& semble:! route,! vigilance,! roman! à! clef,!
chez,! maladies,! rôle,! motif,! carton,! commode,! sangfroid,! porte!
cochere,! plateau,! sang,! camaraderie,! prénom,! sans,! contretemps,!
boudoir,!coup!de!foudre,!nom!de!guerre,!to!play!solitaire,!in!lieu!of,!
crayon!boxes,!bureaus!!![...]![italics!M.S.XK.]!(FNBL4)!











tion.!As! basis! for! his! knowledge! the! locuteur! draws! on! the! novel!
Wake&up&Sir!!by!Jonathan!Ames!which!in!the!utterance!represents!a!
further! locuteur& (λ).&This! locuteur& λ! provides! the! examples!which!
lead!to!the!above!expressed!conclusion!introduced!by!the!evidenX
tial! marking! of! an! inference,! “il! me! semble”,! ‘it! seems! to! me’.!
Within! the!whole!utterance,! the!evidential!expressions!operate!as!
text! structuring! markers! and! make! the! locuteur’s! (L)& process! of!
coming! to!a!conclusion!comprehensive:!The! lecture!of!an!English!
novel! is! presented! as! a! trigger! of! perception! and! conclusion:! a!
complex!process!of! cognition!which! corresponds! to! the! construcX
tion! of! a! rational! ethos.! The! locuteur! presents! their! self! as! an!
intellectually!competent!self!that!combines!the!qualities!of!being!a!
lecturer! of! English! novels,! being! a! speaker! of! English,! knowing!
French! language! discourses,! being! able! to! come! to! conclusions!
and,!as!such,!producing!and!sharing!knowledge.!
In! evidential! research,! a! –! although! controversially! discussed! –!
relation! between! the! expression! of! evidentiality! and! modality! is!
established.!Once!affirming!the!relation!between!both,!the!evidenX
tial!marker!“il!me!semble”,!‘it!seems!to!me’,!can!be!interpreted!as!
an! expression! of! the! locuteur’s! stance! to! the! transmitted! knowlX
edge,!attenuating! the!assertion!and! the!claim!of! its!validity.!With!
this!attenuated!claim!of!validity,!the!locuteur!makes!their!assertion!






The! following! example! is!part! of! the! thread! “En& charge& de,& chargé&
de”! (‘in! charge! of’).! It! consists! of! the! initial! posting! and! two! anX
swers!which!refer!to!two!different!parts!of!the!posting.!I!will!menX




de”.! Encore! une! influence! de! l’anglais.! On& entend! même! des!
ministres!employer!“en!charge!de”!(Christine!Lagarde!notamment).!
[italics!M.S.XK.]!(FNBL1)!
Here,! the! evidential!markers! “on! remarque”! (‘one! remarks’)! and!
“on! entend”! (‘one!hears’)! indicate! a! locuteur!who!verbally!makes!
themselves!appear!as!part!of! the!utterance!and! thus! introduces!a!
distinction! between! the! transmitted! knowledge! and! the! knowlX
edge!transmitting!subject.!An!examination!of!the!part!of!the!utterX







marks!makes! them! appear! as! citations! of! a! locuteur!λ,! the! loI
cuteur!L!does!not!identify!himself!with.!!
• The! locuteur! creates! a! contrast! between! a! locuteur& λ&of! 1.)! the!
preferred!but!disadvantaged!discourse! traditions! “chargé!de”!
and! “responsable! de”! and! 2.)! a! further! locuteur& λ& of! the! disX






• The! locuteur! introduces!an!énonciateur!who!can!be!determined!
as!a!medium!which!transmits!the!implicit!knowledge!that!auX
thentic! French! expressions! are! substituted! by! English! loan!
translations.!
Notably,! this! is! a! very! complex! knowledge! construction,! the!
sources!of!which!are!distributed! to!different! locuteurs&and! énonciI
ateurs.!As!concerns!the! locuteur,!there!is!no!use!of!deictic!personal!
pronouns.! Instead! we! find! the! use! of! the! impersonal! pronoun!
“on”,! as! part! of! the! evidential! constructions! “on! remarque”! and!
“on! entend”.! They! refer! to! a! type! of! evidentiality! usually! deterX
mined! as! expressing! intersubjective! accessible! “hearsay! knowlX
edge”:!everybody!notes,!everybody!hears.!As!such,!it!appears!like!
a! rule! or! an! unscrutinisable! and! ‘true’! knowledge;! the! locuteur!
merely! appears! as! the! observing! instance.! The! evidentiality! exX
pressions! are! used! in! function! of! the! selfXpresentation! of! the! loI
cuteur! as! the! agent! of! the! production! of! knowledge,! which! is! a!
collectively!accepted!knowledge!and!a!normative!force!that!evaluX
ates! the! reality! behind! the! knowledge! as! a! reality! that! has! to! be!
changed.!Their!selfXpresentation!as!a!normative!authority!becomes!
even!clearer!through!the!use!of!deontic!expressions!such!as!“il!faut!




n’ai! pas! eu! de! réponse.! Il& serait& souhaitable! qu’ils! l’indiquent! dans!
leur! site,! dans! la! rubrique! “questions! de! langue”.! [italics!M.S.XK.]!
(FNBL1)!
As!our!focus!is!on!the!assertive!speech!acts!and!the!expression!of!
evidentiality! as! a!means! of! selfXpresentation,!we!will! not! analyse!

















that! addresses! the! locuteur! of! the! former! utterance! directly! and!
roughly!can!be!defined!as!a!further!inquiry!question!on!the!treated!
issue.7!
AvezXvous! eu! la! curiosité! de! regarder! dans! son! dictionnaire! en!
ligne,!en!utilisant!l’expression!“en!charge!de”!?!
Vous! arriverez! probablement! à! proscrire! et! vous! verrez! ce! que!
l’Académie!en!dit!au!travers!d’un!exemple.!!






7! A! further!analysis!of! the!questions!made! in! the! forum! is!necessary! in!order! to!classify!
their! textual! positions,! their! textual! and! their! interactive! functions,! etc.! There! are,!
contrary! to! the! type!of!question! treated! in! this!section,!questions! that! initiate!a! thread,!
which!are!made!in!order!to!open!up!a!discussion,!and!sometimes!these!are!questions!for!








preceding!utterance! emerge! as! an! explicit! subject! and! give! it! the!
identity!of!a!locuteur.!





discussions! frequently! seem! to! end! up! in! conflictive! sequences!
which! we! denominate,! in! analogy! to! the! concept! of! ‘semantic!
struggles’! (Felder! 2006),! as! ‘epistemic! struggles’! where! different!
locuteurs!struggle!for!the!hegemony!of!possessing!the!‘right!knowlX
edge’.!As!shown!before,!they!draw!on!different!sources!in!order!to!
reach! that! goal.! In! this! posting,! the! locuteur! not! only! draws! on!
different! sources! but! highlights! their! knowledge! of! sources.! This!







AvezXvous! eu! la! curiosité! de! regarder! dans! son! dictionnaire! en!
ligne!„dictionnaire!en!ligne”![...]!
This!ironic!question!is!especially!interesting!for!our!research!topic.!
As!Dendale! (2006)! points! out,! irony! is! one! of! the!markers! of! poX
lyphony.!In!our!case,!it!is!directly!addressed!irony:!as!a!reaction!to!




had! had! the! curiosity! to! consult! the! online! dictionary! of! the!
Académie&Française!(in!lieu!of!writing!emails!that!won’t!be!answerX
ed)!against! their!own!better!knowledge! that! the!addressee!didn’t!
do!so.!The!irony!of!his!question!expresses!distance!between!themX
selves! and! the! addressee! at! the! same! time! as! it! highlights! their!
own! knowledge! about! this! particular! source! of! knowledge.! This!
ignorance!of!the!source!of!knowledge!makes!the!addressee!appear!




the! former! locuteur.!The!present! locuteur!presents! themselves!as!a!
person!who!shows!his!competence!not!by!giving!their!own!arguX
ments! on! the! topic! but! by! knowing! where! to! get! the! respective!
knowledge.!By!this!they!gain!double:!not!only!that!they!show!their!
own!knowledge!but!also!the!addressee’s!ignorance!of!sources!and!
of! knowledge;! as! a! further! source! of! knowledge! they! introduce!
Google& livres!where!the! locuteur! found!out! that! the!point!their!disX
cursive!precedent!made!is!wrong.!
4.2.4. Epistemic)struggles)and)the)emergence)of)the)empirical)subject)
As! has! been! shown,! selfXpresentation! and! ethos! construction! are!
very! much! connected! to! the! knowledge! of! and! the! reference! to!
different! sources:! the! subject!presents! their! self! as! gaining! experX
tise!by!referring!to!and!reflecting!on!various!sources!of!knowledge,!
be!those!different!locuteurs!or!different!énonciateurs.!Respecting!the!
very!nature!of! internet! forum!interaction,!at! the!beginning!of! this!
work!we!decided!to!exclude!the!(existence!of)!the!empirical!speakX
er!subject!from!our!analysis.!Up!to!this!point,!our!analysis!directed!
us! towards! different! moments! of! subject! emergence! and! selfX
presentation!of! the! locuteur.!Our!next! example! shows!an! instance!
of! emergence! of! an! empirical! subject.! The! posting! is! part! of! the!
Subject&Emergence,&SelfIPresentation,&and&Epistemic&Struggle&
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thread! that! focuses!on! the! topic!of!“Mots! français!dans! les!autres!
langues”!and!is!directed!to!an!addressee!nicknamed!“groseille”:!
Je!crains,!groseille,!que!vous!ne!soyez!pas!de!taille!à!rivaliser!avec!la!




dont! l’authenticité! n’est! pas! confirmée,! et! qui! relèvent! de! la!
fantaisie.!Ne!prenez!pas!pour!argent!comptant!les!élucubrations!des!
étymologistes!à!la!petite!semaine.!
Le! Dictionnaire! historique! de! la! langue! française! précise! que!
manager! a! été! emprunté! par! le! français! en! 1785! à! l’anglais! to!
manage!=!diriger!un!cheval,!attesté!dans!cette!langue!dès!le!XVIe!s.!
C’est!surtout!l’américain!qui!a!contibué!à!l’introduction!de!manager!





internet! forum!discussion! is!mainly! about! possessing! the! knowlX
edge!of!sources!on!behalf!of!presenting!self!and!constructing!ethos.!






culture! linguistique! de! Marco,! qui! est! professeur! de! langues! et!
notamment!de! la!nôtre,!et!dont! l’érudition!en!ce!domaine!dépasse!
de!loin!ce!que!nous!en!savons,!qui!que!nous!soyons![...].!
The!utterance! addresses!directly! the! locuteur! of! the!preceding!utX
terance!nicknamed!groseille!and!refers!to!their!posting.!The!locuteur!









life’:! they! present! the! third! person! as! a! professeur& de& langues& et&
notamment&de&la&nôtre!(‘professor!of!languages!and!notably!of!ours’)!
and! thereby!portray! their!own!knowledge!about! the! real! identity!
of! this! forum! discussion! participant.& Due! to! the! principle! of!
anonymity,! this! is! a! rather! rare! strategy! of! subject! emergence! in!
the!forum.!It!establishes!an!interface!between!virtual!and!real!life.!!
4.2.5. Explicit)subjects)and)selfIpresentation)by)expression)of)politeness)





oriented! forum;!we! even! observed! epistemic! struggles! as! one! of!
the! knowledge! exchange! activities!which! leads! to! the! hypothesis!
that!conflictXavoidant!behaviour!does!not!count!as!one!of!the!preX
ferred! strategies! of! virtual! social! behaviour.! In! this! last! analysed!
example!of!our!chapter!we!will!restrict!or!even!contradict!this!hyX
pothesis! by! analysing! the! utterances! of! three! successive! postings!
which! show!what!we! think! has! to! be! interpreted! as! a! politeness!
behaviour.!The!utterances!are!part!of!a!thread!about!English!influX
ence!on!French,!a!topic!that!leads!to!quite!animated!discussions.!





Je! suis! en! total! accord!avec! les!points!avancés! ici!par!Marco,!mais!
pas!complètement!avec!votre! idée,!oliglesias,! lorsque!vous!citez! le!
snobisme!comme!raison!principale!d’utilisation!de!mots!étrangers.!
Ceci! me! semble! des! plus! réducteurs,! si! je! peux! m’exprimer!
honnêtement...!
Ce! n’est! pas! moi! qui! ait! avancé! cette! idée! en! premier...! je! la!
reprenais.! Personnellement,! j’utilisais! snobisme! à! la! place!
d’imitation!d’une!langue!“à!la!mode”...!sachant!qu’une!langue!peut!
être! à! la! mode! pour! plusieurs! raisons:! rayonnement! culturel,!
économique,!politique,!militaire,!etc.!(FNBL4)!
The!proposition!of!the!first!posting!is!an!interpretation!and!evaluaX
tion!of! the!verbal!behaviour!of! French! speakers!who!use!English!
loans!which!is!considered!as!a!sign!of!snob!behaviour.8!The!use!of!
the! adverb! évidemment! (‘obviously’)! as! well! as! the! explicit! utterX
ance!tout&le&monde&est&d’accord! (‘everybody!agrees’)!indicate!a!high!
degree!of!evidence!and,!thus,!reliability.!At!the!same!time,!this!can!





which! the! information! is! evaluated! as! a! simplified! perception! of!
reality.!With!their!expression!of!dissent,! the! locuteur! implicitly!reX
fers! to! their! own! expertise! of! the! discussed! topic.!However,! this!
objection!to!the!preceding!utterance!is!attenuated!by!the!use!of!an!
evidentiality!marker! il&me& semble.!The! function!of! this!attenuation!
can!be!interpreted!as!a!politeness!strategy!to!downgrade!the!faceX










themselves! from! their! own! statement.! The! locuteur! refuses! their!
commitment! to! the! information!by!an!explicit!hint! to! their!use!of!
another!–!not!specified!–!source!of!information,!ce&n’est&pas&moi&qui&
ait& avancé& cette& idée& en& premier...& je& la& reprenais! (‘it’s! not! me! who!
forwarded! this! idea! as! the! first…! I! adopted! it’).! Here,! we! can!
observe!a!very!explicit!verbal!strategy!of!selfXoriented!face!work;!it!
seems! that! the! speaker/subject! has! to! restore! their! own! expertise!
referring! to! their! own! knowledge,! sachant! que! [...]! (‘knowing!
that…’).!
 Conclusion!5.
Due! to! the!general! topic!of!Social!Media!communication!and!our!
special! subject! of! linguistic! knowledge! exchange! in! the! internet!
forum!Français&notre&belle& langue,! in!this!article!we!focused!on!verX
bal! expressions! of! EGOXoriented! face!work.!According! to! the! disX
tinctive! characteristics! of! internet! forum! communication! as,! for!
example,! the! lack! of! faceXtoXface! encounter,!we! decided! to! introX
duce! the! concepts! of! selfXpresentation! and! ethos! construction! in!
lieu! of! using! the! terminology! that! coins! the! concept! of! face! and!
face!work!as!originally!introduced!by!Goffman.!We!took!a!further!
step! in! establishing! a! relationship! between! subject! in! discourse,!
polyphony,! expression! of! evidentiality,! and! selfXpresentation!
which!served!as!background!for!our!analysis!of!knowledge!transX
mission! in! the! internet! forum!and!provided!us!with!a!useful!disX
tinction!between!empirical!speakers,!locuteur!and!énonciateur.!!
Our! exemplary! analysis! of! utterances! as! parts! of! postings! shows!




of! selfXpresentation,!we! identified! the!construction!of!competence!
and! expertise! as! features! of! self! which! include! linguistic! knowlX
edge!as!well!as!knowledge!of!sources!of!knowledge!and!the!comX
mand! of! establishing! relations! between! these! sources! and! own!
cognitive! processes.! The! focus! on! selfXpresentation! even! leads! to!
epistemic!struggles!where!the!locuteurs&of!different!postings!strugX
gle! for! epistemic! hegemony.!We! also! found! an! exception! to! the!
rule!of!anonymity!of!forum!participants!and!concluded!our!analyX
sis!with! one! example! of! selfXpresentation!with! politeness! expresX
sion.!!
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Recent! works! underline! the! importance! of! analysing! (im)politeX
ness! in! its! context! (Bousfield! 2008;! Culpeper! 2008;! Locher/Watts!
2005,!2008)!and!specifically!its!role!in!the!formation!of!identities!in!
social! interaction! (Graham! 2007).! Therefore,! the! perspective! is!
shifting!from!studying!isolated!linguistic!structures!to!the!observaX
tion!of! interactions!in!Communities&of&Practice&(CoP)&(Lavé/Wenger!
1991).! This! chapter! contributes! to! this! approach! by! examining!
impoliteness!in!the!negotiation!of!expert!status.!!
In! section! 2,! I! explain!my! understanding! of! impoliteness! and! its!
use!in!interaction.!To!this!end,!I!adopt!the!notion!of!relational&work&
(Locher/Watts! 2005,! 2008),! aimed! at! constructing! and!negotiating!
relationships! and! identities! within! social! contexts.! The! empirical!
data!of!this!study!draws!on!a!sample!of!folk!linguistic!debates!in!a!
French!online! forum! that! is!presented! in! section!3.! I! then!discuss!
the!notions!of!expert!and!layperson!in!the!field!of!folk!linguistics,!
allude! to! the! difficulties! of! expertXlayperson! communication! and!
examine!the!discursive!construction!of!expert!status!in!group!pracX




In! section!5,! taking!a!qualitative!approach,! the!aim! is! to! show!an!
example!of!perceived! impoliteness! that! is!a! result!of!different!exX
pectations!and!interpretations!of!norms!in!CoP,!influenced!by!conX
straints!of! the!medium.!These!norms!concern! the!use!of! technical!
language,! as! this! is! a! typical!way!of! seeking! expert! status.!While!
diverse! interpretations! make! it! difficult! for! the! interlocutors! to!
adapt!to!“appropriate”!communication,!norms!can!be!explicitly!or!





sentence! level! without! reference! to! the! context.! For! identifying!
(im)politeness,!it!is!in!fact!necessary!to!analyse!deviations!from!the!
norms!and!expectations! inherent! in! a! specific!CoP.!The! choice!of!
each!individual!to!behave!in!a!certain!manner!allows!him!to!posiX
tion! himself! relative! to! the! other! group!members.! In! this! regard,!
the! interlocutors’! own! interpretation! of! utterances! in! a! specific!




This! point! of! view! is! adopted! by! the! notion! of! relational& work,!
introduced!by!Locher/Watts,! for!“the! ‘work’! individuals! invest! in!






involves! the! participants! in! the! negotiation! of! face.! The! term!
“facework”,! therefore,! should! also! span! the! entire! breadth! of!
interpersonal!meaning.! This,! however,! is! rarely! the! case! in! the!
literature.!Especially! in!accordance!with!Brown!and!Levinson’s!
Politeness!Theory,!“facework”!has!been! largely! reserved! to!deX
scribe!only!appropriate!and!polite!behavior!with!a!focus!on!faceX
threat!mitigation,!at!the!exclusion!of!rude,!impolite!and!inapproX
priate! behavior.! To! avoid! confusion! and! in! favor! of! clarity!we!
adopt! “relational! work”! as! our! preferred! terminology! [...].!
(Locher/Watts!2005:!11)!
Thus,! relational!work! comprises!not! only! interactions! considered!
as! polite,! but! the! whole! range! of! verbal! behaviour.! In! models!
based!on! the! first& order& concept,!behaviour! therefore,! rather! than!a!
binary! structure,! is! seen! as! a! continuum,& oscillating! between! the!
polite,&appropriate,&inappropriate&and!impolite!poles!(e.g.!Watts!2003).!!
While! research! in! the!past!decades!has!mainly! focused!on!politeX
ness,! recently! further! insight! has! been! gained! into! impoliteness.!
Following! Locher/Bousfield! (2008:!3)! it! can! be! defined! as! “faceX
aggravating”! behaviour.! However,! identifying! (im)politeness! by!
referring! to! an! interlocutor’s! interpretation! raises! a! number! of!
questions.!
With! regard! to! the! speaker’s! intention,!Culpeper! (2008),! amongst!
others,! distinguishes! between! (1)! intentional! and! (2)! unintentional!
behaviour!that!is!perceived!as!inappropriate!by!the!audience.!The!
former!is!described!as!“impoliteness”,!the!latter!as!“rudeness”.!But!
also! the! recipient’s!perception!of!an!utterance,! the!perlocutionary!
force,! has! to! be! considered! in! a! theoretical! framework! following!




the! same& context! could! interpret! it! differently! in! terms! of! the!
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(im)politeness! level.! Online! forums! offer! a! rich! source! for! these!





ment! to! exercise! power! (Culpeper! 2008);! showing! disrespect! for!
the!interlocutor!can!be!part!of!a!(reX)negotiation!of!status!and!posiX
tion.! Many! studies! point! out! that! impolite! behaviour! is! particuX
larly!widespread!when!users!are!allowed!to!publish!their!opinion!
anonymously!in!computerImediated&contexts&(CMC)!(Herring!2007:!16;!
Maaß!2012;!Upadhyay!2010).! In!public! faceXtoXface! situations! like!
TV! debates,! panellists! tend! to! avoid! behaviour! that! could! harm!
their!reputation!(Kotthoff!1997:!142);!they!are!aware!of!the!impact!




more! equal.! Besides,! in! CMC,! as! it! is! practised! in! online! forums!
with!open!access,!potentially!all& internet!users! can! read! the!posts!
(Herring! 2007),! and! thus! the! wide! audience! could! increase! the!
pressure! to!construct!an! image!as!a!“powerful”,! competent! interX
actant!defending!him/herself!against!faceXthreatening!acts.!!
 Languefrancaise.net!as!community!of!practice!!3.
The! forum! Languefrancaise.net! is! dedicated! to! the! discussion! of!
FrenchXlanguage! issues,! from! grammatical! to! stylistic! to!
etymological! questions,! with,! however,! a! focus! on! a! normative!




chronous! and! generally! textXbased.! The!messages! can! be! read! in!
chronological! order! in! an! archive! that! is! divided! into! seven! theX
matic! categories! as,! for! example,! Réflexions! linguistiques!
(linguistic! reflections! about! rules! of! orthography,! grammar,!
linguistics)!with!more! than! 3,000! topics! and! 30,000! postings! and!
Pratiques!linguistiques!(linguistic!practice:!words!and!their!sense,!
regional! languages,! special! languages,! etc.)!with!more! than! 2,000!
topics! and! 20,000! postings! (March! 2013).1! Furthermore,! it! is!
possible! to! search! the! threads! for! key! words! to! find! answers! to!
questions!that!have!already!been!discussed.!In!a!table!the!number!
of!views!is!indicated!for!each!thread,!with!some!going!up!to!more!
than! 10,000;! these! numbers! are! a! reflection! of! the!wide! audience!
interested!in!the!forum.!
Most!of!the!participants!remain!anonymous!by!choosing!a!fictional!
user! name.2! According! to! their! place! of! origin,! where! indicated,!
most! participants! are! from! France,! the! others!mostly! from! other!
francophone!countries.!Among!the!active!users!there!are!also!some!
nonXnative!French! speakers.!Users! identify! themselves,! for! examX
ple,! as! French! teachers! or! translators! with! an! academic! backX
ground! related! to! linguistic! studies,! or! as! pupils! or! other! “amaX
teurs”! in! linguistics.! For! each!member,! the! total! number! of!mesX
sages!posted!in!the!forum!is!visible.!A!number!of!the!participants!
have!already!posted! several!hundred!or! thousands!of! comments,!
and!hence!meet!online!on!a!regular!basis.!Among!these,!there!are!
18!members!who!have!published!more!than!1,000!postings!so!far,!
five! of! them! more! than! 2,000! (March! 2013).! However,! unlike! in!
other! forums,! there! is! no! verbally! expressed! hierarchy! for! “preX
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!! Messages! concerning! other! topics! or! the! forum! itself! can! be! posted! in! four! additional!
categories.!







guide! to! define! rules! of! accepted! conduct.!Moderators! can! repriX






The! discussions! on! Languefrancaise.net! can! be! characterised! as!
“folk! linguistic”,! with! “folk”! referring! to! “those! who! are! not!
trained!professionals!in!the!area!under!investigation”!(Niedzielski/!
Preston! (2000:!viii).! In! the!German! research! tradition,! to!differenX
tiate!from!the!direct!translation!of!the!English!term,!Volkslinguistik,&
Antos! (1996:!3)! coined! the! term!Laienlinguistik& to! specifically! refer!
to,! among! other! things,! reflections! and! comments! on! language!
intended! for,& and! in!many! cases! also!written& by,&nonXlinguists,& for!
instance! in! language! style! guides! or! handbooks! about! common!
errors! in! the! use! of! language.! Even! if! usually! normative! or! preX
scriptive! in! orientation,! it! can! also! include! descriptive! or! even!
entertaining! treatment! of! linguistic! questions! or! problems.3!
Nowadays,!specialised!online!forums!like!Languefrancaise.net!(cf.!
Kunkel! in!press),! as!well! as!other! forms!of!CMC! (cf.!Hardy/HerX
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




ling/Patzelt! in! press),! have! brought! folk! linguistic! discussions! to!
the!internet!and!thus!opened!them!to!a!wide!audience.!!
As!widely!discussed!in!research!about!folk!linguistics,!the!distincX
tion! between! experts! and! laypersons! is! not! as! clear! as! it! might!
seem! at! first! glance! (cf.! also! SchraderXKniffki,! this! volume).! A!
division!into!simple!and!double!folk!linguistics,!in!other!words!texts!
written! by& laypersons! for& laypersons! on! the! one! hand! and! those!
written! by&experts! for& laypersons! on! the! other!hand,! as!proposed!
by! Law! (2007:!11),! appears! to! be! untenable.! More! recent! works!
discuss!the!difficulties!of!drawing!on!criteria!such!as!a!university!
degree! in! linguistics,! professional! experience! in! a! related! field! or!
linguistic! knowledge! (Baderschneider/Kessel! 2010)! and! point! out!
an!underlying!continuum!(Stegu!2008).!!
4.2. ExpertAlayperson!communication!
As! research!has! generally! shown,! conflicts!might! arise! in! expertX
layperson!communication.!A!major!difficulty!consists!of!the!lack!of!
information!about!what!exactly!is!the!layperson’s!prior!knowledge!
of! the! problem! and! of! the! expert’s! capacity! to! formulate! adeX
quately! their! explanation,! taking! the!audience! into!account! (audiI
ence& design).!Clark! (1992),! in!his! common& ground& theory,! states! that!
individuals! involved! in! a! conversation! must! share! knowledge,!




ferences! might! be! augmented! by! a! computer! as! the! medium! of!
communication”.! In! their! experiment,! a! health! expert! has! to! reX
spond!to!a!(fictional)!eXmail!inquiry!on!health!topics,!sent!by!(1)!a!










the! status! of! experts,! such! as! engineers,! in! society.! One!might!
say,!using!engineering!parlance,!that!the!system!boundaries!for!
the! two! concepts! are! different.! The! status! of! experts! in! society!
has!society!as!the!relevant!system.!Expert!status![...]!has!the!conX
versation!as!the!relevant!system.!(Rifkin/Martin!1997:!31)!!
Depending! strictly! on! the! conversation! itself,! expert! status! as! a!
socially! constructed! role! is! therefore! provisional! and! can! always!
change.!Often,!the!interlocutors!do!not!even!have!the!capacity!and!
knowledge! to! verify! the! statements! of! others! (Rifkin/Martin!
1997:!31/32).! So,! “real! expertise”! is! not! immediately! decisive! or!
sufficient!to!gain!expert&status:!
















On! the! one! hand,! among! linguistic! resources! there! are! specific&
status!signals!that!seem!to!be!the!most!important!ones!in!negotiatX
ing!status!in!a!group!(Ridgeway!2001:!359f.).!A!clear!cue!in!a!conX
versation! is! the! competent! use! of! technical! language!
(Rifkin/Martin!1997:!34).!Another!strategy,!used!by!participants!to!
substitute!the!aforesaid!extraIlinguistic&status!information!(missing!
in! anonymous! CMC),! is! to! mention! the! expertise! gained! and/or!
proven! by! education,! professional! experience! or! social! status.! If!
this!expertise!–!be!it!real!or!fictional!–!is!relevant!to!the!subject!disX
cussed! in! the! thread,! it! can!help! to!position! the!users! as! experts.!
This! is,! for! example,! the! case! when! users! claim! to! have! an! acaX
demic!background!in!linguistics,!as!described!above.!
On! the!other!hand,! expert! status! is!negotiated!by!nonIspecific,& difI
fuse! status! signals.!Kotthoff! (1997),! in!her! analysis!of! “[t]he! interX
actional!achievement!of!expert!status”!in!TV!discussions,!describes!
how!“highly!debatable!claims!are!explicitly!presented!in!the!most!
straightforward! manner”,! “without! any! marker! of! subjectivity”!
(165).! She! distinguishes! two! conversational& styles:! the! expository&
style,& in! which! “facts,! knowledge! and/or! opinions”! are! exposed,!
while! the! knowledge! of! others! can! be! devalued,! is! “potentially!




To!analyse! the! role!of! (perceived)! impoliteness! in! the!negotiation!
of! expert! status,! I! have! chosen! an! example! in! which! a! user,!








who!wants! to! know! if! the! expression! “tout! au! long”,! apparently!
meaning! “plus! en!détail”! (more& detailed)! or! “davantage”! (more)& in!
an!“old!text”!he!read,!is!still! in!use.!The!main!interlocutors!in!the!
following!extracts!are!MEMBRE_A,!MEMBRE_B!and!MEMBRE_C.!
With! about! 600! posts! since! 2008! (MEMBRE_A),! 700! posts! since!
2009!(MEMBRE_C)!and!2,000!posts!since!2011!(MEMBRE_B),!they!
are! all! active! users! and! have! met! in! other! threads! before.!
MEMBRE_A,! in! his! signature,! presents! himself! as! “typographe,!




is! embedded.! Among! the! different! replies,! the! one! posted! by!
MEMBRE_A!explains!that!in!a!proofreader’s!language,!to!write!an!
abbreviation!or!a!number!“tout!au!long”,!means!to!write!them!out!
in! full.! MEMBRE_C! replies! directly! to! this! post,! explaining! that!
throughout!his!career!as!a!“correcteur”!(proofreader),!he!had!always!
heard! this! expression! used! without! “tout”.! MEMBRE_A! in! his!
response! describes! some! details! about! editing! procedures,! for!
example! how! to! indicate! that! a! number! has! to! be! written! out.!
MEMBRE_B! refers! to! the! rather! technical! printer’s! terminology!
used! by!MEMBRE_A! (“en! voilà! du! lexique!”! this& is& lexicon!)! and!
asks! if! the! terms! “corrigeur”! and! “corrigeage”,! employed! by!
MEMBRE_A,! have! nowadays! disappeared! or! been! developed!
further.!Citing!from!the!dictionary!Édition&et&techniques&éditoriales!by&
Jacques! Berthelot! (Hachette! Technique! 1992),!MEMBRE_A! in! his!




ally! implements! the! corrections! asked! for! by! the! “correcteur”!
(proofreader)!or!the!author.&MEMBRE_B!thanks!MEMBRE_A!for!his!
detailed!explanations.!He!regrets!that!MEMBRE_A!does!not!write!
more! often! on! the! forum! and! concludes! his! post! with! “respecX
tueuses! salutations”! (respectful& greetings).! At! this! point,!
MEMBRE_C!comments!on!the!incident!as!follows:!
(1) MEMBRE_C,!11X04X2012!
Vous! avez! eu! raison,! cher! membre_B,! de! faire! cette! intervention.!




un! scaphandrier! s’adressent! à! moi! en! utilisant! des! termes!
techniques!de! leur!métier!auxquels! je!n’entendrais!rien.! J’ai!publié!
deux! récits! de! mer! :! j’ai! veillé! à! utiliser! le! moins! de! termes! du!
vocabulaire!marin! possible,! et,! quand! je! le! faisais,! à! les! expliciter!
dans!une!langue!courante.!(Langue!Française!2012)!





which& I&would&not&understand& anything.& I& have& published& two& stories& of&







I& didn’t& perceive&membre_A’s&message& as& impolite,& all& the&more& since& he&






impolite!behaviour! in! the! forum.!At! first,!MEMBRE_C!recognises!
the!formal!politeness!of!MEMBRE_A’s!posts:!they!are!opened!by!a!
greeting!and!concluded!by!“cordialement”!(cordially).!However,!he!
perceives! “great! impoliteness”! in! MEMBRE_A’s! use! of! printer’s!
professional! jargon! despite! knowing! that! other! users! would! not!
understand! him.! MEMBRE_B! contradicts! him,! pointing! out&
MEMBRE_A’s!readiness!to!explain!the!technical!terms.!!
In! this! extract!we! can! observe! a!negotiation& of& politeness& rules! that!
are!particularly! relevant& to! the! formation!of! expert! and! layperson!






using! technical! terms! without! further! explanation,! MEMBRE_C!
constitutes!himself!as!an!author&and!an!expert!on!marine!subjects.!In!
a!similar!way!he!mentioned!his!career!as!a!proofreader&earlier!in!this!
thread,&and! later!on,! in!a!post!not!cited!here,!even!as!a! translator.!
Furthermore,! he!describes! a! pedagogical! approach!when!he! says!
that,!when!he!uses!difficult!words,!he!explains! them! to! the! readX
ers.5!While,! so! far,! the! discourse!was! about! printing! and!marine!
terms! –! terms! of! special! domains! that! are! not! the! focus! of! the!
forum! –,! further! on! in! the! thread! MEMBRE_A! draws!









habit! of! using! a! vocabulary! that! is! incomprehensible! to! foreign!
language!learners.!
(2) MEMBRE_C,!12X04X2012!
Sans! être! un! «apprenant! étranger»,! je! ne! comprends! rien! à! la!
plupart!de!ces! interventions!de!linguistes.!Mais!comme!il!s’agit!de!
sujets! très! techniques! qui! ne! me! passionnent! guère! (du! moins!
l’approche! linguistique! qu’on! en! fait! ne! me! passionne! guère,!
justement!parce!que! je!n’y!entends! rien),! je!me!contente!de!passer!
mon! chemin.! S’agissant! de! l’expression& tout& au& long! qui! est! à!
l’origine!de!ce!fil,! il!n’était!pas!nécessaire,!pour!en!parler,!de!sortir!
du!langage!courant!que!tout!le!monde!comprend.![...]!!
est! impoli! le! fait! de! jargonner! en! parlant! devant! des! gens! qui! ne!
connaissent!pas! le! jargon!employé.!Cela!revient!à! les!exclure!de! la!




hardly& interest&me& (at& least& the& linguistic& approach& that& they& take&hardly&
interests&me,&precisely&because& I&don’t&understand& it& at& all),& I’m&satisfied&
with& going&my&way.&As& it&was& the& expression& tout& au& long& that&was& the&
origin& of& this& thread,& it& was& not& necessary,& in& order& to& discuss& it,& to&
abandon&the&common&language&that&everybody&understands.&[...]& &
it& is& impolite&to&use&jargon&when&speaking&in&front&of&people&that&have&no&
knowledge&of& the& jargon&used.&This& is& equivalent& to& excluding& them& from&
the&discussion:&let’s&talk&among&specialists!&[...]&
MEMBRE_C!argues!that,!even!as!a!native&speaker,!he!is!not!able!to!
understand! the! posts! of! linguists.! But! he! sees! it! in! a! slightly!
different! way:! as! the! rather! technical! subjects! discussed! by!
linguists!do!not! interest!him,!he! ignores! those!posts.!He!explains!
that! in! the! present! case,! things! are! different! because! the! topic! of!
the!thread!did!not!make!it!necessary!to!use!technical!terms.!












generally!described!as!a! (competitive)! strategy! for! seeking!expert!
status,! in! our! example! is! closely! connected! with! (im)politeness!
issues.!!









tion,! speaker! and! listener! interpret!MEMBRE_A’s! behaviour! difX
ferently.!!
Among! the! reasons! why! expertXlayperson! communication! inX
cludes!the!risk!of!not!meeting!a!layperson’s!needs,!there!is!(1)!the!
lack! of! information! about! common& ground! and! (2)! experts’! (nonX)!
willingness!to!cooperate.!
As! Bromme/Jucks/Runde! (2005)! have! already! argued,! due! to!
scarce! status! information! and! nearly! nonXexisting! extraX/!
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paralinguistic! signals,! in! computerXmediated! contexts! it! is! more!
difficult! for! experts! to! gain! insights! into! the! interlocutor’s! prior!
knowledge!and!measure!common&ground.!But!in!the!context!of!their!
experiment,!at!least!the!expert’s!role&as&advisor&is!clearly!defined.!In!
an! anonymous&online! forum!discussion! as! in! Languefrancaise.net,!
on! the!other!hand,! expert! status! is! created!merely! through!negoX
tiation:! users! have! to! enhance! and! defend! this! status! constantly,!
and!thus!their!motivation!to!use!appropriate!linguistic!strategies!is!
likely!to!increase.!
Therefore,! I! argue! that! in! anonymous& CMC,! such! as! LanguefranX
caise.net,! it! is! not! only!more! difficult! for! participants! to! identify!
“appropriate”!behaviour! in! terms!of! audience& design,! but! also,! beX
haviour! will! be! perceived,! more! likely,! as! nonXcooperative! and,!
therefore,!impolite.!
As! in!Graham! (2007),! users! in! this! forum!negotiate& norms.! In! this!
case,! participants! discuss! MEMBRE_C’s! proposition! to! use! only!
terms!that!are!comprehensible!to!laypersons!in!the!forum.!During!
these! (re)negotiations,! several! ÉguidelinesÉ! are! proposed! such! as!
limiting!the!use!of!technical!terms!to!technical!questions!that!really!
require! them! or! explaining! technical! terms!when! using! them! for!
the!first! time!in!a! thread.!Obviously,! it! is!very!difficult! to!reach!a!
compromise! in! this! field,! as! expectations! depend! on! context! and!
participants.! In! the! netiquette! guidelines! of! this! forum! no! hint! is!
given!on!this!topic.!
These!insights!underline!the!importance!of!a!contextXbased!analyX
sis! of! utterances:! utterances! are! not! per& se! polite! or! impolite,! but!
their! interpretation! depends! on! the! coXconstruction! and! negotiaX







tiation! of! expert! status,! as! discussed! in! this! paper,! it! would! cerX
tainly!be! interesting!to!know!more!about!the!perception!of! impoX
liteness! connected! with! other! linguistic! strategies! of! those! menX
tioned! above.! Furthermore,! investigation! of! previous! contacts!
between! the! three! participants! in! our! example! could! help! to! exX
plain! the! solidarity!between!MEMBRE_B!and!MEMBRE_A,! indeX
pendently!of!the!judgement!of!the!current!incident.!In!this!way,!it!
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More! and! more! human! communication! processes! shift! to! Social!





exhibited! by! tutors! and! pinpointed! those! which! are! effective! in!
facilitating! learning! gains! on! part! of! the! tutee! (Graesser/Person/!
Magliano! 1995;! Lepper/Woolverton! 2002).! However,! there! are!
tutorial!moves!which! tutors,! especially! novice! tutors,! seem! hesiX
tant!to!use:!Novice!tutors!use!more!motivational!and!less!cognitive!
scaffolding! than! expert! tutors! although! cognitive! scaffolding!
seems! to! have! a! larger! impact! on! learning! outcomes! (Cromley/!
Azevedo!2005).!Person!et!al.!(1995)!argue!that!tutors’!reluctance!to!
use! certain! instructional! strategies! is! due! to! their! desire! to! not!
impose! on! their! tutees.! They! assumed! that! these! strategies,! e.g.!
Gesa&Linnemann&–&Benjamin&Brummernhenrich&–&Regina&Jucks&
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of! specific! tutoring! strategies! (Brummernhenrich/Jucks! 2013;!
Bromme/Jucks/Runde!2012).!In!the!current!study,!we!focus!on!the!
recipients’! perspective.! Duthler! (2006:!515)! notes! that! “politeness!










to! the! concept!of! face!as!defined!by!Goffman! (1967).!They!differX
entiate! positive! face,!meaning! a! person’s! desire! for! social! accepX
tance! and! belonging,! and! negative! face,! the! desire! to! be! autonoX
mous!and!unrestricted! in!one’s!actions.!According!to! their! theory!
people!use! linguistic!politeness!strategies!when!performing!FTAs!
in! order! to! communicate! their! will! to! respect! these! two! face! asX







Concerning! tutorial! settings,! research! indicates! that!polite!behavX
iour! can! entail! both! benefits! and! detriments.! Person! et! al.! (1995)!
give!a!detailed!analysis!of!tutorial!moves!and!their!advantages!and!
disadvantages.!They!conclude!that!excessive!politeness!can!hinder!
the! effectiveness! of! tutoring.! Similarly,! we! found! in! a! previous!
study!that!tutors!explained!more!extensively!when!encouraged!to!
disregard! face! concerns! (Bromme/Jucks/Runde!2012).!Wang!et! al.!
(2008)!however! found!a!positive! effect! of!polite! tutorial! feedback!
on! learning! gains.! In! a! series! of! studies,! KerssenXGriep! and! his!
group! showed! that! polite! instructors! improved! learners’!
perceptions! of! several! relevant! variables:! positive! learning!
relationships!(KerssenXGriep/Hess/Trees!2003),!effective!mentoring!
and! positive! classroom! atmosphere! (KerssenXGriep/Trees/Hess!
2008),! as! well! as! fair! and! useful! feedback! (Trees/KerssenX
Griep/Hess!2009).!We!obtained!similar! results! in!an!experimental!
setting! using! instructional! forum! interactions:! Polite! tutors! were!
judged!as!applying!more!face!work,!being!more!oriented!towards!
the! recipient,! more! credible! and! more! likable! (Jucks/BrummernX
henrich/Päuler! in!press).! Jessmer!and!Anderson!(2001)!found!that!
recipients! judged! persons! who! formulated! emails! in! a! polite!
manner!as!friendlier,!more!likable!and!more!competent!than!those!
who!communicated!less!politely.!
In! sum,! there! seem! to! be! two! directions! of! findings:!On! the! one!
hand! there! are! indications! that! politeness! could! hinder! effective!
tutoring!due!to!a!loss!of!clarity!and!comprehensibility.!Note,!howX
ever,! that! politeness! does! not! necessarily! implicate! indirectness!









ness! in! tutoring! processes! from! the! recipients’! point! of! view.!
Hence,! our! examination! focuses! on! tutors’! utterances.!While! in! a!
previous! study,! we! fabricated! forum! interactions! (Jucks/BrumX
mernhenrich/Päuler!in!press)!to!realise!the!experimental!politeness!
manipulation,!we!now!use!utterances!taken!from!a!natural!setting!
to! ensure! ecological! validity.!However,!we! reach! beyond! a!mere!
text! corpus! analysis! and! achieve! an! experimental! setting! by!
randomly!presenting!the!materials!and!systematically!varying!the!
manner! of! face! work.! Our! basic! question! is:! What! impact! do!
tutors’! moves! have! on! the! recipients! depending! on! which!
politeness! strategy! they! choose?! We! examine! two! politeness!
strategies,! derived! from! Brown! and! Levinson’s! theory:! bald/on&
record! and! negative& politeness.! Based! on! the! findings! discussed!
above,!we!postulate!the!following!hypotheses:!
H1! Recipients! perceive! tutorial!moves! that! are! combined!with!
negative!politeness!as!more!polite!and!perceive!a!higher!amount!
of!face!work!stemming!from!the!tutor.!
H1! is! consistent!with! Brown! and! Levinson’s! (1987)! theory.!Note!
that,!since!we!varied!the!amount!and!format!of!FTA!in!our!materiX
als,!this!hypothesis!also!serves!as!a!manipulation!check.!
KerssenXGriep/Trees/Hess! (2008)! found! that! attentive! feedback!
leads! to! a! greater! satisfaction! among! students! concerning! their!
learning!relationship!with!their!teachers.!We!therefore!assume!that!
face! work,! realised! here! through! negative! politeness,! leads! to! a!
better!appraisal!of!the!tutor:!
H2! The! impression! of! the! tutor‘s! communication! style! is!more!





liteness! and! perceived! competence! (Trees/KerssenXGriep/Hess!
2009;!Jessmer/Anderson!2001),!the!following!prediction!was!made:!
H3! Credibility! is! perceived! higher! if! the! tutorial! move! is!
combined!with!negative!politeness.!
The!results!of!Person!et!al.!(1995)!lead!us!to!assume:!
H4! Comprehensibility! is! rated! higher! if! the! tutorial! move! is!
uttered!in!a!bald/on!record!manner.!





For! the! present! work,! verbal! data! from! a! previous! study! in! the!
context! of! instructional!CMC! (Brummernhenrich/Jucks! 2013)!was!
analysed!as!to!the!use!of!politeness!strategies.!Passages!of!the!disX






in! social! networks,! in! university! lectures! and! courses! and! via!
mailing!lists.!They!either!received!course!credit!or!had!a!3:1!chance!
to!win!a!€10!voucher!for!an!internet!store.!Participants!who!filled!






were! to! be! compared! within! subjects.! 81! persons! remained! for!
further!analysis.!59!were!female.!Age!ranged!from!18!to!60,!mean!
age! was! 24.99! (SD!=!7.33).! The! participants! reported! using! comX
puters!for!a!mean!of!23.62!hours!(SD!=!11.02)!a!week!and!spending!
on!average!19.02!hours!a!week!(SD!=!10.52)!using!the!internet.!










tutee,! a! student!with! only! basic! statistical! knowledge.! Tutor! and!
tutee!were! situated! in! different! rooms;! communication!was! realX
ised!via!an! instant!messenger!program!and!saved!as! text! files!afX
terwards.! We! contentXanalysed! the! tutors’! moves,! applying! a!
coding!scheme!by!D’Mello/Olney/Person!(2010)!for!tutorial!moves!
and!Brown/Levinson’s! (1987)! theory! for!politeness! strategies.! For!
the! recipient! study,! we! selected! utterances! from! several! tutorial!
situations!that!had!been!coded!either!bald/on!record!or!with!negaX
tive!politeness!and!that!participants!could!judge!without!knowing!
what!was! taking! place! on! the! tutee’s! screen! and!without! knowlX
edge!about!the!subject!matter.!To!give!context!to!the!tutor’s!utterX




be! rated!were!pointed!out! through!bold! type.!An!example!of! the!





We!conducted!a!1x2! factorial!design!with! the!withinXsubjects! facX
tor!politeness!strategy!(bald/on!record!or!negative!politeness).!The!
study! was! realised! as! an! online! survey.! Each! participant! rated!






Tutor’s& instructional& face& work.! To! measure! how! polite! the! tutor!
seemed!to!the!participant,!we!used!the!Revised!Instructional!FaceX
Support!Scale&(RIFS;!KerssenXGriep/Trees/Hess!2008).!We!adapted!
the! items! to! measure! how! the! participants! perceived! the! use! of!
positive! (4! items)!and!negative!politeness! (4! items)!by! the! tutors.!
Scale! consistencies!were!Cronbach’s!α! values!of! .85! (positive! face!
work!scale)!and!.80!(negative!face!work!scale).&
Tutor’s&Recipient&Orientation.! The! recipient! orientation! scale! (ROS;!
Bromme/Jucks/Runde!2005)!was!used!to!assess!four!aspects!of!the!






into! account! a! layperson’s! perspective! (10! items),! (2)! subjective&
assessment& of& one’s& own& comprehension! (5! items),! (3)! the& tutor’s& speI
cialised& knowledge! and& commitment& to&writing& on& this& specific& issue! (4!
items),!and!(4)!emotional&evaluation!(3!items).!!
The! items!were!modified! so! that! the! tutor!was! the!agent.!Not!all!
items!could!be!used!in!the!limited!context!of!our!study.!We!omitX
ted! one! item! of! the! audience& design& scale,! the! complete! subjective&
assessment& scale,&one! item!of! the! tutor’s& knowledge& and& commitment!
scale! and! one! item!of! the! emotional& evaluation& scale.!All! subscales!
received! satisfactory! consistencies!with! an!α&value!of! .88! for!perX
ceived! audience! design! and! values! of! at! least! .78! for! the! other!
scales.&




fied!using! the!word!“tutor”.!We!omitted! three! items!of! the! trustX
worthiness!scale!which!were!not!suitable!for!the!dialogues.!CronX
bach’s!α!values!were! .89! for!competence,! .90! for!goodwill!and! .81!
for!trustworthiness.&
Social&Relation& to& the& tutor.! Two! items!were!used! to! assess! the! apX
praisal! of! the! social! relation!with! the! tutor:! “I! find! the! tutor! likX
able”!and!“I!could!imagine!to!work!with!this!tutor”.!Cronbach’s!α!
was!.91.&
Comprehensibility& of& tutor‘s& utterances.! We! employed! a! measure!
originally! developed! by! Langer,! Schulz! von! Thun! and! Tausch!
(1993)! to! rate! the! comprehensibility! of! written! texts! and! oral! inX
formation.!Following!the!example!of!Clark!et!al.!(2003),!we!applied!
the! measure! for! the! purpose! of! assessing! our! participants’! comX




additional! stimulation.! We! omitted! four! items! which! were! not!
suitable!for!our!context.!Cronbach’s!α!values!were!.80!for!simplicX











tive! politeness)! as! withinXsubject! factor.! When! the! multivariate!
results!attained!significance,!we!conducted!univariate!analyses! to!
ascertain!whether! the!direction!of!differences! for!each!of! the!subX
scales!was!in!line!with!our!hypotheses.!
When!presenting!our!results,!we!define!an!α!level!of!p!<!.05!as!sigX
nificant.! In! line!with!Cohen! (1988),!we! interpreted! effect! sizes! as!
follows:!ηp²!=!.01!as!a!small!effect,!ηp²!=!.06!as!a!medium!effect,!and!
ηp²!=!.14! as! a! large! effect.! The! Winsorized! means! and! standard!
deviations! of! all! dependent! variables! in! the! two! conditions! are!
presented!in!Table!1.!
4.1. Hypothesis!1:!Perceptions!of!tutor‘s!instructional!face!work!
H1! posited! that! negative! polite! tutoring!moves! are! perceived! as!
containing!more! face!work.! The!multivariate! analyses! confirmed!
Gesa&Linnemann&–&Benjamin&Brummernhenrich&–&Regina&Jucks&
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that! the! experimental!manipulation!had!a! large,! significant! effect!
on!participants’!face!work!ratings,!F(2,!79)!=!50.39,!p!<!.01,!ηp²!=!.56.!
The! univariate! tests! for! the! two! subscales! both! attained! signifiX
cance,! showing! large! effects! on! positive,! F(1,!80)!=!48.61,! p!<!.01,!
ηp²!=!.38,! and!negative! face!work,!F(1,!80)!=!73.91,!p!<!.01,! ηp²!=!.48.!
In!both!cases,!polite!utterances!were!rated!as!containing!more!face!
work!(positive!face!work:!M!=!3.53,!SD!=!0.48;!negative!face!work:!




munication! style!more! positively!when! reading! polite! utterances!




The! univariate! analysis! however! only! showed! an! effect! for! the!
emotional! evaluation! subscale:! Polite! utterances! were! evaluated!
significantly!more! positively! (M!=!3.63,!SD!=!0.39)! than! bald! ones!
(M!=!3.42,!SD!=!0.41),!F(1,!80)!=!14.89,! p!<!.01,! ηp²!=!.16,! large! effect.!
Contrary!to!our!expectations,!there!were!no!significant!differences!
between! conditions! for! either! audience! design,! F(1,!80)!=!0.92,!
p!=!.34,! or! expert’s! knowledge! and! commitment,! F(1,!80)!=!0.74,!
p!=!.39.!
4.3. Hypothesis!3:!Perceptions!of!tutor‘s!credibility!
We! expected! that! polite! utterances! would! lead! to! a! higher! perX
ceived! credibility! of! the! tutor.! The!multivariate! analysis!with! the!
credibility!measures! showed! a! large,! significant! effect! for! the! exX
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perimental! manipulation,! F(3,!78)!=!28.26,! p!<!.01,! ηp²!=!.52.! The!
univariate!analyses! showed!significant!effects! for! two!of! the! subX
scales:!When!judging!polite!utterances,!participants!assigned!more!
goodwill!(M!=!3.89,!SD!=!0.41)!and!more!trustworthiness!(M!=!3.91,!
SD!=!0.31)! to! the! tutor! than! from! bald! utterances! (goodwill:!
M!=!3.43,! SD!=!0.51,! F(1,!80)!=!49.34,! p!<!.01,! ηp²!=!.38,! large! effect;!
trustworthiness:! M!=!3.75,! SD!=!0.44,! F(1,!80)!=!10.66,! p!<!.01,!
ηp²!=!.12,!medium!effect).!No! significant!difference!was! found! for!




ness! of! the! content! explained.! The!MANOVA!with! the! compreX
hensibility! subscales! confirmed! a! large,! significant! effect! of! the!
politeness! strategy! of! the! utterances,! F(4,!77)!=!20.90,! p!<!.01,!
ηp²!=!.52.!
However,! the! results! of! the! univariate! analyses! were! heteroX
geneous:!The!politeness!of!the!utterances!had!no!effect!on!the!perX
ception! of! their! simplicity,! F(1,!80)!=!1.40,! p!=!.24,! or! structure,!
F(1,!80)!=!1.43,! p!=!.24.! However,! the! other! two! subscales! reached!
significance,!showing!large!effects!for!the!experimental!manipulaX
tion,!albeit!in!opposite!directions:!Polite!utterances!were!judged!as!
more! stimulating! (M!=!3.75,! SD!=!0.64)! but! less! concise! (M!=!3.57,!
SD!=!0.26)! than! bald! utterances! (additional! stimulation:!M!=!3.02,!






on! the! participant’s! judgments! concerning! their! social! relation! to!
the! tutor,!F(1,!80)!=!45.11,!p!<!.01,!ηp²!=!.36:! In! line!with!hypothesis!
5,!participants!reading!polite!utterances!judged!the!tutor!as!signifiX





M& SD& M& SD&
Revised&Instructional&FaceISupport&Scale!
Positive!face!work! 3.53! 0.48! 3.17! 0.49!
Negative!face!work! 3.58! 0.35! 2.99! 0.37&
Recipient&Orientation&Scale!
Audience!design! 3.61! 0.32! 3.56! 0.41!
Tutor’s!knowledge!and!commitment! 3.54! 0.35! 3.49! 0.40!
Emotional!evaluation! 3.63! 0.39! 3.42! 0.41!
Credibility&Scales!
Competence! 3.85! 0.32! 3.91! 0.38!
Trustworthiness! 3.91! 0.31! 3.75! 0.44!
Goodwill! 3.89! 0.41! 3.43! 0.51!
Comprehensibility&Inventory!
Simplicity! 3.90! 0.33! 3.83! 0.43!
Structure! 3.71! 0.39! 3.64! 0.50!
Conciseness! 3.57! 0.26! 3.79! 0.29!
Additional!Stimulation! 3.75! 0.64! 3.02! 0.82&







perception! of! recipients! in! online! communication.! Recipients!
received!either!tutorial!moves!uttered!bald/on!record!or!redressed!
using! negative! politeness.! They! evaluated! the! utterances! with!
respect! to! perceived! face!work,! communication! style,! credibility,!
comprehensibility!and!likeability.!
The! results! concerning! the! first! hypothesis! showed! that! the!
manipulation! was! successful:! When! tutors! employed! negative!
politeness,!they!were!perceived!as!providing!more!face!work!than!
in! the! bald/on! record! condition.! Participants! however! did! not!
differentiate! between! positive! and! negative! face! work.! Both!
aspects!were! rated!higher! in! the!polite! condition.!While! the!RIFS!
was!originally!designed!for!faceXtoXface!situations,!for!participants!
who!themselves!were!the!addressees!of!face!work!and!who!had!a!
greater! social! distance! to! their! teacher! than! was! the! case! in! our!
peerXtutoring! situation! (KerssenXGriep/Trees/Hess! 2008;! KerssenX
Griep/Hess/Trees! 2003;! Trees/KerssenXGriep/Hess! 2009),! it! was!
shown! to! be! applicable! in! settings! like! ours.! Regarding! recipient!
orientation,! only! the! emotional! evaluation! subscale! revealed!
significant!differences.!This!could!be!attributed!to!the!shortness!of!
dialogue!sequences! that!made! it!difficult! to!process! these!aspects!
properly.! In! our! previous! study,! using! whole! discourses! rather!
than!single!utterances,!we!also!found!differences!for!the!audience!
design! scale! but! no! effect! for! the! commitment! scale! (Jucks/!
Brummernhenrich/Päuler!in!press).!
We! found! large!effects! for! the!Credibility!Scale’s! subscales!goodX
will! and! trustworthiness,! being,! as! predicted,! rated! higher!when!






no!differences! for! the! competence! subscale.!We! similarly!did!not!
find! an! effect! of! politeness! on! perceived! competence! in! our!
previous!study!(Jucks/Brummernhenrich/Päuler! in!press).! In!both!
cases! participants! were! unfamiliar! with! the! subject! matter! and!
thus! could! have! been! unable! to! judge! this! dimension.! Two!
subscales! of! the! comprehensibility! inventory! revealed! significant!




even! though! participants! were! reminded! to! assess! only! a! single!
utterance!which!we!highlighted!in!the!text.!Additional!stimulation!
was! considered! higher! for! the! negative! politeness! condition;! this!
could! be! ascribed! to! the! same! reason.! Alternatively,! politeness!
might!have!had!a!stimulating!effect!on!recipients,!which!would!be!
interesting! to! investigate! further.! As! expected,! politeness! had! a!
positive!effect!on!perceptions!of!the!tutors’!likeability.!
 Limitations!and!Future!Research!6.
In! the! current! study,! we! investigated! only! a! restricted! range! of!
politeness! strategies.! To! generalise! findings,! future! research!
should!extend!its!scope!to!adequately!assess!the!role!of!politeness!
in! tutoring.! Positive! politeness! as!well! as! the! fact! that! utterances!
can! contain!more! than! one! politeness! strategy! at! once! should! be!
taken! into! account.! Additionally,! the! sociological! variables! social&
distance! and! relative& power,! as! postulated! by! Brown/Levinson!
(1987),!could!be!varied.!




nature! of! politeness! in! tutoring! could! be! an! interesting! topic! for!
future!research.!
The! results! concerning! comprehensibility! differed! from! our!
expectations.!It!could!be!argued!that!the!usage!of!the!comprehenX
sibility! inventory!was! not! suited! to! our! setting.!We! had! to! leave!
out!or!modify!several!items!and!did!not!test!the!new!version.!
This! research! focused!on! tutoring! in!a!chat! context.!Comparisons!
of!tutors’!choice!of!politeness!strategies!in!different!media!settings!
could! be! illuminating! as! it! has! been! in! other! contexts! (Duthler!
2006).!
While!the!findings!of!our!study!are!in!line!with!previous!research!
and! indicate! mostly! positive! effects! of! politeness,! the! literature!
showing!detrimental! effects! on! clarity! and! explicitness! cannot! be!
discounted.!A!key! task! for! future! research! in! this! field!will! be! to!
find! communicative! strategies! that! allow! tutors! to! create! a!
motivating! atmosphere! without! jeopardising! the! learning! outX
come.!
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The! politeness! paradigm! established! by! Brown/Levinson! (1978;!
1987)! was! developed! according! to! oral! language,! which! can! be!
gathered! from! their! examples.! A! second! premise,! which! Brown/!
Levinson!made! even!more! explicit! by! their! title,! is! their! claim!of!
their! concept’s! universal! validity.! This! contribution! calls! both!
points,! the! focus! on! oral! communication! and! the! claim! of! uniX




kind! of! “conceptual! orality”! (“konzeptionelle! Mündlichkeit,”!
Koch/Oesterreicher!2008:!200ff.;!Thimm!2000:!10)!or!a!new!kind!of!












system! of! devices! reflecting! a! characteristically! AngloXSaxon!
cultural! tradition:!a! tradition!which!places!special!emphasis!on!
the! rights! and! on! the! autonomy! of! every! individual,! which!
abhors! interference! in! other! people’s! affairs! […],! which! is!
tolerant! of! individual! idiosyncrasies! and! peculiarities,! which!
respects! everyone’s! privacy,! which! approves! of! compromises!
and! disapproves! of! dogmatism! of! any! kind! (Wierzbicka!
1985:!150).!
Wierzbicka! and! Rathmayr! (1996)! question! the! importance! of!
negative!face!in!Slavic!(especially!Polish!and!Russian)!culture!and!
emphasise!the!dominance!of!speech!acts!along!the!positive!politeX
ness! scale.! The! claim! to! universality! is! also! doubted! by! linguists!
from! Japan! and! other! Asian! cultures! (cf.! e.g.! Matsumoto! 1988).!
More! important! to! my! project! –! a! comparison! of! Russian! and!
German!politeness!strategies!–! is! the!partial!withdrawal! from!the!
rejection!of!the!negative!politeness!pole!for!Slavic! languages,! first!
suggested! by! Zemskaja! (1997:!274)! and! empirically! shown! by!
Ogiermann! (2009).! Ogiermann! demonstrates! that! the! use! of!
imperative! forms,! often! taken! as! an! indication! of! positive! politeX
ness!in!Russian!and!Polish!culture,! is!not!as!common!as!assumed!
and! other! forms! such! as! questions! and! hedges,! clearly! coming!
from! the! negative! paradigm,! are! used! as! well,! although! the! freX
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1! For! the! applicability! of! Brown/Levinson’s! conception! on! computerXmediated!




quency! of! direct,! positive! polite! behaviour! is! higher! than! in!
English!or!German!(Ogiermann!2009:!198).!!
Culturally! differing! preferences! in! realising! certain! speech! acts!
undoubtedly! exist,! as! shown! by! the! works! in! the! field! of! crossX
cultural! pragmatics! (e.g.! BlumXKulka! 1987;! House/Kasper! 1987;!
House! 1989).!Moreover,! there!might! be! a! cultureXspecific! preferX
ence! for! positive! or! negative! politeness! (O’Driscoll! 1996:!4;! Kreß!
2010:!160ff.)! and! other! factors! influencing! the! choice! of! a! faceX
saving! strategy,! such! as! age,! gender! or! simply! individual!preferX
ences,! should! not! be! neglected.!However,! this! does! not! question!








other! readers! in! forums,! so! the! debates! are! a! form! of! connected!


















readers.! Zeit.de! removes! comments,! shortens! contributions! or!
comments! on! them! (“Bitte& bemühen! Sie! sich! um!mehr! SachlichX
keit.!Danke.!Die!Redaktion/sc”!–!“Please!try!to!be!more!objective.!
Thanks.!The!editors”!(comment!no.!2,!Zeit.de!2011a)).!On!gazeta.ru!
and! Коммерсантъ! such! intervening! moderation! cannot! be!
observed,! but! according! to! the! site! guidelines! the! administrators!
delete! comments!with! commercial! features,! as!well! as! those! that!
contradict!moral!norms!or!insult!other!users!(cf.!Gazeta.ru!n.d.).!
Online!forums!are!here!understood!as!an!online!community!in!the!
sense! of!Ebersbach/Glaser/Heigl! (2011:!195):! a! community! of!perX





e.g.! Thimm! 2000;! Beißwenger! 2001;! Androutsopoulos! 2007)! and!
the! applicability! of! the! politeness! paradigm! has! been! shown! in!
articles! in! the! Journal& of&Politeness&Research! 6! (1),! 2010.!Therefore! I!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




want! to! highlight! just! a! few! features! that! seem! to! be! of! special!
interest!in!this!context.!!
First,!nonverbal!behaviour!does!not!play!a! role! in! the! initial! conX
cept! of! Brown/Levinson.! Without! doubt! paraXverbal! signals,!
mimicry! and! proxemics! can! be! decisive! for! a! polite! or! impolite!
performance.! Similarly,! in! computerXmediated! communication!
(CMC),! nonverbal! signs! play! a! special! role,! but! they! have! to! be!
made!explicit!and!they!have!to!be! translated! into!other!signals! in!
this! non! faceXtoXface! situation.!Krämer! (2000:! 47)! even!points! out!
that! to! participate! in! CMC,! a! user! has! to! become! a! symbolic!
expression! himself.! This! is! one! part! of! the! depersonalisation,!
dramatisation! and! staginess! that! is! often! described! as! a! key!
characteristic!of!online!communication!(Krämer!2000:!47f.;!Döring!
1999).! Emotions,! attitudes! and! other! “meta”! information,! usually!
enunciated! by! facial! expressions,! are!made! explicit! by! emoticons!
or,!at!least!in!German!CMC,!by!inflectives!(“seufz”).!According!to!
Maaß! (2012:!82),! emoticons!and!other!paraXverbal! signals!play!an!
important!role!in!CMC!in!general,!but!especially!in!managing!face!
threats! and! aggression.! The! communicator! himself! is! symbolised!
by!his!username,!his!profile!and!eventually!by!a!picture,!which!can!
be! seen! as!his! avatar! (cf.!Kreß! 2011).!As! a! result! of! this! “translaX
tional!work”!nonverbal!signs!take!on!an!importance!which!seems!
to! be!much!higher! than! in! faceXtoXface! interaction:! In! faceXtoXface!
interaction,!nonverbal! signs! can!also!be! interpreted!as!accidental,!
whereas! in!CMC!they!have!to!be!understood!as! intentional.!Thus!
they! play! a! key! role! in! the! selfXpresentation4! of! the! interlocutors!
and!can!be!part!of!the!relational!work5!in!CMC.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4! For! the! linguistic! concept! of! selfXpresentation! and! stylisation,! cf.! Spiegel! 1997;! Selting!
1997.!!






Proceeding! from! the! fact! that! debates! in! online! forums! are! not!
orientated!towards!a!consensus,!but!rather!are!based!on!conflicting!
opinions6! on!which! the! interactors! work! in! their! comments,! this!
study!focuses!on!faceXthreatening!and!faceXsaving!acts,!which!are!




tradiction! or! disagreement! is! a! threat! to! the! addressee’s! positive!
face,!as!the!speaker/writer!“indicates!that!he!thinks!H![the!Hearer]!
is! wrong! or! misguided! or! unreasonable! about! some! issue,! such!
wrongness! being! associated!with! disapproval”! (ibid.).! In! Brown/!
Levinson’! conception,! polite! verbal! behaviour! would! consist! of!
compensating! actions! such! as! an! excuse,! a! compliment,! etc.,!
intended! to! reduce! the! face! threat.!The!notion!of!politeness! itself!
has! an! evaluative! nuance,! and! it! could! imply! that! an! absence! of!
such! redressive!actions!has! to!be!qualified!as! impolite.! It!may!be!
doubted!that!this!also!counts!for!conflictive!interactions,!which!are!
conducted! under! differing! premises:! Here! the! absence! of! politeX
ness! (which! is!not! the!same!as! impoliteness)! is!not!only!possible,!
but!sometimes!even!appropriate!(cf.!Kreß!2010:!174f.).!Therefore,!I!
refer!to!the!concept!of!“relational!work”!which!allows!the!considX
eration! of! the! whole! spectrum,! from! verbal! politeness! and! the!
absence!of!politeness!to!impoliteness,!and!focuses!on!the!range!of!
“relational! messages”! which! are! expressed! “by! the! way”! or!






Looked! at! in! this! way,! relational! work! comprises! the! entire!
continuum! of! verbal! behaviour! from! direct,! impolite,! rude! or!
aggressive!interaction!through!to!polite!interaction,!encompassing!
both! appropriate! and! inappropriate! forms! of! social! behaviour!
(Locher!2004:!51).! Impolite!behaviour! is! thus! just!as! significant! in!
defining!relationships!as!appropriate/politic!or!polite!behaviour.!In!
this! sense! relational! work! can! be! understood! as! equivalent! to!
Halliday’s! (1978)! interpersonal! level! of! communication,! in!which!
interpersonal! rather! than! ideational! meaning! is! negotiated!
(Locher/Watts!2005:!11).!
This!study!analysed!comments!that!appeared!under!the!categories!
“Самое! обсуждаемое”! (“Most! discussed”,! gazeta.ru),! “Самое!
обсуждаемое.! Рейтинг! за! последние! трое! суток”! (“Most! disX
cussed.! Rating! of! the! last! three! days”),! “Meistkommentiert”!
(“Most! commented”,! zeit.de)! and! “Meistgelesene! Themen”! and!
“Meistdiskutierte! Themen”! (“Most! read! topics”! and! “most! disX
cussed!topics”,!spiegel.de7).!
First,! it! is! notable! that! the! quantity! and! the! presentation! of! the!




Twitter! without! text! or! topic,! simply! to! express! sympathy! and!
agreement! with! a! longer! comment.! The! relationship! between! a!
comment! and! a! posted! agreement! or! answer! is!made! explicit! by!
the! graphic! layout! of! the! site.! On! zeit.de! the! reference! is! made!
clear!by!a!specific!rubric!“Anwort!auf”!(“answer!to”),!allowing!one!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7! The! last! category,! “most! discussed! topics”! differs! a! little! bit! from! the! others,! as! it!
includes!some!“top!topics”,!where!an!article!is!discussed,!as!well!as!questions!from!the!














tion! or! selfXstylisation! –! bring! a! measure! of! meaning,! a! commX
unicative!offer!in!advance.!It!is!somehow!a!form!of!metaXcomment!
or! metaXinformation,! a! bracket! to! the! actual! comment,! which!
might!help!the!reader!to!interpret!the!statement!and/or!to!classify!
it.!This!potential!of!usernames!is!widely!exploited!by!the!German!
participants,! among! whom! we! can! find! aptronyms! like!
“DIELOGE”! (“THELODGE”,! cf.! comment! no.! 275! on! Zeit.de!
2012b),! “autopilot”! (cf.! comment! no.! 274! on! Zeit.de! 2012b),!
“LibertyOnly”!(cf.!comment!no.!17!on!Spiegel!Online!2012),!“FreiX
heitsfreund”!(“friend!of!freedom”,!cf.!comment!no.!277!on!Zeit.de!
2012b),! “Hofnarr”! (“jester”,! cf.! comment! no.! 5! on!Zeit.de! 2011b),!
“Bürgerschreck”!(“terror!of!the!middle!classes”,!cf.!comment!no.!2!
on! Spiegel! Online! 2011b)! and! “Duelist”! (cf.! Zeit.de! 2011b).!
Whereas!the!first!three!names!give!some!kind!of!general!informaX
tion! –! maybe! about! the! user’s! political! preference! –! the! names!
“Hofnarr”,!“Bürgerschreck”!and!“Duelist”!are!of!higher!interest!in!
this! context,! as! they! deliver! metaXcommunicative! information! in!
the! narrower! sense:!Whereas! a! “Hofnarr”! claims! that! he! should!
not! be! taken! too! seriously,! the! “duelist”! and! the! “terror! of! the!
middle! classes”! send! the!message! that!we! can! expect! rather! conX
flictive! communication.! When! such! messages! are! sent! through!
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nicknames,! they! can! be! seen! as! some! kind! of! relational! work! in!
advance.!!
Although!the!Russian!users!also!show!a!high!amount!of!creativity!
in! their! choice! of! nicknames,! their! selfXpresentation! is! usually!
orientated!toward!general!aspects!of!their!identity!with!no!special!
reference! to! their! thinking! or! communicating.!Many! of! them!use!
their!name!or!an!abbreviation!of!their!name,!sometimes!in!combiX
nation! with! numbers.! Then! there! are! names! like! “Chesnok”!
(“garlic”,!cf.!Gazeta.ru!2012),!which!ensure!anonymity!and!maybe!
hint!towards!a!culinary!preference,!and!“kamirXbatir”!(a!boy!made!
from! dough! in! a! Bashkir! fairy! tale,! cf.! Gazeta.ru! 2012),! which!
might! refer! to! the!user’s! ethnic! roots.!However,! the!use! of! a! real!
name,!often!even!one’s!given!first!name!and!surname,!is!standard,!
while! such! stylisations! as! “naughty! lamer”! (cf.! Kommersant.ru!
2012),! “barakobamas”! (cf.! Gazeta.ru! 2012)! and,! interestingly!





Brown/Levinson! 1987:!94ff.)! seems! to! be! more! appropriate.! This!
coincides!with!the!phenomenon!known!as!trolling,8!which!is!much!
more!extreme!online!in!comparison!to!a!verbal!behaviour!without!
redressive! actions.! Trolling! refers! to! posts! with! inflammatory! or!
insulting! content,! which! are! posted! in! the! security! of! an!
anonymous!internet.!It!is!interesting,!however,!that!in!the!German!
forums,! posts! that! directly! respond! to! another! comment! and!















the!purpose!of! reducing! the! face! threat!–! is! the! following,!where,!
in! a! discussion! about! vegetarianism,! a! user! responds! “seriously”!
to!a!statement!that!a!vegetarian!lifestyle!preserves!animals’!rights:!
Ich! bin! dabei,! öffnen! wir! den! Grundrechtekatalog! des!
Grundgesetzes! endlich! auch! für! Tiere,! Recht! auf! körperliche!
Unversehrtheit,! ReligionsX,! VersammlungsX! und!Meinungsfreiheit.!
Und!Aufsichtsräte! sollten! künftig! zumindest! zu! einem!Drittel!mit!
“hohen!Tieren”!besetzt!werden.!
Aber!was!machen!wir!mit!Tieren!die! einfach!Tiere! essen,! z.B.!mit!
Vögeln,! die! Insekten! fangen,! um! damit! ihre! Jungen! zu! ernähren?!
Oder! mit! Löwen! die! wehrlose! Gazellen! killen?! Und! was! ist! mit!
Aasgeiern,!die!die!Totenruhe!stören?!
Da!sind!noch!viele!Fragen!offen.!




I’m&with&you,& let’s&open& the&charter&of& fundamental& rights& for&animals&at&
last,& the& right& to& physical& integrity,& freedom& of& religion,& freedom& of&
assembly,&freedom&of&opinion.&




But&what& shall&we& do&with& animals&which& simply& eat& animals,& e.g.& birds&
that&catch& insects& to& feed& their&young?&Or&with& lions& that&kill&defenseless&







stitute! an! open! faceXthreat.! However,! there! are! certain! verbal!
instruments! that! reduce! the! offence:! The! contribution! starts!with!
seeming! agreement! (“I’m! with! you”);! the! play! on! words! (“high!
animals”)!and! the! rather!absurd!pictures! (vultures!disturbing! the!
peace!of! the!dead)!make! the!opposition! less! sharp.!After! a!metaX
communicative! announcement! to! leave! the! humorous! mode!
(“Seriously”)!the!user!expresses!partial!agreement.!And!even!after!
the!step!into!a!more!serious!mode,!humor!is!again!used:!“I!say!yes!
to!Schnitzel”! sounds! like!a!political! slogan!which! in! combination!
with!such!a!mundane!thing!as!a!Schnitzel!is!rather!ridiculous.!This!
means!that!the!user!takes!themselves!not!too!seriously!–!a!tribute!









des! öfteren! geblinzelt.! Es! tut! mir! nach! intensiven! Studium! des!
Bildes! in! der! Folge! jedoch! sehr! Leid,! Ihnen!mitteilen! zu!müssen,!
dass! die! Anatomie! der! Nase! “des! Volkes”! zwar! ästhetisch! nicht!
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ansprechend,! jedoch! in! keinem! Falle! eine! “Hakennase”! ist.!
(comment!no.!10!on!Zeit.de!2012a)!
I& cleaned&my& glasses& several& times,& I& had& a& close& look,& I& blinked&many& a&
time.&However,&I&am&very&sorry&that&after&an&intense&study&of&the&picture&I&
have& to& inform&you& that,&while& the&anatomy&of&“the&people’s”&nose& is&not&
esthetically&pleasing,&it&is&by&no&means&a&“hooked&nose.”&
The!post!is!related!to!a!statement!in!which!a!user!claimed!that!the!
caricature! cannot! be! antiXSemitic! because! the! other! person! in! the!
picture!has!a!hooked!nose!as!well.! In!this!example!the!distancing!
and! therefore! slightly! soothing! character! of! the! humor! is! more!
overt!than!in!the!first!excerpt.!The!author!makes!fun!of!himself!by!
drawing! a! rather! ridiculous!picture! of! him! looking! closely! at! the!
caricature.! Furthermore! he! admits! the! “not! esthetically! pleasing”!
character!of!the!nose!in!question!and!thus!serves!the!positive!face!
of! the! addressee.! Of! course! the! disapproval! of! the! contradicting!
position!is!clear!as!well.!
But!humor!is!a!twoXedged!sword:!it!can!also!be!a!weapon,!and!the!




Danke,! großer! “Check”!! Bin! immer! dankbar,! von! Gelehrten!
freundlich!und!doch!bestimmt!weitergebildet!zu!werden.!Daß!das!
Problemchen! auch! “ganz! simpel”! zu! checken! ist,! befriedet! mich!
noch!mehr.!(comment!no.!95!on!Spiegel!Online!2011b)!
Thank& you,& great& “checker”!& I’m& always& grateful& to& get& a& friendly& but&
thoroughly&resolute&instruction&from&a&scholar.&That&this&little&problem&can&
be&checked&so&simplistically&makes&me&even&more&satisfied.&&
Here! the! author! shows! themselves! to! be! “enthusiastic”! about! an!
explanation!of!the!German!electoral!system!that!the!addressee!had!





and! its! content! that! he! is! not! from!an! academic! background! and!
their!post!cannot!be!called!friendly.!Irony!is!here!used!to!increase!






Автор! совершил! географическое! открытие:! Мальвинские!
острова.! Видимо,! ему! надоели! Мальдивские! острова.! Надо!
вычитывать!свои!тексты!!(Gazeta.ru!2012)!
The& author& has& made& a& geographic& discovery:& The& Malvian& Islands.&
Probably&he’s&fed&up&with&the&Maldive&Islands.&One&has&to&proofread&one’s&
own&texts.&&
Although! the! user! starts! humorously,! he! ends! with! a! serious!
admonition.! This! corresponds! with! the!more! sincere! tone! of! the!
Russian!posts!in!general.!A!tendency!to!limit!the!use!of!humor!onX
ly!to!the!original!author!of!an!article!is!confirmed!by!a!second!post:!
Автор! у! нас! Капитан!Очевидность.!Ну! или! эстонец! (Gazeta.ru!
2012)!
Our&author&is&Captain&Obvious.&Or&he’s&simply&Estonian&
Here! the!author!of! the! related!article! is! characterised!as!not!very!
inventive! or! witty,! as! everything! he! wrote! is! selfXevident.! This!
criticism! is! “wrapped! up”! in! a! kind! of! nickname/mock! name!
which! stands! for! an! internet! character:! Капитан& Очевидность/!
Captain&Obvious,!an!ostensible!superhero!who!reveals!the!truth!on!
the!internet!–!the!truth!that!has!been!already!obvious!to!everybody!






The! Russian! posts! are! often! characterised! by! rather! direct,! faceX
threatening!expressions!of!opposition.!In!these!cases,!the!positions!





к! нулю.!Ассанж,! к! которому!я,! кстати,! с! симпатией!отношусь,!
поXмоему! действительно! нашкодил.! Хотя! дело,! конечно,!
непростое.!
Но! вот! сомнения! в! независимости! названного! суда! огромны,!
именно! изXза! них! Ассанж! требует! гарантий,! а! Эквадор! дал!
убежище.!(Gazeta.ru!2012)!
This& article& is& about& nothing.& Everything& is& turned& upside& down.& Does&
anybody&doubt&the&independence&of&the&Swedish&court?&I&personally&don’t.&
The& chances& that& Sweden& extradites&Assange& are& close& to& zero.& Assange,&









Furthermore,! an! aggressive! use! of! face!work! can! be! observed! in!















pointless,! but! the! affront! is! intensified! by! the! use! of! the! proper!
name;! it! is! a! personalised! insult,! only! slightly! weakened! by! a!
smiling!emoticon!at!the!end!of!the!post.!
A! tendency! to! insult!opponents!personally!can!be!seen!especially!
in!the!hot!discussions!where!very!high!numbers!of!comments!are!
reached.!One!such!topic!is!the!“Pussy!Riot”!case,!and!an!interview!
with! a! wellXknown! Russian! musician,! songwriter! and! poet,!
Andrey!Makarevich,!who! says! that!he! is! ashamed!of!his! country!
because!of!the!judgment!in!this!court!case.!The!following!examples!
are!taken!from!posts!regarding!this!interview.!
The! first! example! comes! along! with! an! open! insult! through! an!
invective.! It! is! a! reaction! to! a! statement!where! the! author! points!





The! use! of! abusive,! vulgar! language! is! rather! frequent! in! heated!
debates,!not!only! concerning! the!opponent,!but! also! the!object!of!
the!controversy,!perhaps! to!express!a!general! irritability!concernX
















Макаревичем! согласен! в! последнем! ответе,! что! PR! проект!
удался,! они! будут! грести! большие! деньги,! еврей! уже! все!
заработал...!Стыдно!Вам!давно!уже!должно!быть!МАкароныч!!
Все,!что!заработал!Макаревич,!он!заработал!своим!талантом,!а!
про! вас,! как! было! сказано! выше,! вряд! ли! ктоXнибудьXкогдаX
нибудь!услышит.!Кстати,!вы!знаете,!что!у!вас!имя!еврейское! ))!
(Kommersant.ru!2012)!




about& you,& as& already& mentioned& above,& hardly& anyone& has& ever& heard&
anything.&By&the&way,&did&you&know&that&you&have&a&Jewish&name))&
The!superfluous!and! inappropriate!hint! to!an!ethnic!background,!
which!has!nothing! to!do!with! the!discussed!object! and! is! simply!
mentioned! to! destroy! someone’s! face,11! is! immediately! returned,!
only! slightly!mitigated!by!an!emoticon.!Although! there!are! some!
discussions!where!the!users!get!more!direct!in!the!German!forums!
as!well,!personal!insults!of!that!kind!cannot!be!found!there,!which!









After! a! qualitative! study! of! Russian! and!German! online! forums,!
one!can!assume!that!a!more!direct,!blunt!style!(bald!on!record)! is!
appropriate!in!the!Russian!debates.!However,!as!this!study!has!not!
been! quantitative! or! longitudinal,! these! results! are! by! no!means!
representative! and! should! be! reinforced! by! statistically! reliable!
arguments.! However,! the! more! straightforward! and! sharp! comX
municative!style!in!the!Russian!forums!shows!some!parallels!with!
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